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FOREWORD
In 1987, WMO Congress noted that, following a nuclear power station accident in April 1986, the International
Atomic Energy Agency (IABA) had adopted the Convention on Early Notification of a Nuclear Accident and the
Convention on Assistance in Case of a Nuclear Accident or Radiological Emergency. As the information to be provided
under these Conventions includes information on current and forecast meteorological and hydrological conditions. WMO
Congress recognized that international procedures should be set up by WMO for the co-ordination of actions on the
meteorological and hydrological aspects of a possible transboundary flow of hazardous materials. The WMO Executive
Council (BC-XL, 1988) agreed that the WMO technical commissions should be closely involved in these activities
including the preparation of guidance material relating to various practical and theoretical aspects of emergency responses
to nuclear and non-nuclear accidents.
In this context the Commission for Hydrology (CHy-VIII, 1988) considered the role of Hydrological Services
in minimizing the impact of accidental releases of hazardous materials and called upon its members to make a substantial
contribution to work in this vital area. The Commission recommended that the Secretary-General approach IABA and those
Members of WMO with experience in the subject to establish a mechanism by which the requested guidance material, in a
form of a manual, could be prepared within a reasonable time frame.
In response to this request, Dr O. Starosolszky, the president of CHy, visited IABA in Vienna in March 1988 to
discuss collaboration between WMO and IABA on the subject. One outcome of these discussions was the proposal that
WMO prepare a manual on hydrological aspects of accidental pollution of water bodies. The mechanism that was agreed
wilh IAEA envisaged expert meetings to discuss, prepare and review material for the manual. Two meetings were held on

the subject, the first in Kiev, USSR in April 1989, the second at IABA Headquarters in Vienna, Austria in April 1990. A
number of experts participated at these meetings, namely from Germany, Hungary, Sweden, the United Kingdom, the United
States of America and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics.
The result is a publication which should prove useful in providing guidance to Hydrological Services and Water
Authorities as to the role which they might play in minimizing the impact of accidental pollution, in particular where an
emergency response is called for in the case of accidental release of hazardous materials. Nine case studies are incorporated
to illustrate practical aspects of the subject of the publication. The case studies were provided by experts from Brazil,
Germany, Hnngary, Japan, USA and USSR. The most comprehensive study deals with the radioactive contamination of
water bodies following the Chemobyl nuclear accident which was prepared by experts from the USSR.
The plans are to continuously update the material included in this publication. Comments on it will therefore be

welcomed.
I have much pleasure in expressing the appreciation ofWMO to all those who have devoted their time and efforts
to the production of this publication.

~.p.ObaSi)
Secretary-General

i - - - - - -- - ------------------------------------------- -- -------

---------
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SUMMARY
This report provides guidance material on methods, techniques and procedures for use in
monitoring and forecasting of contaminant transport and migration in water bodies following accidental
release of pollutants. The major topics covered in the report include: types and sources of accidental
pollution; processes of contaminant transport; migration of contaminants in water bodies; data
collection to monitor the contamination and transport; methods of calculating and forecasting pollutant
transport in water bodies; reporting of accidental pollution; and administrative and technical aspects of
transboundary pollution. The material incorporates nine case studies, including a description of the
radioactive contamination of water bodies following the Chernobyl nuclear accident. For further
detailed discussion of the relevant topics, the reader is referred to the literature included in a
comprehensive list of references at the end of each chapter.

*
Le present rapport renferme des directives concernant les methodes et techniques 11 utiliser et
les procedures 11 suivre pour la surveillance etla prevision du transport et de la migration de contaminants
dans les masses d'eau provoques par des rejets accidentels de polluants. Les themes suivants sont abordes:
types et sources de pollution accidentelle; processus regissant Ie transport de contaminants; migration de
contaminants dans les masses d'eau; rassemblement de donnees pour la surveillance de la contamination et
du transport de polluants; methodes de calcul et de prevision du transport de polluants dans les masses
d'eau; notification de cas de pollution accidentelle; et aspects administratifs et techniques de la pollution
transfrontiere. Le rapport contient neuf etudes de cas, dont la description de 1a contamination des masses
d'eau par des substances radioactives 11 la suite de l'accident nucleaire de Tchernobyl. S'il veut approfondir
les themes abordes, Ie lecteur trouvera 11 la fin de chaque chapitre une liste exhaustive de references.

*
B I1acroJlIQeM OT'lere npe,llcraBJllleTCli PYKOBO,llJlIQHI1 MarepHaJl no MeTO,llaM, TeXlIHKe H
npoI1e,llypBM ,llJlll HcnOJlLaOBalIHlI npH MOIIHTopHHre H nporHoaHpoBaHHH nepeHoca aarpll3HlIIOII1HX
BeII1ecm H MHrpaI1HH B BO,llHblX 06...eKTBX npH aBapHI1HOM Bbl6poce aarpll3HlIIOII1HX BeII1ecm. Ie
QCHOBHhlM TeMaM, ICOTOpbJe OXOaTLJBaJOTCH B

HacTOH~eM

OTl(eTe, QTHOOITCH cneAYIl.{He:

THnLl H

HCTOqHHKH aBapHI1IIOrO aarpllalIelIHlI; npoI1eccbI nepeHoca aarp1l3Hln0II1HX BeII1eCTB; MHrpaI1HlI
aarpliaIlln0II1HX BeII1eCTB B BO,llHblX 06...eKTax; c60p ,llaHHblX ,llJlll KOHTpDJlll aarplialIeIlHlI H
nepeHoca; MeTO,llbl paCqeTOB H nporH03HpoBaHHlI nepelloca aarpliaHlIIOII1HX BeII1eCTB B BO,llHIolX
06...eKTax; CO06II1eHHe 06 aBapHI1HOM aarpliaHelIHH; H B,llMHIIHcrpaTHBlIo-TeXHHqeCKHe acneKTiol
TpaHCrpBllHqHOrO aarplialIelIHlI. B MaTepHaJl BKffiOqeHbI HCCJle,lloBaHHlI ,lleBliTH KOIIKpeTHlolx
cny'IaeB, BKJDOlJa.H onHcaHHe P3AHoaXTHBIIOro :mrpH3uelIHH BO,llHLlX 06l,eKTOB nOcne aBapHH Ha

'1epIl06b1JlLCK0I1 aTOMIIOI1 CTaHI1HH. ,i\Jlll 60Jlee nO,llpo6Horo paccMoTpelIHlI cooTBeTcTBYIDII1HX
TeM qHTaTeJlL OTCblJlaeTCli K JlHTepaTYpe. BKffiOqeHHOI1 B 06uIHplIIoll1 6H6JlHOrpa¢H'lecKHI1
cnHCOK. npHBO,llHMbll1 B KOIII1e Ka;K,l{OI1 rJlaBbI.

*
El presenle informe contiene documentos de orientacion sabre metodos. tecnicas y
procedimientos IItilizados para vigilar y predecir eltransporte y migraci6n de slIstancias contarninantes en
masas acoaticas a consccuencia de la emisi6n accidental de contaminantes. Los principales temas tratados
en el informe son los signientes: tipos y fuentes de contarninaci6n accidental; procesos de transporte de
sustancias contaminanies; migraci6n de sustancias contaminantes en las masas acmiticas; concentraci6n de
datos para seguir de cerca la contaminaci6n y el transporte; metodos para calclIlar y predecir el transporte
de sllstancias contaminantes en las masas acmiticas; informes para comunicar la contaminaci6n pDf
accidente; y aspectos administrativos y t6cnicos de la contarninaci6n transfronteriza. Esta documentaci6n
contiene nueve estudios de casas, entre elIas una descripci6n de la contaminaci6n radioactiva de las masas
acuaticas a consccuencia del accidente nuclear de Chemobyl. Para una discusi6n mas detallada de los temas
expuestos, se remile allector a la literatura consignada en una lista exhaustiva de referencias al final de
cada capitulo.

----
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Water is as essential to our existence as the very air we
breathe; we can survive without food for several weeks but,
without water. we would die in a few days.

One of mankind's greatest love-hate relationships is with
water.

It is our friend when uncontaminated and

snfficiently abnndant to serve onr essential needs. It is onr
enemy when it is impure, inadequate, or excessive [1.1].
Global water use doubled between 1940 and 1980, and is
expected to double again by the year 2000 (World
Conservation Strategy for the 1990s). Nearly one quarter
of all the national territories in continental (non-island)
countries are part of an international river basin. Yet over
one-third of the 200 major international river basins in the
world are not covered by any international agreement, and
fewer than 30 have any co-operative institutional
arrangements. Pollution. impoundment and diversion of

water by upstream nations are likely to be a growing source
of international tension and insecurity. Accidental water
pollution has become a rather sensitive issue, particularly
in so far as international rivers and groundwaters are
concerned.

Accidents causing water pollution have occurred and can
continue to occur throughout the world, resulting in
adverse impacts on surface and subsurface inland waters and

the related aquatic ecosystems. Accidental pollution of
surface and groundwaters can result from either natural
disasters or human activities. Natural disasters (such as

floods, earthquakes, landslides and hurricanes) may occur
almost anywhere on the globe, their occurrence and size
being random variables. Man-made accidents may also
occur anywhere and at any time, but their occurrence

depends on the level of indnstrial development at the
location. The risk of man-made structures malfunctioning
is higher when they are associated with dangerous activities,
which can arise in connection with various industrial
practices (manufacturing, energy production, and the
storage of dangerous or toxic substances) and hazardous

accident, or an aircraft crash ooto a hazardous installation).

Water pollution occnrrences may be sndden or gradual, rare
or freqnent, random or periodic, accidental or deliberate.
The probability of accidents cansing water pollution has
increased, and is still increasing with technological
development, since improvements in the scale and

complexity of technological advances renders them less
tolerant of human operational errors. Increased risk may

also be related to the increase in number, size and age of
strnctures, equipments and related infrastrnctnres, though
population density and low income may also affect public
safety and cause serious public protection problems. The
greater toxicity of the substances which are involved in
production, reprocessing, recycling and storage processes

may also increase the potential danger. Risks also depend
on the location of the hazardous structures and

installations, eg, whether they are sited in populated areas,
next to natural habitats which need to be protected, or in
proximity to other sources of danger. In such cases there is

the added risk of an incident triggering a chain reaction, or
of two incidents coinciding. Siting of installations in
flood-prone areas, or near streams, may substantially
increase the danger of water pollution.
Major hazardous structures and installations are most
commonly associated with such human activities as:

petrochemical works and refineries (hydrocarbon
pollution)
petrol and liquified petroleum gas storage and
terminals (hyillocarbon pollution)
chemical works and prodnction plants (chemical
pollution)
nuclear installations and radioactive waste

disposal sites
stores and distribution centres for chemicals

(chemical pollution)

waste facilities (disposal, storage or treannent). Spills and

large public transport centres (harbours, ports,

accidental releases of hazardous, or toxic, substances are the
most common types of incidents, combined sometimes with
fires and/or. explosions,. which may cause-at least
temporarily-significant deterioration of the quality of
inland waters, and serious damage to aquatic ecosystems. A
combination of natural and man-made disasters can result in
the most serious situations. Environmental circumstances

railway terminals, airports) and communication

may also considerably influence the severity of the danger
and the damage.
Water pollution is often the result of errors in the design,
operation or management of man-made structures, but it can

also be caused by a malevolent act, terrorism or by some
event which is not deliberately caosed by man (eg, a traffic

links (motorways, inland waterways)
military bases (particularly with fnel and
explosive stores)
explosives factories

industrial plants in which chlorine is used in large
quantities

large fertilizer and pesticide stores (agricultnral
pollution)
large mines

large pipelines.
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INTRODUCTION

Following the Introduction in this Chapter, Chapter 2
deals with accidental pollution, and provides information
on sources of inland water pollution, types of accidental

release and water pollution substances. Releases of
contaminants into the hydrosphere are dealt with under fall
out originating from atmospheric pollution, releases in the
unsaturated zone and in groundwater. and releases in surface
waters.

Chapter 3 then deals with processes of contaminant
transport and describes the three basic processes, ie,

hydrological, physical-chemical, and biological. The major
governing phenomena are identified mostly through
relevant forms of the transport equations. Advection,
diffusion, dispersion, erosion, sedimentation, resuspension,
sorption. desorption, transformation, volatilisation,

forecasting methods, relevant equations, input data and
expected outputs being reviewed. A dearth of numerical
parameters may hinder the application of sophisticated
methodology, and sometimes the simplest relationships
may give the best results. While one-dimensional
approaches can be effective in streams. three-dimensional
approaches may sometimes be necessary for groundwater
contamination.

In Chapter 7-Reporting of accidental pollution-some
guidance is given to hydrological services on how warnings
of accidents can be issued, how forecasts of pollution
transport can be implemented, and how observational data
and forecasts can be disseminated through different
communication media. Collaboration with other national

decomposition, evaporation. evapotranspiration and various
biological phenomena are introduced.

agencies is also thought necessary. WMO guidance,
particularly on hydrological forecasts, is available, but
pollution emergencies need further effort to be deployed.

Chapter 4 ou the migration of cuntaminants in water bodies
explains the four major water body types where pollution

Chapter 8 deals with administrative and technical aspects
of transboundary pollution, highlighting the monitoring,

transport occurs. In the unsaturated zone where soil
characteristics are very important, migration is normally

vertical, and follows the infiltration pathway. In
groundwater, pollutants migrate slowly by seepage, and are
spread and diluted by diffusion/dispersion. Pollution
transport in streamflow is governed mostly by advection
and dispersion. The fastest migration occurs in flowing
water, where monitoring and forecasting can be most

warning and forecasting aspects of international activities

covered by the Vienna Conventions (Annexes I and 2).
Adequate organisation of data flow, including the use of
the World Weather Watch (y/WW) system of WMO is
suggested. The role of international agreements and the
international river commissions in monitoring and
reporting pollution is discussed. A good example is the

Rhine River Commission for Water Quality Control,

effective. Lakes and reservoirs are influenced by both

where the four riparian countries implement an operational

advective and wind-generated currents. Here advectivc
transport is also important, but dispersion may have an

data exchange, monitoring and reporting system.

important role. Although in streams and lakes suspended
sediment may have a critical role, in soil its influence is

limited.

Chapter 9 includes nine selected case studies on
hydrological aspects of accidental pollution, collected
from several different countries. The most comprehensive

deals with the Chernobyl nuclear acciden~ but others cover

Chapter 5 is concerned with data collection (Q describe
the contaminant, and its transport. It explains the basic

data collection (topographic, hydrologic, aud physicalchemical) which is normally carried out well ahead of
the pollution incident, and covers the four types of
pollution transport. WMO guidance is referenced,
including Manuals on Streamgauging, Water Quality
Monitoring and Measurement of Sediment Transport. In
addition to these historic data. new accident specific data

chemical and hydrocarbon contamination of streams and
groundwaters. The nine cases should help agencies to

identify specific action which needs to be taken in particular
cases in the future.

The list of references given also provides further detailed
information on selected topics, which should assist
agencies.

related to the hydrological conditions and contamination

This Manual was prepared by the joint efforts of experts
from several WMO Member countries, and the chapters

transport are needed. The frequency of observation at the
regular, basic stations should be increased during

were written by authors from these countries, as is usual in
international organisations. Special emphasis was given to

the accident period, and additional stations deployed.
The data should be sufficient to permit the use of

relevant international publications, but for further details

simulation and/or forecasting models to assist in prediction
and the issue of warnings. The organisation of the

The annexes contain the authentic texts of the two Vienna
Conventions on international efforts of monitoring and

observational programme (tocalion and frequency of
measurements and samples, procedures and techniques for
measurement. data transmission, and safety regulations) are
also reviewed.

agencies should consult the references.

early warning of transboundary pollutions.
In conclusion, the Manual's aim is to:

give a general review of hydrological aspects of
water pollution (Chapters 1 and 2)

Chapter 6 deals with methods of calculating and
forecasting pollutant transport in water bodies. A brief
introduction to the availabIC methods is offered for the

monitoring and forecasting of such pollution

four types of migration.

(Chapters 3 and 4)

The chapter concentrates on

highlight the particular background for the
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offer guidance on general and specific data
collection and methods of calculating and
forecasting water pollution transport (Chapters 5
and 6)

1.3

UNEP (1988). APELL (Awareness and Preparedness for Emergencies at Local Level): A process
for responding to technological accidents.
Industry & Environment Office, Paris

assist hydrological services to report and organise
their work before and during national and
international emergencies (Chapters 7 and 8)

1.4

lAEA Safety Guide 50-SG-S6

1.5

lAEA Safety Guide 50-SG-S7

help agencies by reviewing particular examples in
the form of case studies (Chapter 9).

1.6

IAEA TECDOC-482 (1988). Prevention and
mitigation of groundwater contamination from
radioactive releases

1.7

WHO (1981). Guidelines on contingency planning
for preventive measures and responses to chemical
accidents

1.8

UN-ECE (1989). Draft code of conduct on
accidental pollution of transboundary inland

REFERENCES
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WMO (1986). Water resources-assessment and
monitoring. Geneva

1.2

Katone E (ed) (1984). Mannal on the prevention
of water quality damage, V1Z00K, Budapest. (In
Hungarian)
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CHAPTER 2

ACCIDENTAL POLLUTION

2.1

SOURCES OF CONTAMINATION

Many human activities can lead to accidents which cause the

release of toxic chemicals into the environment.

The

manufacture and extensive use of chemicals and other

by a fire at a warehouse in Basle, Switzerland on I
September 1986. Most of the 10 to 15 000 m3 of water used
in extinguishing the fire was contaminated with
agrochemicals and washed off into the Rhine [2.6].

materials are responsible for increasing frequency of
situations involving accidents. For instance, between 1980
and 1984 the USA, in spite of strict safety standards, has
seen 295 major accidental releases which required
population resettlement [2.1], including 153 involving
trausportatiou, 121 iudustrial accidents, and seven accidents
at waste disposal sites. Various types of accidental releases
are considered below.

2.1.1

Types of accidental release

2.1.1.1

Industrial accidents

In terms of potential consequences, industrial accidents
present the most serious hazard, and can occur at plants
either producing chemicals or using them in manufacturing
processes. A major accident of this kind occurred at Bhopal,
ludia, on 3 December 1984 [2.2]. An explosion at the Union
Carbide plant resulted in an enormous release of lethal
methyl isocyanate into the atmosphere, killing at least
2 000 people and leaving 200 000 iujured. Other examples
are the release of cyclogexane vapour in a caprolactum plant
at Flixborough in June 1974, and the accident at Seveso,
Italy, in 1976. involving the emission of a mixture
containing dioxin.
2. I. I. 2

Transportation accidents

Transportation accidents (rail and road accidents) as well as
those associated with shipping and pipclines are the most
frequent cause of toxic releases to the environment [2.1]. In
the space of one year, from 7 July 1981 to 30 June 1982, in
the New England States, the USA experienced 1 284
releases of this kind, of which 176 led to surface water
contamination [2.3]. The major hazard for the hydrosphere
is from sea and river incidents. In particular, one of the
main sources of contamination of the ocean with petroleum
products, are accidents involving ships carrying petroleum
and other kinds of fuel [2.4].

2. I. 1.3

Warehouse accidents

Leakages, explosions and fires can cause accidental releases
from warehouses. One of the major leakages occurred on
2 January 1988 in the State of Pennsylvania, USA. As a
result of a leakage at a petroleum storage facility at the
Ashland Petroleum Company, 10 000 m 3 of diesel fucl
escaped and entered the Monogahel and Obio Rivers [2.5].
Considerable contamination of the River Rhine was caused

2. I. I. 4

Accidents at waste-disposal sites

Poor choice of location and a negligent attitude towards
safety measures on dump sites and at sites of toxic waste
disposal may have serious ecological implications due to
both continuing and accidental leaks and releases.
A major discharge of radioactive wastes occurred on
29 September 1957 in Cheliabinsk Province, USSR [2.7].
Liquid radioactive wastes whose chemical composition was
not known were buried in concrete containers coated with
stainless steel. Exothermic chemical reactions brought
about an cxplosion, and about 7 x 1016 Bq of radioactive
substances were released into the atmosphere. The
contaminated zone was 105 km long, and 6-8 km wide. The
population of about 17 000 had to be resettled.

2. 1. 1. 5
(NPP)

Reactor accidents at nuclear power plants

Given accident-free operation, nuclear plants represent one
of the most ecologically clean power sources. The accident
at Chemobyl NPP, however, has highlighted the threat associated with the development of nuclear power
engineering. It was estimated that about 2 x 10 18 Bq of
radioactive substances, released during the explosion of the
fourth unit of the NPP, were deposited over a vast area [2.8].
An increased level of background radioactivity was reported in May 1986 over virtually the entire northern hemisphere. The people who resided within 30 km of the accident
were evacuated. Hundreds of thousands of hectarcs of
arable land bave been rendered unusable for an infinite time.
Nuclear reactor accidents. though of less severity, occurred
prior to the Chernobyl disaster too. In 1957, a fIre at the
reactor at Windscale, UK, employed for plutonium
production, resulted in the release of fission products to the
surrounding countryside.
On 19 November 1971, about 2 x 105 I of water
contaminated with radioactive substances spilled from a
reactor's waste container in Montbello, Minnesota (USA),
into the Mississippi.
On 28 March 1979, an accident was reported at Three Mile
Island, Unit 2 reactor, in the USA, caused by core melting.
Another event was recorded on 19 May 1985 at 'IndianPoint-2' NPP near New York, when radioactive water
escaped out of the plant facilities. The list could be
continued.
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.'tIv--+rrih"-_."I",n."a"d",d",it",io,-,n,:-:"to<-,,direct toxic effects. contaminants can have a
ecological TIsk-££I"e-toxicity, detoxicatiorrability iii the
.
negative effect on certain indicators of water quality, such
_ _ _ _ _hllju:o"'sph~, aOlld lathet p~kt~.nd hchemi~aLr.lli'1I8eteristiCs
as",orga,nolcpllc pr,opcr,ues, acidIfy, reoucmg aDinnty'-,--governmg po II n ffilgra IOn In t e enVJronment.
_. _ _ _ ___
,
--------------------------------------------ilisIlel"oo-{ll{-yge-fi-oonGefitr-alieR,-e-«07--------------------

Ii".

---~2t-.t1.-12::-'.1 r----'l''l'l1:.xxiirity---------- -----~2t-.tl,-22:-1.2~__jDI)f!t.tqxjmtirnri1rtlre_frydrrTspTrere'-----

Ine quanuty LD 50 IS generally used as a measure of
'.,;nemlcal compounds undergo various chemIcal,
-----i'OOmiGal wxi.ity, a!Kl-4s-tlw-aeso .ansing the doath-eI'-$OY'%~-Pl'!!IGt<lG1looIiGal--'"'~ll'a~nn--1l1llhee---of the animals under study in a short time interval.
hydrOSphere.
Toxicity is a function of pollutant characteristics and the
Depending on the change of toxicity jn the course of these
species or ammals exposea, and can vary over a wide range.
transformations, contaminants can be divided into three
-----~"amplo, tho LD
o-l'---oo~ic
classes.
--"------chemicals -2, 3, 7, 8-tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin-is 70
llg kg t for warm-blooded species, whereas the LD values
1,
Compounds of toxic elements
of chemicals with a low toxicity-M'e""o;ff-ndlnle"'orrrdl1'e,.-r-ro<ff-.s"'evll1e"r.,,-alr----,------,--~---------------,,----g kg-!
Tho characteristic feature of many chemical elements such
as arseOlC, mercury, fluorIDe, etc, IS that all UleIr compounds
To oll..aotori.e tile toxieit) of ollemical. eOAHlmiaaliag
are lo"ic Ie a SRlall", af greater eegree. Tlletefete, ShofilWal
water bodies. a value of LC so is used. bcing the aqueous
transformations in the environment lead only to a change in
concentration of a chemical which would cause the death of
their toxicity, and not necessarily to a decrease. For
50% of water organIsms under stu~l"'n----'a-cs"'h"o"rTt·t"lm"e.------,-Ic.;n"Sla=n"ce",-,l"n·riclvc.;e"r7.w~a"-te~r~w"I"Ui.--;rciI~"'u"c7.m~g:,-p"r~o'~p~e~rt7.IO"s~.
~an~ar..s~.~n~ate~--
interval. Clearly, tllose compounds '""lIese SOlHllilily is
ioa is traRsfeffiled iaw a meoe toxi. arsBRilO iCllh----He-'"-".""",",,,o,,- - much more than the LCg9 present the greate,>s,-t!!h!!az"'a"r"d"'s,~--"w"h"e"'n'--"ox"i'-'!d"'a"'ti"o'_'n:!-r~e~du!!'ce!-t!!io.!!n~- ~c"o"n~dl'-'·t'-'io'-'n~s~I'!"n'---"'lh"e'---'e'_'n~vl~·r"o~nm~~e~n':.l
_
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decrease constant Aerr = A+ Ab (where ~ is me
decrease constant for biological elimination).

change as, for example, happens when a chemical is carried
away with the river flow into another river or sea, the
reverse process may occur [2.18].

2.

However, in other cases, me biological elimination
of the radionuclide is complex and takes place
through different pamways. In such cases, more
terms are needed in me equation giving the total
decrease rate. An important example is me case of
iodine-131 in the form of the iodide ion: about half
of me activity is eliminated in a short time (two or
three days) mrough urine, whereas the fraction
absorbed in me myroid gland remains a long time

Compounds ojradionuclides

The effect of a radionuclide on an organism can be derived
from external and internal exposure. In the first case, the
organism is irradiated by the radiation (mainly gamma
radiation) emitted by the radioactive material existing in
me area outside the organism. This effect does not depend
on the chemical form of me radionuclide. The risk for this
kind of irradiation decreases strongly with the distance to
me point where the radioactive material was released.
In the case of internal exposure, the irradiation of the
organism is derived from the radioactive material
incorporated in the organism by ingestion. inhalation or
absorption. Alpha and beta particles are more important in
mis case because all or most of their energy is absorbed in
me organism tissues. Usually; this is the major risk at long
distances from the release point. The total activity of me
radionuclide remaining in the organism decreases with time
according to the two following processes:

Radioactive decay governed by the half-life
of the radionuclide 11/2' which is characteristic of
each radionuclide and does not depend on the
chemical form.
(a)

The half-lives for some of the ecologically
significant isotopes are eight days for iodine-13l,
29.7 years for caesium-137, 28.1 years for
strontium-90 and 6 580 years for plutonium-240.
The activity can be calculated by the well-known

exponential equation

A, = A o e-l.r
wim A (decay constant) = In 2/t 1/ 2
where
At ;:;; activity at time t;

Ao ;:;; initial activity.

Biological elimination of the radionuclide,
which depends on the behaviour of the radioactive

(b)

material in the organism, and therefore on the

chemical form of the radionuclide. The solubility
of the radionuclide compound plays an important
role. Insoluble compounds and sediment adsorbed
radionuclides may not be metabolised by the
organism and, therefore may be eliminated in a
shoft time.

When the total amount of the incorporated
radionuclide is metabolised by the organism, a
half-period of biological elimination (t 1/2)b can be
defined, and the decrease of activity can be
calculated by substituting for the radioactive decay
constant

A in

the previous equation, the effective

in the organism.

3.
Compounds whose toxicity is associated with
peculiar features of their chemical structure

Toxicity in this group of compounds stems from specific
features in me structure of a molecule, or parts of it, which
may produce a disruptive effect on functions of the
organism. Changes in me structure of such compounds in
the course of their transformation in the environment
usually result in an appreciable reduction of their toxic

effects. There are, naturally, exceptions to this rule, when
decomposition products appear more toxic than the source

compounds (see Chapter 3). Nevertheless, since in nature
products undergo further degradation, me transformation
of pollutants in this group ultimately brings about their
complete and irreversible detoxication. The detoxication
rate depends on the chemical character of a substance, the
physico-chemical forms in which it is present in the

hydrosphere, and on the conditions in me water.
2. I. 2. 3

M igralion

The migration properties of pollutants in me hydrosphere
(solubility, volatility, adsorption ability) are, to a large
extent, governed by their affinity to water as a solvent.
Substances which show a strong affinity to water are
referred to as hydrophilic; those with a weak affinity,
hydrophobic. Hydrophilic snbstances fall into ionogenic
and non-ionogenic groups, with respect to their ability to
dissociate in aqueous solution into oppositely charged ions.
Those whose molecules consist of two fragments,
hydrophilic and hydrophobic, comprise a special group of
surface-active agents.
The distribution coefficient in an octanol-water system

(K ow ) can be used as a measure of the hydrophilicity of a
chemical. Kow is the ratio of the equilibrium concentrations

of a chemical in the organic (I-octanol) and aqueous phases.
For hydrophilic compounds the value of Kow is much less

than unity; for hydrophobic compounds it is much greater.
The migration characteristics of the various classes of
pollutants given above are considered below.

Hydrophobic compounds
Hydrophobic substances are mose compounds which either
lack polar and ionogenic groups, or have a limited number of
them in the molecule. These are me aromatic and aliphatic
substituted hydrocarbons, dyes, elementary inorganic
substances, esters of organic and inorganic acids and others.
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-----:ayorophobic compounds nave poor aqueous soIul5ili1Y.

reasonably we,ll. bufliirlle-p1ienolafe-l0J1 form It IS

-----w"l>hiieel>h+.isHSlii:gfflfic"""*''-ftffoc--teEl-oaly-by-etRf'~--lIw-~ily._ReR-¥o!alil.

[2.22].
_________~ill'-egMligI!!ffitQUlls~Qly_e<l-'1~tlJf_"'Lo!!mIli,,~J2.12L
"'f-tr,,-prevaHlng--mechanism-of-ion--sorption-~--bottom----____ ..Empru:atiruuhrruJ.g/Lth"---"lilteGlir.inl~"-.iLa
ml\Jor ..sediments and su~ilJlarlicles is thaulfJon.,exclJaD,~g",e.~
_
process which governs the behaviour of many non-polar and
The extent of adsorbtion is a function of the ionic
composItIOn of the naturally occurnng water:-:ilOce--weakly polarjiOIlutants Iiitlie hydrosphere. ThiS IS
----------pllftieu-larly--lmc--{ilr-tlIo.c--emnpmm'h--with--a-ww------negtllively--e-hllfg<l6-atlJafblioo-.ileo-predaminale-an--thc----molecular weight--1illlong them chloroform. methylene
surface of both organic and inoQ@nic n~tural substance~_
chloride and other halogenated aliphatic hydrocatbons.
cations ate sorbed better than anions.
Ihose compounds WIth a hIgh molecular weIght are less
The aqueous concentration of each kin-d-of-i-o-n-is determined
-----------volatile+-eg,-<:-I>lofirulle<l-aromati"-hydrGGarOOns,-l'C-ll<.-alld-- byTlienu-mber-6n6iiS-witli-6pposiie-signs"capab1e-o,-----organochlorine pesticides [2.20].
-ftmn-iftg--sohrble-Md-imtJiuble eOlnpouods:-------------

_ _.IH~y.dJ:O]11lohic.mrnOJJlld'are well .adsorbed by suS!Jen~S:\'o"""~'m'7fr'1it'wr=.JIT,----particles and bottom sediments. The bonding with the solid
urJ ce act ve agems

----------.. phase-suifiiCelspiimariIypiovloeoDy"ii'loer-WiiaT'S----S-uifaceawve agenlS\S-AAj; wnosemrueeiires-consl.ror--------------f6re=----'fhe-eJ<teltHJf--ad~t>fj}ltoo----by--naltffahJl'g~~hilie-fragmeftt_-e--4e---maia----

component of detergents. The solubility of SAAs ill the
bulk of the water is insignificant. They build up in a thin
-------aqueouffplfasc:--KasoipITmCVilluesaIicflh-e-----oTI1erpnysiCc).:--sufflicc1aycjana~as-aresulr.-even
sifia1r-amounfSof-tlrese-------

____

substances is higher Ihl1!!.!2Y..inorganic ones, but in bolh cases
is little dependent on the chemical composition of the

.----illlWl-icaJ.---propM-li<>&-Gl'--mool--~-~~I'l>Y,,~~ubstantial--e!l"nll.in
correlate satisfactorily with the value of~!I [2.21].
characteristics of natural water. such as surface tension and

gaseous exchange rdte.
-----------NlJh---:iano--erncnwinrifftltc- com-ourrdr----------------------.----:---------:---------:---- - - : - - - = - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - g
y P
P
The mIgratIOn oharacterIstIc, of the above classes of
1his group ot pollutants melunes compounds wliOSe pollutants are summarIsed 10 1abrezJ:-.- - - - - - - - - - - ----__illrueture maiRly eenstsls- sf stf6Rgly "cta....-greuj*___________ .Jl1SQlI()js~ nitJ:iL~_"jc~Ih"LllI'e ch!lfjlfteriseg_".l'goodLs()m"0.z_____BJ<;_l-.E:.~S_E1LQJU::Q)'JT.4MI)'JA/II T S1/11 TQ
..
by unlimited, aqueous solubility. Volatilisation to the
THE HYDROSPHERE
atmosphere can be slgmhcant, apparently, only for
Th
. . 11 h
d'U
f II Ii
f
_ _ _~
CO"lffil"liH ',L .._,,, In'
I
I
. Ll f
•
'n
ere arc cssenua y tree I erent sources 0 po u on 0
OOIDflOHRl:tS 'loHl:i+-'M.'7...... ,.-nrW me €leu 3H¥0:lgH , Io9r lRS..... RG~ h h dr
h
h·"
.
f
methanol or acetOnitrile. Polar organic compOunds are
t e y. osp ere: atmosp etlc preCIpitatiOn. transport 0
---------------------"'-------o----c-----o------------roDtamma-nts---mlt>--stITfa-ee--anl!--gfiluoowaters-frilffi-------sorbed by both orgamc and morgamc partICles due to the
tnm' ted
'1
d d' h
. to
f
t
E h
____ fOrlIiaLioIrUf-nytlrogeil bOilm-;-vmrderWmIls forces,
can
Inn
Sal, an . ISC ~~n SUT nce.wn ers. ac
h nlronhnbk and djnn1e_ion interactions
of these pathways has SpecIfiC. features which should be
-----!>:ly<l,!"'-F"""...
i""""'"
- -- - taken mto account when predlctmg the development of an
-----------'l'he-flligl'ati"R--jlftJjl6flies-ef--R()lJ-iaaegetIie-flydf6phi-Iie-----aec~tIt'"tili_iJelltili{lfJ-af-a-waterbetly-and-iR--sehedulillg-the--------

_ _ _ _--'pollutants deI!@dlittleonthechemicalcompositionofmanagementof its consequences,
natural waters.
2.2. I
AtmospherIC release and fall-out
Ionogenic hydrophilic compounds

---------------------------------------------------_.------------------------------------------

This group oL\)Qllutants is composed of O!&!1.nic and
Explosions, fires and other accidents result in inputs of
inorganic acids, bases, salts and polyfunctional compounds
pollutants into the atmosphere either in a gaseous state or
capable of Chssoclatmg lOW opposItely charged IOns m
as aerosol partIcles. Movmg WIth aIr flowS, PQiluU\Ii(S
-----"'"",t... Tho llo!>a¥io"r of s"Gh Gompoumls--is,t,,--a--l,,~~ll/!--Sllf~ by gravity---{d1'y--extent, determined by the chemical composition of natural
deposition) or are washed out with preeipitatiou.
water-pH, the concentrations of macroions and ligands.
Atmospheric transfer proceeds fairly rapidly and over large
Depending On tlreTIrriuiJeLWeeil the values of pH of the
disuUlces. As the soOIce becoiiles more disrnIlt, die cloud of
____.------m.edinm and-!he----CQmp.9UDd-.th-e---J-atter is found in saIndon
pollution is dispersed_ T~t-.-d--e.t:lsit¥--d-e",CJ]re".",s",es,,_
either in ionic or moleculat form, which differ significantly
accordingly. Therefore, the danger of pollution due to
iu their physico-chemical properties. For example,
atmospheric fall-out is highest for the water courseS and
polychlorinated phenols, whtctnrre weak: organic acids, are
watet bodies ill the immediate vicinity of die mlease. Vv'ate:r
_ _ _ _----'ppl'oee"Se"'"lllt-llinI---aacid_-soluti-ons----{pl:kpK)..in the form of 000_
bodies....far.....awll¥-f'r.onL.the-.place Of the acddentL-"caanIL.Jhllle'--_
dissociated molec\lles, and in alkaline ones (pH>pK) in the
contaminated only under the most adverse meteorological
form of phenolate-ions. Accordingly. considerable
conditions or given accidents comparable with the
diffelenteS me abset veti hi tile bell3vimrrof polyclilm iJldled
ChelilObyl disastet, antI wllich incleased Iadioacti vity
------Pphenol,s.in..natura1ly acid and alkaline wafers For jnstance
levels in the waters oWerman rivers [223] and even in the
the solubility of pentachlorophenol at pH 5 is 18 mg I-I; at
Bering Sea bottom sediments [2.24] was reported. The
pH 10 it is four orders of magnitude greater (200 g 141 ).
disLa.nce to which chemical compounds are transported is
gOvcIITcd, along with lIIeteuIOlogical conditions, by thcii
Felltachlmophenol evapOIates flom acid solutions
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release characteristics (particle size distribution) and their
degradation rate in the atmosphere.
2.2.2
Releases in the unsaturated zone and in
groundwaters

Due to spills, leakages and atmospheric fall-out, pollutants
can be found on the soil surface where they can be retained
for a long time. Chemical compounds on suspended soil
particles and in a dissolved state are washed out by rainfall
and snowmelt flooding into natural water courses and

water bodies. Watershed wash-off is one of the main
sources of pollutant input into rivers. If the rainfall runoff occurs immediately after the accident, as much as 1015 % of the overall load of a given substance in a watershed
can be washed off [2.25]. With the passage of time,
degradation. fixation and vertical migration of the

substance takes place. and its transport into the surface runoff is reduced. A serious danger is posed by the pollution of
groundwaters as a result of the vertical migration of
chemical compounds in soil, since groundwaters are
nonnally used as a source of drinking water. The time

required for a pollutant to reach the groundwaters depends
on their depth, the mean rate of infiltration flow in soil,

and the soil's sorption capacity with regard to the given

substance. The more the pollutant is sorbed, the less it
migrates in the soil and vice versa. With large spills, liquid
pollutants can infiltrate directly into the groundwaters.
Furthermore. chemical compounds can migrate from
groundwaters into watercourses and water bodies several

kilometres away from the pollution source.
It is characteristic that, when chemicals get into the

hydrosphere from the ground surface, contamination
usually occurs after some (perhaps long) period of time
following the accidental release. During this time it is
feasible to assess the danger, and schedule and implement
the measures to mitigate or prevent the pollution of ground
and surface waters, for example, to remove and detoxicate

the polluted soil layer.
2.2.3

Releases into surface waters

Input of chemicals into surface waters can result from

spills during shipping, industrial accidents at chemical
warehouses close to natural water bodies and watercourses,

accidental discharges of effluents and so on. The source of
pollution in this case is virtually point-like and even a
small discharge can result in hazardous concentrations of
toxic compounds.

Dependence on
Class of polluJant

Examples

chemicQI com~

Properties

position of water
Solubilitv

Volalilitv

Absorotion

PAR
PCB
esters
2,4-D
chlorinated
hudrocarbons

poor

apreciable
-decreases with
increase of
molecular
weight

appreciable
especially on
organic particles

poor

non-moderate
ionogenic

methanol
acetonitrile

good

poor

moderate

poor

ionogemc

inorganic compounds of heavy
metals, radionuclides, cyanides

varies significantly dependingonpH &
ionic position
of environment

virtually nonvolatile in dissociated stale

depends on
strong
concentration of
ions and ligands in
aqueous medium

detergents

in bUlk-poor

components

in surface
layer-good

virtually nonvolatile

appreciable

Hydrophobic

Hydrophylic

SAAs

Table 2.1

Migration properties of pollutants

moderate
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CHAPTER 3

PROCESSES OF CONTAMINANT TRANSPORT

In order to describe the transport of a contaminant by
water, it is necessary, first, to know the movement of the

water itself, for instance, the velocity of the streamwater
or the velocity and the flow paths of the groundwater. It is
also necessary to know how the contaminant is spread out
and diluted during its transport by the water, a phenomenon
caused by the irregular, small scale, motion of the water and
by the random motion of the water molecules. In addition

to these transport processes, one has to consider the
chemical, physical and biological exchange processes
between the contaminant and the surroundings which,
generally, tend to retard the transport of the contaminant as
compared to that of the water itself. Finally, the
contaminant transport may be changed by internal chemical,
physical and biological processes, which change the
contaminant content of the water. and hence the transport.
Adsorption-desorption, ionic exchange and precipitationdissolution are the important chemical exchange processes
between the water and the soil, or the bottom particles. The
process of erosion-sedimentation is important among
physical exchange mechanisms for most surface water flow.

Photochemical reactions and radioactive decay are examples
of internal chemical and physical processes.
In this Chapter, the above mentioned processes of transport
and exchange are described in a general way. parameters
describing the processes are introduced and basic
mathematical relationships are presented. In the next
Chapler, these principles are applied to various parts of the
water flow in freshwater systems.
In the discussions which follow. transport processes in soil
water. groundwater, water flowing overland, streamwater,
and in lakes and reservoirs are treated simultaneously as far
as possible. Sometimes it is necessary to separate these
water bodies into two groups, denoting soil water and
groundwater as "subsurface water" and the other water
bodies as "surface water".
3.1
HYDROLOGICAL PROCESSES
CONTAMINANT TRANSPORT

OF

When assessing the role of hydrological processes in
contaminant migration in water bodies, it is advisable to
classify water bodies, and water courses, by hydrological
factors. Examples of this classification are given in [3.1,
3.2,3.3]
The main hydrological factors, governing surface water
contamination from accidental releases, are water mass
transport, dilntion of contaminants and their co-deposition
and sedimentation with suspended matter.
All natural water bodies are characterised by the processes
of water exchange. Most of these are turbulent flows in
which flow rate pulsation causes mixing of the water
masses. Suspended, or dissolved, contaminants are entrained

by the flow and, under the influence of turbulent (more
rarely laminar) mixing, are transported to adjacent flow
layers. In this way contaminants are diluted.
The process of mixing of soluble and suspended
contaminants in naturally occurring water bodies usually
involves various kinds of transport, including convection,
diffusion, advection-dispersion and others, which govern the
hydrodynamic migration rate of the contaminants, and their
ability to co-deposit with sediments and resuspend.
Under the combined action of these processes, the behaviour
of contaminants in a surface water body can be written as:

de

-

at

=A+D-R±P- q

'

±S

(3.1)
c
is the concentration of a contaminant in water
A is the advection term
D is the diffnsion (dispersion) term
R is the term accounting for contaminant codeposition from flow due to sorption and sedimentation
P
is the term accounting for contaminant
exchange processes at the sedimentation bonndary
Clc is the term accounting for contaminant
decomposition in the water body, and
where

S is the term accounting for the source or sink
of the contaminant
The processes of molecular diffusion of a contaminant in
naturally occurring surface water flows can be ignored.
The contaminant transport processes in water bodies are
outlined below, and some simple examples of evaluation
arc given.
3.1.1

Advection

Advcctive transport represents the purely mechanical
motion of matter in a flow under the effect of water surface
slope and other factors. In the simplest case of advective
transport of a soluble contaminant, the advective term A in
(3.1) can be written as:

de

de

de

A = U-+V-+W-

ax

ay

az

(3.2)
where U, V and Ware velocity components in the x, y and
z directions.
In discussing water velocity, different concepts of velocity
have to be distinguished, the following being of interest:

1. The so-called Darcian velocity, or the filtration
velocity for soil water and groundwater, which is
the discharge per total cross sectional area, where the
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IS

Dm is the molecular diffusion coefficient
(l} T-'), and
c

the concentration of the constituent (M L-3)

The diffusion coefficient is a (temperature dependent)
material constant for a given solute in a given liquid. Most
common ions in water have diffusion coefficients of the
order of 10-9 - 2 x 10-9 m 2 s-1 at woe.
In surface water flow, the molecular diffusion is normally
very small compared to other dispersion processes, and it
ean be neglected for most purposes. In subsurface flow it
may, or may not, be of importance for the spreading of a
contaminant, depending on the velocity of the water. The
smaller the velocity, the more important is the transport by
molecular diffusion.

c' is the fluctuation of the concentration of the
constitnent (M L-3)
(3.6) with corresponding expressions in the y and z
directions, gives a well defined expression for the flux due
to turbnlent diffusion. The practical use of the equation is,
however, limited by the fact that the fluctuations are of
very high freqnency, and therefore normally not possible to
measure. Empirically it has been found that the turbulent
diffusion, in a given flow situation, is proportional to the
gradient of the mean concentration. By analogy with the
molecular diffusion coefficients, turbulent diffusion
coefficients can be introduced, defined by:

de

u'c' = - D
'" ax

Since the flux F is expressed per total cross sectional area,
whereas the diffusion actually takes place only in the water
within the cross section, the flux by molecular diffusion in
subsurface flow, as expressed in (3.5), must be reduced by

the proportion of water in the cross section, ie, taking
account of the porosity (n). Due to the tortuosity, caused by
the pore geometry, the actual distance over which diffusion
takes place is greater than the straight line distance between
any two points. The macroscopic molecular diffusion
coefficient Do is therefore smaller than that for water
itself.
DofDm is about 0.7 for sand, decreasing to 0.1 for clay. (Thc
diffusion coefficient for heat transfer in water is of the
same order of magnitude as for solutes, but the heat
diffusion in subsurface water is essentially different from
that of solutes, since heat diffusion also takes place through
the solid material).
Due to the small channels in which subsurface flow takes
place, ie, the small pores of the soil, and the low velocity of
water, subsurface flow is normally laminar, and the flow
within the pores takes place in layers which do not mix.
For surface water the flow is normally turbulent, which
means that macroscopic water parcels move randomly as
eddies. superimposed on the mean movement of the water.
If the concentration of a solute averaged ovcr time, varies
over space. the turbulent eddies will generate a net
transport of the solute from regions of high to low
concentration.
By expressing any property that varies over time as the sum
of a temporal mean value ~md a turbulent fluctuation, ie, a
deviation from that mean value, we get the mean flux due to
the turbnlent diffusion as:
Fx = u'c'

(3.6)
where Fx is
(M L-2 '[",)

the mean flux

in

the x-direction

u represents the velocity fluctuation in the xdirection (L T-l), and

v'c' = - D

de
Iy

w'c' = - D

ay

de

" az
(3.7)

where

u', v' and w' are velocity fluctuations in the x. y and

z directions respectively.
The momentary values of the velocity components and the
concentration of a solute can be expressed as the sum of a
temporal mean value and a deviation from the mean value
called a fluctuation. To describe contaminant and fine
sediment transport under molecular and turbulent
diffusion the term D in the governing equation (3.1) may be
presented [3.8, 3.10, 3.11] as:
D=

.E.... [(Om + D",)
ax

+

de]

ax

+

.E.... [(Om + D~)
ay

de] +

ay

~[(Om + DJ de]
az

az

(3.8)
where
and

Dm

is the molecular diffusion coefficient.

Dt(x,y,z) are the turbulent diffusion coefficients
in the x. y. and z directions.

In contrast to the molecular diffusion coefficient, the
turbulent diffusion coefficients are not material constants.
but vary with the flow sitnation, and they may vary in
different directions.
The introduction of tnrbulent
diffusion coefficients is meaningful since their numerical
values can be obtained from the mean velocity distribntion,
and the vertical density distribution (stability), of the fluid
using empirical relationships. The diffusion coefficients
increase with increasing velocity gradients an instability of
the flow. The diffusive transport can be written in terms of
(3.8) when the velocity and concentration used are means
over time. In water, the turbulent diffusion coefficients are
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If a pOllutant contains particulate matter, or if it coats the
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[3.19]. Similar methods can be used to describe sediment
transport and spreading ofthe pollutant are governed by the
mechanisms which control the motion ·of sediment particles
transport for fine suspended particle in turbulent flows.
1'3.2()=3.12].
(3.1, 3.16, 3.28].
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The contaminant particle deposition rate in water bodies

and the strength of the flow needed to initiate the motion
of the sediment particles on the stream bed, depends on the
size and the specific weight of the particles. Therefore, the
sediment transport can be predicted with reasonable
accuracy nsing the well-known Shields Curve shown in
Figure 3.2. In this Figure, the critical mobility number Y"
is plotted against the critical grain size Reynolds Number
Xc,. The mobility number Y expresses the ratio of the shear
stress (1:) exerted by the flow on the bed to the weight of a
solid particle per unit surface area, and hence can be written
as:

Y = P v//(Y,d)
(3.10)

where

Areas of continued. settlement of suspended contaminants

are characterised by a certain rate of sediment accumulation.
For most large water bodies, the value ranges from 0.1 to 110 mm per year. This should be taken into account in
predicting specific situations in water bodies exposed to
contamination. Sedimentation may, in some cases, result in
the conservation of contaminants in a layer underlying
uncontaminated sediments.
Accumulation and compaction of sediments which settle to

the bottom vary significantly with time and depending on
the physical-chemical properties of the water and the
hydrodynamic conditions. In lakes and deep water
reservoirs, during periods of freezing and prolonged calm,
contaminated fine-grained bottom sediments can

p

is the density of the fluid

v.

= (1:/r}-I/2 is the bottom shear velocity of the

consolidate and become viscous due to the replacement of
interstitial water.

Y,

is the submerged specific weight of the solid

According to [3.28] compaction of bottom sediments
changes logarithmically as a function of time, and
consequently, the bulk of the bottom sediment is
characterised by a compaction gradient decreasing towards
the surface. When associated with varying compaction of
sediments with depth, and the effects of sorption barriers,

flow
parlicle, and
d

is the particle size

The grain size Reynolds Number X expresses the balance
between inertia and the friction forces, and can be given by:

this constitutes a major mechanism hindering contaminate
migration in bottom sediments.

X= p v,dllL
(3.11)

where

is the equilibrium coefficient of contaminant

distribution between sediments and water.

~

is the dynamic viscosity of the fluid

The values of Ycr and X cr are those associated with the

threshold values of v, (ie, v'c,). The values of critical shear
velocity can be determined from the bulk density of the
upper layer of bottom sediments a v' the size of the
particles, and their bottom density.
When Y/Yc,<I, the bOltom particles will not be moved by
the flow; if this ratio is between 1 and 15, the particles will
move in the vicinity of the bed, and when Y fY cr is greater

than 15, the bottom particlcs will begin to move in
suspension, randomly, like fluid particles.
When flow rates fall to less than the en tical values, fine
sediments settle and accumulate on the bottom. Thus

3.2
PHYSICAL-CHEMICAL PROCESSES OF
POLLUTANT MIGRATION
The ability of pollutants to migrate in aquatic systems is
governed, to a large extent, by their physical and chemical
properties, particularly such characteristics as solubility,
volatility, sorption ability, chemical stability, etc.
The behaviour of a pollutant also depends on the chemical
form it takes and the transformation processes it undergoes
in aquatic systems.

This section reviews key physical and chemical processes of
pollutant migration and transformation in waterbodies,
parameters used for their description and techniques for
their evaluation.

3.2.1

Adsorption and desorption of pollutants in

scouring tends to occur in shallow areas and not to take
place in deeper areas, where suspended contaminants are

aquatic systems

gencrally deposited and accumulated [3_10, 3.29].

Pollutants can exist in water bodies either in a dissolved

3.1.5

state or incorporated on solid particles. Their behaviour and
fate in water will bc determined by their ability to be
adsorbed from solution on to suspended particles, or

Sedimentation

Contaminant deposition due to sedimentation from water
masses can be written as:

ilc

R = K S.d

az

(3.12)

particles of bottom sediment and vice versa.

In time,

adsorption-desorption equilibrium is reached between the
suspended sediments close to Ihe bottom and in the water
column. The equilibrium adsorption of pollutants is
commonly described by the Freundlich equation.
C,=KrC"w

where S! is the accumulation rate of particles capable
of sorbing contaminants (L 11) [3.30, 3.31], and

(3.13)
or the Langmuir equation:
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K d can he evaluated.-based..on-the physical and chemical

parameters of a specific water body. Thus, for strontiulll90, the distribution coefficient Can be evaluated by:

the natural organic content in water and the solid
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Kd = KAS' QjCA w

pH

(3.15)
where
phase

Q

the total ion concentration in solution

is the capacity of cation exchange of a solid

tho ratio of the liquid and solid phases

CAw
is the concentration of macroions
dissolved m water, and
is the effective selectivity coefficient of
Sill u!idUl!i with [he HiacToion [3.32]

the particle size distribution in a solid phase, and
the chemical and mineral composition o"'fC-.>t"he"-adsorbent

KAS'

According to [3.32, 3.33] the valne of KA s , rangcs from 1.2
to 2.2. The quantity, Kd, evalnated from (3.15) describes the
IaLio of the exchangeabf:e-forms of metal 01 tadiolloclide in
_ _ _ _.lthwe"-.soJid and liquid phase Toxic eJemertts in s}'stems,
though, can be present both in exchangeable and nonexchangeable forms. The non-exchangeable form includes
lIoll-soluble compounds of all clement and, its inevelsibiy
gorbed forms

Therefore, tbe effective distribution

_

3.2.2

Processes of pollntant transformation and
degrada tion

Sorption and transport processes in natural waters are
accompanied by vatious chemical aallsfOllliaLious of the
poJ!JJtanfs

FD.L.-O.r..g.a.nic

POJIutants,

chemical

transformation normally brings about the detoxication of

water bodies. Nevertheless, in some cases, chemical
n3nsfoIlnalioII of pollutallls can give lise W lhe fOlIllatiun
of more toxic compounds For 'nstane.e.--.whlfemn...:L.2"Aco-LD'--

_
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herbicide (2,4-dichlorophenoxy acetic acid) is degraded in
water, a more toxic product of 2,4-dichlorphenol is formed
[3.5]. Microbiological transformations of mercury
compounds cao yield extremely hazardous metallo-organic
compounds of mercury such as dimethyl mercury, etc.

from optical absorption in the near UV-region. To perform
this calculation, measurements of the optical depth of
natural waters at a wavelength of 313 nm (for weakly
coloured waters) and 365 nm (for strongly coloured
waters) are usually used.

Therefore, when monitoring of an accidental pollution of

Studies of the photolysis of a number of chemicals,
sensitised by fulvic acids, have revealed a linear relationship
between the photolysis rate constant and the fulvic acid
(FA) concentration [3.35-3.38]. So, the effective constant
of the pollutant photochemical transformation rate,
normalised by the surface layer, can be given as a summation
of rate constants for direct and sensitised photolysis:

water bodies is carried out and predictions are made on the
development of this pollution, chemical transformation,
and the degradation of pollutants, should be taken into
account.
The key parameter of pollutant transformation in water
bodies is the effective constant, of pseudo-first order, kj ,
[3.36] which is a function of environmental parameters,~,
~=

Lk;(~)
i

(3.19)

For most compounds investigated k, ~ 2 x 10-3 mg- l cm- l .
(3.18)

where k;
process.

(~)

is the effective rate constant of the i-th

Photochemical transformations,

hydrolysis, redox

reactions and microbiological degradation are the most
important processes of pollutant transformation in natural

Il should be noted that most commercial toxicants absorb
light of wavelength less than 300 nm, and therefore their
rate of direct photolysis is, as a rule, less than the rate of
photosensitised degradation for levels of dissolved organic
content usually found in river water and reservoirs.

The third type of photochemical process is photoinduced

waters.

transformation of pollutants, ie. when. on exposure to

Photolysis

sunlight, intermediate active particles (OH-hydroxyl
radical, H02 superoxide radical, singlet oxygen 02 (tLl),

Photochemical reaction un~er solar radiation is a major
means of degradation of organic substances in natural

etc) are formed in water. Hydroxyl radicals in natural
waters arise from photochemical reactions involving,

waters. All photochemical processes can be divided into
three classes. First, solar light can activate a pollutant
molecule itself bringing about its decomposition. This
process is known as direct photolysis. A molecule which

mainly, hydrogen peroxide H 20 2, nitrates and nitrites
(N03- and N02-) and ferrous complexes [3.36]. The rate of
the photoinduced process of pollutant degradation
involving the hydroxyl radical is determined by its steady-

has absorbed a light quantum passes into an excited state
enriched with energy. Then, the pollutant molecule can
either decompose or revert La its initial state due to
relaxation processes. The proportion of excited molecules
which have undergone the reaction in the total amount of
absorbed quantums is called the quantum yield (ljI).
Quantum yield is one of the most important physicalchemical parameters describing the efficiency of light
energy with respect to the degradation and transformation
of a bollom pollutant. The rate of direct photolysis is
governed by the absorption spectrum of the pollutant, the
quantum yield and the insolation intensity. The constant of
direct photolysis rate, k d, can be computed, for instance,
with the use of GCSOLAR programme [3.37] by
experimentally determining the quantum yield of the
reaction in the region of largest overlapping of the
absorption spectrum of a pollutant and the sunlight
spectrum (the action spectrum). For most pollutants, the
action spectrum lies in the region of 310-330 nm.

state concentration in a water body which, in tum, depends
on the initiation rate W 0 and the inhibitory capacity of
natural water:

Hydrolysis

The second type of photochemical process is sensitised

The hydrolytic reaction is understood as the chemical

photolysis. In this case, sunlight first excites a molecule of

interaction of pollutants with water.

the sensitiser, which then transfers its energy to a pollutant
molecule. In natural waters. it is usually humic and fulvic

particularly important for pollutants such as the ester aod

acids, that act as photosensitisers [3.35-3.38]. The content
of dissolved humic and fulvic acids can be easily evaluated

1=

Ik,[Si]
i
(3.20)

where

Si

is the concentration of the i-th interceptor of

OH-radicals
ki

is the rate constant for the reaction of OR

with the i-th interceptor, and
[OH],= Wofl
(3.21)

The quantities W 0 and I are indicators of radical scavenging
in a given water body [3.36].

-amide groups.

Hydrolysis is

When examining hydrolysis processes,

account should be taken of the property of water to
dissociate into hydrogen and hydroxyl ions:

_________ =20
H20 H H+ + OH-

_
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KH 0 = [H+] [OH-] = I X 10-14

_=_________f3.22L

3.2.3

Chemical forms of metals and radionnclides

jn_lIll~nraI"'ate~.______ _

_

Pure water dissocia~s only Lo a small extent with a
Chemical forms can be divided into three maiQ!'..g.TOups-=_
concentration of 10-7 mole I-I for each ion produced. 'the
suspendcd, colloid and dissolved.
However, this
.----jJHOl"lreSfi water, as a rule, lIes TJ11I1e range of b-:U:·T.5~-'I~ classIfication IS rather schemahc. It IS cIear--ntall11e-----------qoantity-is-tm.-k0y-en-virenmooW-]lllffi_te+go....mi"%-\ho-----b<>havi"Ilf-ill-I",.io-pGllutanlS.--\o-a-groa~<>=I,-<l@J"'ll'ls-OII--------_____.J!y<lrolysis rate of a pollutant.
the form in which they are present in natural waters~in

solution, as colloid particles or in suspension.

The

_ _--lTlI!h~afiQn of tbe hy~liLr..eactiQn Qf...a..pollwnlJjta"nllt..!hRa"S_--";o",,,,,,,rnttmrnl
accessibilIty o r ~ n d s to lly<lro1llolllsalso----the following gencral form:
----------- --------------------------------.----- -------------depends-oo-the-fmms-found-iu-lhe-wat=<JSystem-l3.1O-----------._______~RX~-~-_+H 20 -> ROH + HX
3,16](3.23)
Toxic metals and radionuclides in solution can be llLesent
.
.
.
.
.
either
as cations or complex compounds.
___________The..kmetic_equat1lll1-O[.reactum{3J3}_canbc..wnllen_[l39l-As part of the suspended maller, toxic metals and
as:

_

~i~::;:~~~~:.~~:~'m~~:~:=~::e~~~~~:~ --~~=

____
-dldt [RX] = kh[RX]
___________=1<.j,[QH:]IRXl.±.k,.IlI:'JIRXl +_k"LJU(~

...laJt~U!,(e_j)f~SenUls mil!l'Jlll11de<l~ fu~Lwhjch

---(,'i24)

-----w1l<lf~k" ~

_

C911tai!!s_!h"decay products of a wide range of radionuclide•. The sorbed

torms or an elemennaIl I11to exchangeable and

_

000-
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and
adsorption. 'the non-exchangeable form involves elements
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. h h d I .
f
d
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k • k- 1m"] +'" [H+] + k
l
----------"rr'''-'<~
~
II

dctermin~

..

chemica.l...fo.LrrL-uf elements iaJ).QttOffi

_

sediments, the method of sequential extractions is usually
used, conSisting 01

·-----------------------------------------t::;.~j--------r-Aqtleous

extractio-n~--fhisremovessolu"Ie--------

---or-ctmsidedng (3:22]:--compounds-and-par<of-tlre exchangoabJe-fomr-ohaclr----______________________________--"e"Je"m[Jje'"n.ut~w>Wit.uhJtbe.JD.1aL....am.ountb eing governed by
______________~ = k-"~JJII'"I:':

kallI+] +~

ion_=_CJ<chang,,_equilibril1rn'-(3.26)

_

2.
Extraction with IN ammonium acetate
solution, which removes the rest of the exchangeable

(3.26) shows the relationship between the hydrolysis rate
form.
-----of a given pollutant and thc pH of an aquatiC mcdium. The
--------raTe coiislantsKb~-K, an-dK;; areaetermliied expeiiinentaTIy.'------3~-EXTraC1loii--wlth
-o!'l-liydro-chloncacfi[--TliiS-----------'IT'hhe-e-hhj'lIre!;,.is-e~e.of .eme--l"'!Itt~al","1
removes-the-exehtmgellble-furrm-tlf-the-el_ntrl6N----waters are contained in 'table 7,10 of [3.34],
HCI also dissolves particles of nuclear fuel released
into
Ihe environment following NPP accidents.]
_ _ _ _-'O'Lxidarjon-reductjon

Rode" pres"sse" ef pellalaRt t,"R"farm"tieR aRd
degradation in natural waters are observed for both organic
and non-organic substances. Redox processes bring about
electron transfer which IS accompanied elmer by a change In

4.
Extract with concentrated hydrofluoric acid,
which dissolves the silicate-containing compounds
of the elemeiiLs.

The most important characteristic of lhe chemical forms of
the structure of an orgaHic compound, or transformation of
toxic elements in soil and bottom sediments is the fraction
_ _ _ _----'e"I"'em=e"n"'ts'--'-'in"t'"o-'o"'t'!-'hC'er'--'~'"o'-'rm~s.~R""ed"o"'x,---;r",e~ac",t",io",nC's,--,-,in-,-,a",q-"u"atc-ic"----,:Jfc=:irnm:caI
of exchangeabte-fmms to total 3nrootIt;-since it is USually
systems, generally, involve ions of transition metals,
. -----mi'Un.,."-4c_""'''"nPimv''''''''urcon.=UVi==''''""''=''''',,,,-..Jtwhcllis'-''w'''huJ.ch is responsible for the concent.ratiOll-OLloO'x1lJi"c
_
oxygen, hydrogen peroxide and anthropogenIC and bIogemc
elements in water in an ionic form.
--C.---,"sUlltbl!ls,,"l~a rollueing naltll'€ [] .42]. The-m"ol,"s[,-,f.rtl"qlllu"onll-ll~!)I-'
.
------------------------found metal ion with a varying valency is iron, whose
Many metals and radionucIides in natural waters occur in
concentrations may be as high as 10-5 mole I-I. Ions of other
complex compounds with high polymeric, molecular,
-----.trdwdtilJii liietals-su"C"lrasCu. Co, and Mn are also preSeut hi
orgIi'ITtcstIb"sTmrces of natu.-ral origin. Tbe Iliaj1JFT0111erilhrt- - - concentrations Of 1 0-8 _1 0-6 mole 1-1 ~3 40]
cgmpJexing is played by humic and fJdvic acids Humic
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substances frequently comprise as much as 60-80% of the
total amount of dissolved organic substance. Their

30 em.

The amount of sediment a tubiphycyte passes

concentration in natural waters may range from several to

through its digestive system over 24 hours exceeds seven to
nine times its own mass [3.42]. It should be noted that the

leus of mg fl, with fulvic acid coucentralions, generally, an
order of magnitude larger.

downwards transport of sediment is 14-19% of its
transport upwards [3.43].

The stability of complex compounds of elements with
humic substances depends on the chemical nature of the
element, the bonding eoergy of the ligand functional group,
the pH, and Eh. In terms of interaction with fulvic acid and
other complexing substances, metal ions faU into two
groups. The first group is alkaline, and alkaline-earth
metals which are, virtually, not hydrolised under pH values
typical for natural waters, and have poor complexing
abilities. The second group includes aU other metals,
among them the transition and amphoteric ones which show
a pronounced susceptibility to hydrolysis (for instance,
Fe(III), Mn(II), Cu(II), Pb(II), Ni(II), Ru(III and IV),
etc) and have strong complexing abilities.

High gradients of pollutant concentration are not normally
found in the water mass and planktonic organisms usually
playa major role in scavenging the water ecosystems [3.44].

The interaction of metal ions with complexing substances

in natural water can be represented by the equations:
MZ+ + nLm- H MLnz-nm

K

Transport of toxicants by hydrobionts may be particularly
dangerous from burial sites [3.45].
Pollutants can also be transported along the trophic chain
from consumer to consumer. As this occurs, either direct or

indirect effects in the trophic levels manifest themselves
[3.46].
The direct effect is an increase of toxicant concentration in
biota with increase of trophic level and is most pronounced
for radionuclides, eg, caesium-I3? accumulated in muscular
tissue.
The indirect effect is seen when radionuclides are

= [MLnz-nm]/[Mz+][Lm-]n

accumulated in skeletal tissues (eg, Pu, Ce, Sr isotopes).

(3.27)

Such an effect has also been observed for some nonradioactive toxicants.

where K is the equilibrium constant for the reversible
process of complex [annation. Concentration of organic
ligands characterises the complexing ability of water.

Aquatic organisms are capable of accumulating pollutants,
and redistributing between abiotic components, thus

3.3
BIOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF POLLUTANT
TRANSPORT
3.3.1

Pollutant transport by aquatic organisms

Contaminant transport by hydrobionts can be divided into

mechanical, trophic and interphase types.
The main abiotic components involved in pollutant
migration in water are suspended and bottom sediments.

Mechanical transport of radionuclides by hydrobionts is
either spatial transport, because of an aquatic organism, or
contaminant migration within such organisms.

performing interphase transport. Hydrobionts may also
have a major effect on the interaction between bottom

sediments and suspended matler through biosedirnentation
and biological resuspension.

Biosedimentation, ie, the settling of suspended matter by
hydrobionts, is carried out, eg, by filtrating organisms. The
most important are ark shells. The filtrating system of ark
shells causes a water flow through the mantle cavity and
allows input of food and oxygen for respiration. The
suspended substances settle on different parts of the
mollusc. The material not digested is excreted as
agglutinates, the mass of which may exceed that of
excrement by a factor of 10 [3.47]. Almost all the

Mechanical transport by hydrobionts becomes of parlicular

suspended matter is removed from the water as it passes

ecological significance under conditions of pronounced

through the mollusc.

pollution inhomogeneity when the spatial scale of this
inhomogeneity is smaller than, or comparable to, that of the

hydrobiont activity. In other words the effect caused by
hydrobionts is most significant in that part of the system
where the concentration gr~dient of toxicants is the highest.

Of all the abiotic components of a water body, the highest
gradients of pollution are found in bottom sediments. It is
therefore essential to consider the transport of chemicals
associated with sediment due to bioturbation.
The ability to dig in the bottom sediment is characteristic
of many aquatic organisms, eg, polychaetes, oligochaetes,
certain molluscs, crustaceans, etc [3.41]. For example,
arenicolous polychaetes in communities of 40 specimen m-2

digest 1.5 kg of sediment every day, or 0.25 m3 in a year, ie,
they mix the whole bottom sediment layer down lo 20-

The contribution of biosedimentation by ark shells to the
total sedimentation is dependent on the ecological

conditions of the water body, the species of a mollusc, their
population density and the intensity of water exchange.
There are several ways of assessing ark mollusc
biosedimentation and filtration of suspended matter.
filtration rate and its duration. One method is to assess the

energy balance of the mollusc populations, first by
estimating the intensity of population respiration and the

energy value of food consumed. Well known empirical
relations and functions [3.48, 3.49] are then used to estimate
the mineralisation and biosedimentation of the molluscs.

For example, it was found [3.50] lhat at 17-21°C, 1000
specimens m-2 of this species, with a biomass of 0.5 kg m-2,
settle 7 g of dry matter per I kg of mollusc in 24 hours.
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Change in chemical forms of poUnlan!s

It has been demonstrated, in experiments. that zinc which
has passed through a biological organism is accumulated by
sea algae to the same extent as if it were introduced to sea
water directly [3.59]. At the same time, zinc-65 excreted by
euphausids into sea water was not reaccumulated by them
[3.60].

Pollutants entering water bodies may be present in
different chemical states. Furthennore, they get involved
in transformation processes, including those driven by
hydrobionts, to reach equilibrium chemical forms in the
environment.

In a study of transuranic elements it was found that the
presence of benthic invertebrates, eg, tubiphycytes, caused an
increase in radioactivity in solution, but most still
remained in the bottom sediments. The assumption is that
organic substances excreted by the tubiphycytes form
complex compounds with the transuranic elements [3.61].

There is no single reason why properties of different
pollutants change due to transformation, since this depends
on the type of radionuclide (heavy metal, pesticide, organic
compound, etc) its parent chemical form and the sort of hydrobiont involved in the interaction. For example. in fresh
water, metabolites and products of elodea degradation lead
to decreased cobalt accumulation and increased accumulation of caesium-137 and strontium-90 in plants [3.57]. In
sea water, algae metabolic products do not affect cystosirus
accumulation of manganese. but increase cobalt accumulation and inhibit the accumulation of ferric salts [3.58].

The value of these observations lies in establishing the fact
that micro-organisms are capable of excreting metabolites
which change the chemical propenies and behaviour of
different pollutants both in the surface pore water of
bottom sediments and in groundwater.
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CHAPTER 4

MIGRATION OF CONTAMINANT IN WATER BODIES

4.1

INTRODUCTION

In this chapter, the hasic principles for description of
contaminant transport by water are applied to the various
parts of the water flow in land areas and freshwater
systems. Five different types of water bodies are
distinguished and treated separately:
soil water,
groundwater, overland flowing water,stream water and
lakes/reservoirs.
4.2

SURFACE WASH-OFF OF POLLUTANTS

An important mechanism of surface water pollution is
migration of pollntants from land areas to streams by
surface wash-off. According to classical hydrological
theory, the process of surface run-off falls into four stages
as described below. It is to be noted, howevcr, that this
description is restricted to areas where the soils have low
infiltration capacity as compared to rainfall or snowmelt
intensity. In many areas, with morc permeable soils,
practically all rainwater or meltwater infiltrates, provided
that the groundwater table is below the ground surface.
Stream run-off is then generated mainly by groundwater,
discharged as a response to infiltration in recharge areas, or
by saturation overland flow. Le., direct run-off of rainwater

or melt water in saturated areas (including the stream
itself).
Thc first stage, rainfall, is distinguished by the abscnce of
surface flow of water. All precipitation goes through
surface accumulation and soil infiltration, and part of the
moisture is retained by the botanic covering of lhe soil.
The second stage lasts from the emergence of the first signs
of surface run-off to the formation of a steady water flow
on the surface. At this stage, water is absorbed until the
soil is saturated, and pollutant migration then occurs both
in the surface flow and in the subsurface layer (the
unsaturated zone).
The third stage is that of excess water run-off, when rain
(or snowmelt) water from the whole basin area drains off.
Water absorption by the soil gradually decreases over time.
This phase ends when the rainfall or snowmelting
terminates. Transport of the pollutant in the water occurs,
primarily, by surface run-off. Secondary contamination of
the surface run-off in the vicinity of the accidental release,
and wash-out of eroded solid pollutants is also observed.

and the depth of the groundwater, etc. The ratio is
characteristic of the water balance in the area, and may be
described by an overland flow coefficient (ratio between
volumes of the overland flow and precipitation) n = h/x
[4.1]. Therefore, on the same catchment, in different
conditions and seasous, pollutant migration can proceed by
surface as well as subsurface and infiltration flows. The
processes of pollutant water wash-off from the land
surface are, to a large extent, associated with the features of
the chemical forms found in the catchment soil, and the
geochemistry and structure of the catchment soil as well as
other catchment characteristics. When water run-off is
formed on a polluted catchment the pollutant can be
washed off in either the liquid or solid phase [4.2,4.3].
In terms of the secondary contamination of water bodies,
the processes of surface wash-off of pollutants, are of major
interest. The critical parameter describing the process is the
wash-off coefficient K w ' the fraction of the pollutant load
in the soil which has entered the water body with the
overland flow. Since a pollutant occurs in water either in a
dissolved state or adsorbed on suspended particles in a solid
phase. it is convenient to express the wash-off coefficient as
the sum of "liquid" and "solid" coefficients of wash-off
(Kw = K)+K.J.
This coefficient can also be parameterised by the key
hydrological characteristics of surface run-off, the run-off
layer, h, and the mass of the removed suspended matter from
a unit area, m.
By defini tion:

. IT CW (t)Q(t)dt
KI =

0

hi c,

~

ds

J:

C, (t)Q(t)dt

mi c,

ds
(4.1)

where Cw
pollutant

is the aqueous concentration of the dissolved

Ca
pollutant

is the aqueous concentration of the suspended

In the last stage of ruu-off iufiltration migration of thc
pollutants in the soil to an impermeable confining layer
occurs.

Q

is the water discharge of the overland flow

Cs

is the surface density of soil contamination

The ratio of the surface flow of pollutants to infiltration
flow depends primarily on the previous moistening and
freezing of the soil, the depth of the frozen layer, relative
to the impermeable confining layer, the slope morphology,

S

is the area of the watershed, and

T

is the duration of surface run-eff

It is evident that:
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4.3
UNSATURATED ZONE
------"-''---'========::.:::::...----------lliloc'eeeoar-se--gmi-ReEl soils, ttl€: immobile wateJ::-...fraction can
probably be disregarded, making:
~-----'The-tlJlll~OORtI,-4n-w1JieMf;e-jJeros
af the soil
are not completely filled with water, is called the

unsaturated zone or soil water zone.
(4.5)
The processes Of overland flow and wash-ollt from a

where q =
QJ A, is the specific diSCharge or Darcy
watershed are connected with the pollntion of the liquid
veloCIty (L f I)
soil moisture in the unsaturated zone. The processes
~------,arlff1fuctillg solute tl3nspUiL IiI the unsatUlateel ZO"'8"'e,....,8.1
. 0e-------------------------·shown in Fignre 4 1 and a knowledge of advective flow is a
The unsaturated now is driven by the combined effect of
prerequisite to be able to model and predict the transport of
capillary forces, which may aCt in any direction, and the
solutes in the ground. If the s01l mmsture con tams a
gtavilaLiolI, directed dowliwalds. 'rhe UPPClflwsf part ef
mixture of gases such as ml, thefl-the-r-ooWttncgg-tuflhFr<ee"'"iPl'1h"aslS6a--Ittb"'e~!Jlm'_""'attJ;-'}u:r3aJttee.dd-,z",o",n.ee~. J.\wlbh.eerffeL.ttthlfeLwwaatlfe>rr.luQ:p!l;falllk"eL'oQlfL!!thl!:eljDll!llJ!arrnl!l!S'--_ _

system becomes the one which is meant by unsaturated

takes place, is called the root zone. With the exception .of

flow. The degree of unsaluration has a profound influence

this zone and the layers close below it, where the water

on the physics of water (and gas) flow

flow may be eilheI opwmd en: dowiiward, the hate.r fIev,. iFl

In

the system. At
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ac = ~ (D ac) + ~ (VC)+S

Lateral flow components may occur as a result of
horizontal layering of the soil, and also close to a sloping
water table.
The unsaturated conductivity, K(8) is the governing
characteristic of water contaminant transport in soil. The
primary hydraulic properties in nnsaturated flow are the
hydraulic and suction functions together with the moisture
content.
The general nature of these functions is illustrated in
Figures 4.2 and 4.3 for both a coarse, and fine-texture, soii.
The range of the wat~r content e. is from zero to the total
porosity, I: I' for coarse soil, and 1: 2 for fine soil, with
£2>£1' K increases with
and reaches its maximum
(saturated) value when 8 equals the porosity, so that K,t
and Ks2 are the hydraulic conductivities of the saturated
coarse and fine soils respectively, with K,r>K'2' For both
types of soil, the change of K with 8 is most pronounced
over the higher water content range. The absolute value of
\jI increases as 8 decreases, since progressively more energy
is required to extract water as the water content decreases.
The faci that 8, at a given suction, \jI, is generally less for
the coarse soil than for a fine soil is a consequence of the
larger pores and smaller internal surface area in the coarse
soil [4.11,4.12].

e

Physical-chemical processes also govern pollutant mobility
in soil. The liquid in the unsaturated zone is not pure water.
since it has dissolved solid and gaseous constituents. The
physical properties of water in the unsaturated zone may
differ markedly from those of the water which fills the
relatively large pores of highly permeable groundwater
aquifers. because water molecules have a strong dipole
momentum and are readily influenced by the net surface
charge density of the soil particles and dissolved
constituents [4.11, 4.13", 4.14]. In [4.14] the effects of the
distribution of monovalent ions in soil solution, as a
function of distance from soil particle surface within a
water saturated soil pore, is discussed. For a more
concentrated solution (0.1 N) the impact of the electical
field is not evident at distances greater than about 5 nm, but
for a dilute solution (0.001 N) it extends further than
20 nm into the porco As the water content decreases, the
cations and anions are forced to occupy a space limited by
the thickness of the water film on the soil particle surfaces.
In water-saturated conditions the water-solute-particle
surface interactions become increasingly more important, as
the soil becomes progressively drier. The interaction is
significant when water contents in the unsaturated zone
reduce to equivalent waler films of up to only 10-20
molecules thick. A detailed review of this topic is given in
[4.13]. For simplicity, the mathematical treatment below is
restricted to one-dimensional vertical flow. The formulae
can easily be extended into two or three dimensions.

The migration of a pollutant in low concentration is
commonly described by an adve~tion-dispersion model,
which gives the transport equation:

at

az

Lat

az

(4.6)
where

C

is the concentration of the pollutant (M L-3)

t

is the time (T)

z
is
downwards) (L)
DL

the

height

co-ordinate

(positive

is the dispersion coefficient (L2 T-I)

v
is the particle velocity of water on a macro
scale (L T"I)
S
(M L-3T-I)

is the source or sink of the pollutant

The water flow, needed for a calculation of the advective
flow (VC) can be obtained from the Darcy equation:
q = K(1jI) acj>
" az
4.7)

where

q

is the specific discharge (LT-t)

K(\jI)

is the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity

\jI
is the pressure potential (pressure head)
of soil water (L water column)

(L);

l/l
l/l = \jI+z

is the total potential (head) of soil water

In order to solve the Darcy equation, either the pressure
potential or the water content must be known. Mass
conservation for water gives. for the volumetric water
content 8(L3 L-3):

()q

-az

(4.8)

Combining (4.7) and (4.8) gives:

as

at

=

~
az

(K(cj»

as)
az

and, since l/l = \jI + z,

as
at

~

(K(1jI) a1jl _

az"

az

1)
(4.9)

Introducing the specific water capacity, equal to the slope
of the water retention curve:

(4.10)
the water content can be eliminated from (4.9), giving:
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immediate pollution of the grouodwater. When describing
the transport of a pollntant in solution in a soil with
macropore flow, care has to be taken with the diffusive

4.4
POLLUTANT MIGRATION IN GROUNDWATER (THE SATURATED ZONE)

exchange between the macropore water and the matrix

The first stage of many groundwater pollution problems
takes place in the unsaturated zone. When the pollution
source is situated above the water table, the pollutants
will move, more or less vertically, throngh the
partially saturated zone before enteriog the groundwater
wne at the water table. During this movement the
pollutants will be subject to a number of physical,
chemical and biological reactious which can change
the concentrations of pollutants significantly. In addition,
a considerable time lag may be experienced dnring
the passage throngh the unsaturated zone. Hence, this zone
is an important liok in gronndwater pollutioo problems
[4.Il,4.27,4.28].

water, which causes a retardation of the transport of the
pollutant as compared to the water.

So far, only purely hydrological conditions have been
considered in the discussion on pollutant transport in the

unsaturated zone. Chemical and biological processes
affecting the transport, discussed in Chapter 3, are present
only in the source/sink term in (4.6). Mathematical
formulation of this term is discussed, for some cases, in

Section 4.4 on groundwater. When a specific area is
investigated, account should be taken of potential
geochemical barriers to the pollntant migration. To assess
the relative importance of such barriers, it is necessary to
know the mineralogy and petrology of the soils in the area
of accidental pollution. Some radionuclides can be used as a
demonstration.
In order for dissolved plutoninm (Pn'+), which can be
trcated as a geochemical analogue of (U'+), to be fixed, it is
sufficient that the soil contains insignificant amounts
of siliceous sorbents mixed with phorphorites and
pyrites (uranium and plutonium can be fixed in a solid phase
from solution as silicates or phosphates). Strontium-90 can
be fixed as part of carbonate in an alkaline medium, and as
part of snlphate and phosphate in the whole pH range of
natural waters. Soil added by limestone and phosphoritcs
(Na3PO" K3PO, or H2 P0 4) ctc is a good barrier for
strontium-90. Unlike strontium-90 whose absorption in
soil is mainly associated with ion exchange, caesium is well
fixed in the solid mineral phases with incorporation into
the crystal lattice of clay minerals such as illite,
montmorillonitic clay, glauconite and others.
Soil
vegetation serves as a good filter for caesium. For instance,
the presence in soil or the subsoil layer of such natural
sorbents as cinder, tuff, glauconite, asbestos, zeolites,
bentonite and others may significantly slow down the
migration of a pollutant in water in the aeration zone, en
route to groundwaters.
The ability of soil mineral components to reLain different
radionuc1ides, and their migration mechanisms are described

in [4.16,4.17]. The same issues for pesticides and pheools
are discussed iu [4.18-4.20]. As is shown in the literature,
pollutant migration in so_il is complicated by sorption
and chemical and biological transformation. The presence

of natural sorbents markedly reduces pollutant dispersiou
by water away from locatio~s of accidental contamination

[4.21].
The details of contaminant migration processes in the

unsaturated soil wne may be fonnded io [4.22-4.26]. Thus
the major factors governing pollutant migration in
the unsaturated zone are moisture content, structure,
particle size distribution and the "mineral composition of
soils.

Pollution of gronodwaters may result from a direct inpnt
of pollntants ioto the saturated zone following accidents
underground, and opeo, storage facilities for toxicants,
disposal sites of radioactive, and other, toxic substances, or
from an infiltration input of pollutants from an
unsaturated zone or plain with drainage between

grouodwaters and a river. Given accidental pollutioo of the
watershed, an influx of pollutants into groundwaters

occasionally occurs through geological cavities, because of
associated losses of polluted surface water. It is not
unusual for surface water bearing beds to be polluted

through wclls [4.29].
In the saturated zone, there are no capillary forces
acting and the pressure is above that of the atmosphere. The
flow is driven by gravitational forces and the flow is

mainly lateral, in the directioo of the slope of the water
table. Impervions layers, or layers of high hydraulic
conductivity, may give large vertical flow components,
as is the case in fractured rock. Vertical flow components
also exist in homogeneous and isotropic soils for continuity
reasons. In elevated areas there is often a flow component
directed vertically downward, whereas in lower parts

of hillslopes, and in low-lying areas, there is an upward
flow component.

The former constitute recharge areas

for gronndwater, and the latter discharge areas. Depeoding
on whether the water table in a discharge area reaches
the ground surface or not, the discharge area can be saturated
or unsaturated. In an unsaturated discharge area, the

up flowing groundwater is either adsorbed by the
vegetation or led off laterally, down the slope, through
surface layers of high hydraulic conductivity. 10 humid
areas, streams, wetlands and lakes are normally parts of

the discharge area.
The transport equation for solute transport in groundwater is the same as the one for unsaturated flow
(4.6). Equations are also given here in one dimension,

although estimates on accidcntal groundwater pollntion
may demand forecasting in two dimensions. For steady

watcr llow, i.e, dV/dt = 0, we havc:
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.
--parr1Iuu d U]\.uuu,)'uauIlC pan, WlIllVll s re ale -nr1 egradIent III total head, Ie, the sum _of ?ydrostatlc pressure
and elevatIon. A common assuo;ptlOn III groundwater flow
-------,e:<1stnnates--is-Lhat the tolal head 18 cOllstant-with-depth, 01,
_ _ _ _----'e"':q'"J1"'jv'-'a"'Je"'~.ut"'-'ly, that the flow is p~lrely horiz?Dta] Wjth th~s
assumptIOn, named the DupUIt assumptIOn. the flow IS
given by:
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(4.14)
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where oh/ih is the slope of the water table. The Dupnit
assump IOn res fIe s
e ca cu a 10 S 0 one or wo
-----ldjj;i_ioo&--{in tho heri.ental plane), but the flow

_ _ _ _--'c."a"'lc"u"'la"'t"'io"n"'s"ar""ej,g"'r"ea"'U"-y'-"'si"'m'.'Jp'"l."if."ie"'d"'.--"Iu"--'c"on"'n."e"c"'ti"'o"n_w"-l"·t"h-'t,,he-=-assumption, K is often ifilegrated over the whole depth of
the aqUIfer glvmg the transmIssIvIty, 1, (rJ 1. 1), If the

Dm is tho-oocff-isiwt-et'-me1oolllar-<lifliHlioo-fu,,"-r- - the solute in the rous medium 2 T-I
v

is the velocity in the flow direction (L T-l)

{)(X~L-:--"is"l~inal dispersi.vit¥-{L),-and'--------

D::t

is the baiISveIsal dispe:tshdt, (L~
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As a rule of thumb U L = 20<J..r
Dispersivity is a key parameter in describing the spread of a
solute in groundwater. It has been determined for different
soils by tracer tests in laboratory columns or in the field.
The longitudinal dispersivity ranges from millimetres to
several metres. One problem is that the dispersivity
increases with the scale of the flow situation, making
results of laboratory tests of little use for forecasting
dispersion in the field. One reason for this discrepancy is
that field soils are heterogeneous, but this heterogeneity is
not found in the laboratory sample. Any heterogeneity that
causes a deviation of the velocity of a water particle from
the mean velocity, increases the dispersion and thereby the
dispersivity. The larger the scale, the larger is the variation
in soil properties.
The relative importance of hydrodynamic dispersion and
molecular diffusion in pollutant transport is given by the
dimensionless Peclet number:
P

,

= -Ylt

D

formulations is given in various textbooks, eg, see [4.32],
and in the transport models presented in Chapter 6 of this
manual.

In the case of adsorption/desorption, the changes of solute
concentration in groundwater equals the change of
substance attached to soil particles, giving the source/sink
term as:

S=O'y
n

dF
dt
(4.17)

where

cry

is the bulk density of the dry soil (M L-3)

F
is the mass of substance adsorbed per unit
mass of the soil, and
n

is the porosity of the soil

The concentration F can be related to the concentration in
the solute by the isotherms discussed in Section 3. With the
linear isothenn we have:

m

wllere d
is a characteristic length of the porous
medium, for instance the mean particle diameter. and
Dm

giving
S

is the molecular diffusion coefficient

At low values of Po' the dispersion is dominated by
molecular diffusion. This i!? the case in fine-grained soils,
such as clay and silt. At high Peclet number, often met in
coarse and highly permeable soils, the molecular diffusion
can be neglected, since the dispersion is dominated by the
hydrodynamic dispersion.
The spread of a pollutant is influcnced by differences in
viscosity and density betwccn the pollutcd and nonpolluted groundwater. If the viscosity of the pollutcd
water is smaller than that of the groundwater. the spread is

increased by local breakthroughs of the polluted water into
the groundwater along the pollutant front, called
fingering. If, on the other hand, the pollutcd water has a
higher viscosity than the groundwater, the mixing may be
reduced. Fingering may also occur when the polluted water

O'y K.. de
n
dt
(4.18)

where

K.i

is the distribution coefficient

Corresponding expressions, with other coefficients, are
obtained for reactions described by the other isotherms. The
approach is valid only for instantaneous, reversible
adsorption. A further prerequisite is that the concentration
of each substance in the groundwater is so weak that the
equilibrium concentration between any substance and the
soil is not affected by the concentration of the other
constituents.
For cases where the partition is described by the linear
isothcrm, the source/sink term S in (4.11) is often not
expressed explicitly, but the effcct is included in the
retardation factor:

has the same viscosity, but higher density, than the
underlying non-polluted groundwater.
The transport velocity of a pollutant in groundwater is
normally smaller than that of the groundwater itself, and
there is often a gradual decrease in the total pollutant
transport along the flowpath. This retardation and
attenuation is caused by physical, chemical and biological
reactions between the water and the soil and within the
water itself, proce~ses whieh were discussed in general
terms in Chapter 3. The effect of these reactions is to
subtract or add pollutant to the groundwater. The
source/sink term Sin (4.11) represents the algebraic sum of
all such effects. The contribution to S is expressed in
different ways, depending on th·e particular processes
involved. Below are given some examples of such
expressions.
A detailed discussion of the various

(4.19)

by which the transport equation becomes:

R~=
at

i...(DOc)_V
~
ax
ax
ax
(4.20)

Attenuation of the contaminant in the water caused by
radioactive decay, or by any other process which can be
described by exponential decay, contributes to the
source/sink term as:

S=
whcre

A

Iu:

is the decay constant = In 2/half-life

----"J3~4r=:r=:r=:====================_=_=_====::======_=_=:::!OC!!ll1<l'~'l'E~R::4!:---____

-lfJ:hereisJmJlds.orhedphas.e.DfJh~11ldiQactive
cQntaminant.

aCCQunt bas tQ be taken alSQ Qf the decay in this phase when
--------acscnbmg the partItIon between the ltqUId and solId phase,

rivers is primarily due to Jl!J!.vity, but additiQnal effects'-_
such as centrifugal forces in bends. and wind forces. may
also be stgmucant; parucularly In large- nvers.
----

-------------and-thc-re-stilting--transpor-t-eqllilt-ioJt-aceemes;.-,------------------TjrpreviOiisset1ioifS~-thegeneraJ:-taw~-ofwateFifioti:oo-n-ave-----

ac
at

iJ *~ilc
+ RAe:::; D- v ~

-----OO€R-oo!lGfibed. The-¥e1<Jci1¥-of-waler..lncreases..with..tbe......--slope of the river and creates conditions for the sediment
_
(]x _
x
x
processes of erosion, transport and accumulation. The
-------------------------------------- --------------------\4~21f---TIIeamle:ring---sectiom;-of--tl",---rivecTreate-transvcrsc-------_____-._-,_--'c"ir=c'uatiou.--W.ateLp'ttticles_m=.in..a._spiraLpaih,JiJ:£!
_
The retardation factor ptovides a simple meanS to estimate
turning tQward the concave bank, and then sinking towards
------,(fi"'e mean velocIty Ofacontarnmant. vC' from the vetocity of
the bottom causing erosion of the concave S1iI~e-----------------t!w-ImIk-{}l'-tb$-¥,'at<Jf,-v,-by:-- ------- ------ ------------circnlatlon-due-oo--bends-increases-turbulcneeand-dispe'sialT.---------R -

-----------------vc~vfR-------------------Ttre-ve1ucitrdtstributioll
iii

a livercross seetmIl -sbo-ws-----

-------(*;2:22')-)_-i:g~re""atJiiJle.r.si.tjl.· velocity is smaller.near the bottom an~
_
banks; it increases from the bottom and the banks towards
-----------nlstoDe-iiOf"dtllaftl1e-useonlioretaroa1iOnliiclOfiS---the-iiiJdif!cand-thc--slirtacc-;-rcachfJi-gTlSmaxliiium-iiear-tno--------------jw;~&-£as""
whioh ean-bo-4lsefibOO---by-tI1<l-lineaf---s1jffaee-itself;-if-presenl;-an-1ee-efivereatlSeHest._.-arnl---_ _ _ _ isotherm.
the maximum velocity on the vertical is lower than it
o m
i l v:a!UC.8_JL
I
f Jh
would be if it were on an ice~free water surface [4.35-4.38].
______-.iJ_Q
Uyp-lCa
_lC...;rctardation factQr for strontium~
_
90, cQbalt-60 and caesium-137 are 30, 60 and 450
PQint Qr nQnpoint source pollutants discharged into rivers
------;respecllvely [4..lU]:-For plutonium, the values may be as
are subject to processes of dmusion and dIsperSion. - - - - - - -------high~{_§_OO(},_Thai is, "hi1~ li~uia ia gff1lI11d-watef..may-_.
.
flow 30 m in a ear it will take 30 years for strontium-90
4.5. I
Turbulent «bffus,on
_________________________y__
i

_

and I 500 years fQr plutonium to cover the same distance.
The spreading of substances duc to thc turbulent motion of
---'A"trithe same I1me, certam pollutants willlliigJJsolubiluy- fluid particles is called turbulent dIffUSIOn. FIUi(J--------all4~eR_j3t-e!'Oft~
in Cbapl~r 2) -parti-ele....-m-wetJ--a.--mt>leeules-<lf--~fu_---____________ m~yJ2~J!"ansJ?Qu..eJ!1I!J¥_Qun!!!Yater.ll!...'!.!_ate _~l~~ to th_'-!U~L__ .1andomJJlotiQMiILthi~J ..Yl2~LQl!liffl!S_i9Jl'____
_
the infiltration waters.
The ana1og¥----helw..eetLthe..motion....oLmo.J.e.cnles and 'bat of
In fractured rock, and also in soils with macropore flow,
fluid particles is used to characterise the turbulent
the retardatIOn ot the contamInant is not only cause(J by
diffusion process. The rate F t of substance dd£usmg
------ads6r-ptmn-f<\eser-!J#6fl--{},l---ihc-----wall£--ef---the-highly---thronglr-a-unit--are-per--unrt-tlme--is-1I1e--prOOtlCHJf-the--------_ _ _ _conductinA.tm!"cs. There is also a mass flow of contaminant
turbuknLdiffllsjon c.nilli&i~J1LI4_1.llld the concentration
gradient of the substance dc/ax
into the rock or soil matrix by molecular diffusion. By this
~----lffi'a"'nFi's'poff,lfiea rea 01 [fie sou partIcles or ftaeUIre walls
.,~ r__ ".
';nn"'"on~ . .
n._. ·r..
F = - D ---------av-3l'1 a-l::Jfl.7----H::H.--au-ser--p-n>:n-~p_t-tg.n--l1lG-reaslgs-.----B-lJ-t---1--l-----U--Jgre--------·
------------l--------o:----a------------------------------

ac

_ _ _ _ _,;e-·s no chemical reaction taking place. the diffusive exchange
between the large pores and the matrix may cause a
couswerable retardal10n of me CQntammam.

x

(4.13-)-----

Siftee-·tlJe-iltlfllet-ieal •aille of D, is-great6f L'laa tbat-et'-lh",o---

on-pOIliitanf-m66iliff1n--~tl:~::;~~;~~:~ni~~~~~~"-~~t_~~~~r~:;!.';;'!;:~~~?--.----

------Tfie effects of retardafionracTo,s----getllligienl-ftlrm&li<m<-Wi-lI .135 a6jXlll<l-6a---tlte-red_Qifl'"u"sl"'onn-.- - potential Eh and the pH valne. Mutual action Qf these
Turbulent dispersion
4.5.2
factors can significanlly change the residence and migration
forms of pollutants. I he form of pollutant compound m
The spreading of pQllutants is also affected by the time.ail aaa greuftawa16r eaa ~e de'Bribee by Parbe diagrams.
averaged convecuve velocmes ihsrributed in [he verticals
Depending on the value of these indicators, a number of
and laterals gf the cm£lu~ectignj aml by Lhe secondary
metals in the aqueous soil medium may be found either as
currents in the transverse plane of the flow cross sec=-t:::.io=-n:=.
hIghly mobIle IOns, or as suspended colRmrnydrox,des
The usual practice when describing transport processes is to
[4.30, 4.34]. The same effeet bas an im!,a"l on l'lmonim"
combine the effect of diffusion with the spatial velocity
valency and. consequently. solubility.
distnbutIon mto an overall disperSIOn coeffiCient. The

_

------4-;-.--;5,---cP;:cO=L~L--;U7.To;A-:--;-N°;;T~M--;c;;cIG=R"A:-;To;I"'O~N~~INcc-nS"'T~RCiE'-A;cM
. .--e;ffi~~:~~ i~e"~:t:~:r ~~Ia~~~ng~:"t~~·t::~e~:~e-O~fr-f- - turbulent diffusion. If the pollutant contains particulate
matter, or if it coats the surfaCe of sospendetl sediment UI
eurrealfl. This type sf ll'lm.peFt-i~ve,and--ilS---OOd1oad--partilOles
as a 'OS"1t of physilOaJ.chemical processes
(eg, adsorption), the transport of the pollutant is governed
direction coincides with that of the flow or current. The
mOvement Qf water and thus the advective transport in
by the motion Qf the sediment particles [4.56].
FLOW

~ubstances In Hawmg water move wltn river !Jow ana laKe
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To describe the transport of a neutrally buoyant and
conservative substance, using the principle of mass
conservation, the mass balance may be expressed, by
neglecting the molecular diffusion, as:
ilc+ v de+ v de+ v de=
ilt
xilx
Y ily
Z ilz

applied for the convective period. In the latter, the
pollutants are dependent on the initial convective velocity,
and consequently the distribution curve is skewed. Fischer
found that the diffusive period begins after T = 0.4 r2fD y
where r is the distance between the maximum velocity
point and the distant bani" The distance L c downstream
from the source of pollution can be calculated as:

il
de+ -ilD de+ il Dde=-D
ilx xilx
ily Y ily ilz Z ilz

L > I.8?U
C
R U.

(4.27)

(4.24)
It is assumed here that turbulent diffusion depends on the
co-ordinate direction, and can be expressed by three
components D x' Dy and D z. For the case of suspended
substances which are heavier or lighter than water. and
which have a velocity w in the z direction (w is positive if
the suspended maller is heavier than water), the last term of
the left hand side of the equation should be replaced by
(vz-w)ilcfilz.

To estimate the concentration of the pollutant as a function
of space and time, velocity components and diffusion
coefficients at every point of the flow field mnst be
determined with appropriate initial and boundary
conditions. Since such data are not usually available in
rivers the mass balance equation should be simplified
(Figure 4.4). Basically two simplifications are investigated
in this text:

4.5.3

(a)

longitodinal dispersion, and

(b)

lateral (transverse) dispersion.

where R
velocity.

To estimate the longitudinal dispersion coefficient DL , the
following empirical relation can be used:
DL=ARU.
(4.28)

where

In an unidirectional flow. the main velocity component is

vx' and the other two, vy and vz, can be neglected. The onedimensional longitudinal dispersion equation can be
written by using the average cross-sectional values for
velocity U and concentration c of the mass balance equation
and neglecting the turbulent diffusion coefficients Dy and
Dz (Figure 4.5)
2

A

is a non~dimensional empirical factor
depending primarily on the roughness of the
channel, the velocity distribution and the
meandering of the river

The non-dimensional factor for natural rivers is found to be
between 210 and 640. On large streams over highly
irregular, meandering sections, the dispersion coefficient
may be 2.5-3 times as high as over straight sections, whereas
on minor streams the difference may be 5-10 times greater.
4.5.4

Longitudinal dispersion

is the hydraulic radius and U. the shear

Transverse dispersion

Pollutants spread through depth faster than uniformly
across width. The motion of pollutants can be treated by
the depth averaged values of velocity, concentration and
diffusion coefficient. The depth integrated equation is
wrillen as follows:
ae
- ile - ae) a (
ae)
il ( y ile )
ih
+ Vx ax +Vy ay = ax hDx
+ ay hD ily
ax

h(

(4.29)

where c and v represent averages over the depth.
Dispersion coefficients Dx and Dy include the effects of
both turbulent diffusion and differential convection.

de
de
il c
-+U-=Dr.at
ax
ilx'
(4.25)
where DL is the longitudinal dispersion coefficient. In
a uniform channel, the longitudinal dispersion coefficient
may be calculated by means of a c-x curve from a tracer test
as:

For a continuous pollutant, the longitudinal dispersion can
be neglected, since ae fax approaches 0, and the equation of
transverse dispersion can be simplified (Figure 4.6). For a
straight reach, where vy « vx and h is constant, the
equation becomes:

2

Dr. = a U'
2L

Vx

:~ = (Dy::)
(4.30)

(4.26)
where U
is the mean velocity of the reach L and cr2 the
variance of the concentration curve .

Here, Dy includes the effects of secondary currents and
turbulent diffusion in the y direction.

Fischer [4.57] demonstrated that the one-dimensional
approach is valid in the diffusive period, but cannot be

If the channel meanders, vy represents the secondary current
due to curvature and should be included in the equations:

·
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--!iY~d¥n3mics whicb.Me responsihllLfOLpcllntant
dispersion (Figure 4.8) [4.37,4.38] (see also Chapoor3.l).

__(4.31L__ H~rol<Jgic~Lc~at'acteristics_ 0t'y"llllt"nl_J:rall.sP0ELallL
self-purification obtained with the use of a typical
-------------.c;.o-y-~=h~l
~~~;l:-vy-tnty------------dEctrarge4lydrogrdpl'rafe
availab1eformry site ill lire
________________

___

------..JllIlionaLh,~·k

-------------- -------------------------------------------------------l4-:J2r------

_

[4 1] ~3.L=:L---

Chapter 5). A typical hydrograph illustrates the periods of

charactenshc·pliis-eimnver-ruO:off and the-afiSOfutevalues- --- - --

!he depth h iIlso vanes across the chann8IOue to depostts, --of~haracteristicritJre-area-oHnlCiesl.

------<s..eBHf&,-el'-SHJ"'o"e1e¥ali"&.-+al>~eseflls-latefal..lni"ing SOllie pollm:alllS are remOvea WHO ovetlJmlt1'l:ow;JmItrrty----..
.sg~flici.e.IiliL'II!(LtI:"!1~,,~1],"_ydQ_ci.tyJI!!ggalio~_~_Q!J!ailli'!I--in-a-diSSQ!¥cd-form,-an<l-ioteraet-weaYJy.-witll-ooii-par-licles--------_ _ _ _ _ob y velocity pulsation measurements for large streams and
and vegetation, Others can accumulate on soil parti~es and
siiTIilllrngafion canals In Hungary [4.58]. Ihese transverse
enter rivers through erosion caused by overland flow.
-----~-eooff~t8 may be l.u;ed iH tile absPeRce of field

¥aH~\';II;;O:S v

___________ Q1e~':.l!'~i!!~~~.

linemganic..orJIllneraLaggregatr...s-with..asize_<O...L mm.__The-

_

,:)Uil, l;;iIUUl;;iU IWIII stupes, IDe usuatty----

_

_____ Say]'e [4.59] has described theoretically that the distance L d
values of so~id pollntant rnn-off can be c~lcnlated f~om
from the point of pollntion SOnrco at mid-depth, whem tho
maps of eroSIOn catchment parameters for dIfferent regIOns
Iwo-dImensIOnill eqna1iOn (4.30) becomes vahd IS:
[4.41,4;42;].
.- - ·------------------r.:--05h2-;;;----------------S-otitt]Jar~PtaY-TSlgnlficaficrote-ltf-PO~11~~--_ _ _.
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(4;nr-- sorption On soil and bottom sediments where discnssed in
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-------itI-ll!e-¥eflieal
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geochemical composition of solid matter in the flow and
--trss-rrrnin1;that the tmbulent tI allsret of IIIass amt- the absolute size of particles. Selected data on pollutant
__________mrunenJJ1I:n.are.eql.lTIialent,..lJmLsbeaLstress..distributinILi"-__ -,orpoon-tJfI_l'artielcs-of-diffcrent-size--arc-takcu-fmm-fkl9;--------linear and also that velocity distribution is logarithmic, the
4A3...A.44J and ll!lL.~ts of field .slIIdies of acci.dmltal
_
cxpression for Dz becomes Dz = 0.07 hUt so that:
pollution of water bodies in the vicinity of Chemobyl NPP

------------------~-=-l.8.ti._------------;:~,::~=t:ll=~c:;~:.a~:::~,::~a~;---

particles of size <; 0.05 mm, which emphasises the
importance of sediments in pollutant transport and
From the source of pollutant to a dIstance Ld downstream,
sedimentauon. IhIs factor of self-punflcatlOh f)ecomes
-------llw-uan.fl""l--af--ilelffilant.--shefr!d-lJe--tr-e-a!ed--by-t!lfr----GI'itiGal-for-polJytants_w-hJ<,ll-aro-w<>Il-adsorbod,--since,-m--------_ _ _ _-'c"'omplete three-dimensional mass balanc~uation.
areas of sedimentation, over half of theyollutaotload Can
be deposited.
_ _ _ _.JTbLlteec1SUirnplliiru.Le.q.ruuians for the computation of pollutant
transport are given in Tables 4.3 and 4.4. [4.60].
Most flood plain rivers are characterised by the drowning
_

-------------------------(4:34)

------------------------------------------ornver-jilainsourlng-f)oodpeiioos.-l'foodpl3lf'llo'iismay--

---------------------·------be-g~emlflt"+.tilDd_fllt_the__valleJl'lniIT.-----

4.5.5

Physical

chemical

and

biological

The velocity of flood plain flows may range from several

mec!!amsms 01 water qoahty
cm s-I to 1.0-1.5 m s-l. Therefore, the effects of the erosion
-----P-ig-ur-e-4-.7-in-ct-i-ca-t-es-th-e-e-ff-e-ct-s-o-r-a-n--o-rg--a--n-ic-cf-fl-u-e-n-t-in-a-~w~a~s·h~-O~U=tOfPOIIuted soll partIcles from the flood plam
----~~~=~~.:,:;,.:.::.,=c:...:,==....::~=~==~=~='--€elfae ..nfMa>lt,-1b"eH'<r"*I"e8e1_Ee.u. ltt.riTFllhe-inilut

nf flead--f>lain wato.. inta
nver and the changes occurnng downstream from the
the main river channel is determined by the frequency of
eulfall. Self I'tlrifieatiefl ",eeesses dCjlen8 en a range ef
submergence, the depth and area of SUbmersion, the duration
______-.l1par!!!ija!1m!!;e"'te"'rlis-'aljjnl!Jd~,lJinLlJlhljjiliS.1:s!;:ec\;Jtwio'l!nl"..Jt!1h"e.!p"h!)'YliSl!<.c",ahl,-,cJlh",e!!m!!ic,"a"l-,an!lliJdL.~~~~~_~
",""_~
_
at flOOdIng, amrme Input or seepage, and other flows from
biological mechanisms governing water quality in river
Ih. Ilalluled valley. For different rivers th. inllul af the
systems are conSIdered [4.34, 4.35, 4.36).
. ~ .. _
~.
flood nlain comnonent I J Ill) + I) I denends on the relation
When contaminated run-off merges with the flow from
botween the widths of the river and the flood plain BtIll,.
.-'----ulIcontaminated watersheds OI the main flow in a dvm,
4.6
Pollutant
migration
in
lakes
and
water
the major hydrological processes of scavenging <UP watpr
reservoirs
dilution, due to pollutant mixing aod dispersion, as well
as pollutant deposition through adsorption and
Pollutant migration in lakes and reservoirs is characterised
codepositioii. The distance ftomL"hh~e--l<lo~c~a+14s~omumlce'e~0>ff~~by-=;t;:'h=e=s"-a=m=e"'p=r=oc=e"ss"'e"s-"n=s"'I;c
n=rC,i"-ve"-r:.:ccw=a7te'--r's;".":;.ml';:'he"s~e~m~c~lu=dr.e~--accidental pollution to the rivet cross-section where the
dilution antI mixing effects (Ctlft .. ectit e and diffusive
_ _ _ _...:req::::::!~ui~re~d~d~il~u~tio~n~le:::.v~e~l~is~::re~a~c~he~d~c~an~b:::e.::e:::st~im~a::ted::...:f::.ro~m:::.:t:::h:::e
__trg:i!!an!lJs~p!J:Q!!:rtu) and sorption-desorption processes of pollutant
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interaction at the sediment-water interface and interaction
effects between pollutants and aquatic organisms in a water
body. Whether a given pollutant will rapidly co-deposit
and be strongly fixed at the bottom, in the vicinity of a
discharge site or, will remain primarily in a liquid phase
and, consequently be carried away with the water, will
determine its aqueous concentration in different sections of
the water body. This, in turn, will govern the size of the
polluted area in the water body.

For practical purposes, monthly, seasonal, and annual
balances are usually considered. The components of the
water balance equation change depending on the physicalgeographical and climatic conditions. When the waterexchange processes in flowing water reservoirs are assessed
it is water balance which is considered first.

Wbile in shallow waters pollutant mixing and dispersion
will be controlled by wind and current flow, in deep waters
the existence of density layers should be allowed for, since
they are potential pollution accumulation areas and govern
the extent of pollutant spreading. Furthermore, the depth
of vertical mixing of polluted fine-grained suspensions and
soluble contaminants from an accidental release does not
normally exceed the depth of the upper seasonal
discontinuity layer (if any) or in winter the depth of
convective mixing.

[4.39]

In the near shore zone, with the release directly in the area
of long shore currents, contaminant transport has peculiar
features which are dependent on the structure of currents in
the breaker zone. Since health standards in coastal zones
intended for recreation are of particular concern, transport
of water and sediments in this zone deserves special
consideration.
In lakes and water reservoirs the ability of pollutants to
participate in exchange processes between aquatic organisms
and their surroundings is greater than in rivers.
Among physical-chemical factors of pollutant migration in
water bodies the diversity of mineralogy and the chemical
composition should be noted. Even for neighbouring
geographical regions, these characteristics may differ, not
only depending on the type of water reservoir but on the
season. This, in turn, may lead to distribution and
accumulation coefficients varying by several orders of
magnitude.
The inter-relationship of hydrological
processes in lakes and reservoirs is shown in Figure 4.9
[4.38].

4.6.1
Peculiarities of water dynamics.
exchange processes

Water

Water exchange process are a major factor governing water
qrlality in most closed and stagnant water reservoirs. The
main characteristic of water exchange into and out of a
reservoir can be represented in a simplified way by:

Q+P=R+E+A

When the possible consequences of pollution are assessed, it
is recommended that water exchange in a reservoir is
determined on the basis of the water replacement time, 't

(4.36)
where K
is an empirical coefficient depending on
the geomorphology of the reservoir
W

is the water volume in the reservoir, and

Q"QE are outflow discharge and free-watersurface evaporation
The water exchange value in a reservoir depends on the
water inflow over a year, and during the year it can change
seasonally, depending on the water balance regime. Water
exchange in reservoirs and lakes is strongly affected by the
control of water levels, as well as morpholugical
characteristics. The processes of water movement related to
wind and run-off currents are of major importance in
reservoirs.
The water dynamics associated with
hydrometeorological factors in different areas of reservoirs
are governed by different types of currents and can be
described as follows.

4.6. I. 1

Discharge currents

When river inflows interact with the water in a reservoir or
lake, the main part of the influw may preserve its integrity
for some distance from the entry point, because of the
bottom and shore morphology. In navigable channels and
along shores, a discharge current is usually formed which
will be more strongly developed during spring floods. At
the flow boundaries, compensating currents and circulation
zones are formed.
The velocity of discharge currents in transient regions may
reach 0.6 to 1.5 m s-1 decreasing toward the central part of
the reservoirs to 0.03 to 0.15 m s-1 or less. Discharge
currents may be formed, for example, during inpnts at
hydroelectric stations. The mean velocity of such transient
currents in cross-sections of channel-type reservoirs can be
evaluated from

(4.35)
where

Q

is the inflow component

P

is the total precipitation

R

is the outflow

(4.37)
where

g

is a gravity constant

Ha

is the mean depth of the reservoir in a given

E

is the loss by water evaporation, and

area, and

A

is all types of water storage including ice and
snow

t-.Z is the absolute value of difference in level
for a given area of the reservoir
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The cnrrent shear velocity at levels of botlom roughness
ean be calculated from:
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where tne water viscosity V

10- 6 m2 s 1 at T

2°C, aHa
t

.

IS

the wave period.

Average parameters of wind-induced waves in watcr can be
fonnd in Gnides and Manuals [4,50,4,51],

...:I1=-.....:i::s.::t:::he:.::ab:::s::o.::lu::te::.::b::.ot::la:::m::.:r::.ou::'g::h::n=e::ss:....
Co is the cuntaminant concentration in interstitial water l
V
is the coefficient of water molecular
VIscosity, which eqnals 0.15 cm2 s-I, when I 10°C

P,
16 26°C

is the Prandll number (Pr - 10 for water at I

_
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With an increase in the flow rate and a reduction in the
depth of the bottom boundary layer, the mass !ransfer rate
between contaminated interstitial water and the water
column increases. Hence decontamination occurs more
quickly than in stagnant water. However there is a critical
flow rate at which the bottom layer breaks down and
bottom sediments are resuspended. The estimated
coefficients of mass lransfer for contaminants which occnr
freqnently are 0.1-5 m2 a-I and depend on the sorption

characteristics of the medium and the physical-chemical
properties of the contaminant.
In some reservoirs, the water quality for a long time after
the pollution of bottom sediments will be con!rolled by
the rates of two processes, the effective migration of
pollutants into the bottom sediments and the
sedimentation of snspended particles with lower levels of
pollution [4.52-4.55].

K·,lO-5 mm- I

Mean annual wash-off

Radionuclide

coefficient Kw, 10.3 a· 1

2-{j

S!rontium-90
Rnthenium-I06
Antimony-125
Caesium-134
Caesium-137
Cerium-l44

1-2
0.3-1
1-4

Cobalt-60
Plutonium-239
DDT
'Y· HCCH
K'w

=Kw

10-20
0.7-0.2

1-4
0.5-1

0.3-5
0.3-5
0.2-0.6

0.5-1
0.1-0.5
0.1

0.2-0.6
0.1-0.2
0.1-0.2

7.9

7-15

where h is the depth of the annual run-off layer

h

Wash-off coefficients of some contaminants

Table 4.1

Character of the stream
Stream

Danube,Tisza
Raba, Si6 Maros
Zagyva ZaJa, KlIrlls
Creeks
Irrigation canals
Lined channels
Drainage canals, flumes

Table 4.2

Straight

Bifurcating

Meandering

Dy

Vy'

Dy

V'

Dy

Vy

m2 s·!

ms· t

m2 8· 1

ms· l

m2 s·1

ms·!

0.0250
0.020
0.002

0.090
0.080

0.050
0.030
0.008

0.120
0.100

0.150
0.120

0.050
0.050

0.070
0.050
0.018
0.020

0.090

0.025
0.018
0.QI5

0.003
0.012
0.001

0.035
0.025

0.002

0.030
0.030

0.007

0.0015
0.0003

0.020
0.010

0.002
0.008

0.0002

0.010

0.0005

Y

0.070

0.020

Lateral mixing coefficients D y and velocity fluctuations, Vy in Hungarian s!reams
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(a)

No bank effec~ cenlIal point source:

aM
exp- V x y2

dt

c=

2h(nDy vx X)"2

plume width

Bp =4.3

c~:xr

(b)

Point source at a distance Yo from one bank:

(c)

Full bank effec~ central point source:

c

,length

_---"'
.1:"---.'' 2 i {exp[__V_
_(Y_!+2nB)2]
2h(nD v X) I n=-~
4D x
2
X

y

(d)

4D y x

x

+ exp[ __V_X_(y+.J:l._ 2nB)2]}
4D y x
2

y

Full bank effec~ bank source:

exp

Vx
B 2]
[---(y--+2nB)
4D x
2
y

Table4.4 .

Equations for the computation of concenlIation due to steady pollution sources (Figure 4,6)

is the mass lransport rate of pollutant (kg s-l)
is the width of the river (m)
is the width of the plume (m)
is the distance of the source from the bank (m)

-c:HAPiBR 4
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Matrix suction head -

t ( ®)

Fine soil

\
\
\

soil

\

drying

\
\

"- ""'-

"-

wetting

-- .......
.......

o '-

o

--'---C,-'1'-::-_--l..:...t.=:._2

Water content,

®

Figure 4.3 Dependence of the matrix suction head. 1jI. on water content for different soils in the usaturated zone [4.1I]

x

Figure 4.4 Notation for the three-dimensional velocity and concentration components at a cross section used to
describe transport phenomena
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CHAPTER 5

DATA COLLECTION TO DESCRIBE THE CONTAMINATION AND TRANSPORT

5.1

BASIC DATA

This section will focus on geographic, climatic,
hydrological and physical-chemical characteristics
responsible for pollutant behaviour in water. It is
presumed that basic data on regime characteristics should be
available for any water body. These should include the
background data, and variability, for climatic, hydrological
and physical-chemical parameters which can be used for
forecasting possible consequences of the accidental
contamination of water bodies.
The collection and analysis of basic data on the regime
characteristics of water systems are generally performed by
national observation services, which are guided by national
Manuals and Handbooks on Hydrological and
Hydrogeological Practice, eg, [5.1-5.5]. Many countries
make use of international guides and manuals on the
principles of collecting basic hydrological and
hydrogeological information. Methods for gathering these
data are highlighted in this subsection. Particular attention
will be drawn to special observations and experiments
which should be carried out in an emergency. The principles
detennining the choice of observation sites for accidents of
different severity are also presented.
Given the diversity of chemical substances and their
behaviour in the water-soil medium, most contaminants can
be grouped into three classes: hydrophobic, hydrophilic and
surface-active. Four major properties have been identified
which should be taken into account when setting up a
network of special observation locations, viz, solubility.
volatility, ability for adsorption and the significance of
chemicals in water as a solvent and transporting medium.
The use of this matrix (shown iu Table 2.1), presupposes
that the properties of chemical substances entering water as
the result of an accidental release are known, so that the
substance can be classified and parameters which need to be
measured can be identified. At the same time, the basic data
should also include general, and characteristic, parameters
of the environment, and the processes which playa critical
role in transport, irrespective of pollutant type.

The basic data should be systematised for any type of
topography for which there is a possibility of
contamination as a result of industrial or transportation
accidents. They should contain information abollt
watershed terrain features, namely overland flow,
infiltration flows in the unsaturated zone, groundwater,
stream water, and the water dynamics in lakes and
reservoirs. Techniques for the measurement of hydrological
and physical characteristics and methods for testing and

measuring pollutant parameters as well as sampling
techniques should be incorporated. A list of basic data and
data collection approaches is given below.
5.1.1

Overland flow

The following data can be used for describing pollutant
migration in overland flow.
Characteristics o/watershed terrain. These should include
morphometric and geomorphological data about
watersheds, information on typical slopes, vegetation and
sod formation, geOChemical characteristics of soils, forests,
cultivation and urbanisation of the watershed area, and
rclevant data on the seasonal variation of soil moisture
content. It is convenient to use topographic maps and
aerospace data for these purposes.
Climatic characteristics. These should include the date and
duration of hydrological seasons, the temperature regime of
the zone, the duration and severity of soil freezing. the dates
on which average diurnal temperatures of air and soil move
through DOC, typical spatial and seasonal distributions of
rainfall and snow in the area, characteristic values of
precipitation (ie, the norm. minimum and maximum), snow
and moisture storage in soils during different seasons and
spring flooding, and the most probable time and period of
snowmelt. It is also important to know the characteristic
relationship between the intensity and duration of
precipitation [5.1, 5.6, 5.7].

Given hydromcteorological observations are available, it is
expedient to represent the data as characteristic climatic
scenarios of flooding by rain or snowmelt. A collection of
such scenarios can be used for simulating hypothetical
pollutant wash-out in overland flow when watersheds are
contaminated during an accident. The climatic data to be
used can be taken from observational networks or from
climatic reference books.
Overland flow direction. This is dependent on the
topography, and any spatial inhomogeneity in the
distribution of water penneability in the ground. These
data can be obtained from topographic and site maps or
through additional measurements.
Overland run-off. This run-off, Q, will be governed by
snow storage or the amount of precipitation on a local
watershed and the watershed loss by infiltration flow and
vapourisation, slope morphology and, consequently, the
flow rate, Vi' and cross-section of micro and macrotalwegs,
A, where:

--

--
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The unsaturated zone
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ErosLOn~related characterzsllcs oJjiows. YfiCS'ewtn<iepend
assessing infiltration characteristics in the unsaturated zone
------on--th"-rainfall--int<msity,mn---<>fc-!ay<:r--a"'!-l'jJliGal--<Nor-l:m4---see[:tlil;"5:22-;j:23j.i'nrcersarealso used-tnt1linechnique-------flow rates. the ~ of grQund and vegetation, and the
(5..2.4=5...26l.-.l.'.lu:..-ulaill Il'dpn-l.le-l.e!s....u L!he---lJf-OCeSS-r-Ila!!le.1¥_
extent of cultivation and sod formation.
Erosion
hydraulic conductivity, specific infiltration discharge and
cltaractetislics-m slopes call be estimated fmlll visual
infillration rate. can be derived, if two out of -;th;::e!e,~t-':h;re::e:"'---Yo

-------.obseLllations.and-aeriaLphmometqu\!l(L1ben.c~r.ed.witb-----parameters-annncasurcd-amtthe-intCllsity-ofprecipitalion-is---erosion criteria. The annual amount of eroded soIl can be -kno"'w'-!Ul_

------=ev"al'ic-u'::a7-te:-'di-'ifrcom the flow of suspended matter in rivers and
-----"slitreea.l'll1S:-Tet-TIniques fm measnrlng-soit-crosion-a~eil iii
~

Chenrical cunlpo-sitiO"lr--()f-wate:,... . in...-tJte--umtttttrttteti'-cz"~"'n"'.7". - - - - -

___l5J-2,~'iJ-"-1-Metbruls.nLsurYCyll1g."nlSiQn..p.ara.01Clcrs.nf_1'b.c..hy.dro.chCIDjSJr}'.f!f-P-QIC
wlllcLin_the

!!!l..a.lIlUJat>;:d_wne__
can be used for two purposes_ Firstly, the data can indicate
_
the geochemIcal composItion m the unsaturated zone and
the pore wate! aetiYity as 8 pollutant 86hent. Seeofldly.
when co~ with the chemical composition of the
precipitation and river water in the flood zone they can
serve to estimate the mfIltratIon supply. I he ratIo of
Chemical composition ..n/_Lull-off Knowledge of t~&-eefl:toot--:i8ihe I3reeii3it:ati6fHHltl-..-seH.G8"is;ttH
..r~e>----chemical properties of water in overland flows requires
can be used for this purpose. The closer the ratio is_t"o"-"u"n"l·t-LYL,
_
data on the cornposition and proportion of the main amons
the more permeable is the unsaturated zone. and the more
and cations ill atmosphetic precipitation and soil solutions,
sigOlhcant pollutton on the surface and III me unsaturated
{lDd typical values of pH and Bit The chemjcal composition
zene is fer grOOR4waltteOl'e.-.-----------------of natural waters in an arca with spccific geOChemical
Geochemical pwamete1s. These ate found in topoglap-h,;iee---properties is usually known and can be mapped l8_15 8.17].
and geochemical maps or from Ijthological and geochemical
stndies. When considering these parameters account should
Observations of the above parameters are commonly made
be taken of geochemIcal barners [5.27, 5.28] which can be
at specific water balance and run-off plots belonging to
-----~II~a~tiiromIl"'a+l--nobseTvatiuil seI vices, and theit Icsnlts-ean be
d-;u~ '
.J~ ,00>' "eti",r,--""idation, a1l<.line,
acidic thermodynamic etc Most of them are responSIble
applied jn similar condjtions;n other areas

slopes from aircraft are dcscribed in [5_13], Tbe values of
sednnent erodecrttom slopes can be calculatedrrom
---------rn"'lcellhods given iii [5.11--5.14]. The 3liiOtml of sediment
eroded is an important parameter and mnst be evaluated in
any area ofpotcntial contamination.
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for the mobility of dissolved substances as the geochemical
situation along the paths of pollutant migration changes.
Hence it is necessary to know the mineralisation and
lithology of the unsaturated zone, along several characteristic cross-sections, to enable a correct assessment of the
retention factor and the pollutant migration rate in
groundwaters. and in subsurface run-off, to be made.

Dispersion effects. Dispersion coefficients of pollutant
migration can be assessed for the unsaturated zone when the
above mentioned basic parameters are known. These
coefficients can then be used in modelling studies, and for

forecasting pollution [5.29]. Data on moisture content,
infiltration rate, pore medium geometry, and the
goechemistry of migration mediums are needed to assess the
main type of pOllutant transport in the unsaturated zone,
which can be either convective or diffusive. the Peelet
number being llSed as an indicator. When Pe > 10, convective
transport of pollutants should be expected, while for Pe <
0.1 molecular-diffusion transport occurs, even when there is
no infiltration of water.

Dispersion effects can differ

significantly depending on the type of pollutant and the
extent of saturation in the unsaturated zone.

5.1.3

Groundwater

Basic groundwater data is usually provided by a monitoring
network, the observations being made in carefully selected
locations, representative o~ sites near industrial facilities
and places where groundwater is used for human
consumption. Topographic and geological parameters are

monitored, as well as groundwater depth, and the type and
thickness of aquifers. These data can be presented as
geological section maps showing levels of impervious beds,

the geological structure of lithological sediments, and the
isobaths of water tables. Data on the geological structure
of rocks allows the estimation of their hydraulic
conductivity and, consequently, an assessment of the
potential impact of local contamination on the water

quality of aquifers. [5.19,5.30, 5.31].
Direction of groundwater movement. The direction of
groundwater movement can be readily determined from
isobaths of water tables.
If no detailed data on
groundwater topography are available, tracer experiments
using dyes or an isotope tracer can be performed, from
which the direction of subsurface water movement can be
determined. [5.25, 5.26, 5.32]. The rate of groundwater
movement can also be estimated from the water surface
slope, and the hydraulic conductivity found from these
experiments [5.31, 5.32].
Dispersion coefficients and geochemical parameters of the
migration medium are determined as in the unsaturated
zone. The basic information needed includes the boundaries
of the groundwater, the areas of groundwater inflow and
outflow to the surface, and the location of industrial
premises affecting the groundwater regime. It is desirable
to assess total mineralisation and the concentration of

highly mobile ions (such as chlorine) in precipitation, the
unsaturated zone water and groundwater. These data allow

a better assessment of the degree of groundwater protection

against accidental pollution. The principles of basic data
collection and hydrological mnnitoring are outlined in
[5.21,5.30-5.32].
5.1.4

Stream flow

Characteristics ofa drainage basin. The main data needed
are watershed geomorphology and morphometry, the
distribution of rivers in the area, river bed morphometry (ie,

the average depth and cross-section area), the variability of
morphometric channel characteristics and the bottom SlOpe
along the stream flow.

Type of hydrological regime. It is essential to identify the
main sources of water inflow to the rivers, data on the

hydrological seasons, their duration and start date, and how
rivers are related to groundwaters [5.1, 5.5, 5.7, 5.8].
Methods of analysing flow characteristics are presented in

[5.1,5.7-5.10].
River discharge is a major hydrological parameter which, to
a great extent, governs the potential of a river to self-purify
by diluting polluted flows. On river sections where
routine hydrological observations are taken, the discharge is
Q = f(H) where H is the water level of the river. It is

desirable that this be calculated for different river sections
since it is critical when polluted plains become flooded.

For most rivers, this relationship is fairly stable, and for
those years with an abundance of water, it can be derived
from 30 or 40 measurements taken over a short

observational period covering the main hydrological cycles
[5.1, 5.35, 5.36]. If sufficient data on the hydrological
regime are available, it is convenient to use average flow
characteristics.

In the absence of observational data, river discharges should
be found by the "velocity-area" method [5.36] and the
discharge regime over a number of years should be estimated
by comparison with a similar river in another area where

data are available [5.1, 5.4, 5.36]. The annual flow can be
calculated from measured discharges using methods from
hydrometric theory [5.36]. For most rivers in the world,
data on discharge characteristics have been routinely

observed and arc recorded in the appropriate guidebooks and
manuals.

Flow velocity. The average flow velocity in a river is found
from the discharge and cross-sectional area using QJA ;::: V
[5.11, 5.36] or can be calCUlated using average flow
characteristics. Local flow velocities for a given part of a
cross-section, or near the shore, can be measured by current
meters [5.1, 5.36] or tracer experiments [5.1, 5.26, 5.37].

Dispersion coefficients. Coefficients of longitudinal
dispersion can be found by measuring the rate of dye, or
isotope tracer, transport.

Tracer methods for assessing

dispersion parameters are given in [5.25,5.37]. They may
also be assessed by empirical methods [5.25, 5.37, 5.38].
Lateral dispersion coefficients can either be determined by
tracer methords or approximmately calculated from

hydraUlic conditions.

-----:j2~====================================:::jC:!H~A~P~'P~E~R~5~---Sediments. As Shown in Ch'!l2.ters 3 a.nd 4, sediment
transport parameters are important indicators of pollutant
-------m~~lce. of~he sedimeIll t'illx ft 011 tlie

material which enters a reservoir during stonns, a.::nd7-'i::ts"-_
particle size distribution, or the annual average due to shore
erosion ['5'":ztzt]. D:H~ 011 phyl.Qpil1i1kttnrpmrtlTctivity<mlndr----

________ discharge..Q_is.notcSlraightforwar<LJ;5.1l.-536.-5.Jm,1>uL01L__benthic.organisms..ar'La1sl>.oL".lue-1:5.U,_D8].-AlLthese

_

eroded slopes R is related to the amount and intensity of
data permit the assessment of the amount of solid material
precipitation. Other methods of observing and calculating
(mineral and organic) which accumulates due to
·------mlIelIt nansprnt,mnrescdberH:1T [5,11, 5.36;-5;39 5 AI]. -sedirn=tah'tmr~.- - _________S.edim'"'LdischargeS-'l["cakul1lledfwm_""'teL..discltar~e'"-.
_
and flow turbidity. Suspended sediment concentration
In addition to a bathymelrical and geomorphological Map
'----~Dldl1y) IS determmcd bY samplmg across a nver cross
of-a-reservuiJ. it is impUltant to trave a map showin'g~-jtil1hrec--'----.'l<sec-t:tefl-;-eHy-in-9i-ltt-6ptteal-er-l.titfasssie metHods. The
location of different lypesJ1f...bottnm sediments.JJmeLQf
_
sediment data normally required includes the---.Qarticle size
accumulation of clay, silt, silty sands, sands, weeds, etc,
--- ---- -distrib-u-ti~-i;-diffu;e~thid--;-~l~gi~a~~a;on-s~-an-d-the -- slnce-tnese oafu--wrrr oeneedeolO- iden-tiryareas- wncfe---composmon of orgamc and mmeraI components of me suspelilit:aftts~kHlee1:iflUi:l:ate;-----peadOO-material.-5.1.6
Background nrmritoyllh·'nlg.---------------Sievingc·centrifuge-methods-or--in-situ--mctl"'ds-based-m.----Tll"·oaslcaatafor ""cowateroouy;irrespectlvemfllewaI.CY---------.
-llll!:lIlillmc or l~ser scaurnnUl'--I13!llcles are used to
tr11llilJl'lft-jlatl>wi!y-an4-migfat*m-€at1t1iti<m!l,sm:l\lliI-iooludo,---deterrnIne the size of partIclcs In suspended and bottom
the background levels of anthropogenic pollution.
----'sealmen~42, 5.43]. Samplmg can be Instantaneous or
.----------€GntinuaJ--w.;ing-a-vl1fiety-4--'IiJ-fc.renHflSk-aments-{Sc13,.--1'o-...charllc.1c.risc__ hackgm.und_1ClLc.L'i_fiY.C... ,grOU.jlL!JJ'
__
.
",,5.17,5.36,5.39],
parameters need to be measured__
:
_

___---.5 1 5

L.akes.. and respU!lirs

A
general physical parameters, and indicators of
inorganic substances
'-----------£]-.eneral--char-ae-t-€-t-istics...----Xh.e-oosic-data----in--3-Iesel¥oi-!-----------------------------------------------------------------------includes the qualily and location of the main illllows, a
B
general indicators of organic substances
._,=;;:=
bathymetric map, the type of lake (oligotrophic or
C
main inorganic pollutants
----·--rn!rophi1:T,1:Ire-.r<!lcr'STIT/'ac.,-.drca-S[oragc w r ~

onJeCrf'.at.iillLJL~-h¥drllulk-S1r1lctut:e..S--aruLw.aleLintakf'.s,--;_1?-_----!TIa!!!~~QkJ?Qllu~~~_~~!
______an_d_th_e. control of inflows.
E
biolagk;aljndjQ!1o&-_

c

.

_

Water balance is a major. conwonent and includes data on
G1:oup-A-:-~mLpaI:amet=,..and-pammeler..'-"f-_
mflow and outflow, vanabIllty with seasons l and water
inorganic substances
--------.uS'scs 1fyifinllratlOfiClnroTfglr,lr,nlOUom;evapofiI!iTIn arld---------·-----------------------------------------------,·ajOJg"r;>j'l'·'lJjII,.nw-m:!-1-..aml-.imlY.g.u.ia}......we [5 44] W',lH.'.:r-ex.change
As well as a visual examination, the measurements r~ired
_
characteristics include data on inflow and outflow, internal
are:
~atcr exchanges,_ water ci~culation, and flow ratcs in
vertical profiles of temperature and conductivity
-------diff-ererrt1 J<ITix-of-the-reservrnr.----------------------------------------------------------------------------

odour

It IS essential to navc data on the frequency of storm waves,

-----tll~~nglbs, a~Glffill ana

suspended matter mg I-I
_______v~!ocity_.9f wim!.Qyer !h~ res~~Q!r_ dU!.~!Ig differ~l}! sC~.9rls.
pH
It is also important to have information about water
dynamICs to estrm'JiIe"wmd-uClveu flows and t!relf-----fed"*i!olelltifll;-fEllJ,m¥-----JiJ+tg.r.aGti~~Gf-G~kgs
aRQ n~s~p'girs, it is
Ilyologell pel(lxide l pg II
____--'n"'ec,essary to know the temperature and density
redox state of the aqueous medium
stratification, the seasonal depth gf the thermocline, and the
arnouIit Oi convecuve mlxmg.
dissolved oxygen, mg 1-1
In coastal areas of lakes and reservoirs it is desirable to
understand the formation of wIlld and wave dilven flows
siflee it is usually these flo,.s .. flieh are fcsf}BHsihle for the
transport of polluted waters into recreational or intake

areas.

_

free carbon dioxide mg I-t
hydrogen sulphide and other SltlphideS, mg )-1

sulpbato', mg 1-1

----------------------------elchlofttles;-nitl'grlf'--LI- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Sedimentation halance of a reservoir The sedimentation
hydtocarbonares, liig I 1
balance depends on the suspended sediment concentration,
and the mams sources of sediment mput. The suspended
calCium, mg 1- 1

----"',etltmcnt concentration can be<l=sed-!ly-OOserva~tiftOnn-coll"f-hb'V)---S-od-.or-c-·u-m-an-dc--po-ta-s~si-U-1I-1,-1I-1g~l-rl----------calcn1aling the erosive capaci1y of the watershed and

bottom. It is also necessary to know thc amount of solid

.

total mincralisation, rng 1-1
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zooplankton:

electrical conductivity, Ils cm- t

total number of organisms, specimen m-3

iron (total), mg I-I

total amount of species

iron (II), mg I-I

total biomass, mg m-3

manganese (II), mg I-I

size of basic groups, specimen m-3

manganese (III, IV), mg I-I

biomass of basic groups, mg m-3

nitrogen (total), mg I-I

number of species in a group

ammonium, mg 1-1

macrospecies and saprogenic indicators

nitrate-ions, mg I-I

(name, % of total number, saprogenic value)

nitrite-ions, mg 1-1

microbiological parameters:

phosphate-ions, mg I-I

total amount of bacteria, 106 ml- I

phosphorus (total), mg I-I

nnmber of saprophyte bacteria, 103 ml- I

Group B: General parameters of organic substances

correlation between total amount of bacteria and
optical density of water at wavelengths
360mm

A = 254, 313,

amount of saprophyte bacteria:
saprophyte bacteria

colour, degrees Pt-Co scale

photosynthesis intensity, mg

organic carbon, mg 1-1

° 12

destruction of organic maller, mg

photochemical activity, moll-I s-I

1 d- I , mg

° 1-

1 d- I

correlation between photosynthesis intensity and
organic matter destruction

Group C: Inorganic pollutants ofhigh priority

chlorophyll "a" content:

mercury, Ilg 1-1

biochemical non-specific activity, moll· l s~l

cadmium, Ilg I-I

macrophytes:

lead, Ilg I-I
arsenic, Ilg I-I

cover of experimental site (100 m2)

copper, Ilg I-I

type and area of vegetation

fluoride-ion, mg I-I

2

C I-I d- 1

The background caracterization of boltom sediments is
described by the following parameters:

Group D: Main organic pollutants

petroleum derivatives, mg 1-1

A
general physical parameters, and indicators of
mineral component

phenols, mg I-I

B

general indicators of organic substances

synthetic surfactant substances, mg 1-1

C

priority pollutants (organic and inorganic)

D

biological indicators

Group E: Biological indicators

phytoplankton:
total number of cells, 103 ml- I

total number of species

Group A

As well as a visual examination, the measurements required
arc:

total biomass, mg I-I

morphological characteristics of sediment (particle size
distribution)

number of basic groups, Hi'ml- I

odour

biomass of basic groups, mg ml- I

pH

number of species in a group

redox potential (Eh), mv

macrospecies and saprogenic indicators

sulphides, mg kg-I

(name, % of total number, saprogenic value)

sulphates, mg kg-I
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____ ----hYdrocarbonate~

.__________ __..el]!""acro species and saprogenic indicatQ.~...tname, % of

total number, saprogenic value)
total biomass, g m-2

ca1cil]11l,-mg..k:gg-:.ol__

------------- ------magoo-sium--.-mg-kg::l--.--------sodittm and potassittm.,-mg-kgd-

.

5.2
NECESSARY DATA IN THE CASE OF AN
ACCIDENT

·-------;ron (Wllllj,-mgIq;!-

Accidental pollution occurs spontaneously in both time and

--------------rron CexCfiaifgcabfeJ,mgKg"i-- .---------- . ----- ---TOciI1Klil;-The-pn1111Cfm-llllIybellraW-Mlllerr.rr,-may-ariN------fIGm-aR-inlIDsl<ia!-pr-oc=,-"'-""I~L-be-a-4i"cbarge.--'.IT",bee--

manganese (total), mgIg'!

proliferation of potential sourceS and the variety and extent

manganese (exchangeable), mg kg-!
of transport paths makes the monitoring task both time and
------------ .--.-----------.---------- ----...----- ·-----------·Ialmurrommming:-imns-aggravaredily-m:e-large-numher-------··
nitrogen (total), mg kg-!
_____________
-OLposslhl" ace i delll_.sl!ualioUS-lUld.-lh.e....J.v.id.e..J:ange...oL.
_
_ _ _"",phosphorus (total), mg kg-!
chemicals which may become pollutants. If the amount of
pollutant released during an accident is concentrated with a - - ___________JJflJJH21l
------------------------shmt-space-of-time;-the--consequences-forthe-environment---------.-------otgaDic carbOD4!otal.J,..mgl<.gg",-I--<:an be mnre_1<eri<lllS....'NhillulimLfrmD..aIL1l.ccide.ll1.is
_
dctccted,
thc
following
data
arc
nceded.
---organic car~8n in ""miG ane fulvic aci<ls, mg kg !
=-----------

.---------------ni-trogen-(organiGT.--m-g--kg=--1-------------------~.

Q1~~~~_quaU_~y.r.!!?!..!~_~On!!_!~.l~_tiQn

-------------

. the characteristics of the accidental discharge, ie, the

amount, composition and chemical forms of the
·---.:;cm(llrtmrrirrdTIt;-and-~re_dor.'til1mJf_disdtarge;-and--·----

Group C

----------ri1crcurift,)i,ii);-'jigkgCj-------------------- -----ohe-waterquality-atthe-discharge-point··---------------mercury (exchangeable), ~g kg-!

\Tpeftilional rfiomlormgot"aii a.ccldent shoutO"e closely----

(;ac!ll1ium..<total),J:1ll kg ~_

....."gion-'__1.n_-"ll....eIll.e.rZency,JUs_-",-ua!...to I!9uire_more _
information and greater detail (both spatial and temporal).

--..:-.--'----=--=--i--=--=--------------GQ~...mooRrn:mg
camea Gul III 1110.

c

c - - - _ _",c",a",dmium

,

_

(exchangeable), ~gkg~!

lead (total), lJ,g kg-!

_

The aims of operatiollal monitoring are to identify lhe

,

contammatton, determmelfSSources, to prOVIde data for

c--------,;CUoppel (exchangeable), jig kg 1

TO-1)cbieye tbis

c--------Jead.~xchangeable.M.tg-kg:.L-------------------f-ere€ilSIiag,--aad-ffiill<e--fe-c·"mm<mdations-fer--sher-t--tor.ffi---------------eowe~), I±g kg"J
measures to protect the aqua!~ ecosj'ste,,,m,,,s,--,
_

.gnal, the foJ1owing tasks

s~

_

undertaken [5.53]:
c---------manganese-(ll.;lVr--------------------------------------------------.--·--c--c-------·--------"
The detection of the initial location and the spread of
iron (II, III)
the pallntian incident
fluoride (total), mg kg-!
'--·----flu-~;i;;;;_(;~h~ng;~b~-;;,gkg-l

a short-term assessment of the impact of the incident
UpUII dIe oo""ystem;----------------------------

prefifITirrnrymemmC1ItimIOf the nature amt1evei of
boron (total), mg kg-I

Ige I'GllYliGD,

~----- n"e",tr",o",l"e",ulIl'!!.Jd",e"r",iv"a",ti",v"es;",Jmm;.g",k",gc..C-!-=--------------1t,hh"e--4ailislils<>elm-inatisn sf warniFlg&---£enG-@J-IHRg-tltl-1l€e>-----.j
occurrence and spread of pOllution
Gratin
D
1
detennination of the character and source of the

dehydrogenaza enzyme activity

pollution, and prediction of its consequences

oxyctereductaza enzyme activity

provision of recommendations for short-term

-------1

measures to protect the ecosystem 01 the allected
water body, and to limit the impact 6ft lmmaa
_------"zJ.lQJ.lQb"'e"'nlitllboJ.ls'----------------------~.P_Qj!ll1allti1l0lln"-S
_
sulfatreductaza enzyme activity

~------1110111Jl.,..11

number of species

number QI groups

number of species in a group

the making of proposals for the organisation and
cQntrol of the consequences of the pollution
the improvement of the monitoring system
Accidental contamination can be detected and assessed by

the use Qf methods, and devices, which have a promp~ rather
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than a specific response to changes in the ecotoxicological
situation in a water body. These methods are based either
on physical-chemical indicators or bin-indicators. Remote
sensing seems to be very appropriate for these purposes, and
multi-zonal video information from satellites or aircraft is
of particular value. Information for smaller water bodies
can be collected from a helicopter. The collection of basic
data becomes much faster when mobile laboratories are used
(placed on helicopters, ships or vehicles) [5.53].

the bimolecular rate constant of alkaline hydrolysis,
mole- 1 I s-t

Information about accidental pollution can be retrieved
using multi-parameter monitors, and automatic alarm
systems which are based on non-specific biotesting of acute
toxicity. By placing such detectors in areas of potential

the complexation rate constants with fulvic and
humic acids

the bimolecular rate constant of acid hydrolysis,
mole- 1 I s-1
the effective constant of hydrolysis in the neutral
medium, s-1
the rate constants nf other pathways of pollutant
decomposition for inorganic substances

the selectivity coefficients (for metals) of ion
exchange with the main macroions (Ca2+, Mg2+.

accidents, continuous monitoring can be achieved.
Thus, in a case of accidental pollution, in order to assess the
state of the water body, forecast the development of the
situation, and the spreading of the pollution, and to judge
the expediency and efficiency of water protection activities,
the following are needed:

Na+, K+)
the chemical form transformation rate constants

the hydrological regime of the water body

Moreover, it is essential to know how hazardous the
identified pollutants are, ie, the LD so and maximum
permissible levels, and the observed levels of pollution
should be compared with maximum permissible
concentrations. Pollution concentrations and distributions
should also be measured and mapped. In doing so, it should
be remembered that different chemical forms of pol1utants
behave differently, depending on their migration properties
and persistence and, therefore, they should be mapped
separately.

data on pollution levels

5.2.1

the characteristics of the pollutant dispersion media

Pollutants from accidental releases enter the unsaturated
zone either with atmospheric fall-out or by direct
discharge. Once in the unsaturated zone, the pollutants
migrate both horizontally and vertically along the soil
profile. Later, the unsaturated zone polluted by an accident
becomes a source of secondary contamination of
groundwater as well as surface water. In order to make
assessments, information is required about the pollutant
load in the unsaturated zone, and the characteristics of its
transport to groundwater (infiltration, sorption on soil
particles, etc) and surface water (wash-out coefficients for
the liquid and solid states). Thus, the data needed in an
accidental pol1ution of the unsaturated zone are:

the identification of pollutants entering the water
body
the physical-chemical characteristics of the
pollutants

The main physical-chemical parameters of pollutants
required for forecasting pollutant dispersion in the water
body are:

the molecular weight (for organic pollutants)
the melting point, °C
the boiling point, °C

the dissociation constant (pK)
the water solubility at 20°C, mg 1-1
the sorption coefficients (ie, the partll10ning
coefficient in "soil-water", "bottom sedimentwater", and "suspended matter-water" systems)
the Henry's constant, atm m3 mole~l
the pressure of unsaturated vapours, attn

the absorption spectrum of pollutants at Ie = 290540nm
the quantum yield
the bimolecular rate constant of chemical reaction
with singlet oxygen, mole- 1 I s-1
the bimolecular rate constant of chemical reaction
with hydroxyl-radical mole- 1 I s-1
the bimolecular rate constant of chemical reaction
with peroxide radical, mole- l I s-1

The unsaturated zone

the level of the accidental discharge (ie, the amount
of pollutant released into the environment) and its
duration
for an atmospheric pathway, the fall-out density per
unit area, the chemical composition of the fall-out
and the ratio of the different chemical forms of the
pollutant
the density distribution on the polluted surface
the chemical composition and fonns of the pollutant
in the unsaturated zone, and in the soil moisture

the vertical distribution of different forms of
pollutants in the unsaturated zone
the distribution coefficient of the pril1utant (Kd) for
major types of soil in the affected area, and the
retardation factor R (see Chapters 3 and 6), and
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water discharge at cross-sections where heavily
polluted water migh t be expected

the width, and depth, of river flow in places chosen
by their morphological characteristics (m)

reservoir over a given period of time.

In addition, the

following data are needed:

hydraulic grade or roughness coefficients of the river
bed at selected places

the morphological characteristics (water plain area,
water volume, depth)

morphological characteristics of the bottom
sediments, and

the hydrological regime (inflow and outflow of
water and suspended sediments)

the background turbidity of the stream water,
including the particle size distribution

and

For rivers with a varying water level (especially those in
plains) a considerable contribution to the pollution
concentrations can be made by water interaction processes
with flooded parts of the river plain. In such a case, detailed
information is needed about the pollution density of the
flood plain, the area of the plain flooded, water levels in the
river during the accident and afterwards, the duration of the
flooding, the water exchange rate in the flood plain, the
ratio of chemical pollutant forms in the ground, and the
rate at which solid material is removed from the flooded

plain.
Average values of the above hydrological characteristics can
be derived from observations at stream gauge stations.
During an accident, and immediately after it, the values
should be obtained from real time measurements, bearing in
mind the character and scale of the pollution. When no data
are available at the pollution site itself, they should be
obtained by direct measurements of river discharge, and
morc frequent sampling at sections downstream.
5.2.4

The basic parameters needed when pollution of reservoirs
occurs are the total pollutaot load and the self-purification
coefficient, ie that part of the pollutant removed from a

Lakes and reservoirs

As with rivers and stream water, pollution of lakes and
reservoirs can be direct or indirect. Since river flow can be a

source of secondary pollution of lakes and reservoirs, the
data required for stream water are necessary for them too.
The role of lakes and reservoirs in contaminant transport is
two-fold. On the one hand, lakes and reservoirs serve as
settling basins for contaminants which enter with stream
water. Due to the decreased flow rate at the point where the
river flows into the lake, nearly all the sediments in

suspension (and the pollutanL' on them) will be deposited.
Pollutants are also removed from water to the bottom, as a
result of sorption by the bottom sediments. On the other
hand, large reservoirs, once polluted, become long-term
sources of pollution for lower lying reservoirs and stream
water, because of the desorption and resuspension of bottom
sediments and water filtration through dams.

The basic data set, together with data taken because of the
emergency, should permit pollution balance estimates to be
made. Therefore, in addition to the data listed in section
5.2.3, data are required about pollution levels (in solution
and on suspended materials) in water inflow and outflow

from a reservoir (including filtration removal), as well as
detailed information about pollution concentrations and
distribution in bottom sediments.

the flow structure, and water mass stratification,

the wave parameters, (including the direction of
wind driven waves)

Hydrobiological data have a major significance on the state
of reservoirs. The pollution of a reservoir may bring about

changes in the structure and functions of the ecosystem.
Hence bio-indicator methods, as well as integrated
indicators of the ecological state, play an important role in

assessing the pollution of reservoirs [5.17, 5.34].
5.3
ORGANISATION OF THE OBSERVATION
SYSTEM (location and frequency of measurements,
sampling procedure, measurement techniques, data
transmission, safety aspects)
The organisation and operation of a monitoring network
should meet two requirements: firstly, all regular
observations should be evaluated, and should coincide with

relevant hydrological events: and secondly, data should be
collected by standard methods. To this end, monitoring of
physical, chemical, hydrobiological and hydrological
indicators should be carried out on a routine basis and water

samples should be analysed by standard methods [5.51, 5.52,
5.54]. Hydrometric measurements should, of course, be
made in compliance with the Guidelines and Manuals [5.15.3].
In a pollution emergency, at least part of the regular
monitoring system willbccomc an operational monitoring

system, for which special rapid response groups will be set
up with mobile measuring and sampling equipment. The
next step is the selection of sites.
At a surface water pollution monitoring site a set of
measurements is taken to obtain water quality data. If there
arc several potential sources of contamination in a
settlement, the monitoring site may be the whole area of
the water body. Monitoring sites are selected bearing in

mind drinking and industrial water intakes, and are located
on water bodies in the vicinity of:
cities, and major settlements, whose effluents are
discharged into reservoirs and water courses
effluent discharges from major industrial premises

(plants, mines, power generation plants, etc)
spawning and over wintering grounds of food fish
parts of rivers near dams, which are critical for
fisheries
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of the river and polluted water. If the chemical
composition is inhomogeneous. no less than three vertICal
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Observation sites normally have one, or morc, discharge
seclion lines, where data are taken on water body state and
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morphological features of the water body, the pollution
verli~al profile is required,
source, and the interests of water consumers (see Tables 5. I
The number of measurement levels needed on a vertical
and 5,2),
profile is governed by the depth of the reservoir, or
An upstream crossMsection is usually selected for
watercourse, at the measurlOg vertical (see "fable ~"ar-t.-a---~-------"Iirreie.IDmTenrent-s-;Ticnrfrom- . tllC potential POH-utiOfl 3fltlfee,
depth of less than 5 m, eAB l€w@l is n€ed€d-(.neat:---the-sm·~fa"C;CC'J-J";""",--~The corresponding seCOnD dnwnSlream of the pollution
at a depth of between 5 and 10 m two are required, one near
sourCe is chosen bearing in mind lhose factors affecting
the- surface- and one ncar the bottom; between 10 and 20 m,
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three are required (au additional one is placed at midwater
depth). For deep water reservoirs the following water
levels shonld be measured; near the surface, at a depth of 10,
20, 50 and 100 m, and near the bottom (in a stratified water
reservoir an additional level is needed in the pycnocline.
In the USSR for instance, monitoring sites fall into four
categories (see Table 5.1) which determine the programme
and frequency of monitoring. The monitoring used in the
USSR, including the frequency of observation, and type of
programme, is presented in [5.33].
In an emergency. real time monitoring of water bodies
becomes of particular importance. During the initial
tentative visual examination, the following should be
noted:

the factors characterising the state of the reservoir or
watercourse (colour, transparency, odour of water,
presence of turbid streams, suspended material,
floating pollutants at the water surface, foreign
colouring, foam, oil and petroleum films at the
water surface and in the coastal zone, water gas
bubbles, type of bottom sediment, distribution and
composition of aquatic plants, intensity of algal
blooming, dead fish or other aquatic organisms), and
the access to the water body, to set up monitoring
points

When a release occurs, samples are taken round the clock at
intervals of 1-3 hours, for pollutant analysis. The samples
should be representative of the water body, or a relevant
part of it, and characterise its current state. The degree to

which an individual sample is able to represent a quantity of
water depends on a number of factors which include the
homogeneity of the sampled water mass, the number of
sampling points, and the size of the sample and method of
sampling [5.17, 5.33, 5.34, 5.50]. There are plenty of
manuals, and guidelines, on sampling techniques and
equipments [5.1~5.4, 5.17-5.19, 5.34-5.36, 5.50].
In order to preserve the water contents and properties as
they were at the time of sampling, special preservation
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techniques need to be applied. This is particularly necessary
when a constituent of the sample is liable to change over
time and it cannot be analysed at the sampling point, or in
the laboratory on the same day. There is no one preservation
method suitable for all ingredients, but methods of sorbing
with different sorbents, fixation with special additives and
freezing at -20°C, and cooling at 4°C are often used [5.17,
5.34,5.50].
Tables 5.5 and 5.6 contain recommendations on using
containers, and preservation procedures for analysing some
types of pollutants and hydrochemical characteristics in
water and bottom sediments [5.34, 5.50].

Hydrological, hydrobiological and hydrochemical data are
obtained by the techniques outlined in [5.1-5.3, 5.5, 5.7,5.17,
5.18,5.21,5.34,5.44,5.47]. Samples are analysed for specific
pollutants as described in [5.51, 5.52].
General safety rules for hydrometric measurements and
sampling are outlined in [5.34, 5.50]. It should be noted,
however, that the conditions of accidental contamination
impose special requirements on safety. The staff engaged in
field emergency work and laboratory analysis of samples
ought to be prepared for this sort of activity, and operate in
strict conformity with national and international health
and safety standards. Emergency groups, and analytical
laboratories, must be equipped with individual protection
equipment-gloves, special clothing, footwear. and
pollution indicator equipment (in the case of radioactive
pollution, personal radiation meters and a means of
monitoring radioactivity in the environment and in
samples).
Remote sensing methods of monitoring pollution and
surface water quality allows rapid surveys of reservoirs and
water courses to be carried out. However, it should be
remembered, that they are efficient only if pollution brings
about a change in concentration, optical active components
or in mineralisation aJ;ld temperature of the water body.
Remote sensing is also appropriate for substances
luminescing under laser radiation. The applicability of
remote monitoring needs to be judged for each particular
accident and hydrological situation.
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Table 5, 1 Location of monitoring sites in water reservoirs and water courses [5.33]
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Type afwater body

Type afpollution source

Number of measuring sections

Location of measuring sections

Distributed as uuiformly as
possible. depending on
shoreline geomorphology &
other factors

Water reservoir

No discharge of waste water
Not < 3 per reservoir
uniform pollution of a reservoir

Water reservoir

Discharge of waste water

Not < 3 for a reservoir
of intense water
exchange

About 1 km upstream of a
pollution source, downstream
of a pollution source. At least
2 measuring sections at a distance of 0.5 km from waste
water discharge & near to the
pollution boundary

Water reservoir

Discharge of waste water

Not < 6 at a reservoir
with moderate & slow

The part of a reservoir not
subject to pollution. the
place of waste water discharge;
on both sides of waste water
discharge-at least 2 at a
distance of 0.5 km from
discharge point & near the
pollution boundary

water exchange

Water course

No discharge of waste water

1

With consideration of hydrometeorological and morphometrical features of a water
course & water consumers'
interests

Water course

Discharge of waste water

Not<2

1 krn upstream of a pollution
source, downstream of a pollution source in a cross-section of
fairly complete (no less than
80%) mixing of waste water and
course waters; considering interests of water consumers in a
cross-section (depending on mixing conditions but no further
than 0.5 krn from water waste
discharge, for water courses used
for fishery)

'. '. Table 5.2 Location of measuring sections at a monloring site [5.33]
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Parameter

Preservative

Recommended
container

Acidity
Alkalinity
Aluminium
Antimony
Arsenic

Maximum permissible

storage time

Polyethylene
Polyethylene
Polyethylene
Polyethylene
Polyethylene
Polyethylene
Polyethylene
Polyethylene
Polyethylene
Polyethylene
Polyethylene
Glass

Cool, 4°C
Cool, 4°C
2 mL cone HNOiL sample
2 mL cone HNOiL sample
CooI,4°C
2 mL cone HNOiL sample
2 mL cone HNOiL sample
Cool, 4°C
Cool, 4°C
2 mL cone HNOiL sample
Cool, 4°C
H2S04 to pH < 4,10 g Na2S0JL sample

Carbon, inorganic
Carbon, organic
Carbon, particulate
Chloride
Chlorinated hydrocarbon pesticides

Polyethylene
Polyethylene
Plastic petri dish
Polyethylene
Glass

Cool, 4°C
CooI,4°C
Filter using GF/C filter; cool, 4°C
Cool, 4°C
Cool, 4°C

Chlorophyll
Cholesterol
Chromium
Cobalt

Plastic petri dish
Glass
Polyethylene
Polyethylene
Polyethylene
Polyethylene
Polyethylene
Glass
Polyethylene
Glass

Filter on GF/C filter; freeze -20°C
I mL cone H2SOJL sample
2 mL cone HNOiL sample
2 mL cone HNOiL sample
Cool, 4°C
Cool,4°C
2 mL cone HNOYL sample
I mL cone HN02S04fL sample
I mL 10% NaOH/IOO mL sample
Fix on site

Polyethylene
Polyethylene
Polyethylene
Polyethylene
Polyethylene
Polyethylene
Polyethylene
Polyethylene
Glass or
Teflon
Polyethylene
Polyethylene

Cool, 4°C
Cool, 4°C
Cool, 4°C
2 mL cone HNOYL sample
2 mL cone HNOiL sample
2 mL cone HN03/L sample
Cool,4°C
2 mL cone HNOiL sample
I mL cone H2S04, I mL 5%
K2Cr207 solution/IOO mL sample
2 mL cone HNOiL sample
2 mL cone HNOiL sample

7 days
24 hours
24 hours
6 months
6 months
6 months
7 days
6 months
I month

Polyethylene
Polyethylene

Cool, 4°C, 2 mL 40% H2SOJL
CooI,4OC

24 honrs
24 hours

POlyethylene

CooI,4°C
Polyethylene

24 hours
24 hours

Barium

Beryllium
BOD
Boron
Cadmium

Calcium
carbamate pesticides

Colonr
Copper
Coprostanol
Cyanide
Dissolved oxygen
Winkler titration
Fluoride
Hardness
Iodide
Iron
Lead
Lithium
Magnesium
Manganese
Mercury
Molybdenum
Nickel
Nitrogen
Ammonia
Kjeldahl
Nitrate +
nitrite
Organic nitrogen

CooI,4°C

Table 5.5 Sample containers and preservation for constituents in water (eontd.)

24 hours
24 hours
6 months
6 months
6 months
6 months
6 months
4 hours
6 months
6 months
7 days
Preferable to
extract
immediately
24 hours
24 hours
6 months
7 days
Preferable to
extract
immediately
7 days
24 honrs
6 months
6 months
24 honrs
24 hours
6 months
24 hours
24 hours
6 hours

6 months
6 months
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----------------- -Nrameter

________+-
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----------- (Jrgartic-partiL'lIlale--- ----- -p1a>.wpetri-1lh<lr----FiIler-usillRUl"telillercoul-.j"C---------""6-muIltlIs--~---------INTA

_

______-f_O'--u & grease

f-----

___________

__Dissolv<:d

~'L

Filter_usingJl45_Jlrn-----------

24JlOurL__-

_

_

membrane filter on site
-------+--Ir.;:lIo~r;::g:;;an"'i:;;c------'G"'Ir;:a:;;:ss:--------COOI, 4°C
---------- ---'2"'4'hiCo~1I::r:;;s- - - - - r-----------+~
-6ta;s
Cool,4 Q C
-'--24-trotl.-s----+----_______ _~JltaL
Glas""
~Q01,A"C
i_ffiQuth
I_
Potassium
Poiyethylene
Cool, 4°C
7 dayS
--1----esmue
Polyethylene
Cool, 4"C
7 days
------f-&oJen-ium
Pel)ethylefl<Teeel;-4S&6 rn6filhs----f--_________ f--~li""__
~i1lyetl)ykll~
C!m!AOC
L@}'£
_
Silver
Polyethylene
0.4 g Disodium EDTA/IOO mL sample
10 days
-----l-~""oruJUl"Umlm"'-Polyethylene
\.-001,4"C
J days
-----+~oGil- 'iG-,oonduGlaIlGe
P~lene
-beol, 4°C
~HfS----+---________ Stro.lItium
l'<ili'.~hYl..n.
2 mL coI1"- HtiQJl!..§.arnJl]-"
6 m.QlLths
f-------Sugar
Glass
Cool, 4°C
24 honrs
-----+1-':')'',w]l1'prllhm
a t'''cPo!yethylMe"
Cool, 4'C
-----nfA}'S"----+--- •

Vanadium
Zinc

n_ ••

Polyethylene
Polyethylene

,on

2 mL cone HN03fL sampl:"e
2 mL cone HN03IL sample

Note: This table has been adapted ftom the Analytical Methods Manual (Water Quality Branch 1981)

~

,_

6'7-'m.,,0"'n"'th"'s'--_ _-+
6 months

_
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Parameter

Recommended
container

Preservative

Maximum permissible

storage time

Carbon
Chlorinated
hydrocarbon
pesticides
Mercury
Metals
Nitrogen
Oil and grease

Polyethylene or polypropylene bag/jar
Glass jar or aluminium cannister

Freeze, _20°C
Freeze, -20°C

6 months
Extract as soon as
possible

Pnlyethylene or polypropylene bag/jar
Polyethylene or polypropylene bag/jar
Polyethylene or polypropylene bag/jar
Glass jar or aluminium cannister

Freeze, -20°C
Freeze, _20°C
Freeze, _20°C
Freeze, -20°C

Phosphorus

Polyethylene or polypropylene bag/jar

Freeze, _20°C

6 months
6 months
6 months
Extract as soon as
possible
6 months

Note: This table has been adapted from the Analytical Methods Manual (Water Quality Branch 1981)

Table 5.6 Sample containers and preservation for constituents in sediment

.
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CHAPTER 6

METHODS OF CALCULATING AND FORECASTING
POLLUTANT TRANSPORT IN WATER BODIES

6.1

INTRODUCTION

General simnlation is a tool which allows the forecasting
of the behaviour of a certain object based on the laws of
nature. Simulation will be used here in the sense of a
temporal or spatial extrapolation of a pollution situation
carried out within certain rules. These rules are the laws of
conservation of malter and motion. The behaviour of a
substance is, to a great extent, dependent on the properties
of the environment into which it is introduced, and on the
processes which are applied to it in that environment. The
processes which govern pollutant behaviour are described
briefly below.
A hazardous waste spill will probably contaminate surface
as well as subsurface water. The surface zone is defined to
include all water on the surface of the ground. Waler in the
surface zone can be subdivided into that associated with
overland flow. stream flow. and the waters in lakes and
reservoirs.

which can entrain chemicals and transport them to stream
channels.

Water movement in the unsaturated zone is

primarily due to percolation or vertical movement through
the soil profile.
Passage of this water through
contaminated materials can result in leaching of the
contaminants. Lateral movement occurs in the unsaturated

zone if water reaches a bed for which the percolation rate
exceeds the saturated hydraulic conductivity. Water, and
associated contaminant, movement in the saturated zone

generally is from points of recharge from the unsaturated
zone to discharging streams, to artificial drains, or

groundwater production wells.
Dispersion is a dilution process that occurs as a result of the
spreading of a contaminant plume. In the surface zone,

dispersion in overland flow is generally ignored due to the
high velocity normally associated with runoff, and the
relatively short distances runoff travels before entering
some type of channel. In the unsaturated and saturated
zones, dispersion can be of importance, and occurs as a result

The subsurface zone includes all water below the ground
surface. It can be subdivided into the unsaturated zone and
the saturated zone. The unsaturated zone extends from the

of both molecular diffusion and mechanical dispersion.

ground surface to the groundwater table. In this zone the
soil pores contain varying amounts of air and water. The

Heterogeneous properties of the media amplify the

saturated zone extends from the groundwater table
downward to the impermeable basement rock. In this zone
all pores are filled with water.

Mechanical dispersion is caused by mixing on a macroscopic
scale due to tortuosity, branching, and changes in pore size.
dispersion process. Dispersion in the unsaturated and
saturated zone is primarily a function of media properties

and scale at which the heterogeneities of the aquifer system
are considered.

The processes that are most important to the movement and
fale of pollutants vary from zone to zone, so that different
types of models are generally necessary for each zone. These
processes can be grouped as follows:

Erosion is the detachment and transport of soil particles by
rain droplets or flow. The process occurs only in the

(i)
processes controlling movement within a zone
(intra-zone);

a pollutant to the surface of soil, rock or organic material.
In the surface zone, sorption is considered as a separate
process which determines the amount of a constituent that

(Ii) processes controlling transfers betwecn zones
(inter-zone); and

(iii) processes controlling the transformation of
chemicals.
Table 6.1, adapted from Boutwell et al [6.1] lists the key
parameters that control the processes in each affected zone.
The following is a brief description of the key proccsses
listed in Table 6.1. These descriptions are meant to provide
elementary definitions, and to set the stage for subsequent
discussions of the use of models to predict the fate and
transport of pollutants.
Advection is the movement of a waste constituent as a
result of bulk water movement. Water movement in the

surface zone occurs in the form of overland flow or runoff.

surface zone.

Sorption is the transfer of a portion of the soluble phase of

will move with runoff, as opposed to movement with
eroded soil materials. Thus it is simply a partitioning
process.
In the subsurface zone, sorption is usually combined with a
number of other processes to describe the delayed
movement of certain constituents relative to that of water.

The other processes include filtration, molecular diffusion
into dead pore spaces or fractures, ion exchange, reversible
chemical reactions with other contaminants or the media,

precipitation/dissolution, and flocculation. Retardation is
the general term used to describe the delay constituents
will experience due to all of these processes. Evapotranspiration collectively describes all processes
which act to transfer water from the surface zone and
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6.2
METHODS OF CALettl;*flNO~AH'N>l1DFl------FORECASTING POllUTANT TRANSPORT IN

complexity and pUfJlose. So selection can be difficnlt,
espeeially if the important site and contaminant
charactenstlcs are not well understood.

WATER BODIES
6.2.1

UilsalD. ated zone

Both analytiCal and numerical models incorporate equations
General
"------tltu:rtprrle<eddii-cr-re-strlts quantitatively, wittHraryiiru"'gc-l<16,,'.ed1lsHlO,ff--'6"'.::2.,,1'-'.I'------'=~~-----------------.
The nOS3fJ1T3ted zone begins at the ground surface and
_ _ _ _ _.aac""cJ.tr3cy The major difference between the two types of
extends to the water table. Because moisture content is less
models is the level of simplification. Analytical models
than porosity. the properties Influencmg water movement
rely on simplifying assumptions such as isotropic and
iii this ame (moisture. content and h) dta-ttlie-eoadaetivity)
llOlIlogeneous conditions, steady-fluw;-and leg111al
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Water movement is

Such models would be suitable for estimating the depth of

predominantly vertical, but soil heterogeneities can result

contaminant penetration following an individual
infiltration event. These models are described by van

depend upon the pressure head.

in lateral migration of water and contaminants and
complex patterns of flow.

Because the level of understanding of the processes involved
in the unsaturated zone is so primitive. and the data are so
uncertain, a one-dimensional simulation in the vertical
direction is often assumed to be sufficient.
Contamination of surface and groundwaters by chemicals
released ioto soil as a result of accidents is governed to a

considerable extent by the processes occurring in the
unsaturated soil zone. The ability of a substance to
penetrate into soil, the extent of its fixation in soil, the
magnitude of desorption, fugitiveness and degradation rate
will determine the extent of its wash-out with surface runoff, and consequently water body contamination, as well as
groundwater contamination due to movement of soil
moisture in pores and cracks.
Because the rate of water movement in the unsaturated zone
due to a given pressure head gradient is strongly dependent
on the degree of water saturation, the partial differential
equation describing such flow is highly non-linear, and
analytical solutions can be obtained only for a very few
highly idealised boundary and initial conditions. Despite

the general lack of analytical solutions to the equations for
unsaturated flow and transport, some rules of thumb are
available to aid in evaluating the time required for a
contaminant to move from land surface to the water table,
based on the assumption of 'piston displacement', in which
it is assumed that percolating water pushes underlying
water ahead of it and that the time required for a
contaminant that moves with the water to migrate from

land surface to the water table can be estimated by dividing
the volume of water in storage above the water table by the
recharge rate. Thus, for a relatively thin unsaturated zone
comprised of sandy material located in a humid zone, such

Genuchten [6.2], van Genuchten and Wagenat [6.3], and other
references given in those papers.

Although models are available for predicting macropore
transport, rapid movement of chemicals through
unsaturated media has been much more often observed than
predicted. Frequently, systems for which the piston-flow
assumption is invalid are difficult to characterise a priori,
and contaminant transport rates might best be predicted
based on rates of deepest penetration of such environmental

tracers as tritium (H-3), CI-36, or some previously locally
applied chemicals.

6.2.1.2

Formulation of equations

Contaminant migration in soil is generally described by the
equation of mass balance. In this case the assumption is

made that soil is homogeneous horizontally. The equation
of mass balance will then be as follows:

ac
at

_T_

aJ
az

+ -.I. + ~C

= 0

T

(6.1)
where

CT

is the contaminant concentration in soil;
this term includes both the reactive and
non-reactive part of the contaminant

JT

is the total contaminant flux; and

~

is the degradation constant and decay
constant for radionuclides

It will be further assumed that the z axis is vertically
downward into soil. The contaminant which interacts with
soil and soil solution is found in a liquid, gaseous and
sorbed state. The total contaminant concentration in the
soil can then be written as:

transport might, depending on the time of year, occur
within a few weeks, and might be considered instantaneous
relative to the transport rate in the groundwater reservoir.

On the other hand, for relatively thick unsaturated zones
consisting of silty materials in arid or semi-arid areas, such
movement could take decades to centuries.

Although the assumption of 'piston displacement' appears
valid in many laboratory column experiments, agricultural
chemicals are generally detected in groundwater much

(6.2)
whcre

p

is the soil density

e

is the volumetric moisture content

n

is the soil porosity

CwC a

are concentrations in the liquid and
gaseous phases referred to volumes of
soil solution and free pore space,

sooner, following land surface application, than would be
predicted based on the piston-flow assumption. Such rapid
movement is attributed to macropore flow, to fingering of

wetting fronts, and/or to preferential flow paths that
bypass much of the unsaturated zone water. Analytical
equations are available that describe transport through

respectively, and
Crs Cus

are concentrations in the sorbed states of
the reactive and non-reactive parts)

respectively, referred to the mass of soil
solid matrix

macropores, based on the assumption that all flow is
through the macropores, that water in the matrix traversed

It is generally believed that transport occurs only in the

by the macropores is immobile, and that diffusion is the
only transport mcchanism moving the chemical species

convection and molecular diffusion.

from the macropores to the matrix.

Considering the above, the total flux is given by:

liquid and gaseous phases and the processes causing it are
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Ca*=KH Cw*
where KH

is a dimensionless constant.

Values of solubility, Heury's constant and the saturated
vapour pressure for various organic compounds are
presented in [6.12].
Substitution of (6.3) into (6.1) yields a differential
equation of second order. However, it contains four
unknowns Ca' Cwo ers' and ens so it requires additional
equations describing relationships between these variables.
In the simplest case the non-reactive sorbed concentration is
ignored, and the other concentrations are given by:
C" = ~Cw'

procedure. For a given hydrologic event, once the volume of
surface run-off (in m3), the mass of eroded soil (in kg) and
the concentration of contaminants in the sorbed and
dissolved phases are known, the amount of washed out
contaminant is expressed by the relations:
and,

(6.10)

where

.(6.6)
2

De a aCT _ VE aaCT -Il a CT

az 2

az

a

is the mass of contaminant removed from

Mg

is the mass of contaminant removed from
the watershed in the solid phase

V

is the volume of water ruo-off, and

W

is the mass of soil eroded from the basin

The total amount of contaminant washed out in both phases
for any period of time can be easily fouod if the volume of
run-off per day Vi' and the amount of contaminated soil
eroded per day, Wi' are known from:
n

(6.7)
where

Mw

the watershed in the dissolved phase

C. = KHC w

Using (6.3) and (6.6), (6.1) can be re-written in the fnrm

M, = W(C" + Cn,)

M..

is the ratio of the total reactive component of

=

L

n

Vi C wi ; 11, =

i=l

L

Wi (Cni + C"J

i=l

the contaminant to the total contaminant
(6.11)

DE = [eDw + (u-e) KH D. + V.(n-e) KH]/Rw and,
VE = qlRw

(6.8)

The relationship between the phases will take the form [6.4]
R w = p~ + e+ (n-e) KH

where

n is the number of days in the run-off period; and

is the index
Let M denote contaminant storage in a transfer layer of soil
of depth L over the watershed area F. The average
concentration in the layer is given as:

(6.9)

CT = MT/FL

Run-off coefficients of chemicals and radionuclides from a
watershed surface with rainfall and snowmelt waters are

(6.12)

defined as the ratio of the amount of contaminant washed

We now define the wash -out coefficient from a wash-out

off the watershed to thc total storage of cootaminant on the

layer of depth L as:

watershed. This method of assessing wash-ollt coefficients

is based on the solution of (6.7). Given co-ordinatedependent coefficients of equations and a non-linear
sorption isotherm, solutions should be sought numerically.
However, the analytical approach allows a better
understandiog of the major sets of parameters affecting
transport. Furthermore, in many actual cases of accidental
discharges analytical solutions can yield adequate values.
Contaminaot wash-out depends on thc exchaoge of run-off
water and contaminant in a soil layer. Wash-out of the
dissolved phase and solid wash-out of sorbed chemicals and
radionuclides should be differentiated. For predicting ruooff in snowmelt and rainfall periods, it is necessary to
know the depcndence of wash-out coefficients on
hydrological, meteorological, orographic and soil
characteristics which can be obtained from regular
hydrological information. Such infonnation includes the
volume and depth of run-off during flooding, mass of
eroded soil, precipitation, etc, depeoding on the purposes of
prediction.
Estimation of run-off coefficients from standard
hydrological information· is possible using the following

K, = (Mw + M,)/MT = [VCw + W(Cn + Cn,)]
(6.13)

where the first term in the right hand side of (6.13) is the
wash-out coefficient for the dissolved phase and the second
tcnn is the wash-out coefficient for the sorbed phasc. If the

phases are in equilibrium. the sorption isothenn is linear,
the soil is saturated and, the vapour phase is negligible, then
the dependence on concentration can be eliminated from
(6.13) by usiug the relationships

Cw = aCT/ (8 + pK,,) and;

Co

=

K"

aCT / (8 +

PK,,)
(6.14)

then
1(,,=

ah

(8 + pK,,)L

andifa= 1;

KpW
K,. = -,---"--,--(8 + pK,,)FL
(6.15)
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from the United States Geological Survey, and provides a
brief description of each model as well as a qualitative
expression of the number of past applications.

Various authors have estimated the depth of the wash-out
layer as several millimeters. In [6.11] the estimation is:

TRUST and MLTRAN [6.18, 6.19, 6.20] are companion
codes for flow and transport in a variably saturated media.
TRUST is a two-dimensional integrated finite difference

(6.23)

L
where T

is the duration of water contact with soil
which can be approximated as:

code that considers soil processes such as deformation, as

well as the wetting-drying front problem. TRUST output
is formatted for direct input to MLTRAN. MLTRAN was
originally developed for the evaluation of low level
radioactive wastes and computes travel path and travel time
for water and a chemical. Retardation and degradation of
constituents are simulated. but dispersion is not included.

(6.24)
where

FEMWATER and FEMWASTE [6.21, 6.22] are companion
codes for flow and transport that simulate twodimensional unsaturated/saturated groundwater systems.
Boundary condition options allow representation of seepage

from ponds, as well as surface infiltration. The simolated
plane can be vertical or horizontal, allowing simulation of

lateral draInage. FEMWASTE represents all important
contaminant transport processes, including dispersion.
Heterogeneous soil properties can be represented using a

variable finite element grid.

=3.64 (D, T)I/2

Om",

is the maximum discharge from a watershed
during a hydrological event; and

Ds

is the diffusion coefficient in saturated soil

If it is assumed that typical values of the diffusion
coefficient for Sr-90 are in the range of 0.7 x 10-8-2.3 x 10-7

cm 2s- l , then during spring flooding when T = IS days, L =
0.3-2.0 em, and during a rainfall with a timescale of the
order of 90 minutes, L = 0.02-0.12 em.
The amount of a substance in the wash-out layer can be

determined by integrating the concentration over the depth
of the contaminated layer

SUTRA is a finite-element simulation model for saturatedunsaturated, fluid-densiLy-dependent groundwater flow
with energy transport or chemically-reactive single-species

(6.25)

solute transport [6.23]. The model may be employed for
area] and cross-sectional modelling of saturated
groundwater flow systems, and for cross-sectional
modelling of unsaturated zone flow. Solute transport

simulation using SUTRA may be employed to model
natural or man-induced chemical species transport,
including processes of solute sorption, production and
decay, and may be applied to analyse groundwater
contaminant transport problems and aquifer restoration
designs. In addition, solute transport simulation with

If M o is the mass of contaminant per unit area that was
released on the watershed as a result of an accident at time 0,
the amount of this contaminant at time t in the layer of

depth L can be computed by using the convection-diffusion
transport equation (6.7)
M =aM o
T

SUTRA may be osed for modelling of variable density

VEL)
- exp ( DE

leachate movement.

6.2.1.5

Z

e-"'{I+erf(L-VEt)_
2(D E t)1/2

c(L+VEt)}
erIC
1/2
2(D E t)

Example applicatioll to Chemobyl

(6.26)

For the Chernobyl radionuclides, the value of a ranges
from 0.20 to 0040 for strontium-90 and from 0.01 to 0.05
fnr caesium-137. The parts of the radionuclides which are

where

DE is the effective coefficient of diffusion

VE is the radionuclide transport velocity, and
J.l

is the decay constant

not involved in exchange are those which are in an

irreversibly sorbed phase, and fuel particles. As a first

The values of DE and VE are averaged over time t.

approximation, assume all nonexchangeable forms to be in

VE =

the irreversibly sorbed phase. Let I be the average depth of
an eroded layer where nonexchangeable forms primarily
occur. According to estimates in [6.24] this value is

approximately equal to 0.5 em. A substance in irreversibly
sorbed phase can be carried outside a watershed with erosion
run-off nnly. Thus the wash-out coefficient has the form
((". ~ W(I-a)
pH

(6.22)

V 8
w

pK p +8 + (n-ll)KH

(6.27)
where V w

is the average rate of soil moisture flux

The mean annual flux can be found by subtracting the
amount of surface run-off and evapotranspiration from the

precipitation rate (mm year-I). Most typical values nf
fluxes are in the range 10-8 to 106 em s-l. The diffusion
coeffIcient can be determined from
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where

e

is the mean annual soil moisture content

The initial notification of groundwater contamination will

provide the first information regarding th" nature and
llotificatiOil will pIobabiy

~----,e",A'tefitl)f-1he--prob-Iem:-----This

include at least Qualitative information snch as taste or
odour. for example. and specific location information. This
mformatlon can tJeliSedas the basIS for developmg an Initial

P IS the bulk mass density of Ole porous media
K;jlS-me-dtstnDuUon coeffIcIent for the
GoRtamiRant-fu~"'.->m'"."<l"ia3;,r'."'Al<J<ll--------

n

is

Ule-J<~l'lrolSsUit'fI·-----------

nature and---ex*nt(--,o01f~--;;;;------;____c,__~c:__-~-~
The concentration distribution affected by dispersion is
contamination and selecting an appropriate remedial
give!! by.
response.

----·_tfltteg)·--f~i1ig__the

------''-------------------------1CE';,IE'C':oo=-lOr.:.5He[erlI6'rlc[(I;=Vtlt)ftIX2l2DBt~Jt[l;')TlJT]- - - - -------'Tl'Ilhe-f-ifsHtep---is-lo-galher-tbe-avaHable--iflfflfffilllien-andf--------------------tl(6\-'.3\13ir)- - assess the problem. Because it is unlikely that all the
information needed will be available, the initial
assessments must be based on mterpretatIons from

where C

is the contaminant concentration at the point
in question
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is time since the contaminant entered the
system, and

D

Formulation of equations

The analytical formulations in the saturated zone can be

is the coefficient of loogitudinal hydrodynamic dispersion

These equatioos are based on simplifyiog assumptioos about
the groundwater flow system and contaminant transport,
but can be used to estimate the approximate contaminant

distribution. Input data could either be determined from
available site data, or representative values for similar
materials or terrains could be llsed to make the initial

estimates. The greater the uncertainty for auy input, the
wider the rauge of values which should be used in the
analyses. These estimates would be evaluated during the
subsequent data collection programme and updated as new
information became available. Some hydrologic principles
which need to be recognised when dealing with contaminant
plumes in groundwater are:
I.
The contaminant plume is not diluted
with the entire body of groundwater, but tends to remain
as an intact body with only slight dispersion and
diffusion along the edges.

2.
The contaminant actually moves faster
than the average groundwater velocity because of
hydrodynamic dispersion.

3.
The path of a soluble contaminant plume
will generally follow the direction of groundwater
flow.

6.2.2.2

Diversion of groundwater flow direction from

induced changes in gradient (eg, a pumped well) will also
divert the contaminant plume.
4.
The direction of flow of a waterimmiscible contaminant will be affected by the
groundwater flow direction, but they do not necessarily

coincide.

5.
Hydraulic and lithologic conditions and
fluid dcnsity determine the vertical depth to which the
contaminant will migrate into the aquifer. The thickness

of the plume in the aquifer will probably increasc with

derived from those presented for the unsaturated zone by
simply assuming the moisture content, e to be equal to the
porosity, n.
6.2.2.3

Analytical method for the saturated zone.

A number of analytical and semi-analytical solutions for
contaminant transport have been developed. Most methods
are based on the assumptions that the flow is steady and
uniform in the x direction, and that the aquifer is composed
of homogeneous and isotropic media; the contaminant is

assumed to have a constant density and viscosity. Almost
all of the available analytical solutions based on the
convection-dispersion equation are for steady and unifonn

flow conditions, except for a few that were derived from
radial flow problems. Further, it is generally assumed that
contaminant adsorption/desorption can be described as a
linear and completely reversible process, and that
contaminant degradation can be described as a first-order

process. Finally, it is assumed that dispcrsion and diffusion
can be grouped together and described as a Fickian process.
The coefficient for the dispersion component is assumed to

be directly proportional to the water velocity and does not
vary in time or space.
It is commonly assumed that analytical models are easy to

use because they require limited data, manpower, time and

computer resources. The application of these methods
requires considerable judgement and experience because of
the very restrictive assumptions used in their derivation.
Sometimes the use of analytical models requires more
judgement and experience than does the use of more
sophisticated numerical models.
A number of the more commonly used contaminant
transport solutions have been compiled by van Genuchten

and Alves [6.26], Iavandel et al [6.27], Walton [6.28], and
Wexler [6.29].
The major use of analytical solutions is to estimate the rate
and direction of plume migration. Analytical solutions for
radial flow can also be used to examine the portion of an

aquifer that will be affected by a recovery well and the time

distance down gradient from the source.
6.
The extent and movement of various
constituents in the contaminant plume will vary
depending on attenuation from various chemical and
biochemical reactions.
The initial contamination assessment should attempt to

identify the particular chemical or contaminant and identify

required for the water to reach a recovery well.
The particle mover method is a semi-analytical or simple
numerical method often used to analyse contaminant
transport. This method is based on a simple numerical

technique discussed by Bear [6.30]. The technique involves
tracking the movement of individual particles of water
with time. The rate and direction of particle movement at

all possible sources of the contamination.

any location in the groundwater flow field is estimated by

Donigian et al [6.25] developed a more detailed
mcthodology for evaluating the potential for groundwater

calculating the component pore water velocity toward, or

contamination under emergency response conditions. The

methodology uses a nomograph-based solution to the onedimensional, convection-dispersion equation.

Detailed

guidance on parameter estimation is provided as part of the
methodology.

away from, wells and adding this to the regional component
of pore water velocity to obtain a resultant velocity vector.
The particle of water is then moved in the direction of the
resultant velocity. The distance it is moved is detennined

by the magnitudc of the resultant velocity and the time
interval selected by the analyst. The accuracy of the method
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conditionLwhich cannot he adeql13lely represented with- HAeM isgtlwr--fIh.--...--The aq"jfu~y be heterogene~____
analytical models. Situations that may justify numerical
anisotropic.
models include

HST3D f6AOLsimulates groundwater flow and associated

Media properties that vary significantly
wIth locatIon or (lirecuon caUSing complex flow and
(,

tfllflsperl

eel1dt~

2,
g~gm€triGally

!'!ighly variable, discontinuous OJ
cQmplex bQ'lRd~uy conditions thai require

detailed representation.

3
conditions.

Tjme varj'ing sources sinks, or boundary

A broad spectrum of saturated zone models are currently
available, varying from one-dimensional finite difference
flow codes to three dimensIOnal fInite element codes that

inelude ffltlltiple phases, temperature ef!'eets, tr-ansport in
fractured media and geochemical and biological reac[ions.

heat and solute transport in thre-e dimensions. The program
may be used for the analysis ot problems such as mose
related te sttOOHrfaee haste iRjeetiaR, laOOfij,l--Mashing.
saltwater intrusion. freshwater recharge and recovery,

radioactive waste disposal, hot water geothermal systems,
and subsurface energy storage. Inc solute- transport
eqnatiea is fer eRly a siagl<>;-OO!u~.s with pQssible
linear-~uilibrium sorption and linear decay.
6.2.3

Surface waters

6.2.3.1

General

task of forecasting polJntant behaviour in surface
waters is fairly complicatcd, Bccause of the diversity in

The
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physical and chemical properties of a polluumt and the
environmental conditions (hydrological, meteorological,
and those of the soil) and due to the limited possibilities
for field experiments. the empirical approaches to
forecasting, based on monitoring levels of particular
pollutants, are practically inapplicable. This necessitates
developing physical-mathematical models of the processes
involved which would have a reasonable number of
parameters amenable to experimental determination. These
models are meant to be used for both short-term forecasts
enabling a prompt response to accidental releases of
pollutants into surface water, and long-term forecasts of
riverine ecosystem recovery, given different strategies of
decontamination. Models can be used by emergency teams
of specialists for assessing the concentration of· toxic

chemicals downstream of a release, or for determining when
water supply facilities must stop the intake of water. They
could also be used to determine when, and how much,
tributary dilution is needed to reduce the concentration of
toxic chemicals to an acceptable level.
When the risk of acute biotic response has gone, the river
system may still retain a considerable amount of toxicants

(adsorbed on sediments or bioconcentrated in biota);
therefore different response strategies should be considered.
Among the possible responses is sediment removal, or the
formation of a new channel if the flow is small. Forecasts

are needed to determine when fishing should be allowed or
banned. These decisions will he based on the concentration
of chemicals in the fish.
The processes controlling the behaviour of pollutants in

water bodies of different types are similar. Therefore if a
system of equations which describe pollutant behaviour in
an aqueous medium is written, it will generally be the same
for different water bodies. However, in specific cases the
system can be simplified in various ways.
The

simplifications must, however, be made with due regard for
the spatial and temporal requirements of the problem. For
instance, if the time over which the contaminant spill
occurred is much less than the characteristic time of a given
problem, the source can be considered instantaneous; if the
spatial extent of a source is much less than the
characteristic spatial scale of the problem, a point source
approximation can be made; if the source characteristics do
not change over the time interval of interest, the source can

be considered to be

steady~state;

contaminant mIxmg across the river cross-section, then
either two-dimensional or even three-dimensional equations
must be used.

Models can be classified according to special cases of the
general problem.
ZERO-DIMENSIONAL MODELS are based on common
differential equations describing the time variation of
concentration for a volume of water. The term "box
models" is used when the concentration is considered to be

spatially constant for a fixed portion of the water body
(the box). For stratified water bodies, the boxes can be
grouped with regard to the flow depth. Another type of
zero-dimensional model is the plug flow model, which
describes the movement of the polluted part of the flow
with regard to a given section of a water body without
mixing.

I -D LONGITUDINAL MODELS are used for describing
pollution dynamics in narrow rivers and estuaries. Flow
paramet.ers are averaged over the cross-section. The
equations for estuaries, which are homogeneous in density,
are similar to those of channel flow. For other estuaries,

two or more layered models describing pollutant transport
with fresh and salt water as well as bottom sediments may
need to be applied.
I -D VERTICAL MODELS are used to describe mixing in
small stratified lakes. In I-D models all variables are
averaged over the horizontal direction.

2-D LATERAL-LONGITUDINAL MODELS. One-layer
models of this type are used with depth averaged parameters
in lakes and water reservoirs when stratification is
insignificant. For lakes with strong stratification, twolayer and perhaps multiple-layer models may be used, in
which flow characteristics are averaged over layers with
constant density.
2-D VERTICAL MODELS are used for water bodies whose
transverse scale is small compared with the longitudinal

scale. Width-averaged flow parameters are used. These
models are used to describe deep narrow water reservoirs
and estuaries.

3-D MODELS are used to describe the flow structure in
stratified water bodies of complex structure.

if a water body dimension

Most models require numerical solutions of sets of

is much less than the characteristic spatial scale of interest,
then the changes in concentration in this direction can be

differential equations. It is only with considerable
simplification of pollution transport and very simple
geometric shapes of the water body that analytical
solutions can be obtained. Such solutions arc nonnally for

disregarded, and the concentration can be averaged in this
direction. For instance, in rivers, the characteristic spatial
scale of concentration change is often much larger than UT

(where U is the average flow velocity, and T is the
characteristic time of contaminant in the river crosssection) so one-dimensional modelling is sufficient.
However, if the requirement is to"know the distribution of
concentrations in the river cross-section, at distances from
the source which are not sufficient for complete

simple zero-dimensional models or simplified versions of
one and two-dimensional models.

6.2.3.2

Formulation of equations

The main principle underlying the models describing
chemical behaviour in the environment is the law of mass
conservation. Because chemical concentrations in natural
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- - - - - _alef3--are--very-3fltlH~,--llteif-lffiRtlfufllliltioo--i"-jlOO8il>k-----i'3flili<JR~-fici<mt,
in l'articula<,--is-much-affected--bjL-----reaction pathways can be considcred as processes 2f.psendothe solid pbase conecntration (8)_ There are indications that
first order. Each molecule which is part of a control
a chemical can also under-go biuttansfunllaLion. hydrolysis

---------yolijJJJe;-V;-fjaSlhreeoptloffs:leaveffieCOli!ronoUuue;-oe----amtphoIDlym-as-lr-isadsor!reltmrparticks:--Nevertheless,----------{R\Rllfu""e-<!--le-aootOOr-stal6-Wi~-=hlme;..oc-il-wi!l-fullher-!le-2.'<Sutne-d..in..this-Manual
that chemicaLatllL..
_
_____ remain unchanged within the vOlume·, The eqlJation of mass
biological transformations occur only in the liquid phase
balance for a control volume Is
(A.b - 0).
n

~___ ",~

v

at

Jin

J~L..i

__ __ _ __ _ _
where C

Y fi.i

Ri C

~

__
is the chemical concentration

_ _ _ _---ltrr--.is....t.he..Jn.f.l.m&

________________.1Dtlt_.lU.hJLOJltflm"______ __

----,F--,:or water b~dies where long term monitoring is conducted,
reliable methods of hydrological prediction have been
de-vdoped wlticlt are-based-~---anatysi-s-;---({i,:HL_---SimilarJJl,._waleLquality._Jllll'3Illiili'ru:an_M_xclaled__J1L
_
hydrological characteristics [6.41].
To...predict the

prop3gatiDn_QLLpollllti~aE.....3SOlIrce

__ _

recovery model [6.42] has been developed which is based on
- --- analYS1n-g-ume-quaniTfesofllqliRf.:partlC1es--stayiiig-------"
~the kinetic constant
-------iJetween two measU1illg seelions;--'fhe--Ilu'dcl--has---beoo---_______-'~ls the environmental factor causing trans..
developed as a se.t..of.. ca1cularioILtables and a calculator
formation, and
program.
---------------ii------rsThe--num-6er oImoepenoentttaJiSforrrfaTion--------------------------------------------------------------------l'llil>way,
In order to~.data..sllJ111OI:L_tequiremeD.ls..JillltinlL----'ftre-!ctrtm'
.
hydrological observations should be made over periods of
---.
E~nrntlR<rfirnctnJlI ()~ pat3IIICrers-which-a:re--dozens of years. Even when tJi13iSiliC case, regreSSIOn
________nJrecHl'-_oclndircctl}'_r.clated..lD._ernmot1IlillDtal_paranteJetsc__ relatiomhips-are--only--applieable--jlr<JVidc<1--no--~ni'l()-anl---·-_ _..
T;;;h::u_s the task of predlctmg the kmetlcs of chemIcal
change occurred in the 10cali1y over the observational
transfonnatlOn for predictive models IS reduced to
period.
identify illg iltdcpeltdelit 1'.11> ~a)8 ef t~"'ffililti6ft;-----'---------------------------------------c
find.ing__ !l1eaDjngfuL~Dyj.ro_n me_nlaL__llliL'jJTl..J'lers _aj1d .fi.2.3.3
Al1aJ:;Ji!;fJLm.elhods-ifl.,.I1J.£...s.Ulj'n_~l'_g!!1~
_
determining functional relationships between
envlronmtmtal parameters and kmeuc constao-rs.-l"-'t--'l~s--A""TomIle;phase box ItrOdct-for-putlutants-solnble in a
~-----<Je".'ffiidest-tftat-meafti.ngfH.l..--par-ameters and general-'OORiw-ieHr
stratified water body represents~.wa.t.er body as one, or
will be the same for related substances_ Therefore there are
several, boxcs with a homogcneous distribution of
------g~~ctr~;;;~to-~~I;teLh~-kiootic-p;:arOOte~;-of-predicti;e---concentiirron-witni n eaCJi:-ihe-cquationof"masSbaIance T6r---------Ifillilels to 1nechemlcal structure of a substance.
-----a--set-of boxes takes the form------------~----------------Consider the major mechanisms governing pollutant
iN, =Q __ Q_ +R- + " Q~ _Q-:c::w; - - - - - - - - ,
l.....l-....
_
~
!t"
__ ~~..1:1.
1-1
I
I
£oJ
J
1 •
'--------uvlla"'10Ur-m-an--aquoouO')
II1IVUltlm-;- -lSimplJrt:an-t---to-eoJTI;-mef----------------ut------------------j=rn-----------------------------e---'c"'h"'emic..aLp.artitioomgjIe.tween water an"d--'s"'e"dt~-mc'-"e"'n"ts"--"-sl"·n,,c"'e-"al __.
~--~-------t,
chcmical adsorbed on suspended matter or bottom
(6:nr----

______
,

-

scdlme:...nts IS tr~n~for~ed, and. has a tOXIC cUect dIfferent to
dVi Cj ~ ,_ . _ _
..
~ t t
.
---thal--of a-e!lellll£al-<fus"lvcd--ift--wa!er"-Ac-£-61tRt-sReal<l--oo-------------Oi-~l-4-J--~C,-~-~..Q:.C-J,ll,.c,-----------

taken of the kinetics of physical processes (sedimcntation..L-.at
j=m
J j
,
suspension, adsorption and desorption, gas transfer),
(6.36)
bIOlogICal processes (bIOlogICal mndatiOn and decorn~-----flpesiliea eOffielllbelismt-mul--ehemieal fOac~yf!r'fleJ,I)",s"'islo,--wTh~e~re~ ViIs the volume of compartment 1
oxidation, photolysis).
Qi is the water diSCharge into the next

;

e------=P"'i-g-ur-e---:6:c-.c-l-sc-ch-e---m-a-tc-ic-a-cll:c-y-s.,.h-o-w-S-t:c-he-r-e-a-c-:ti-o-n-s-w-:-h-;-iC-,h-----..:...~c=o'mparttIIeIiL

lake place 10 a waler column above bOll"om""s"e'1ldl11lI"n"'enmt"'s-_-;1'[tols~-------fQ~j..,_I--iics8~lttl>teec-tld;,isteefll>lt.rf1g"e,..· ffrf(e»ffin-ttll>t€e,..jlffl'fi6llfl---eemf-----assumed that chsmical and biotegieal traRsfuI:matiGos GGGur
pactment
largely in the liguid phase (C",) and the total psendo-first
Ql
is the discharge from the n(i) m(i)+ I
order reaction constant in a water column is Aw. Because the
uibutary to the compartment
condmons III a sediment layer are dIfferent to the wate'Yr-----"Qc;iwc,-7is-;,th-e-,:-to--=-ta--,jC-t--:-·n'f]·0-w-:.....-------------~---__fe:ee"'lHH-m"alH(~pJ~Sor vapour transfer with g~~' ~re TIot
R
is the difference between preclprtatton and
~
,e",x~p",ec'"t",e"dL) -:t"h"ec,t"o~ta'"I'-"p~se"'u"'d"'oc~7'fi"-rs"'t7-"'o~rd"'e~r--,>::co~n~s~t~an~t,-,,(A."'b!!,)~inO':"--"",,,,,,.-..i
_._
~'\
evapeliatioo-rnte3
sediments is different from that in a water column ("w)'
the- rare constants for adsorptIon and desorption in a wa;,t~el~-------(C:;JLI~is-t~l:ltafies,-aB'"d!__-----GOhnnR and sediments an~ BiU€I'€nh tOQ, 'becau.se, ~£
?
is the de.cay rate for the snbSlance under
mentioned, the sorption process and sediment~water
consideration
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This set of equations can be simplified on the assumption

that changes in compartment volumes are small. Then, in
case of small tributaries, (6.36) becomes:

ac· =-KC. +C..

__
1

iit

'

(6.37)
where K = A. + QiNi

is the effective removal coefficient

and

is the steady-state concentration for
a non-decaying substance

C. = Qi.1Ni

When stratification is insignificant, (t>t 1), (6.41) is
applicable for calculating concentrations in the whole
reservoir using f:;W.
The two-phase model of full mixing is used for simulating
pollutant transport when interaction with bottom
sediment is essential. Let the concentration in the water
phase be C, which includes concentrations of both phases
dissolved, and sorbed, on suspended matter. The
concentration in bottom sediments will be given by Cb. The
mass balance equation for a set of compartments can be
written as:

Assuming that C/O) = 0 the following simple equation can
be obtained

Ci =

s... (I -

exp(-Kt))

(6.43)

K

acb.

(6.38)
A plug flow model is used for simulating contamination in
narrow re~ervoirs. The model describes dispersion of
contaminants without mixing. The transport equation in
this case takes the form:

u

__
l

at

= _ (A + A4i ) Cib + A..3iq.
(6.44)

where

acm
=-AC
iix
'
(6.39)

where

U = QLN is the average flow velocity in the
reservoir

and

L = is the reservoir length

By analogy with (6.38) the solution can be given as
Co,,=C.exp

A4i

=

A+

oW

b

K,
+ bK

(-A ~)

d

I<"t-

is the coefficient of transfer from water into
bottom sediment

Ku

is the partitioning coefficient

E

is the sediment effectiveness factor

compartment model describes contaminant concentration in
cpilimnion CI and hypolimnion Ch It is transformed into a

h;

is the average depth of a water layer in the
reservoir

one-compartment model in the case of seasonal turnover.
(Two layers mix instantaneoosly at t=t l ). The solution of
the mass balance equation is similar to that of (6.38).

b

is the thickness of the boltom sediment layer,
and

W

is the sedimentation rate

(6.40)
where

and

C. is the concentration at the release point (x= 0).

Models for stratified water bodies combine compartments
with vertical and horizontal interfaces. The two-

, ,

C' = Qi_ICi_1
K,V,

(I~xp

(-K

',))+ C,'(O)

exp(-K"). O<t<t,

(6.41)

where f=l,h. Cf(O) is the initial contaminant concentra.tion for each compartment

These equations enable an analytical solution to be obtained
provided several assumptions are made.
For an
instantaneous release of a poHutant into a water body, the
water phase concentration is given by:
Ci =

For t:; tl the average concentration for the whole reservoir
CW is:

M

W;(S; - S2)

(A4 +S,)exp(Slt)-(A2 +S 2)exp(S2'»

(6.45)
where

Cw=CIVI+Chyh
Y1 + V h

(6.42)

5'.2 = 1/2 ( -(1,,2+ A.,J ± [Ic:, + 1,,4 + 4(1,,21,,4 - A.:JA. 1)]):
M

is the source strength; and
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SOllltimrtr:J~fcJiliI_

(6.46)
The two-phase plug flow reservoir model is an extension of
the one-phase model 10 Ihe case when sedimenls affeCI
·--,p>o'olltttMHTan'Jll'rt. The model-equations-are:------------ ----------oC----------- -U ~~ AlCb - AlC.

.

X;

Cb ~ C--'-

"4

ax

(6.41)

-----------where:--

----------

One 01 the hrst two-phase bOx models was that developed

----------by-R<lVinsl<y-{-6o!i(}k-It-inelnded--a-l!ifferenlial--e~ffiltiell-------

______ describiQ.g the radionuclide content of the water. whereas
_
the cOnlent in bottom sediments was described i based on the
condulOn of constancy ~ount of raolOnuc1tOc-s----

~~

----

The models describing radionuclide dynamics in biota as
well--a-.-water-amJ-imttom--semnrents-are-presenterr-m------Kryshev ill ,,1-L6A3LA_mruleLoLinILmixing_foLa_.two,phas"..w.alercbOJlOm
._
system [6.48] was recommended for use in the US
regulatory documentatIOn and IntematlOn31Manual [6.4gr-----

hK-d

----------------------------------------------------ill-lM--waw....OOlIDllHlyglWh------------·-- ----------------The---!u!J-mioomg-m<ldol, lTSNR C-l-6.5 1 ] accou!!lO-fO<-thO----.
dynamics of radionuclide concentration in two phases onlytotal in wal.Cfl and in bonum scdirncnls. Balance equations
------------------------------- --------------------are-written-fur>r-sysiellnJf-"eqnemiJrtly-l:oon=d-tmxes;-- ----~_
-

A

~

ewK;r

+--h

+

h

_ _ _.Jl1e-modeLwas-llSed-frn:=alnating.radionucJide-tnigratioJL.

_

in the Tenne..l>see River
________________

_

The EXAMS model [6.52] considers seven ionic forms of

- ---thTmaln-polliiianTanir-scvcrar-productsof-ITs------··

----·---·-----------,o-<.--·-------------hliarrsformatiorr.--"Sorptittn;-bio-degredalion, hydIO~.----A.=::.,,'-'_n--'-_"";::::,-.e:~
A+ tW +~, and __.
____________-""<._
__lp.holOJysis, oxjdjHjOD reduction, ~ ~ transport.
-b
bK d
_ _ _ __
__
_
vapourisation, exchange with bottom sediments and
U is the average velocity.
- ---dfsperSiOn- areslmuTatoo:---The-ii1CTiisIDn-oTinecliermcaT----------

_.---

-----'-----------------;orecesses ealls
The solution of the set of equations (6.47) is given below:

-----------GtJ<-}~_{R_/Q3_ajl_iA-A,A-4--1optlJ"fX-1t.-----

f~~fHsHlf------

second order.

--SimlllatiQO_Qy_ th"-_pXA_l\1S_;l11o<l~!J§..liI11it,,<Lt(UIlrface

_

waters and the boltom sedIment layer.

(6A&J
"

______---"'2'ere _R(t) I~ thc rate_of

The spatially
mhomogeneous medIUm IS represefffed by a tnreeaimonsillllal system of bo..s, sash-of wbicH is coosiaerea to
be a fully mixed reactor. Such an ajlJlroach can be taken only

at()X2c_su~stance released_from
asource, annD, n, b----;-Ware constants.
---;-hen-thechafacteristfc tjme-of-sim~Jation-iSgreater-thati-- ------

------

-mn1lllellflll1J(1IIglirMCIf~hJlIT'.nr---

-----6;2;3:4~__f<{\"'u"nnie""iit"'nnle,jnllo"'ddi"1JI1:._5 j-f,'oilJ,.--ttlh"ec;'ttui71j'f1("uuc",e,-"zfJne

be oeglecte",a~,- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

~----rT"h,e"'m'""oos'tP-;;p""o"w"'e"'rf"u"l-"lovo"I"s,o"f''''m~o"'d'''e>tl,.,h"n"g-a~tP-;;p~reo.s~e~nTt.avr~e---'JTllH,,".-Imoooa~late
an instantailw~<llnu--,a",s-1,,""e::lIl-1 - - - deterministic mgaels ba,sa 00 math.mati"al aOS"ritJti90S gf
as the steady-sulle concentrations developed by a continuous

zero dImenSIOnal models based on differential equatIons are

fht_a-li<oaI-Ifte<lle!lr--;:a=n=d::c=h~em~ic~al=k=in:-:e:':tI~·c:":s,'::'a~n:-:d'-,I~·n~c=lu~d~e:":s~th~e~de~P!"e;':n~d";e~nc~e~of~io~n:;:ic::__-_
ilie me.t "ammen!) tlsed ef all -mathematieal
meael.
forces on temperature and concentration for both metals

"'

_----d"'e"'s"'c!Jri"'b"in"g"r"'a"'d"iomnLlJu"c"lid"eo..!!m"iJ;gr"aLlJU",o,nu..!i"n-'!w"a",te",rcJb",o",d!!'Ie",s"-._T!Jh,,,e,.o,"nLlJlcxY_~_~

independent variable in such models is either the

IOngltuomaI space co-oromale lplUg HOW reservOIr mooet)
-----€elf-f-1t-iIiA1l"t,ee-(fuII-mi"ea meael). Meael. sf thi' type afe
widely used not only in handling ecological problems of
water bodies [6.43, 6.44, 6.45] but also in designing

undel sludy-ami milielalrtrrteTactillg with them.
.

'00,,1, in .n"Hihri"",

uiiIhin

one fully mixed reactor.

The MEXAMS model [6.53] is a combination of EXAMS
and MINTEQ and simulales the steady-state concentration
chemlCal-technologlCal processes III commerCIal plants
of metals, acwunting Em all the plOcesscs included in both
----{[€6;,<Af66t.l.------------------..JID
[]QJnd1elel " - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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The TOXIWASP model [6.54] combines the EXAMS

channel

concept of calculating chemical transformation with the

phytoplankton (and zooplankton) populations, benthos

WASP strncture of describing transport [6.55]. Provision
is made for applying a user·developed subroutine to account
for chemical kinetics. The anthor has developed two subroutines of this type: one is similar to EXAMS which
allows computation with improved spatial and temporal
resolution, and the other is intended to compute

organism population and organic carbon concentration are
also simulated. Instantaneous sorption equilibrium is
assumed for the interaction of all quality components and
integral pseudo-first order constants are assumed

eutrophication processes in a water body.
The least understood of these models is EXAMS which has
been verified in field experiments and is used by US EPA
for assessing the potential danger of new chemicals which
may be found in water.
The ARM model [6.56, 6.57, 6.58, 6.59] was developed in the
USA and tested in the USSR. The model consists of three
modules: a hydrological submodel; and erosion submodel;
and a submodeI for pesticide transport with water and
suspended sediment. A watershed is treated as a system of
connected reservoirs whose structure corresponds to stages
of verticaf water movement from the soil surface to

groundwaters.

Initially, the model was dcsigncd for

uniform watersheds, but due to qualitative allowance for
inhomogeneity of soil infiliiation capacity, and the great
number of calibration parameters, it turned out to be

sufficiently flexible to be used for watersheds of area up to
500km2 .

segments,

biological

oxygen

demand,

throughout.
HSPF was verified for a number of world regions and
successfully used for assessing the impact of pesticide
application on surface water quality in major agricultural
regions of the USA. This model laid the basis for the
STREAM technique [6.59].
During the development of the model several homogeneous
regions were identified in the USA, and HSPF was verified
for each of them. The parameters obtained were used to
calculate pesticide wash off over a decade, and parameters of
statistical distribution of concentration with time are

presented graphically, as a function of major properties of
these pesticides.

The authors of the technique say that the HSPF model is
able to simulate pesticide concentrations in river water
within an accuracy of a factor of 2. When applied within a

calibrated region, STREAM yields results which are within
an order of magnitude of accuracy.

The ILWAS model [6.61] is intended for predicting the

The ARM model determines the water balance for the
processes of snow accumulation and melting, infiltration,
evaporation, seepage into groundwaters and the formation

of surface and subsurface run-off.

The hypothesis of

continuous run-off and the kinematic wave equation are
used, while the infiltration rate is determined by an
analytical solution of the moisture transfer equation.

change of surface water acidity as a function of change in
precipitation and aerosol fall-out acidity. Spatially
inhomogeneous watersheds are described by a set of
homogeneous segments, and water movement from one
segment to another is considered. The transport equation is
solved for concentration of major ions, organic acids, total
ammonium and alkalinity. Concentration of other ions,

including the hydrogen ion, is determined from equilibrium

Pollutant transport is described with the assumption of
instantaneous sorption equilibrium. Both pollutant washoff and its vertical migration are dealt with.

relations.

The ARM model is especially useful when various versions
of meteorological scenarios are to be tested, and the
corresponding hydrological characteristics are to be

surface run-off are considered for each watershed segment.
The structure of the underground aquifer is given as a set of
layers and the water balance, chemical reactions and
temperature are detennined for each layer.

obtained.

Examples of ARM model application for

calculating pesticide and radionuc1ide removal are described

in [6.9]. The ARM modcl has been verified many times on
watersheds of different areas, and has shown good
agreement between computed and observed results.

The HSPF model [6.60] is a regional model covering the
whole hydrological cycle. It combines the ARM
calculation technique with the kinematic wave
approximation for river channel routing. The model
permits the division of both the watershed and the channel
into a series of segments, each of which is described by its

own sct of paramcters, and thus can be applied for a large
area.
Water quality parameters including temperature, turbidity,
dissolved oxygen, nitrogen and phosphorous concentrations
are determined for all types of watershed flows. In the

Precipitation interception by vegetation formation and

melting of snow cover, water scepage through soil and

A number of models are designed to simulate contaminant
transport in a river network with improved space time

resolution, limited only by lateral mixing time.

This

problem requires special methods for solving the advective
equation to minimise the effect of numerical dispersion.
Models of this sort are designed to be used for accidental
situations initially.

The DAFLOW modcl [6.62] uses a Lagrangian solution
scheme. A transport type equation is used to describe both
pollutant transport and flow dynamics. A user-developed
subroutine of water quality can be used. The authors
provide a subroutine which duplicates the kinetics of the
QUAL2E model [6.63]. It providcs for evaporation,

biodegredation, sorption, pollutant photolysis and
hydrolysis.
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.-------T.hP.-lEM.'".ooeLRlWA-JU:"O.H [6 9] W<\S-==<C~lse,L--",,~iJLIDrhcd

for predicting pollution of the Ukraine and Belorussia
rivers by radiolluclides during specific hydrologic eVents

and nOlliexchangeahl.G.e

_

forms of radionuclidcs. The model also includes
compartments of bed erosion. Successful verification of the

----------trainf-all-and-springiluodjo--TiIC-rnmiet-consists-uh.-nmdule----rnmlel-for---a-"umberof-I-arge---and siiiall riversin-thc-BS-A------______for calculating thf'..pQ11utanLinput1rom-"-""!l.orshod~and a
1Jas.hcJm.r~edl6..",6",81J.--_ _
module for calculating the pollutant transport over a --1:lI~j"'elISi''''a1__1a!er3I-lgnllitudi~.~FEt!t!:.LWKJ!.'----

.

channel segment, accounTIng for sorption and the
---------------intcr-aetitin-with-bottbm--scdiments;----'Htesc-mfJd-uIDs-use--data_____--frgm regular hydrologi~gLiorecasts and from laboratory
experiments, and are sufficient for describing a complex
nver network.

--~rn

----

-=-

[6.70] determines the average depth profile of contaminant
---concentratio-fi--inreserVOlr:s-andcoaslifarea-s.-ThemoaeC-------takes-h1"t{]'acr.mmt-effec~£II1d watel

IIrotrorr OIl the

--'-__--fpmm[]JcOfe:sSs.s.£olIf-<e,"m[]jSSl;"OOlLand depositimLoc.colllamlnatedJmt.tmlL-_ _

sediments.
As was the case with the independently developed
6.2.3.5
Example mathematical formulation of one·
-'------------BMtew-m-odel;---aITiudule-ealeulatilig--ehanne1 SCgllICllt
dimensional
rivet model _
_ _w"",as.has.e.d on an a!gQrithm for solviwncl:g~th"e,--,tr~,aun!>si1!'il0!Jrt~
eqnation, which was free of numerical dispersion. The !EM
Figure 6.1 also shows the deposition of snspended particles

--ifver--water(S-:-)alldltle-iesuspensJonoT-bOttom----------

~-----------"ji1oaersoTYesa--rriore-generarformol:-llie-fransporfeqilliTIon---in

--------lhan--lIte--DA~-ab!e-_le_jlr-<Wide-il--scdinnmlnSbidcrenilillcd

____

by pS'ClIlhFfirsnm!ercmlStal,ts
more accurate descrmtion of transport involving active ~--Ct--Iespectively Becanse sediment particles can he~
interaction with bottom sediments. which results in a
polluted with adsorhed chemicals. the same kinetic

_

foi-:-deposition-ancCiesuspens"foiL--Auhe--------

------Qeraylng-erfecrsimnar-to1l1CcIrromarogranfc-wav~-------------constintsare-valid

The !EM model RIWART·OB was used for predicting

initiJl-ph-asoohhe-c;!rernicarrel=e, diffnsiOirof-poHuted----

--------sstrb"orrt~esitlt\i=B_7__eoneenh"~H-water frQ~ the river into the pQron~ spaces between the

~

sj)IiI!lr_JlQo.dsJ.QlLQwj!l!UhLCIlem.ohL<!!'l:.idj)n.!,--T-bL-~t~om.-'-ed~~n~,-~?~"nr,"'aI1<!.~urin~lh~~ecoVf)ry :g"-_.
_
ulL USlOn rom po uteu. seulments Into 1 e. surroun mg
model provide-d predictions with nn accuracy within a factor
·--no"I'T2.5:e""ven Without tne benefIt of calIbratIOn.
'Natei' ean----6CClir. 18 -eJ:tfler-ease as ef.feettv-&~---•
coefficient. K}> can be determined whiG.h..1@vems the rate at
The hierarchical set of models of SKB MMS IK AN USSR
which a chemical moves through the exchange limiting
c----------f6064j-was-deve!opt-d-to-simulate-r-.roionnctideswspersiun-in---jayerz'iZ,,-y-tiiOlecurar1fiTftislOn.-ATfefacnemrca:lIras-glrnl\-------the Dnieper..re=\!Oirs..alliUn the I JkrainialuiYJ:IS-Ihe set
tllfllug!Hl-limiIi~'<lI'-ful!--¥<lr-ti£al-mkmg is assume4-!I>------inclndes box type model, one-dimensional channel model.
the remaining bnlk of water and sediments. In the recovery
two-dimensional lateral-longitudinal model and twostage this may be a reasonable assumption, because a
c------dimensioo-at--vcrtie"}-model-;--Eaeh--nwdel--describcs-the---clIefilicanl1ffusesrrlrmpol!ITtl\<!jjouonr-Boohnemsi1lt'nr------_ _ _ ==LuLJillspJdld.cd sediments the dis.s.u.LY.Q~mplgteLl'--I"iu4-~-er. However,--l'or-the-jJJ.itiaL--contamination. the contamination of sediments and the
first stage, it may be difficult to determine the depth of the
contamination ofoottom depositions. The models were
active layer of sediments. In actuality. the sediment layer is
'---------usc-d-tEJ-]JfeatN-tbe--j>e!Mrnn--ef--lhe--'9fIieper--roseweffs-----m,'Ila!Iy--nrrr-propertpuixed-anct-1h:e--;rL1:iVe--rnyer-ucptlr-may---------

---Cd"'uring the spring floods after the Cheroobyl accident. The---,,~"
modelling system was used for the assessment of
. .
'.
effectiveness of the speCIal nydrauHc countermeasures
'fOB mass b~0--G<fH-atlBR betweBR c:hSSGlvtHi ~Q ab~,.,ed<!-----·---------!Jfopgsed-ID-OOC-foasHhe rat" ef-thHadlOO\lC-JiM_lJew-ill-lhe--_jJhas"s-,holll<!-'11cIud()Jhe "-lIlOttnJ oLpol!u~I1t-'IlJh"_a<:li-,,e
_
Pripyat River and Kiev Reservoir.
sedIment layer expressed as the concentratIOn of absorbed
----'-'-'''-'
cOfitammafit on parucles Lp :
The channel mo.d.eLo.f....S.KB....MMS..lK...AN..J.lSSR.i"La<Uo"'n"e-~
_;=7'=r--------_
dimensional version of the two-dimensional model. It
r Cp S-I
solves the Saint-Venan's equations using the implicit finitewhere r
is the'-a-n-lO-n-n-t-o-f---'ad-s-o-rb-e-d-c-h-e-m-i-ca-l-p-e-r-un-'-·t---diffelcilce scheme. and all explicit fom OidcI aecmacj
mass of dry sediment mg kg-I
e---

scheme is used for the transport equations

The model can

be used for a complex river network with many arms and
Cp is the concentration of absorbed chemical on
l
any type of branchmg. The moderw"a"'s-:u"'sc;-edT lr'o"'r"c"'a"Ic'"Ou lc;-at"in=g;:------'--TprilaTtwir'c:lleelsc,-nIlmIg>+1;",-;arrnmdr----------\'Hltei' ffio"emeat aHa rselisfHteHae tl'ansf)eft in the Priflyat
S is the conccIIualiOiI of solid patliclcs. kg 1- 1

~

~R!>l!J'v",e"r,cl;",n.!t"he!Uvl!ic",iuni"tYl'-'!0'!.fJdth"e,-,!to",w"nJ.!loLf"P"ri",PLya",tc..--------BBeeceI.tl""'ee-a""'ua-alf'ly'titiea-}-methods can be used ffiNieteI mining the
Onc-dimensional models accounting.1Dr.Jn.terae1.ions...itLlhe
concentration in sediments per unit dry weight, dry weight
hed-s::ediment system were developed at the Northwes::t
r should be considered to be a function of state rather than
Pacific Laboratory (the TODAM model) [6.65] and in the
Cpo
c-------~iolial Lau0l3lOIy [6.66, 6.611. Tlrnle"Siee,IITIlOO1d:l<e':lls"'--;T"'o'--cil"'ln--s-otr-a-ote---;;th'C;-s,~lc-e-:-t-n-s-cc-co-n'Csic;dC:Cer---;;lh-ce:-;Cfoc-r-omc-u"la'Ct"io'Cn::-::o"f-:a-o=n=ec-.---were tested On different..ri.YeLrSsYlUs"teerJJ1:=s.JjjoU-ltJhrne:-lul"'S,eAl,d""inm'i>e'i1n"'s,17o'i1n"ajI-rrm",,,mti"'ie"'m""a'dc"a!ft'iUl1el of a big riverJikeLtn:;rm'p.e---cQl=ltamiuated at the Chemgby! accident In this case six
The SERATRA meael Ele"elepea iA Ihe Neet"w"'1 Paeitie
equations
should be solved simultaneously: for a dissolved
Laboratory [6.68, 6.691 describes the dynamics of snspended
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chemical, chemical absorbed on partiCles. suspended matter

E

represents the coefficient of longitudinal
dispersion m2 d- l

in a water column and chemical dissolved in pore space.

absorbed chemical per unit dry weight and, concentration of
solid particles in a layer of bottom sediments. The total

K I,K3

are constants of absorption rate kg- I d-I

concentration in a water column and in a sediment layer is

K2,K4

are constants of desorption rate d-I

the sum of the concentration in solution and that on the
particle surfaces.

AW,Ab represent total pseudo first order kinetic
constants for photolysis. evaporation,
biotransformation, chemical hydrolysis
and oxidation in the water column (index

Ct=Cw+C rs

where Ct

is the total reactive concentration

Jlg 1-1

w) and bottom sediments (index b), d-I

Cw is the concentration in a dissolved form
Ilg I-I, and

e rs

is the reactive part of the concentration of a
chemical on particles Ilg 1-1

represents the coefficient of mass exchange

between the water column and the pores of
bottom sediments m d- 1
h

is the water layer depth, m

Concentrations of a dissolved chemical in sediments and

water are expressed as mass per unit liquid volume. The set
of equations takes the final form:

ac~ ~ _liJQC~
at

Aax

+.1.-"- (EA ac~)
Aax
ax

-K,C~SW _

F ,(x,t) represents a non-point source of dissolved
chemicalllg l-Id
is chemical absorbed on particles in a water

AwC,w +

column, mg I-I
K,

is a resuspension constant

(6.49)

acpw ~ _.1. -"at

A ax

(QCPw _ EA

.

acpw) _K.Cpw + a
ax

+ KtCswSw - K2Cpw + Fp(x.

is the deposition constant (Sih. ratio of
average rate to average depth) d- I

is the concentration of solid particles in

Sbv +

bottom sediment, kg l-t

Y

t)

is the concentration of solid particles in a

water coloumn kg 1-1
(6.50)

y

is the ratio of depths (or volumes) of the
water layer to the active sediment layer
involved in chemical exchange (hid),
dimensionless

t -a (QSw- EA-aspw) -KsCw + a. -+
Sb Os (
-asw ::;; - x,)
t
at
A ax
ax
Y

Fp(x,t) is a non-point source of a chemical absorbed
on particles in a water column, g 1-1 d- l
(6.52)

G(x,t) is the distributed source of suspended
matter in a water cotumn kg 1-1 d-I
C,b

is the concentration of a chemical dissolved
in water in the porous space of bottom

sediments mg I-I, and
(6.53)

V

is the concentration of a chemical adsorbed

on particles in bottom sediments mg kg-!
(dry weight)
(6.54)
where Csw

is the concentration of dissolved chemical
in the water column Ilg 1-1

is the time in days
A

is the river cross-section area m2

Q

is lhe water discharge in lhe river m3 d- 1

x

is the longitudinal co-ordinate (downstream) m

The equations describe the non-point source explicitly as a

sum in the right hand side of the equation (F"Fp,G,). The
point source can be accounted for in the boundary condition
in- the beginning of a river reach. Segmentation of a river
will then be governed by the presence of a point source,
tributary inpnt or changes in channel morphology.
Equations (6.49 - 6.54) are valid for hydrophobic chemicals
whose sorption and desorption takes a long time to occur,
because sorption and desorption rates are included
explicitly. If the characteristic time of a transformation
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dispersion, resnspension and deposition) is much more than
sediment with time and may be helpful when predicting the
recovery time for a big river. The amount of chemic;:a~I--that of sorption, an approximation uf the insLanLaneous
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_
s.orption and des.orption rate constants:
of sorption and under the assumption of instantaneo:-=::u::s-=:Io::c: :al=_
equilibrium:
_ K[
_ K,
- ---- --- --- --- ---

--K-pw~- --Ofl.d--K[)h--~----------------------

K

--------

P

2

K

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ---

4

----'-------

vaffie>-~~Rg----------------

Diffe,ent

____________ ~9_~1fi~l~nJ~j!LE __ yvaJ~L~_Ql!I!!!!!L@9 j!LPQttOttLMilL~nt
since IS, is dependent on the solid parliclc concentralion (S),
ana decreases as It Increases.

Ct

C sb + Cpb

--7'Q"'u"'ite onen solid particle concentratIOns In fivers do not
------------emmge-dur-ing-mooell-iilgo--fn--tbis-easc-thc-righl-haOO-side--of---------

~~~7~

_

C sb "Ft)Sb~---------

-l6,5Kl

_

_____--l(!,54) may be assumed 10 be egoalto 0 f."st",ea",d"y"-s"ta",l",e-"d",S.,J",d,,I_-.-;;;c-:---:cc_=== ---r-..-~,--,,--==cc
~ 0). Then by rearrangement the rcsuspension coefficient
The concentration of dissolved chemical in the water
- - - - . can be found from the rigJIT1iand sIde of'(634):
--colullln dud-the'-pmc space ofbot~ed:imeirts-ean-be-futmd---___________________________________________________ 1r01n_£6..il)-""d_{6.5B)~_<)nLlh"_1OJ:al_"_Qoccn1raliQlla~.w~---a = K,SwY/S b
and C,b in waler and sediments:
----------Assnmi!!& instantaneous local sorption equilibrium and

~=-±fx(QC, -EA~~(1+~~---.-------

IL shuulll be noted that the concenlIation in pore space

------:K,l-r:;:~~~~~~~:~;wSwFa :;±~-==~~~~:~~, ;~~~:~ld:~

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _--""'-liIaa.fl<_e:J:r-',,"'OlllTI1Jh]mee'---l(J-11-,1gB--lJL-l'-lJH_~Of.
To ohtain...-.aquoons..
concentrations of a chemical which, for instance, could be

=-=
_

----------------------------------------\035j---cxttacted-Crom--ilbOltom--sedfmenT--'amjiIC-:-t1ic------,

'~_ v

oV

_ _ _ _ _~~-

A_

at

K (K e /(1
+

1 + KpbS b

•

pW.,W

K wS )) C
-.Y

+--F-w

----com:-errtr1ltion-e;;;--s-horrld-lre hlultiplied-by-the--bt>ttom---,
, (1_,,_ j
s.ed.irnent
porosity
Hz,Ii YO j !Jm~
..u ta yo j nrne)

(Sb+ 1/ Kpb)

-----------:;:-----~---K-;-fr>K;;~cJ(1-:;:-K~~s,;:n-----~~~~i~d~~ ~bo~e, th~~~~~~_;~f detail f~~- de~~rilii~;_(Sb+ 1/ Kpb)

d(Sb+ 1/ Kpb)

____________________~
where C -t

C

+ CpW is
sw

column rng I-I

-----------'=-

the lpta!

processes in each specific case is chosen bearing in mind the

SCIDeS of ame and space aVeraging. TIre litentlUie gives data

-'(,,6'-',5,,6'l)_ __<llg~11uaPt beba"igur.....i~ueolls media in
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Group

Process

Affected Zones

Intra-zone

Advection

Surface:

overland flow

Topography, vegetation.
precipitation, soil moisture

stream flow

Slope. resistance, channel
characteristics

lakes & reservoirs
pressure

Wind, topography, inflow,

unsaturated

Porosity, moisture content,
infiltration rate

saturated
conductivity, gradient

Porosity, hydraulic

Surface:

stream flow
lakes & reservoirs

Velocity. slope, depth, wind,
density, topography

Subsurface:

unsaturated &
saturated

SoiV rock heterogeneous,

Surface:

overland flow
type. precipitation

Topography, vegetation, soil

stream flow
depth, particle size

Discharge, velocity. slope,

Subsurface:

Dispersion

Erosion

Sorption!
Retardation

Surface:

Subsurface:
Inter-zone

Transformation

Evapotranspiration

Key Parameters

Surface to air:

soil type, precipitation

lakes & reservoirs

Wind, depth. fetch

overland flow

Organic content, sediment
concentration

stream flow, lakes
& reservoirs

Sediment concentration.
sediment size, organic content
of sediment

unsaturated &
saturated
overland flow

Organic content, porosity,
chemical properties
Soil moisture, meteorological
conditions, vegetation, wind

stream flow, lakes
& reservoirs

Wind, water temperature,
humidity

Infiltration

Surface to unsaturated

Soil moisture, precipitation,
soil type, topography

Drainage

Unsaturated to saturated

Percolation rate, hydraulic
conductivity. location of
water table

Volatilisation

Surface to air

Meteorological conditions,
chemical properties

Photolysis

Surface:

overland flow

Meteorological conditions

stream flow, lakes
& reservoirs

Meteorological conditions,
depth, turbidity

Hydrolysis
Oxidation
Chemical
reaction

All

Chemical properties, soil
or sediment properties,
temperature

Biodegredation

All

Chemical properties, bacterial
activity, temperature

Table 6.1

Processes controlling the migration and fate of pollutants in water adapted from
Boutwell el al [6.1], (page 203)
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of parameters

.

1===================:'c<!h"ar":a"'c<!t""er~is~a~t':'io":n,:::o,::f~so~i~l================_=_I__~

----c--··----f-Q~«)/umetric_:l(}H-_istilf">-COfItent_---·-·-m-mcJ---- ·-----------·OJH-OJ)c5----·-------[~}·----_____ I-~Lporosity
~
_ .J!.±=Q,6
[6.41

bulk density of soil
hydraulic conductivity

kg 1-1
cm s-1

0.2-1.6

[6.4]

IO'LIO-6

[6.4]

_

e-----....- -

-----

.. --.----- --dlf[usTVlij-------- -------cm-s-r-------------jl)'2=13----------------.---- -------.---Integration of contaminant with soil

______ .___B~nJ'.)I.'u-QDsJant
.
..
Jiim,,"-®JllJ:ss
.
lj)-I=HJ.::6
. 1~12L __.__ _
_
partitioning coefficient
kg-!
I(l-! (J3
[6,IOJ
. - - - - - ~',---_".'7""--~;_:---------c-"'------------_,___
•- -__"....-----=--=------+----degrad(ttion constant
s
varies widely
- - - - - - tt=aIeof sorption
s
~=t@-·--------fLl'Un-"i;wfli"Jr----j·------. ·---------·£eeffisjenl·Of-molool}laf-d#fusioH-m-ail'---m1-~------ ..------------J'o!'lJ('Sucl<U>s-OA.4.6---------- ----- -----------------1- coefficient of molecular diffusion in water m2 ct- l
for pes"l"ic"'id"'e"s,
.__-+
_
4-6 X 10-5
for Sf 10- 5 em/. s-l

---------- -exruange-coefftcrem-inlmmmary-cornlttloll-cmn-I------------------i(f.!=liJ----------------·------- -------..-------.---t-A~-I'Ih-&f-wagH-GHI-lay<!f

Jo:L!.QO.!-{).OOO5

-<-'ill-

total coefficient of washcont

a-I

[6

llJ---+-.-----

Table 6.2 Hydrophysical and physical-chcmical parameters
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K.
~
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~
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-
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y
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CHAPTER 7

REPORTING OF ACCIDENTAL POLLUTION

7.1
FORECASTING
TRANSPORT
7.1.1

OF

POLLUTION

General

Any assessment of the consequences of accidental
contamination in water bodies and corresponding water

management action calls for forecasts over various
temporal and spatial scales. In terms of their importance
for decision-making bodies, the forecasts can be grouped as
follows:

1.

Seasonal forecasts
Period of the forecast is of the order of a hydrological
season, eg, spring flooding (about two months),
autumn rainfall flooding. The spatial scale involved
is likely to be a river system with water reservoirs
which have been contaminated.

2.

Short term forecasts
Short-term forecasts will apply to most
contaminated water bOdies. The temporal scale will
nsually be between 24 hoors and a month. The spatial
scale will depend on the size of a water body or
components of it. Such forecasts are needed initially
to assess the efficacy of water management activities

aimed at mitigating the contamination.

3.

Long term forecasts
Long-term forecasts assess the dynamics of water
body contamination over several years taking account
of long term non-point sources of secondary

contamination.
Each type of forecast requires a different level of detail in
terms of the type of model to be used, and the inpnt and
output data needed.
Forecasting the accidental
contamination of a water bOdy is usually based on data from
hydrological forecasts. The basic information whose
forecasting is of practical interest is

The basic output data when forecasting accidental

contamination are concentration and fluxes of contaminants
in the water body environment.
7.1.2

Accuracy and timeliness

The value of a forecast depends to a large extent upon its
accuracy. Accuracy requirements should be appropriate to
the use to which the forecast is to be put. However, the
accuracy needs to be considered along with the timeliness of
the forecast. Both will need to be reliable and will depend
on the amount of hydrological and meteorological
information which is available, the response time of the
river basin, the speed with which the current state of the
catchment can be evaluated, and the procedore on which the
forecasts are based, as well as the time taken to disseminate
the forecast to the users. The accuracy of a forecast is also
dependent on the precision with which the physical and
chemical characteristics of a pollutant and the parameters
of exchange between environments can be determined.
7.1.3

Uncertainty

Measurement errors. model errors, and the natural
variability of meteorological inputs to hydrological
systems are among the causes of uncertainty in hydrological
forecasts. Methods exist to evaluate the accuracy of
hydrological instrumentation. to quantify the natural
variability of meteorological inputs to hydrological
systems, and to assess the accuracy of hydrological data.
Using these methods, the forecaster is able to estimate the
total error and provide this information with its
implications to the user. However, the major benefit is to
the forecaster himself, in suggesting possible

improvements to the forecasts.

(0)

The volume of run-off during various periods of
time.

(b)

The discharge or stage hydrograph.

The uncertainty of future conditions, especially the
occurrence of precipitation, is the primary source of
uncertainty in hydrological forecasting. New techniques
are under development to make maximum use of data from a
variety of sources (radar, satellite, meteorological
observations and forecasts, and surface measurements) to
improve this uncertainty.

(c)

The peak flood stage or discharge, and the time

7.1.4

of its occurrence.
(d)

The maximum water level in lakes and the time
or date this level will be reached.

(e)

The water levels in rivers.

if)

Water quality parameters such as temperatore
and turbidity,

Forecasting service

The organisation of a hydrological and pollution
forecasting service is an internal matter for each individual
country. but the main conditions for efficient operation are:
(0)

a well-developed network of hydrological,
meteorological and contamination monitoring
stations,
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7.1.7

Operational data acquisition

All types of pollution forecast, as well as the bulletins
issued periodically on the current status of water bodies, are
compiled on the basis of data from the information
network. This information may include instrumental
measurements, as well :l.S details of the operation of water
management and flood protection works. The instrumental

network ideally should make use of the standard
hydrometric network as far as possible. The scope of the
instrumental network is determined by:
(a)
(b)

if)

Thus the information system can be grouped into on-line
(operational) information on presently occurring and
expected extremely high levels of environmental
pollution, and systematic information which is prepared on
Schemes for submitting information to parliamentary or
national agencies. and other decision-making authorities.

the network density needed to describe the
hydrological characteristics of the regime and
dimensions of the water bodies,

- the availability of suitable means of

about the occurrence and development of extremely high
levels of pollution will depend on national federal bodies,
the hierarchy of economic agencies and the national
environmental protection services.
A diagram indicating the sending and receiving of
infonnation according to Nikanorov et al [7.4] is given in

Figure 7.1. The role and structure of mobile and remote

the representativeness of the observations. and

sensing devices for monitoring contamination and a scheme

the ways in which forecasts are issued.

for data transmission are given in Figure 7.2 (also taken
from Nikanorov et all.

DISSEMINATION OF OBSERVATIONS
7.2
AND FORECASTS THROUGH DIFFERENT
MEDIA
7.2.1

approved by regional services of environmental monitoring
and governmental authorities.

user demands for forecasts at specified locations

ttansmitting data to the forecast centre.
(e)

The procedure for transmitting information about extreme.

and high, levels of the pollution shonld be co-ordinated and

a more regular basis.

water bodies,

(d)

due to migration processes in mind.

the size of the contaminated area,
and for current information on the state of

(e)

should be estimated bearing possible secondary pollution

General

A system of notification and warning about accidental
contamination should specify the procedure time frame and
the format for submitting information about the scale and
possible consequences of accidental contamination. The
regulations should include a list of agencies and fast
response groups which need to receive information about
emergency situations.
Regulations may vary widely from country to country.
However. unified criteria of accidental contamination of

water bodies should be developed for all national services,
which ought to be based on the toxicity of pollutants
entering the water body and hygiene requirements for water

quality.
In the contamination information system it is possible to

identify cases of extremely bigh, high and low level
contamination. Extremely high contamination is an event
of momentary occurrence with one, or several, normalised
pollutants iu concentrations exceeding permitted levels;

water smell of strength higher than a certain level specified
by national service standards for natural waters; coverage

with a film (oil, petroleum or other origin) of a certain
portion of the water body, reduction of dissolved oxygen
content below a critical value; increase of bio-chemical
oxygen demand over a certain critical value or the death of
water organisms on a massive scal({.

If soil contamination on river catchments or in the close
vicinity of water bodies occurs, contamination levels

7.2.2

Communication systems

The communication system transmits data from the field
monitoring station back to the forecast centre. It may be
manual or automatic, and it may report back at regular
intervals or may warn when some specified event has
occurred, for example. when pollutant concentration
exceeds a certain value. Networks are described fully in the

two WMO puhlications 324 [7.5] and 433 [7.6]. The density
and location of the network of observation stations are
important items in determining the means of
communication required for an operational forecasting
service.
Most data transmission systems are also

constrained by cost, availability of equipment, personnel,
time, and communication channels. The manual and
man/machine mix methods presently used to collect and
communicate data are becoming inadequate for modern
forecasting models and increasingly exacting user demands.
Automation is one way to achieve faster collection and to

obtain more frequent observations.

Modern day data

acquisition systems using computers for automatic
colIection of data on a predetermined schedule. or on the
occurrence of prescribed changes in observed data, provide a
relief from most constraints of manual methods. and
provide the ability for expansion and evolution to meet
users' increasing requirements.
The elimination of man as an observer and transmitter has
some inherent disadvantages. Man has a great ability
mentally to integrate disparate information, and

supplements the purely factual and numerical report
provided by the sensor with other environmental factors.
Hence, the data from sensors in an automatic system may

not be identical to those provided by an observer, and the
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reliability of the forecast in qnestion.- These figures can be
computed prior to the forecast system implementation.
after model calibration, and the verified later after each
system operation, giving an indication of the forecast
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improvement or regress.

Experience shows that

comprehension of errors and confidence intervals is
difficult for non-technical forecast users.

Element

Precision

Reporting
interval

Measure by
automatic
land station

Precipitation ~ total amount & farm2

±2 nun below 40 nun
±5% above 40 nun

6 hours3

yes

River stage 4
Lake level
Soil moisture
Frost depth

±O.Dl m
±O.Dl m

6 hours 5
daily

±10% field capacity
±2 em below 10 em
±200/0 above 10 em
±2 mm below 20 mm

weekly
daily

yes
yes
yes
yes

Water equivalent of snow on ground

yes
yes

±10% above 20 rom
Density of snow cover
Water temperature6 (rivers & lakes)
Surface temperature of snow
Temperature profiles (snow & lakes)
River & lake rise

Water level (in wells)
Net radiation
Air temperature
Wet bulb temperature
Wind movement
Pan evaporation

±100/0

daily

±O.l°C in 0-4°C range otherwise ±loC

±l°C

daily

±lOC

daily

±G.02 m below 0.2 m

daily

±1O% above 0.2 m
±O.D2 m

±O.4 MJ m2 d- l below 8 MJ m2 d- 1
±5% above 8 MJ m- 2 d- 1
±O.loC
±O.l°C
±10%

±O.5mm

yes
yes

weekly
daily

yes

6 hours
6 hours
6 hours
daily

yes
yes
yes
yes

yes

With respect to actual observations, WMO Technical Regulations use the teon "precision of observation or of reading" which is defined
as the smallest umt of division on a scale of measurement to which a reading, cither directly or by estimation, is possible
2
3

It may be necessary to distinguish solid and liquid foans of precipitation
Varies from one hour to one day, depending on river response. Event reporting, for example, after 2 nun of rain may be required for
forecasts

4

Depends on sensitivity of stage discharge relationship to stage change and can be ±l mm accuracy. If possible, an accuracy characterised
by a relative standard deviation of ±5% should be attempted

5

See note3 . Event reporting may be appropriate for forecasts

6

Hourly reporting_ with ±a.3°e for ice forecasting

Table 7.1 Recommended precision of observation and frequency of data measurement for hydrological forecasting
(WMO No 169)1
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Figure 7.1 Functional scheme for short·term monitoring system (after Nikanorov et al., 1989)
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Figure 7.2 Example of contamination monitoring (after Nikanorov et aI., 1989)
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CHAPTER 8

ADMINISTRATIVE AND TECHNICAL ASPECTS OF TRANSBOUNDARY POLLUTION

8.1
ORGANISATION OF DATA FLOW WITH
TRANSBOUNDARY POLLUTION

centres in Switzerland, Federal Republic of Germany,
France, Luxemburg and the Netherlands.

8.1.1

8.1.2

General considerations

Accident management

The administrative and technical aspects of transboundary
pollution need international agreement on both bilateral
and multiIaterallevels. For shared catchments the riparian
countries. particularly those located downstream. cannot
produce remedial action in good time without prompt early
warning issued by the countries further upstream. Apart
from the probable responsibility of one or more of the
upstream countries for the pollution, it is self evident that
they will be involved earlier in the actual monitoring,
warning and forecasting of the incident, so clearly their
information will be extremely useful for those countries
further downstream to plan their preventive measures, and
the earlier it is passed to them, the more uscful it will be.

While the basic elements of water-pollution accident
management are quite straightforward. they can generate
difficult decision-making tasks, particularly in the case of a
nuclear accident. One of the central decisions in the
management of accidental water pollution concerns which
countermeasures should be taken to protect populations. In
particular, three types of short-term countermeasures
should be mentioned.

This spirit of co-operation has helped to establish
agreements among riparian countries to ensure regular data
flow from upstream to downstream countries. Because
airborne pollution may also endanger aquatic life and
influence water quality. countries can also benefit from the
operation of such a service, when large scale accidental air
pollution (eg, a nuclear accident) originates outside of the
river basin where the warnings are needed. The most
common cause. however, will involve water pollution on a
particular river system from an accident upstream which
has caused the emergency.

3.

Neighbouring countries, especially the downstream state,
usually welcome collaboration which ensues from bilateral
agreements, but on large international rivers bilateral
agreements cannot completely provide a sufficient and
timely data flow. Recognition of this fact has led to the
setting up of international, multilateral agreements on
common catchments. Such an agreement was fonnulated by
the Danube countries in the "Bucharest Declaration" which
also aims to ensure water quality control. A translation of
this Declaration is attached as Annex 8.1.
Once riparian countries have agreed to co-operate, in
principle, a reliable monitoring and data transmission
service, which should also include forecasts of important
critical information can be formalised. To give one
example, the International Reporting and Warning System
for the river Rhine, organised within the International
Commission for the Protection of the Rhine River against
Pollution [8.1) may be citcd. The systcm is based on the
national water quality monitoring and pollution alarm
systems of the riparian countries, and its documentation is
standardiscd. The system includes eight main warning

1.
2.

the closure of water intakes (ie, advising the
population not to use water for drinking)
prophylactic medicines (ie, in the case of a nuclear
accident, administering medicines designed to prevent
the take up of radioactive iodine by the thyroid)
evacuation (ie, advising the population to leave the
endangered area. particularly in the case when
flooding and water pollution are combined).

Each of these countermeasures can specify a target
population (for instance small children) and the area of
applic~tion (eg, the sector or distance from the river).
On a longer timescale other countermeasures may be
necessary, such as the improvement of water treatment
technology, or the control of potentially contaminated
food products (eg. from fish farming). but these actions do
not need immediate decision-making under pressure during
the initial period of uncertainty.
The basic elements of chemical or nuclear accident
management may be listed as
I.

The identification of the accident. and the initiation of
control measures
Accidental water pollution docs not always start in a
clearly recognisable way, however the realisation that
an accident has occurred may initiate the establishment of a set of appropriate water quality parameters.

2.

Assessment of accident severity
This involves determining what is happening, and is
going to happen, in terms of chemical or radioactive
releases to the hydrosphere. When a complete understanding cannot be attained. the likelihood of a
release, and/or the magnitude of release must be
estimated.

3.

Communication to relevant Government authorities
The assessment of the accident severity and its
circumstances should be communicated clearly to the
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Execlltion of connrerme::l..snr..e..'L---c'slhlfi5uld-promptly-ffifl.'ltlil Cacll ot:her-of-any-changes-that-rrnty---________________ .Ihlli._wiJlJnyilly.~1lDJJmJt~LQL<ti(f!!r~ntJ)rganisatiQD.s'QC_~.rjlLlh.ejntbnn...atiQlUefette_d_1o.1lbD.Ye~
_
includinR; water management agencies, water works,
emergency troops, etc.
4.

-------f--The mamtenance-oTtliestaffancfeqUipmerltIna-state---Coun-trles snffiiTd-in-due time-notifyallCxposedcouritiTes-ofreadiIless.

As a fIrst ImpreSSIOn, It might seem that mamtamIng
-------1i'''r'''ojlllf-eQ''oss is m<lre----strlltglltferWllrd t~an aec~t

------

--clirny-mgnifie1Illl-elJange-of-ciretmt'llllnee3"likcly-ttl~- - - -

aggravate accidental pollution of transho!Jndary inland
waters in the territories of exposed countries.

management.

Any warning, notification of emergency silllalions or
transmittal of additional infonnation among the countries
------<8'.·Ir-.3.,...----.E"a~r""iy~wua~r"'n"'I'"n~g"a"n"d"'a"ia"r"m;><s"'y"st"o"m"'s,--------"COITlmlceoe"l-nnm1ed-stroutd
be made thlOugh die designated natiunatl---pojnts of contact or, jf the nrgency requires, Ihmngh other
Countries should set up and operate efficient warning and
competent authorities Ihat may be expected to ensure ao
Matm s)'stent~ with the aim of obtaining and liansillitting
efficient treatment of the information
reliable information needed 10 counteract accjdental
pollution of transbouodary inland waters. Warning and
8.2
USE OF THE WWW SYSTEM FOR
alarm systems should coosist ot main communication
REPORTING TRANSBOUNDARY POLLUTION
eentre.~ which, on the basis of a-nl>attti;"on'n"'.-l-I1'IC"'pmO'"'rttr;,·I"ig'""sy'"'<tt"eln'lir,----------------------------. - 0 f uala
"
8.2.1
Introduction
·
shou ld ensure t he svee dlest
pOSSI'ble transmISSIon

and forecasts following previously determined palteros.
As a consequence of the Chernobyl ouclear power plant
Ihese warmog and alarm systems should permIt early
aCCIdent, the Intcroational Atomic Energy Agcncy (IAEA)
tlftderlakiflg ef eemcetivc and pl5teetive mea.nncs,
adopted two intetilational Ce)fivcntioils em Early
containment of damage and reductjon of..risks..._T,LQn'--lIlhlliii<__NNnllti!lI1JJC&alltit{nlInLn!lfUla.JN~IIl]C"'Jll:e'laruAl.lc;(cJJjd[Jje::Jn1Jl:.-ililillncod~AMSSSlilS<I<'at!n!l;c~ecJii!JnL!C"".a;!s!i!e'-- _
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of a Nuclear Accident or Radiological Emergency. Both
Conventions are included in this Manual as Appendices I
and 2, and are now fully in force and apply on a worldwide
basis. WMO participated actively in support of the two
Conventions, wishing to ensure that meteorological aspects
were properly taken into consideration, using the World

Convention [8.3] consists of several parts, which are briefly
described here so that agencies can be fully aware of the
potential of the system and how it should be used. Fuller
delails, of course, are provided in the manual [8.3]
I.

Weather Watch (WWW), and the Global
Telecommunications System (GTS), as appropriate, to
transmit early warning information.

WWW procedures

coding form gives the contents, explanation and

were developed and arrangements were made for the
provision of the necessary meteorological, radiological and
other relevant data to member countries in the event of a
transboundary flow of hazardous materials, the GTS being
utilised to distribute, exchange and archive these data as
well as various products for evaluation, verification and
research purposes. Special emphasis was placed on WWW
arrangements for the provision of information under the
above named Conventions. In so far as radiological data
were concerned, the closest co-operation with lARA was
considered necessary on their availability and exchange,

format for every line of the exchange format. In
addition, under the column heading "Comments",
explanatory examples are given in some cases.

2.

Part III of the manual presents the "International Nuclear Accident Notification Data Exchange
Format". The first sub-part presents the Exchange
Format itself, along with some general comments.

The second sub-pan presents the format specifications
of the Exchange Format. These specifications should
be precisely followed, in order to eliminate all

within GTS, but of course the system could equally well be
used for non-radiological pollution data arising from
accidents.
A detailed analysis of the requirements under the
Notification Convention which govern the use of
communication systems on the one hand. and of the
capabilities and limitations of such systems on the other,
have shown that both the conventional mode of
communications (ie, telex, telefax and telephone) and the
GTS of the WMO should be considered as options
depending on the specific requirements. For example.
should a need for relatively short point to point
communication arise (as in the case of an initial notification
of an accident), conventional modes of communication
should be used. On the other hand. whenever there is a
necessity for unrestricted and rapid transmission of
measured data - meteorological and radiological or other, as
appropriate, to a large number of Slates, the GTS would be
the preferred mode of communication. In any case, the
information exchange must be in a clear, concise and precise
form so that it is transmitted in a short time and no
ambiguity arises from the form of transmission.

Following the general introductory part (part I) the
"IAEA{WMO GTS Coding Form" is presented in
Part Ii. It is presented in a tabular form, each line of
information is denoted by a specific line number. The

possibilities of transmission and decoding
inaccuracies. Annex I of the coding form specifies the
symbolic letters used in the format, and denotes some

specific values to be inserted when the WMO codes
are used [see 8.3].
3.

Appendix A presents a coded sample message,
followed by its decoded explanation. This is
presented for tutorial reasons. This sample message
utilises most of the available options. and a careful
study of it enables the potential user to have a better

understanding of the system, and will facilitate its
use when necessary.

8.2.4

IAEAlWMO GTS coding form

The Coding Form is presented in a tabular form, so that the
user can have all essential information on the same page.
The relevant parts, associated with releases into water

bodies, are included as Table 8.1 below:
The first column presents the line numbers.
Following the Header line. the lines are numbered

sequentially, though not necessarily eonsecntively.
8.2.2
Use of WMO GTS in support of the
notification convention

The second column presents the contents of a line

Because the WMO and the IAEA have agreed to use the GTS
to support the Notification Convention, a technical linkage
has to be established between the Agency Headquarters and
the GTS entry point in Viennna on the one hand, and

contents and, in some cases, the actual contents for

between the national points of contact in a given state and

the GTS entry point in that state on the other. Special
formats and procedures for entering the GTS are required, so

that the system will operate in a clear and efficient mode.
8.2.3

The manual on the use of the WMO GTS

The present manual on the use of the GTS for the
transmission of data required under the Notification

denoted by the line number.
The third column brings the explanation of the line
this line.
The fourth column presents the format in which the
data is to be written. In some cases this is symbolic

(eg, YYGGgg): each symbol letter slands for a
numeral which should be filled in.
The fifth column is to be filled in by the user-it is
the actual message for this line which will later be
transmitted (according to the Exchange Format) over
theGTS.
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The sixth and final column will include any
comments/explanations for the contents of the

operators should demonstrate that they have
identified major accident hazards and taken adequate

specific numbered line. It will, in many cases, refer

steps to prevent or limit the consequences of any

the user to Annex I of the Notification Convention
Mannal [8.3] where instructions for coding are
preseOled.

major accident. The regulations oblige operators to
prepare an "on site" emergency plan detailing how
major accidents would be dealt with on the site.
Local authorities are expected to elaborate and keep
up to date an "off site" emergency plan. The operator
is also supposed to inform the public of the nature of
the hazard and of the safety measures taken.

8.3

INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS

8.3.1
Regulations
pollution

for

preventing

accidental

After the accident in Seveso (Italy) in 1976 the
hazard-related regulations in the varioos countries of
the European Community (EC) were combined and
integrated into an EC Directive known as the Seveso
Directive [8.4]. For the identification of specific

Existing regulations for the prevention of accidental
pollution normally include prior notification and
authorisation for hazardous activities.

Inspection and

surveillance of those activities and elaboration and updating
of emergency, contingency or intervention plans are usually
covered as well.

major hazardous industrial activities. the Directive

provides a list of technological processes, and
substances used as input or stored, as well as their
threshold limits. An industrial activity is defined by
the Directive as the aggregate of all installatioos

In the United Kingdom (UK), for example, the Regulations
on Notification of Installations Handling Hazardous
Substances prohibit any hazardous activity unless the
operator has transmitted to the competent authority all
necessary information at least three months prior to the
start of that activity. The UK Regnlation 00 Notification

within a distance of 500 m from one another, and

belonging to the same factory/plant. When the
quantity of the substances present exceeds the given
threshold limit appearing in the list, the activity is
identified as a major hazard installation. The list of
substances consists of 180 chemicals. The threshold
limits vary from between I kg for extremely toxic
substances to 50000 t for highly flammable liquids.
For isolated storage of substances, a separate list of a

includes an annex listing hazardous substances for which
notification is required when they figure in any activity.
The particulars to be included in a notification of a site
comprise the following information:

The name and address of the person making the
notification;

few substances is given. The Directive imposes
obligations on hazardous installations, including

the full postal address of the site where the notifiable

duties to set up emergency contingency plans and to
provide safety information to the public.

activity will be carried on and its ordnance survey
grid reference;

the area of the site covered by the notification and of

8.3.2

any adjacent site;

statement to that effect;

It is normal practice to give persons living in the vicinity of
an industrial activity. who may be at risk in the event of a
major accident, specific information about the activity and
associated hazards. In this case, operators are responsible

a general description of the activities conducted or
intended to be carried on there;

Local authorities ensure the dissemination of information
to people living in the area. Such information covers lists

the name and address of the planning authority in
whose area the notifiable activity is being, or is to be,

of substances treated and particularly those that could give

the date on which it is anticipated that the notifiable
activity will commence, or if it has already begun. a

conducted; and
the oame, and maximnm quantity liable to be on the
site. of each hazardous substance for which
notification is being made.

the UK, regulations dealing with the Control of
Indnstrial Major Accident Hazards apply to an

10

activity involving one or more dangerous substances.
These regulations aim to prevent major accidents
arising from industrial activities, to limit the effects
of such accidents on man and the environment. and to
harmonise control measures so as to prevent and limit
major accidents. According to the regulations.

Public information and participation

for the elaboration of relevant information for the public.

rise to a major accident, with an indication of their principal
harmful characteristics, the explanation of an activity

undertaken, safety measures taken by the operator, details of
an emergency warning system. action to be taken by the
public in case of an emergency, etc. Information is often

disseminated by mail and through meetings and local
liaison committees.

Special arrangements are made to

inform the affected public quickly through radio and
television in case of accidental pollution.
Experience with major accidental pollution, particularly
that involving releases of toxic chemicals, has shown the

importance of the public nearby receiving prior warning of
how to recognise when an emergency has arisen;

---cJTAPTERIY"8~---
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8.3.4

Claims commissions

The ECE Task Force on Responsibility and Liability
Regarding Transboundary Water Pollution also proposed
that:

1.

States should endeavour as appropriate. to establish
on a bilateral or multilateral basis with regard to
specific transboundary waters, Claims Commissions
to hear cases between individuals suffering damages

or between states concerned.
2

Individuals suffering damages resulting from
transboundary water pollution. as well as non profit
making organisations competent in environmental
protection matters and entitled to file a law suit in
the affecled state or states. should have a right to
resort to a Claims Commission where onc exists if no
domestic judicial proceedings to recover damages are

available.
3.

States should recognise any decision rendered by the
Claims Commission as binding and enforce it within
its territory as if it were a final decision of a court in
that state.

4.

In respect of cases between states, the relevant rules
of international law should be applied.

5.

States should assist the Claims Commission in
investigations in order to clarify the factual situation
of the case

8.4
ROLE OF THE INTERNATIONAL RIVER
COMMISSIONS
IN
MONITORING
AND
REPORTING POLLUTION
8.4.1

Control of water quality

There are a number of agreements which describe the
objectives of co-operation among respective contracting
parties regarding control of water quality in transboundary
waters, but very few provide details on water quality
parameters to be measured, or on related technical issues
important to monitoring and evaluation of transboundary
water pollution. Many agreements contain specifications
on procedural malters, such as the establishment and
mandate of joint commissions (either general boundary,
boundary water, or specific water-protection commissions).
Some Governments have preferred other institutional
arrangements for enhancing mutual co-operation. Thus they
have established meetings of contracting parties or
Government representatives. Experience so far within these
bodies has shown that it may be necessary to form standing
panels of experts for work on continuous tasks. Panels may
be formed according to the principle of specialisation (for
water purity, hydrology, financial matters, maintenance and
regulation work, etc) or according to territorial principles
(covering specific border sections). For special and
irregular problems, it has been considered expedient also to
form ad hoc panels of experts. The tasks carried out by
panels of experts pave the way for discussions by joint
bodies.

As far as water quality control along frontiers is concerned,
bilateral co-operation and concerted measures between
contracting parties may include the following tasks for cooperating bodies:
setting up of ambient waler quality standards;
elaboration of monitoring and evaluating water
quality;
observation of the state of transboundary water
quality;
comparison of monitoring results;
mutual information exchange;
water management planning in transboundary waters,
including elaboration of water quality forecasts;
recommendations for installing sewage treatment
plants;
land-use planning; and
technical research.
Common to many contractual arrangements is the
obligation that each contracting party must refrain from
unilaterally - without the consent of the other party carrying out measures or works which would adversely
affect water conditions in the territory of the other
contracting party.
In at least two cases, however, frontier river commissions
have a much broader mandate from Governments. For
instance, the International Boundary and Water
Commission - in addition to its advisory role - has been
entrusted by the Governments of Mexico and the United
States of America with planning, construction, operation
and supervision of national or international projects, such as
waste water treatment plants and irrigation drainage
schemes in one or both countries. The Finnish-Swedish
Frontier River Commission, to cite another example,
according to its terms of reference grants permits for the
use and discharge of water, and thus has control over any
undertaking on either side of the common frontier which
may result in changes in the aquatic environment, or cause
damage to transboundary waters. The Commission can
include in the permit terms those anti-pollution measures it
deems necessary as well as impose waste water treatment.
Both Commissions have permanent secretariats to handle
their broad functions.
Agreements concluded by contracting parties for the
protection of specific transboundary waters against
pollution often enumerate in detail the tasks entrusted to
the respective joint commissions. Their functions, in
general, may not differ greatly from the tasks mentioned
above, but may emphasise (in addition to water quality
monitoring in transboundary waters and evaluation of
transboundary water pollution) the following:
Monitoring and research functions: arranging for and
carrying out relevant monitoring research
programmes, often of a co-ordinated or joint nature. in
order to determine the nature, importance and origin
of transboundary pollution and to analyse the results.
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----CffAPTER 8

______ ~ r y Oloctinns.:......_recn.m.mending

mellUIe--S....lO.._-.R...4.L---.CD.:1lPJ~.ratkUUl.lo..JIg

prevent and control transboundary pollution and to

frootie.rsJDr....water...nuality

control

rc~cdy eXIsting gncva~ccs, mc1udmg contrOTJnformation reflecting experience gained in such co------------ -------m-dinanees-oHales-govem-m-g-w-aMe-\vatet--t-r-eB:tmeFll;-----------.-----------------------------------------------.-.--:------.---------------operatIon has been taken from Governmental contnbutIons
------------euntrorfrrrretIDlIs. velifying-ttre---cunrpatibitity-af---- to the 3emhidI \Jlr~cr=uperatiOtr11l the Fietd--o-f-----D..ation.aL-p-oJlll1i.o.n-CJlD1taL.pro.g~ Transbonodary Watet."i, held in DUsseldorf (Fcdcra1
coherence of their objeclives as well as examining the

Republic of Germany) in 1984, as well as the ad hoc
--liIternalIon-aTltlver--Thmmission~--nerd~
in-------------Jlltl1t,e,-~,<lns-wilhffi;h"ir-eompctefice.
Gcne-vtrtSwitrefl"ml}-ift-198&.--Relevant-e6lltfflllltiarul--.
__.
.
.
submitted to the United Nations Water Conference. held in
----nrafiih.g iullcuons:draWl?g up--crmvelltIOIIS, safet~ar del Plata (Argentina) in 1977 were also taken into
--------------- ---r~ulatl~-c~es--Of-pra-c:t-tce.-or--furthcr--ag.reements----ac-couiit~i(fgetlierwltrCo1TicliiTreports--oTVifilOus--jOinr----.~llp\llaJmg pre<,.lse strate.g1es and concrete measnrcs'-----be-HlKl
ate
. . ""'--with a view to intensifying joint efforts to counteract
aPj--W
F~}{)RS.
specific Ihoblerrrs-uf tIdnsboomfary-poHntimr-withiu
The-examples-g-ivcn below -.ne-in chiolioto-gical ordCt.
_______________the_ierm'--oLrefe=-"---~
1lCCnrJling.lo.lh_ulat"-QLsigoatllr"_oLthe..r.el>pek!iyc_h_a£k.
_
agreement as indicated in parenthesis. The agreements cover
---------l-nfu~oo_____fum;.t.i.g-JI&:-----;m.f:>.l..i.G.a.tig.p....---.gf-suPleysj
co-operatlon between the following countnes:
---_ _ _ _ _ _ _-"an~nual reports, water quality data on lransboundary
_
waters, immission and emission data, statistical data
----------ml-warerm;es-affe"'tirrgwater qmrltry.-------- -----------M1JJ<;=Bnile<l--SJatesc.of--Amel'iea-fl944j- ------------------

---------------- ----Ciientto--wnicn-iJi-econtractlng-parHe-sTmpremenT ----yeetmg--on

Norway-Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (1949)
8.4.2
Aeeidlffilal-pol'h.Hool-e<eelllatltCl'Feelll--------------Somc-conntries-tl1lVe"includw-in-their-corrtraetuahelations;----B()mallia--"-ug{)slavia_J1955.L
..

_

generaLuL&peciIiL.tranBhruindJrrjL-'Yalers.-__A~-t956J
the obligation to inform each other by the quickcst possible
- - - - means of any danger from high water, Ice and aCCIdental
Albania~Yugoslavia (1956)
----------pOHUMo,---£ome--agr-eefIlCflt"-Tef-er--lo--aeeidemal-pellutieft------------------------------------------------------only in general tcrms. In such cases, it may be assumed that
Czechoslovakia-PolaQ(UI9~&
_
contracting parties have recoUrse to other means to guard
agaInst such unavOloaT51c events.
Other agreements,
Bulgmia=-Yugos:lavia-~:58)-------ll0w"ve-rTj}roviOO-a-we-ilIth-GHletail--re-gaHliag--oo-eper-a!iGl1------------------.--------------------,---------------in case of accidents, and inadvertent or deliberate spills..QL
Federal Republrc of Germany (Germany smce October
- - - pollutants. Information is mutually exchanged, early ----r991l) NeJlierlands (1960)
._ _-""",il",b"eLior

warnIfig ana alarm systems are used, Jomt contingency plans

Finland-Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (1964)

---------are---dIaWJl----llp,--p~Yw____arnl__-G_ma_twg__m.€_a£ll_r€s_are__d€_¥ls00,-------------------------------------.------------------.--

_____-"in"'stitutional infrastructure and joint manoeuvres and
PoIand=Union gf Soviet Socialist Republics...(l9M}----exercises Qr competent services are organise.d, such as fire
brigacres, civil pIorecliOIi alid rescue units, and oil brigades.
German DemocratIc Repubh~ennany smceG"ct"o"b;pe"r--------------------------------------------------+99OJPe!-an<l--f1-9&.5]------------------------------Because of the increasing danger of spills of toxic
----puttmams fimrr-s-rorn-gt;,1Jlocessing, LlalTh1JUrr,rrHtCzechoslovakia onro-nor-sDVIet SOCIalIst Repubfics--navigation, rjpari:m COIJDtrjeS along vulnerable
(1966'88))----------------------transboundary waters, such as lakes and aquifers, are now
applying advanced techniques to monitor and combat
Finland-Sweden (1971)
accidental pollution. III addition w existing II10llitm ing
faciliti es, mobile stations such as.....shipps.s.1"Unl(dUl"lujr[(C;rna:'fut_a",rCfeL·_ _...::It::a::ly'-..:S::w"--'-it,,z~e'_rl"'a=n~dC__'(1,,9::.7'_'25)'_
_
being used for the detection of pollution sources.
-----X-"-""i---=-=-='---'-c-;:---==-7;=;:'-'-.'---!'T-'-=-=-T-:;-=-=.r=----¥tFiRlanG NBrway-(-b"+""2)}-----Continuous automatic monitoring is also used, together
German Democrauc Republic Federal Republic of
with bioassay tests. III emeIgeiIcy situations, inlet vCillioilS
by land water and aiLare.fureseelLi1l"sowm=eJjinillS",tailIOl(C",es.s-------.(G"."r"lll,.a"'n':fI'-\(\,;G"'."rlll",.arl':f-SUl=OGlGber-W\ltJO)!+(1~9"'7[,j3+)-_
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ADMINISTRATIVE AND TECHNICAL ASPECTS
ANNEX 8.1

(Draft translalion from Hungarian)

DECLARATION OF THE CO-OPERATION
OF THE DANUBE COUNTRIES ON
WATER MANAGEMENT AND
ESPECIALLY WATER POLLUTION
CONTROL ISSUES OF THE RIVER
DANUBE
Accepted in Bucharest,
13 December 1985
Al the Bucharest Conference dealing with issues of water
management of the Danuhe, representatives of the
Governments of the Danube countries:
being aware of the high importance of the rational
management and pollution control of Danube water

for the welfare and health of the peoples of the
Danube countries, as well as for the economical and
social development thereof
being convinced that, besides the COw ordination of
national efforts and necessary measures among the
neighbouring Danube countries, the efficiency of
actions against the pollution of Danube waters could
essentially be increased by means of a multilateral co-

operation of all Danube countries,
taking into account the importance of educational
work to be performed widely among the youth in thc
interests of protecting, preserving and especially
improving the quality of the Danube water,

guided by gcnerally accepted principles and rules of
international law, including the Constitution of
United Nations. in accordance with the interests and

sovereignty of all Danube statcs,
striving for consideration of the content of the
Closing Document of the Conference for European
Security and Co~operation as well as the theses of the

Closing Document accepted at the Madrid meeting of
the representatives of the European countries. in order
to promote regional co-operation aiming at pollution
control and utilisation of water resources,

declare the following:

to take measores, according to ihe prescriptions of ihe
legal rules valid in ihe different countries, and wiihin
the

framework

of

technical

and

economic

possibilities, to safeguard the water of ihe Danube
from pollution, wiih special regard to dangerous and
radioactive substances and to a gradual decrease in ihe
degree of pollution, taking into account also ihe
ecological requirements connected wiih ihe water of
the Danube. The Governments will also put into
effect on iheir respective territories, a systematic
monitoring of waste waters released into ihe Danube
and authorise the introduction of these waters only in
accordance with ihe legal rules valid in ihe different
countries; ihey will also control the conditions of
introduction and at the same time observe the changes
in water quality.
2.
The complex measures, worked out for long
space and time scales by the efforts of the
Governments of the Danube countries, and especially
the execution of these measores, can be completed and
confirmed, in line with the goals defined above, by
means of bilateral and multilateral international cooperation. For this purpose, the Governments of the
Danube countries strive for the following:

2.1
In the framework of their bilateral and
multilateral co-operation they will carry out
systematic observations of the water quality of the
Danube. on the basis of programmes and methods

enabling the collection of comparable data. To that
end, they will work out appropriate programmes and
.methods not later than two years following the
signing of this Declaration.
The water quality nbservations will be perfonned at
the cross-sections where the Danube flows from the
national territory of one Danube country to another;

when the Danube constitutes the state border, the
water quality observations will be made at the
beginning and final cross-section of the common
frontier reach. or in other sections detennined in the
frame of bilateral relations. If necessary. interested
Danube countries can determine. in the frame of their
bilateral relations. other cross-sections as well, such
as those up and downstream of major towns and
impounding reservoirs. and lastly in the main

branches of the Danube delta at the Black Sea so that
downstream of these latter representative cross-

protection policies of the Gnvernments of thc Danube

sections no anthropogenic impact will degrade the
water quality. In six months time, after having fixed
the methodology, water quality observations and
analyses will be started, according to that
methodology. Two years after the start of thc

countries.

observations. the water quality characteristics of the

Taking into consideration the fact that the water of
the Danube is being utilised for various purposes.

Danube, as observed during the givcn period, will be
determined by data processing according to the
methodology fixed.

1.

The preservation and rational utilisation of
water resources, and the prevention. termination and
control of their pollution constitute an integral part
of the national water management and environment

among oihers for water supply of ihe population, ihe
Governments of the Danube countries-in the interest
of present and future generations as well-arc ready

2.2

The Govcrnment will infonn each other which

of their agencies are competent for monitoring the

-----+2:!:lf:B====================================C~H!Y.AP+:!:!:g~R~g=---pollution of the waters of the Danube and

floods, the Governments of the Danube countries will

---------estabIish the methods and the programme of water
quality-observations:-they--wilf--alw--de,ig,ale -I&-____________________wJlic_h__ f!L_lh--.kir ag~ac~_s ffiS_ult£__ all!l_~y.alJ!~Jion~L
regarding the water quality of the Danube, as well as

all urgent InfOrmatIOn connectea wIth

accJoen~

~""'-aOO--R1&"'!!HI'es--affitiag-aHheiH~~

mlorm each other, lhrougli theIr competent

age'~n"'c"ie"'sc-,- - -

abOtlt--the-de¥~g--ef-IkJa8I~s-ilal&s",w""e>llIlf--Jl~JJbouCth~_ic_e_:Qh~l1.Qm~QiL(Qre~_<:!.§LfuLJt1~LcrQ~§-=

_

,eetinns selected by these agreements.

5.
will

The Governments of the Danube countries
continue

by means of creatingIegal - - - --- - - - - -- - --~ 1:l~I!'110!te<l. --- - -- --- -- - -- --- ----------------rcgnlatiom;-a_ng-othcr,.,.-l<l-.tri"~fer-meastll'C3-fut-------The Goye=~tLwiIL'lludlUhf'---Pnssibility----~JWJ:Ving
and imllnl'liIm.-tlliuIDvironment
_
of 3utomatisation of the Danube's water quality
and for the enforcement of increased responsibility,
--------;oih"seocrO:-v"'aiiti"on;cs·, and of tho installation of automaused
partIcularly III tliel'Ierilof protecting waters from------------------- ----moni-t-oiin-g--systems--in-th-e--eress-seetioos--mentiooecl--- -------poHtlt-ien~--------------------------------~----------------------above.
- - - - - - - - - .s:-------In-orderLo---reatise--ure-IIIeaSlIreS fOleseeii by-------?1

_ _ _ _..2.L---=r.h.e........LillLer.nmenfs will inform each othr.r,

through

their

above-mentioned

--1hi.LDer..La:ratioo, the c.rntlpf;tenl agencies of the

Danube countries~to be appointed for taking these

competent

------------------orgarusatlons;-whenevernecessaty--:--but-at lciistev-ery---- ---mca--:wres=w-ilI- -co=-ord fn-aW- thclr--in-easures - - -

seqnentia-l-ly;-lle~in-g~h------lJre-----e-()mpet",eltftlb----

---tw<ryears;-aboat the resatts---of--tlre---amdyses-'lid

_ _ _ _ _ _ _e.Y.aluati.o.nLpe.rformedin Lh.k....obs.e.rvational cr..QS.£:....
organisation of the state takil1g the initiative and
sections. They will inform each other of their
continuing according to the order of succession agreed
-------------measu-ies-miiimg--ar-[Jlepi-oteCtlon-ortne-TIanuoc---------upon-aftneTirsfmeeung. ----------------------------------watei'-fr-tlmlloHttlioo---tls--well---as----of--frgfOOffi>e8ltnltilB>--------,;-- -"7'--.---7.
fn nrder to successfully carry out the measures
taking e~fect ~etween Danube ~ountries for this ----..r.rnt-dmVlI b this Bect.mri:iou the GOveIililtei1ts"-'(olff--purposc, mcludmg the results achieved by means of
y
_ __
'
--------------lI-----fi----lfl----rnil---~------f[-O!If--------.1hc_llinJ1b"-.ffiuntrIeS_wiIl_take__Mvanlage__ of__l!le...___ -----

_____ ~elf t rela ISati~n;. t ~WI. a:~ ~:;~;~at~t er
bell- t 18 tee ~
~R-. . _
f
~
a out water ana xses, mveStIgatlOns 0 water
resources and the mternal state norms for water

possibilities of co.ooperation with the United Nations
Organisation, with its specialised agenCIes as well as
--with-othm inteiCsted i~nal Bfe-afli-sa~---b

------------quatrry-prmectimr:---------------------------l'IllnlriginaI--coprunlf-llrrs--DL'ClaratimI-will-lwkL-pt'by-th"------

- - - - - - - ' 2 "..0- The Governments Will promole, whene"'v"'e"'r--12G=mme!ll-Of--the-Romanian-Socialisl-Republic-----------------Hecesssfj_, but at least e~6~nmenL of eaclrfl'anutre-curmtry will receive fmm-- - - __________lhe r-"flres-"nllit!.'{!'LQUh«."-ompJ't"I1Lag."-l!,,ies QUl1e

Danube countries aiming at comparing the results of
toe-analysIs and evaluatIon 01 the Danube s warer

----------ftHilli-ty-a~W&I_l_as at LAB Se-J.u.t:ieR gf etHer probhmul

____________ ar_isi!!gj_I!_th_e_~9.!!~~QfJ~_ecQ~9.QQ!"_al_io!!J_n_b~_!ea_li~.Q
on the basis of this Declaration.

2.6
Thc Govcrnmcnls will inform cach othcr
whIch of thCIr competent agenCIes are workmg out

the...GoverrunenLuLthe...Romanian...SOCialisLRepuhlic.lbe

_

attested duplicate of this Declaration.
Each Danube state. will make public_ and spr..ead..1he lext of

th~~_~.:~~~?~~_~n_s_ur~i!S_~id~~e~~<!.~~~
le~~~.:...-

_

-The Oovernmenj....of.J;he RomaniaILS..ocialist Republic is
invited to hand over the text of this Declaration to

the Secretary General of the Umted NatIons OrgamsatIon',---

----------the-balanees-of-water-r-csotlrces-antI-fteeds-,-ilfld-llbtmt---;n--tlfder-te-pass-i+,-as-an--clfle-ial--work-ing--<Ioc-umeat--<lf- c - - - - - -

______

~.s.ultL.Qf this

work whenever it relates to a

the United Nations

Organisation~al1

members QL

_

frontier reach of the Danube. Within a year, after
that Organisation; furthermore to hand it over to the
:ngmng thIS Declaration, a harmomsed metnod
Secretary General of the World MeteorologIcal
~~--------jf'ee-r-r
'iOOOll'aring tfle 'N ater--baclanees ef the Danll1Je-------9fga-llislllieA,--{B--!he-Mllffilging--DHeetor of tl1&-TldlllnnMit".4<1---countries will be develofled in order to ohtain
Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation,
comparable results in the border sections_ On this
to the Director of the World Health Organisation, to the

----------.b"aoos"lsC-,'thfi-,;:eyu-\ViIIStnve to compIle the summansed
-----------\·,I{j'lalOI'--1l~_

Managmg Secretary of the UnIted NatIons Orgamsatlon's
Dir<ctor.Ge=aOlI

lieonomW--Gemmi£sioo.-fur---li~o lb.

_

of the International Atomic Energy Agency, to the
.,.
In the intemst of walising the goals of this President of the Danube Commission and to the Director of
Dedaratiqn, the GQveTllllleJ11S.nf1he...Dannhe...cilllIlt.r.ies--f!i'i'";m-tTP""""rrTI'ffi<""'rr1",,,m-ortnn'<4>1m-o""'fTTf1.,,--f<.,,.---the Dmlea NatIons OrgafiIsauon's Programme fut
_ _ _ _ _ _--.w-.-Ic:-II~grS'ad=-u=-ayl~lY'----isC'tr"'i:cv=-ec:t'i0-c:-::d:.::e=-te:.::r:.::m:.::i:cn=_e,~b-,y~m=_e:.::a::.n:.::s=0=-fc---lIiiJn"'llrir"o>JllJ-lm€.gt21
PmteGtion

bilateral and multilateral agreements, those concrete
issues cOilcelilcd wiLli wattl quality conhol of the

The lepiesent:al:i .cs elf the Danube eetlfllfles Have sigHed th$
Danube wh ich are of bas ic in I er.e..s.L.t.ocJl.nb"e...1r""lijsp",e"c."'tiLYv"e_~D",-"ec\<JI",a"ra"t,,,,'0",n,-,a"w,"ar<ffieJ.o!lfJ!thlt!e,--h"ill!g:!Jhui!tm!!DI10!Lrta!illJn];'ce~0!.f !!th!ti,,-s!!d!!oc~u~m~en~t~.
states.
---------'---'---'----------------------J~tW-in-SllCharest,
gO 13 December 19B5,.incjR
tlJIwI!LggilarniaJann,
4.

In order to combat against /loods on the

Danube and the dangerous ice phenomenon causing

Czech, Hungarian, German, Russian, Romanian and SerboCroatian languages.

_
_
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departments of Flood Control and of Water
Management and Water Utilisation, respectively, via
the National Technical Managing Staff of the OVH.

Example of national regnlations
(Draft translation from Hungarian)
TECHNICAL REGULATIONS ON THE
PREVENTION OF WATER QUALITY DAMAGE

(Hungarian Order No. 9/1978)
I. GENERAL REGULATIONS

Section I
Tasks related to protection against accidental pollution of
surface and subsurface waters, and to the prevention of
damage caused by pollution that render the waters
unsuitable for their normal uses shall be carried out by the
appropriate body of the Water Authority in accordance
with the provisions of this Regulation.
Section 2

Section 4
The technical tasks of fighting water quality damage of
waters (rivers, pennanent and temporary streams, natural

lakes) and of public hydraulic structures (public canals,
reservoirs, etc) and of their channels, associated works and
establishments, banks and shorelines, should be performed
by the local district water authorities - unless the
regulations provide otherwise.
Section 5
I.

district water authority-when operational waters

and establishments are affected.
2.

purification capacity or the suitability for utilisation of

perform the tasks of fighting water quality damage in

surface and subsurface waters are to be considered accidental
water pollution events, and especially when they relate to

technical failures or careless operation of pollution
sources.

(b)

accidents or natural causes,

(c)

water pollution events that have their origins beyond
the state border.
Section 3

1.

The responsibility for preventing water quality
damage on a national scale falls within the
competence of the President of the National Water
Authority, who exercises this right through the Head

the case of operational waters and establishments.

Section 6
The technical tasks of fighting water quality damage are:
(a)

preparations for fighting water quality damage,

(b)

exploration, survey and qualification of the extent of
.water quality damage,

(c)

implementation of the fighting operations,
post-event activities of fighting water quality damage

(d)

II. PREPARATION FOR FIGHTING WATER
QUALITY DAMAGE

of the Department for Environmental Protection of

OVH (the National Water Authority)
2

organised within OVH, which will be responsible for
the operational management of preventive actions and
will provide the centralised control of damagefighting operations.
3.

4.

Local tasks of water qnality protection

If the extent, or duration, of an accidental pollution
event makes it necessary a "protection staff! may be

Upon the request of the operator, specified under
clause 1., and subject to a respective contract with the
relevant district water authority, the latter may also

Harmful effects endangering the water quality, self-

(a)

The technical tasks of fighting water quality damage
should be performed by the operating organisationsunder the professional management of the local

Section 7
I.

The water quality protection body of the district
water authority should provide for the continuous

survey and inventory of all establishments, especially
petroleum processing. storing and transporting

establishments and facilities, waste water discharging
industrial plants, livestock breeding farms, stores of

Special technical tasks related to fighting water
quality damage shall be provided by the Water

toxic substances. hazardous waste disposal sites

Resources Research Centre, the Institute for Water

(radioactive and toxic materials, etc) which, by

Management, and the Central Organisation for Flood
Control and Excess Water Drainage.

creating substantial risk due to causes mentioned
under Section 2, significantly endanger the state of

In cases of fighting water quality damage
simultaneously with fighting floods or excess
waters, materials, labour anq equipment required can
be obtained, and the operation of the Organisation of
the Centre of Flood and Excess Water Drainage can be
activated, with the permission of the heads of the

water qoality in the area of concern.
2.

Hazardous establishments should be ranked according
to the degree of hazard created and to the safety
requirements concerned (according to building and
operational methods. treatment
respective regulations. etc).

efficiencies,

-----+ljj~2====================================~C~HAl'+B~~~R~8=---Section 8

with stocks for flood control and excess water
dramage. The committee carryiOg- ouitlie c"'he"'c"kc---.h"'rltl-prepare-..-memarantltlm-mHhe-reSiilfrtlf-tltii.se---l:.hCCk~__

.---- --=

Th",e"-,;lo",c",a,,,lly-concerned bosb' for water gual~otection of
the district water amhorlry should, in the case of the

----------------------------------------------____m""ts-menl~ecti<m-7,""""'e)W.he-eudangered 3.--Ihe-==nduIn.shoullL'Pecil)Ulu.uleadlme.'L.ufoJIf'-.
water uses and make an inventory of ;:ill representative data.
replacing Of repairing missing/faulty materials and

-------------(fecurflmn--()Iw~ner-lIfimtt),-1tamage--causea--oy-establlsn-.::---

____________

_

equipments-if any-and name the responsible
I'ljlIllLforJiJilltinK'iilit"I.gu.a.lily_d:l.l11 aZ"_ .----- ------1'=;-----------------..-----------------------.
Sec!ioJl.9.
1'Facdcesof water quahly 'damagei'tghti:ng
~-=tim~ti+lj}-Qf--walU--lj=1i1.~

SeclIon

should be based on

rr--

A water quality damage fighting exercise shall be
lJI'ganiJre'd--ammally==rrdependey;-urjoint!y-witlr----_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Jlther distric.Lwater...autborities fru:.1he....pm.s.annel.JlL
_
.
the Water Quality Control and Environmental
---------------l'lan&.--l'llc-plMs-ffieul<l-be-l'fC-pare<l·oll-lhe-eaSffi-ef-1he-----·-------.----- --~- --- --- ---.- -~- --- -,-- -.-- I.

local, amL_

ProtectIOn Section of the authorIty mvolvcd 10 such

local data on water ~ty manage!TIent.
____

2

The local plans

shal~hy

---operations;-in-nrder-to-rnal.~-ready_f<JM!amage---

tbe local district

fighting operations

water authority, while the national plan is prepared
. ..' .
.. .
.
-------.~--~---.---~~-----------------_-_----..-----.---1.---A.descl'lptlOu-cl-efIiCle-lllly..appbed-new..1ecbnologres,------by the lnslltute for Water Management.
damage-f'19 h'hng meth0ds an d procedures s hauId be
3.

The local district water authorities shall, in the
(if tile lucal l-'hnl lefurrrni ttl ill clamre-i"_.

submitted to the Department for Environmental
and npdating------

Plntectim~-rrn-mctID.imrilito.

---frnillewOlK
~

._prepar"-"..IJJDbiljsation.plaILfo[.fighJing.water..qualiJ:.y.------.04_1h.e....tedmicaLnperational..plans_foLwater_qualit}'...._..

.

damage.

_

damage fighting.

_ _ _.4,

The principles for prel!...aring these plans are given by
3. . The organisation of damage-fighting exercises can be
the Department of Environmental Protcction of
omitted-subject to the agreement of the Department
------------UVlL---------------------------------------rur1Jnvil'llnmentai ProrecTfoo-uf\'}m-iJr-years------~--------l.Dl<e"'te"c,.ti"'oQ._an<l_rel"'f~J:-acci<lenlal_l"'JIu,tioo-"""Dls
.when- tbe diWict authodty-c~-----------------8Se<eetffill 10
operations of alarm degree 1!1 in that year.'-_
-----t-------'fhe-llbservatiun1detecriun--m-....ccidental-putluriun---4c-- The-:c_ost~_91.-"!I.(,1Le)<er£i~"LSI\Q!lJ(Ibe.J'Q.'IIe.J!y_a
=us...iunad-,,~the...network of lIl3J=-ana4'-ticaL.
speCIal budget, establIshed for that purpose.
laboratories of the water service, by· the automatic
monitoring stations alarm signallers, and also by a

Infonnation to contact persons for flood
control and excess water drainage

_
.

·-------------wat-cher-~-_servic(;.------------------------------------------~-_._----:------_._-----------------._

Secnon 14

2.

Water qualltycJamage (orr1S1< or hazard) can--oe
--------;~~iliz.n or l<>ga\..p=oo, Such rel'Grt,
__.
sh ould bc iltvestigated ."'ithou.t.d_e:lay j~Lcases.

I.

1.
2.

.

==---

~:~e::~~'e=lle,:~:Ce::sy:;~~:;:

------Seillon I J

about the slate of water QualilY...l!ffitection, and abouL
the tasks of water quality damage fighting, expected

'lhe water qualIty watcher's serVlce consists of

--------<lj3jJeifltetl--wate1Iefs all<l

The director of the district water authority shall

In

,el11lllar-y-seeial-aelivists",.--~----c~

2.

'fhe appointed water quality watehels of the disoict

_
_

that year.
~-~-----~~~~~~---

At this meeting of contact persons, the leaders of the

damage fighting teams of the aulhOIity and lhe
damage-fightjng lr:aders of the locaLc..onocils will

_ _ _ _ _---W3ter authorities perform their work according to a

specified schedule, and in a regular way.

inform each other about their experiences wit:.ch_w'-"at:.ce_r
quality damage fighting.

Availability of materials and equipment
used for damage fighting

_

Section J2
------------=--=-="--=---------------llIIJI.--P-E\W().RMl-NG-Di\.Mi\.GE FlGH-TlN.G.-----

1.

OPERATIONS

Matel ials, alid equipment needed [01 fighting water

_____---4Ji3Iity damage should be specified jn the plans for

Section 15

water quality damage prevention! fighting.

2.

The materials and equipment, defined under clause I.,
should be kept in stook and regularly checked along

1.

The technical tasks of fighting water quality damage
are performed by the head of the district water
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authority through the organisation for damagefighting.

2.

3.

The head of the district water authority is personally
responsible for directing damage-fighting operations.
If necessary, a combat staff to direct damage-fighting
operations can be established at the water authority
centre.

Phase III

Section 18
I.

The direct on-site fighting operations are controlled
by the leader of defence assigned for this task, and
he/she is subordinate to the person in charge of the
combat staff who was identified in the mobilisation
plan for determining the technical tasks of fighting

(b)
Alertness Phase II shall be declared when, on the
basis of the field survey, putting the water quality
damage-fighting team into alertness became justifiable,
as preparatory or actual damage-fighting measures
might become necessary, and especially in cases when,

Section 16
The local leaders for fighting water quality damage-in
their field of activity as defined by Section l5-are obliged
to carry out, without delay, all measures that are required
for the efficient performance of damage-fighting, with
special concern to:

•
tracking the fate of pollution travelling
downstream, and the determination of decomposition
and/or dilution processes becomes necessary.
•
continuous water quality sampling and the
laboratory analysis of samples must be performed,

(a)
Ordering and implementing all technical
measures that are required for the elimination of water

pollution and the prevention of the related damage,

•
an endangered water intake (water user) is
located downstream of the polluted reach of the
recipient, and

Mobilising labour, materials and equipment that
are required for the fighting operations, and forwarding
them to the site of operations together with ensuring
the continuous replacement and supply of these items.

(b)

•
when further (long lasting) water pollution is
expected

(e)
Providing for the continuous employment of
participating staff, and arranging theiT accommodation

(c)
Phase III alertness shall be declared when
immediate control action such as elimination.
localisation and removal of water pollution, and the

and daily subsistence; keeping an inventory of the staff
present.

protection of stream banks and water intakes becomes
necessary on the basis of the technical site surveyor the

(d)
Keeping a continuously updated inventory of all
machines, equipment and materials utilised during the

results of processing water quality sampling data.
2.

Keeping an account of all costs of the fighting
operations, and submitting them to the respective

The alertness (in its various phases) shall be relieved
when the hazardous situation relevant to that phase is
eliminated, or ceases, further occurrences are not
expected, or when the damage caused by the
extraordinary water pollution has been eliminated at

authorities.

a preliminary level.

(e)

Alertness for fighting operations

3.

2.

Depending on the degree of danger, the technical tasks
of water quality damage-fighting shall be performed
in various phases of alerlness.

the section on Environmental Protection and Water

Quality Control in order to accelerate protective
measures.

The phases of alertness for water quality damage
fighting are as follows:

Phase I

alertness Detection /survey of pollution and

Section 19
I.

Practical action required to limit the impact on
water-quality should draw primarily on the resources
of the district water authority.

2.

If the resources mentioned in point (1) are

qualification of its extent

Phase II

alertness Performance of preliminary measures and making preparations for damagefighting

The various phases of an alert-in accordance with the

activities in point (I)-arc declared or lifted by the
head of the district water authority. For the
declaration of phase I, the head of the district water
authority may delegate his authority to the head of

Section 17
1.

The phases of alertness for water quality damagefighting shall be ordered in accordance with the
following rules:
(a)
Alertness Phase I shall be declared when the
district water authority noted an extraordinary
accidental water pollution event, which necessitated the
making of a field survey,

operations.

operations, in order to snpply the necessary data for
accounting (ie. for charging these expenses to the special
bndge!).

alertness performance of damage-fighting
operations

insufficient for the task, the head of the district water

____ -L~1~4=================================~C:!H!!A~P~T~E~R~8!=-_
authority may apply to the Environmental Protection

Protection of GYR, or the damage-fighting staff,

---------Deparunen l or the Nmtunat-wamrlmtlrorhylurttIe

------------

wjn~rn,'1IChTb1Jtty-eximJr.-nre-repon-,mouRttnctrrde---

assistance- of othe:t:-...w..a.t.er authorities through-the---!be Dnrnbec..oLpeLSOllS-pat:ticipating.Ja.tbe operaljonlS.s.~
deployment of their manpower.
material and
the machines.
the equipment and the materials used.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

_

-------eqmpmcn-t~----------------

3.
The detailed repotting rules shall be establ"is"'h"'ed~b:Ly--Involvement of agencies other than those of the water
the Department for Environmental Protection of the
authontySliallbe supervised by the OV'Ir,"·.wJ1h"e"'n's07o.----,O"l'\!'1'fH'r-.. ..:---.-----------------------W'lww.le-------- ----- ----------- - - - - - - 3.

-------4;--

Ageneie..."r-&g'''''i<1Iti~eiatlrinterestetl--in--the------IV;--ME-ASlJIillS-'Fe-Il-IH'-AKEN
AFTER

TIIE-- ~-CESSATION OF DAMAGE-FIGHTING
.
-----S.ccuon22-------------

waler qnal~a!llil1le figI:!!i!.u:..ipolluters or those
operating endangered eSlablishmenls or facilities)
----------------- -----iTIIgIif--eiiTei-lOto-a-co..=-opeiauve--agre-emen[wftlith-e:-

distr.jel-\Vat~her.jty__€BR€<lffiOO,..in__G~~--Aft~r--tR-Ssat.Joo,--ef__illl___pHases--eHlamag" figlttltlg-----

_ _ _ _..Q;1I1 in activities aimed at the elimination of hazards

threatening water quality.
-- --- ---- - - -- - ---- --- --- ---- --- -- - - --

alertness the head of the district water authority,
responsible for the damage-fighting operations, shall cany

~----------our1!nno1!oW!ng-s1e1Ys-wltim(j,d~ay:---------------------

-raJ-

conectIon, repaIr and stonng

man matenals and

----8eetisfl 20
eqHipment that wefe lISCd--fef-lfle-<lamage fightiRg---------4;-----Noticcs-re~dted-to__water-qualttrt11lzards-sl"'ll-bc-----.Q[lt;t'!!iQ"-'L
.._ ----------------received (llutside...nLthe....periods of alertness) by th~----'b) aCCOJJllting_foc-.pay..mcnr:s_dne to staff thal_
._ _d;.:;i",stc,:rict waler authorily or by lhe central inspeclion
parlicipated in the damage-fighting aetivitie::sc.'
_
service of GYR.
.
____________ ~
~
lcLJJ!"l'aI:ll1.on_o[JlffOlllltsof_th".<Iues _to-,,_thei._
2,
In order to facilitate the urgent action required for
agencies for services, materials and tools provided for
.----

pollution conrrrn and damage-fig~meastfres,~-----(1nnlamage-:ftgnrtng
operations. and the Ie(UIlrurttenrs-----

-OH¥ ~nd the dimicl--wa.teJ:-Jl.Ilth<Jti~--__=naiui~
provide professional staff on duty day and night
.
..
----------------,-,---------~---------------------------(~}_----'fcplaeement-of-mal<mals,-eq"'pmeIui1Rd--t""'8---(With
mspectors
on
telephone
call
at
home).
ed
f
h
.
d
. the stoeor
kf
______,,--_-::
-"u"'s",-,,,,or t e operatIOns... an smm1ementmg
3.
For water quality damage-fighting alertness, a
alertness.
-------p"ePir"m"a'nent professIOnal water quallly control
-------------iuSJ"'Coon-toam-sheold<Je-,-wheIH"'1 uiree ,er-gamsOO-a!c---------------

t~e ~istricthwh3~er .3 ut.horit Y concerl~ed, and. iii

SlluatiOns
w IC JUSli f Y Il, a water qua Ity protectiOn
.

1.

An

S_ .

ecl10ll

23

_

impOltant watei~titm--even~---

. h· ,,0.
f
h
.
f damageWIt III 01_ !,.!ay:s a ter-lll.e. cessatIon 0
f·Ig h·
b
d
h
D
tmg- e reporte to t e
epartment f or

jlfllfesslOnal I",peetta" team ,noUld be established at
---------------the--O¥H-.-------------------------------------brivrroJimenfamOiectionorOVHTiL-wrltleiitoi~----4.
'lihen flotifieati-tm-is reed vea ~fteftt_ _ _ _ _ _ _!Jings.,p"ee"'t"'io"'n"-..'service the latter notifies the person in
charge (as provided in the mobilisation plan). When

2,

The reports should include;

experience gained daring the damage-fighting,

--~------~~~~::~lvf~~:r~:e~~~:1e~~~-----~~~~d~~~e sriff~;~db;~he, n;;;i,;~;J-;~~~;;-~~-,-------~
Pda

f. h·
.
mage- Ig ling o[leratiOns.
~
5J..__<JAJ.JJL.'isJ"·g~nuilfic2nt eventS conceming....damageillghtin,ngg...
shaJl be entered into the inspection team's diary, along
with all commands and reports related to the damage
-------fighting:Reportmg

pnvate and government properties, water uses, the
f watEI qua I·It,
--'"
1 S1iOiennc
I· )•
0
".Ie Iud·mg LIe
---'with._4uan titati ve n 11 merie 31 val neg for such
damage,
state

materials (foels) consumed,
the total number of persons that participated. and

-------------S"e:::c'"tic::0=-n7;2Tl-------------t!Il~I~1
c o,t of damago fighting

-----;----;-;c,---,---.,,----;--77-,---;-------;-;--.-------31.:--'l'f'hhee4wateI quality e<lllhol body-of the distriet water
I.
All extraordinary/accidental water pollution evenls
authority is obliged to submit an annual report omnutwh"'e
-i
shall be reported to the Department for
survey of the stock of malerials for damage-fighting
Enuironmmual ProOOQtiQJ:l. Gf QVH immeai'ucly '.tfter
the notification of the observation.
purposes, on the conductIng of trammg courses and
--------"'=="'"=""--"'-====="------------ffi-clft-]li'l1Ctieoo;- aad en IIIOOSlH'OS maIle far--Ilammaa§goo------I
fighting [lumoses. These shall form a separate part of
In a period of water quality damage-fighting alerlness
2.
the report to the Department for Water Quality
a status reporl should be forwarded, not laler lhan
Control and EnvITonmental ProtectIOn.
JOOOh to the Department for EnVIronmental

llS
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ANNEX 8.3

NOTIFICATION AND INFORMATION ON
INCIDENTS
The information ID be provided by the country of incidence
to the exposed country(ies) in case of an accident or
imminent threat of accidental pollution of transboundary
inland water should comprise:
(a)
the time, location, nature and quantitative
dimensions of the incident;
the event which is most likely ID be the origin of
accidental pollution as well as the activity or facility
involved;
(b)

(c)
the media polluted, including their location and
characteristics;

any hazardous substances released, including their
nature, composition (by chemical formulae or other
appropriate identification), quantity, effects on human
(d)

health and on the aquatic environment, the extent of
their distribution in transboundary inland waters and
adjacent land as a result of the incident, and the results
of any monitoring relevant to the release and behaviour

of such substances;

(e)
the predicted behaviour over time of the
pollutants released and the possibilities and mechanisms
of attenuation of the pollution;

(f)
means of public information as well as
forecasting systems;

the on-site and off-site contingency measures
taken or planned concerning mitigation. containment and
control of accidental pollution, and other emergency
measures;

(g)

(h)
foreseeable transboundary consequences of the
incident;

(i)
any other information which might be useful for
the effective prevention or abatement of accidental

pollution of transboundary inland waters, including
information on current and forecast meteorological

hydrological and hydrogeological conditions as may be
necessary for forecasting potential effects of the
pollutants on the aquatic environment in other countries
concerned;

U)

continuous

follow

up

information,

as

appropriate, regarding the subsequent evolution of the
emergency situation.
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CHAPTER 9

CASE STUDIES ON HYDROLOGICAL ASPECTS OF ACCIDENTAL POLLUTION
9.1

9.1.1

CASE STUDY NO I-CONTAMINANT
PLUME MIGRATION iN AN AQUiFER
by H-J Diersch l and S Kaden 2
Description of the contamination problem

A groundwaler conlaminalion problem exisls in Ihe
vicinily of a drinking waler supply slation in Ibe German
Democratic Republic, due to Ibe destruction of an industrial
plant in World War II. A great quantity of organic
contaminants were released and migrated to the uuderlying
alluvial aquifer leading 10 significant contamination of the
groundwaler resource in this area. As illustrated in Figure
9.1.1a, a contaminant plume has been observed within the
groundwater basin.

The pumping wells of the drinking water supply station
obtain fresh groundwater from the northern tableland and
infiltrated water from adjacent lakes to the east and south.
The study area is bounded to the west by a subsurface
watershed. Due to this hydrogeological selling, and Ibe
increased pumpage in recent decades, contaminated
groundwater has moved on an ever increasing scale toward

the pumping well gallery, A, posing a severe threat 10 the
waler supply.
Recognising Ibe potential danger to the publk water
supply, several field investigatious and sampling of Ibe
contaminated area were carried out. In order to meet the
demand, new pumping wells had to be construcled in the
western part of gallery A, while the eastern wells exposed
to the contaminant plume were becoming increasingly
affected by Ibe contamination and had to be taken partially
out of action.
Assessments concerning the protection of the water supply

wells led to the construction of a second pumping well at
To control the
Gallery B (see Figure 9.1.1b).
contamination, an infiltration basin has been built which
should be capable of both intercepting the flow of
contaminated groundwater towards the extraction wells,
and compensating Ibe fresh groundwater losses due to the
reduced groundwater resources. Its dual functions as a
hydraulic barrier and an artificial groundwater recharge are
shown in Figure 9.1.lb. The groundwater flow field is
relatively complicaled, having regions of flow travelling
both towards, and away, from Ibe adjacent lakes, and areas
with virtually no groundwater movement in the eastern
part of the study ·area. Previous investigations of Ibe

1 Central Institute of Cybernetics and Infonnation Processes of
the Academy of Sciences of the German Democratic Republic,
Berlin (Germany since October 1990)
2 Institute for Water Management Berlin, Gennan Democratic
Republic (Gennany since October 1990)

location and the design of the infiltration basin used only
mathematical modelling of Ibe regional flows. Although
the performance of the hydraulic barrier can be evaluated
using hydraulic models, for a detailed prediction of the
contaminant plume, bolb the advective and hydrodynamic
dispersive behaviour of the contaminant plume have to be
considered.
In determining the performance and benefits of the
hydraulic barrier, the following aspects are of special
interest:
(i)

Ibe spatial and temporal distribution of
Ibe contaminant plume;

(ii)

the duration of contaminant removal;
the rate at which contaminant enlers the
adjacent surface waters;

(iii)
(iv)

the danger of an uncontrolled flow of
contaminated groundwater moving to the
gallery or shorl-circuiting around the
hydraulic barrier.

The present paper deals with these problems as a modelling
case study. A further objective of this study is to
investigate other remedial schemes and strategies of
intercepting the contaminant plume. Potential strategies
include:
(v)
(vi)

intermittent operation of the hydraUlic
barrier, and
pumping of Ihe contaminated groundwater.

The model studies can be subdivided into two phases:
(I)

(2)

Fitting Ibe observed contamination (history matching).
Predictions for contaminant interception
and aquifer remediation.

Historical data in the study area were available for
calibration of Ibe transport model used. The model was
tested and calibrated through a history matching procedure
comparing model computations wilb observed contaminant
breakthrough in the well gallery (SWS) up to its abandonment (see Figure 9.1.4). The principal parameler which had
to be identified in the calibration process was the
hydrodynamic dispersion.
The prediction phase begins in 1978, Ibe date of starting the
hydraulic barrier, and aims at the simulation and evaluation
of interception and remediation activities. The simulation
results are presented and discussed in para 9.1.3. In para
9.1.4 some conclusions are presented. A more detailed
description of the case study is given by Diersch and Kaden
[9.1.1].
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Figure 9. 1.2.
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_ _ _ _----'-'However, the observatIOns ~e not systematl~ and the
cOilfigUiation-havirrgatmbbte=shaped-wideiling as indicated--------results have. proved essentially to be unsuitable for
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CharaC(etlsaUon 1JfLhe plume velocIty. On the otner
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.
. . h SWS f
II
A
. . u5\,.>· 111 UI\,.> 115"1. vi L116SC CXPUlfnental UI1'.crepancres-;-U1v
contammant concentratI?ns In t e o ga e:y ,
computed theoretjcal behayiQur of the contaminant
~xposed W (lie comannnam plume., ate of patncular
breakthrough into SWS can be deemed to be sufficiently
represen;ta:<;t';:lv":e:c.c"-~I~t =-C-ch;Ca:Cr":a':'cc,te":r:';i-'-se:Cs=~q:'::u~a-'-n;"tI';:ta;tCI v~e":'I;"yc'-'a~~-~
mterMt
The measured breakthrough of contaminant into wells of
-----tlth-Ie-1WS ill the 1~70s up to their abandOlllllellt ale shown ill

eOfl:seh ali ~ e model :mlution.
Y.1.3,2

Prognosis for contaminant interceptIOn and
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concentrations normalised. To calibrate the mathematical
model the breakthroligh characteristic of SWS appears to be
Hydraulic barrier by recharge
best suitable due tu-its-cmrrpfetIPe",amnTld---nnmn,,-aTTIli.tbriigo-nmomumsr--cA"f"te=rO-;-thC'e"'b=e=gCCm=n=i:::n:::g---;:of"'t"he~o=p=e:::rC'at"iC'on=-o=f"---;t"he"'h'"y"'dT:rC'a::-u\",c;O----~~_~....JrJ.e,:d:JiptJlonL.an~-d"·-l<
"L.lli
t.k"-f,SsenJiaIIy the only possibility
banier-and gallery B in the period since 197&,--a-;ignifieaft",jt~~-compared with the remaining contaminant data available.
alteration of the hydrodynamic regime appears in the stlidy
To be conservative, the model fit sholiId be based on
area.
measmed lIldximUlil contamiJlalit·vaincs.
The

Depending on to the regional extent of the contaminant
plume, in the present investigations ranging from several
ilUudn;;d tu <:l thUUMlid 11I1:'tt;;j.'::i, lile lungitrrdinai-disvetsivity

effect~

of the hydraulic barrier on the contamjnant

pllime movement are demonstrated by the computed
concentration patterns plotted in Figures 9. 1.6a-e in severaI
yems:-Forttrese-predictiollS the vnmp-iile; and illfHtratitlonn----
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conditions in 1968 are assumed to be valid into the foture.
For the initial conditions, the concentration distribution
computed for 1977 (Figure 9.1.5e) is used. The hydraulic
barrier acts relatively quickly on the near-well regions. The
concentration field obtained for 1978 (Figure 9.1.6a) shows
how the leading edge of the contaminant plume is cut off.

However, no effect on the greater part of the contaminant
plume can be seen at this time. After two years, in 1980,
(Figure 9.1.6b), the effect of the hydraulic barrier is evident.
Due to the groundwater moving towards the surface waters,
the contaminant plume draws gradually backwards. This
flushing back is associated with a north eastwards turning
of the contaminant plume around its centre.
The process becomes progressively slower the farther the
plume drifts away from the barrier. The predicted
contaminant concentrations for the year 1986 show these
effects in Figure 9.1.6 depict these effects. For the year
1993, Figure 9.1.6d reveals quite distinctly the reduced
contaminant effluent level entering the surface waters. A
further progressive stage is displayed in Figure 9.1.6e for
the year 2010. By 2025 the contaminant plume has bled out
completely, but it should be remembered that this result is
only valid given the assumption of free mobility of the
contaminant in the sediment.
A measure of the contaminant effluent P A entering the

surface waters can be obtained by an integral evaluation of
contamination concentration and groundwater velocities
along the lake bank line fgh (see Figure 9.1.2). By
computing velocity and concentration distributions, the
behaviour of transient contaminant effluent entering the
surface waters can be illustrated as depicted in Figure 9.1.7.
A distinct decline of effluent behaviour can be seen for the
1990s. Tailing effects are typical in later years. The process
requires approximately 50 years altogether.

Intermittent operation of the hydraulic barrier
Since it is a feasible option, intennittent operating Slates of
the infiltration basin have also been studied in order to
examine their effectiveness.
The set of contaminant distributions illustrated in Figures
9.1.8a-e reveal the effects of intermittent operation, in the
case where Lhe hydraulic barrier ceased in 1982. The
resulting return motion of contaminants in the following
years towards the yielding galleries is shown in Figures
9.1.8a-c. After five years (Figure 8b), higher contaminaLion
results again, especially of gallery A. Six years laLer in
1993 (Figure 9.1.8c), a developed stage of contaminant
intrusion into the wells is quite pronounced. After the
hydraulic barrier is again put into operation, in 1993, the
contaminant concentrations in the study area change, as
illostrated in Figure 9.1.8d for 1995, aod in Figure 9.1.8e for
2003. Obviously, the contaminant plume can effectively be
driven back. However, the plume spreads increasingly as a
result of hydrodynamic dispersion.

To identify the risk and effecLiveness of intermittent
operation to the wells, the mean contaminant content CB of
the first three wells of the leading section of gallery A was

considered. Figure 9.1.9 displays several variants of
intermittent operation with their consequences on the
contaminant content CB (normalised by the reference
concentration Cref) in these wells. The interception phase
designated by "1" describes Lhe temporary contaminant
increase due to the cutting off of the contaminant plume
during the operation of the barrier in 1978. The
interruption of the hydraulic barrier in 1982 (phase marked
with "4" in Figure 9.1.9) leads to a significant increase of
contaminant content in the wells over time.
The
concentration patterns plotted in Figures 9.1.8a-c refer to
this phase. The variants designated by the numbers "2" and
"3 "in Figure 9.1.9 demonstrate different times of
restarting the hydraulic barrier. In both cases the
contamination which occurred is quickly reduced to zero,
although the solution is based on different initial levels.
The interception phase identified by "3" corresponds to the
concentration distribution shown in Figures 9.1.8 and 9.1.8e.
If an interval of five years is chosen between restarting and
ceasing the hydraulic barrier, the curve indicated in Figure
9.1.9 by code numbers "1"-"4"-"2"-"5" is obtained.
The rate of increase in the contaminant content CB on
ceasing the barrier is nearly equal in phases "4" and "5"
with a time difference of 10 years. For example, in each
case, after three years CB exceeds five uniL~.
Hence it is clear that by a carefully judged use of
intermittent operation of the hydraulic barrier, the
contaminant plume can be driven farther away and flushed
out into the surface waters to a greater extent.
Interception pumping of a contaminant plume

To clean the aquifer it would be possible to pump
contaminated groundwater from the area and transport it to
a treatment plant. The effectiveness of such an arrangement
is discussed below.
Two variants of remedial pumping of the contaminant
plume have been examined:
(a)

Using one well with Q B ~ 1 000 m' d- I

(b)

Using two wells with a total of 2 000 m3
dol (each QB = 1 000 m' dot)

the wells being located centrally within the plume.
Firstly, it is presumed that the hydraulic barrier operates
continuously, when, without pumping, the entire
contaminant plume would be flushed out into the surface
waters. On the other hand, with interception pumping the
amount of contaminant effluent entering the surface waters
partly or totally reduced. From the compu ted flow
patterns, it can be shown that, when llsing only onc well
with a capacity of 1000 m' dot, pumping is not strong
enough to capture all of the contamiuation. Along the
entire bank region the contaminant plume is convected
eastwards to surface waters; however. the groundwater
movement is significantly reduced. Figure 9.1.7 indicates
how the contaminant effluent P A entering the surface
waters responds when pumping begins in 1984. Obviously,
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----"tliei'elSCOntaminant flushing out later, although the
interception and overall remedial strategies for Ihe waler
------jlltlilaax"'iinmum--tevel- is ieduc~n--liatf;-Howevel,-ICSOUIces--of--the supply -statimrwel e cmrsidetoo. 'fhe,----_________!hj:LdjminiKhedJc_'&LoLl'A_hllrlleJlHh~~_lIdaCce_w1!l~rKJl.~( pmgm)B1ic-I~SlIl1ILQb1airu"lllllQ'"-pI1ICIicaLamclusionHQ---a long period. The small decrease in PA reaches well into
be drawn as follows
the next mI1lemum when USlOg one well.
(i)
The effectiveness of the hydraulic harrier by
- - - - - If two wells are used, the entire contaminant plume
recharge depends strongly on the pumping-"c'-'a"'po,ac~i'-'ty~--------------can-he-guverneth::onv<:clivelyo -Naw;--alung--tlre-iJank-Ihre- -------lJr-tlnnU]JjJ~tatiuu;-especiatlyur-gatlery*--V>lith------fg ther<LamJn=.i.hd.ite.C1ffUIo",~ltration}
the cun:e.nue.d.ucr.Ji...leyi'.Lof...suppl y a complete.
_
Consequently, the contaminant effluent entering the
interception of the contaminant plnme is possible,
----o;;;surface waters vanishes. The total contaminant mass of
provided infiltration recharge remains at a given
-----------lhe--eontaminant-plmnc--ean-t1teref-ore-be--eaplurcd-iro-ooth-- --------It>veI;-------------------------------------------wells.

--{-ii'}--.......ffi-lffille4ple,-<W<lrall remediHliOll--ef---t!le--a<ttHfer....----

_ _...!T.nhe.....c.a.nditjon C

0, along

the

.bank~

uncontaminated inflow and therefore the entire aquifer

needs veryJ.Q!!g timescales.

With a continuous

operation of the hydraulic barrier, and maintaining

----------;;an-bepuiiijiedfieeof"conta.mnahTs-:--Thisprocossl,-------mecurrenrWatenupply-capacity,a1Joul-Slnears---~---____

iudicated in Figm e 9.1.1 0 by--tlre-predictelh::oncmtration
distrihuJio.n.-,_fur the years 1985, (a).J.'19.5,..(h)1lnd.2Q15~.),.
provided the pumping starts simultaneonsly with two

elaj>s~l>-GllRlaminam-plum"""-GmIlpleWl.)y-'- - -

(iii)

driven away and flushed au! into the sUrface waters.
The amount of contaminant effluent entering the

------wel1sTii-Wg4~---------------------------------sw'face-w:rters-wai,predictedtiy-ilienumencaC-----

. I
I .
f h
.,
.
C
Tbe numenca
eva uallan 0 t e mlxm~ concentrations ,B
-----tle"''''ntllsr1.U Lwves for (he ~Lefs of 1!!Leres( as showrrrrr--

.

_________.Fjgl.!re...!l,l.lL_...l1sing...only....one.-wel1,...iLCan...be...seen...tha!-

----model. A distinct decIea,e'of~-or=---'
for the 19905 wlJh.Jilllg_Jailin~ects in later

.

.J_ear~

_

the well-influenced region is pumped free after about
(Iv)
Intermittent operation of the hydraulic barrier is
---"2"'5-'-years. Maximum values oCcur two years after the
provedlODeefIecuveand profilab1el5il1'yTintier - - - beginning ofjJIlnrpTng-irr1984. 'fhis COlllpdICS witlr
<est<iGW.'C-COOlIilioIlS, NOlI--mll-Of l!Ig 1l:m:i~--___________ llSi~nl)'---'lne_well>___whenJesS.-than20~Loftbe---ContaminanL---_-_-_!Ete~!!!~i~!~_~_i!!L_~!a_~!:J~~~_J~~~~!t?~~_i!~_~
_
mass is pumped out over a period of about 25 years and
useful, but longer tenn, in the range of months or
more ilian 80% bypasses the well, and enters the surfilCc
ye:mr;quic1dy4e"Jdsm--c-omaminadoli pmbfe:mKin,--\vaters.
water supply if n.o.t-p.receded-h.~
_
ception.
- - - - - - OmheutlreriIand;-tWo-wells a1loWlIfe-eIulre -cornamma-nr---------:-------.-------;----------------~~------------_ _ _ _-p1llJflw
Hl1W~ a_uu.n;h.J.
time is
(v)
WIth remedial pllmp~ng of the contamInant plume
_
m e.....to.-be...e 1 Irj)cled
p
r
uuge<..
by one or two welfs, eacbhavmg a capacltyornecessary. Peak values of about double the SIZ~ associated
1000 fll3 <!~e1"ti,ely long <leeoolJlffiiftflliert-ri"*"""---WIth only one well, decrease slowly over a penod of about
of the order ~f decades are also necess,
'
--------5fryears.--------------------------------------------'!fY.
_
(vi) When using only one well for interception
pumping, about 20% of contaminant effluent enters
9.1.4
C9Rc!us«ms
[he surface WaterS. ffilweveT, the comaminaU[ load
------'Fhe-finite-eIernent method has-proved-to-be-a-nelp{uhool-in---------per-flnil...o[-time.l£-rgduced-b¥-!tI()f(O.-th311--1IaIf-when-------___---'mod..~thecomplicated flow (lnd transpnrt..pro..c.esses of
compared with the case which does not use
the contaminant plume.
The mathematical model
interception pumping. On the other hand, the
developed, was venfIcd by thc obscrvcd historical
Cl)liCuliinatioll effect ill the surface W<lLeO; is there
-----ee6ftl:ami-naftt-brealfthrettgJreh-araeteTi-sties--in the SV/S of
fur a-lllUCh..Jonger period although-aLa...r-e",dlU""ce",d.L...
_
L

j

gallery A

level.

A reasonable match of theoretical behayjour

with field data was achieved for dispersivities of B L
and BT - 0.4 m.

;

4m

The transport model was used to study the action and
effectiveness of current and intended contaminant

(vii)

Using two wells for interception Dumping, the
contaminant masseS can be totally extracted, and
there IS no mfluence on surface waters. However,
the traRsieRt eORtamiaant lead iR the wells aad tho

pumping times necessary depend strongly on how,
and to what gxtent the hydraulic barrier is operared.
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(a) Migration of the plwne towards the supply wells (period from 1945 to 1977)
(b) Intercepting the supply wells by an infiltration basin (period from 1977)
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tP = DePth-weighted mean contaminant concentration normalized by C
.
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9.2 CASE STUDY NO 2-A MATHEMATICAL MODEL FOR CHEMICAL SPILLS AND DISTRIBUTED
SOURCE RUN-OFF TO LARGE RIVERS
by J L Schnoor!, V A Borzilov2, M A Novitsky, 0 1 Voszhennikov, A K Gerasimenko, D J McKechnie!
9.2.1

Introduction

When chemicals are spilled into a river, mathematical
models of water quality parameters may be utilised to

predict the concentration of chemicals over time and space.
Such models can be used for short-term prediction, to
permit an emergency response, or they may be used for long
term predictions to determine the recovery time of river

ecosystems under various management strategies, or for the
no-action alternative. An emergency response team of
scientists could use the model to predict toxic chemical
concentrations downstream from the spill site; water
plants could close intake structures; tributary dams could
be opened for dilution of the toxic chemical; and fisheries
management personnel could be notified. After the risk of
an acute biotic response has abated, many pollutants may
remain in the riverine system (adsorbed to sediment or
bioconcentrated in aquatic biota) and subsequent management actions. such as dredging of the sediment or rcchanneUing a small stream, may be considered. Predictions can
be made as to when fisheries must be closed and/or reopened,
depending on the chemical residues in fish.
In a fuller version of this case study [9.2.1] the authors
develop a model for application to chemical spills in large
rivers, both from point sources and distributed (nonpoint)
sources. This model has been applied in this case study, to
the chemical spill in the River Rhine at Basel, Switzerland,
a point source of pollution. It could also be applied to
nonpoint source run-off problems in large watersheds, such
as pesticide run-off and distributed sources of chemical
contaminants, as in the nuclear accident at Chernobyl in the
vicinity of the Pripyat and Dnieper Rivers, Ukraine, USSR.
Mathematical models for toxic chemical fate and transport
in the environment were first developed in the late 1970s
[9.2.2,9.2.3]. Early distributed source models were applied
to predict fertiliser and pesticide run-off from agricultural
lands, including the NPS model by Donigian and Crawford
[9.2.4J and ARM by Smith et al [9.2.5]. The one-dimensional
mathematical model used here for large rivers, includes a
mass balance on chemical and solids in the riverine system,
and combines a continuous numerical solution technique
with a simplified distributed source model. The model is
used as a tool in forecasting the transport and fate of
chemical spills. together with a database management
system to assess information about the chemicals of
concern. This model is applicable either in short term
forecasting (emergency response), or long term predictions
of reco~ery for river ecosystems. This study of point source
inputs from a chemical spill at Basel, Switzerland, was the
first application. It could also be used for continuous point
source discharges, or distributed sources such as agricultural run-off from a large watershed.
1 The University of Iowa, Iowa City. USA
2 Institute of Experimental Meteorology, Obnisk, Russian
Federartion

9.2.2

The accident on the river Rhine

On the evening of I November 1986, a fire broke out in a
chemical warehouse located just above Basel, Switzerland,
on the River Rhine. It burned for approximately 12 hours
as fire fighters fought the blaze. Water from the hoses of
the fire fighters ran to several drains in the vicinity of the
warehouse, and then directly to the River Rhine. There were
a total of II pesticides and other chemicals which were
stored in the warehouse in substantial quantities: the
organo-phosphorus acid ester pesticides disulfoton,
thiometon, propetamphos, ethyl-parathion, etrimfos,
fenitrothion; and other toxic chemicals including oxadixyl,
ethoxyethyl mercuric hydroxide, phenyl-mercuric acetate,
and o-dinitrocresol.
The organo-P acid ester pesticides were in the largest
amount of the chemicals spilled to the Rhine River. They
entered the Rhine River and hugged the left bank until the
plume was well mixed at the first lock and dam system,
approximately four km below the site of the spill.
Chemicals entered the Rhine River in two phases, a soluble
aqueous phase and an organic phase that was heavier than
water and that sank to the bottom as globules. Forty to
eighty per ceut of the mass of chemical on the bottom was
recovered later by vacuum operation in the vicinity of the
discharge by a team of divers. The plume was intensely
coloured red by rhodamine dye which was also stored in the
chemi~al warehouse, and it made visual identification of the
plume possible in the vicinity of the discharge.
Fluorometric measurements were successful in following
the plume all the way to the North Sea.
Figure 9.2.1 is a site map of the Rhine River from Lake
Constance to the North Sea. Field measurements were
taken at a total of four locatious as the plume passed,
including Maximiliansau, Germany (360 km below Lake
Constance); Mainz-Wicsbaden, Germany (496 km); Bad
Honnef, Germany (640 km); and Lobith, the Netherlands
(865 km). A total of 14 water plants were notified, and
contamination of drinking water was avoided.
Two principal components of the organo-P ester pesticides
were disulfoton and thiometon. They accounted for
approximately 75% of the total organo-P pesticides which
were spilled to the River Rhine. Because they are esters,
they undergo a rather rapid hydrolysis in the environment
to fonn an acid and an alcohol or mercaptan.

The neutral (pH 7) hydrolysis half-life for disulfoton and
thiometon was determined by Wolfe [9.2.6] to be 1.3 days
and 8.0 days, respectively. It was determined in the
laboratory that biologically mediated hydrolysis half-lives
could be even shorter for these chemicals (0.57-1.5 days).
They are quite soluble in water (disulfoton at 25 mg I-I and
thiometon at 200 mg I-I), and they uudergo nitrate induced
photolysis in River Rhine water but at a much slower rate
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(half-lives of 40 days, according to Zepp [9.2.7]). To
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9.2.4

COiiclusioiis

Tile results presemen Ilere show thai the model developed
by Sclrno~ al [9 2 I] CQlll<l rnpro<luce fielti meallurement<

in the water column guite well without any calibration or
adjusunent of coefficients.

Devialions between model

il:slfhs aild field mijasurememS were altt'ibtrrett1o die slow
dissolution of an oily pbase that was beavier th;m water and
which sank to Ole bottom of the River Rhine uear the site of
the accideut, and 10 dead zones with non-uniform mixing
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outside of the main river channel. The dynamics of sediment
exchange and mass transfer with the overlying water are
particularly important in determining the nature of
sediment contamination and the time required for recovery
of the ecosystem.

NL

Dusseldorf
km 734

WKSI. Bad Hennef
km640

Neckar

Basel.
km159

CH

Figure 9.2.1 Location map of the River Rhine. Chemical concentrations were monitored at
Maximiliansau (km 360), Mainz (km 496), Bad Honnef (km 640) and Lobith (km 865)
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9.3 CASE STUDY NO 3-THE PORTO FELIZ OPERATION-THE REMOVAL AND
DISPOSAL OF ORGANOCHLORINATED WASTES
submitted by CETESB, Sao Paulo. Brazil

9.3.1

Introduction

A leakage of organochlorinated wastes in an inhabited rural
area, near the water catchment or Porto Feliz city. in the
State of Sao Paulo, led the Technological Agency in
Environmental Sanitation (CETESB) to co-ordinate and
develop field work to minimise the environmental damage
in that area and begin a large water qnality control
programme in artesian wells and the region's hydrological

resources.
9.3.2

The incident

On 5 May 1983 a tanker truck collided with a flange of one
of the storage tanks in a waste storage plant, causing a
leakage estimated at 500 000 I of a product containing
carbon tettachloride, chloroform, 1,2-dichloroethane, 1,1,2trichloroethane. together with other contaminants.
As soon as it was reported, CETESB mobilised its experts
and began immediately a detailed study of the area, in order
to evaluate the extent of the damage caused by the accident,
so that all necessary action could be taken as soon as
possible.
9.3.3

The field evaluation

The company that handled these wastes did so in a
precarious way in that the products were transferred from
the tanker truck to storage tanks by rubber hoses in an area
having no dykes, and no drainage system which would allow
any prodnct spillcd to flow away safely to the ontside of
the storagc yards.

The traffic area of the company was situated in very
irregular terrain, which consisted of a plateau with declines
on both sides, causing the spilled product to flow off from
onc side into the Pinheirinho River. and the other side into
the Avecuia river, both rivers being used for the city water
supply.
Several ranches and farmsteads had their lakes and streams
affected. The most affected farmsteads were llhabela and
Casarao, especially the lake of the latter, where a very high
concentration of the product was found. Some dead animals
were found by the sidc of the Pinheirinho River and a
quantity of dead fish at a small farm called Marques.
9.3.4

To carry out this work, two electric pumps were installed
in the lake, which began to remove the chemical from the
bottom waters. The product was then conveyed by rubber
hose to tanker trucks some 50 m away from the pnmping
area, since the trucks could not be located nearer, due to the
lack of paths.
The removal operation lasted five days, about 20 000 I of
the chemical having been extracted. It was found that the
bottom of the lake was quite impregnated by the wastes,
requiring the emptying of the reservoir to allow removal of
the affected mud. This was effected by diverting the water
course and using drag line equipment to remove between
0.5 m and 1.0 m (about 100 m 3) of contaminated mud, the
remaining bottom mnd then being reasonably unaffected.
The contaminated material, covered by impermeable packing
sheets, prepared with sand seal, was taken back to the
company in trucks where it was adequately disposed of.
The final disposal of the waste inside the company area, was
into two ditches previously prepared, each of about 50 m3
capacity, with 45° inclined walls, the waste being covered
by impermeable packing sheets and a thin coat of sand. 4"
glazed clay pipes were also installed in the ditches to drain
the chemicals contained in the mud and permit run off to a
tank especially built for this purpose.
In the Sao Marcos farmstead, located near an arm of the

Pinheirinho River about 6 000 I of the pollutants were
removed, and in the region between the storage yard and
Ilhabela farmstead cleaning was carried out to remove a
number of chemical pools. Similar work was carried out
between Sao Marcos farmstead and the Pinheirinho River.
After all the removal and cleaning work had becn
completed, the company that caused this incident was
closed, all its tanks deactivated, and a total of 3 950 m3 of
wastes were sent to other tanks located in Sao Paulo.
It is important to emphasise that several preventive

measures were adopted before draining the water reservoirs.
such as digging a front ditch and containment dyke so that,
if any new leaks should occur, the chemicals would be
prevented from spreading to areas outside the company
. grounds.

The emergency response

From a consideration of the results of the field evaluation
which was begun in the early hours after the occurrence,
CETESB expcrts, city authorities and company agents
decided to start with the removal of the product from
Casarao farmstead lake, which containcd the largest
concentrations.

9.3.5

The sampling programme

Alongside the chemical removal operations in affected
areas, an action programme was initiated to first identify
the wastes and then develop a continuous sampling plan of
the water resources in order to evaluate the effects on the
local hydrological system.
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9.4 CASE STUDY NO 4-ACCIDENTAL POLLUTION OF THE IRUMA RIVER,
A TRIBUTARY OF THE ARA RIVER SYSTEM
byTKondo 1

9.4.1

Introduction

At approximately 1320 h on 25 April 1988 a metal plating
solution contaiuing cyanide overflowed from a plating bath
(capacity 7 000 I) located at the Sayama Factory of Diesel
Machineries Inc in the Kawagoe-Sayama Industrial Park.
Most of the overflow was collected by the company;
however, approximately 500 I flowed into the Iruma River,
through a storm drain trench, via the sewage system of the
industrial park. The cause of the accident was thought to
have been faulty operation of valves.
9.4.2

Background

When cyanide with a concentration more than 0.01 mg!·! is
detected in the main stream of the Ara River, water intake
operations at the Ohkubo Water Infiltration Station of
Saitama Prefecture and the Asaka Water Infiltration
Station of Tokyo Metropolitan Area have to be suspended.
Akigase Weir is llSed to raise the water level in the area and
maintain it at an adequate level for intake operations.
Because of this the flow speed is so slow that it has been
estimated that it would take approximately 30 hours before
an overflow of cyanide would pass through Akigase Weir
and hence the livelihood of inhabitants of the area would be
seriously affected.
It was considered that a flushing operation, effec'ted by
opening Akigase Weir, and accelerating the flow speed by
introducing water from the Tone River through the
Mllsashi Waterway would reduce this time to nine hours.
Therefore, it was decided to carry Ollt a flushing operation
immediately after confirmation that cyanide contaminated
water had flowed into the main stream.

9.4.3

The flushing operation

According to information received at noon on 26 April
1988. it was forecast that a mass of cyanide contaminated
water would flow into the main stream at about 2359h on
26 April. The estimated time required for water from the
Tone River to join the Ara River was approximately six
hours and the amount of water intake from the Tone River
was therefore increased to 43 m3 s~1 at 1605h on 26 April.
Both Ohkubo and Asaka Water Infiltration Stations had
ceased operations, which pennitted a release of water from
Akigase Weir. The mass of cyanide contaminated water had
not completely reached the main stream of the Ara River at
this time. However, considering the time required for a
release via Akigase Weir to take effect, it was decided to
open the lock immediately.

1 River Bureau, Ministiy of Construction, Tokyo, Japan

To begin with the maximum discharge flow was set at
ISO m3 S~1 to maintain a large surface slope and obtain a fast
flow speed, especially since extra safety was felt to be
needed during night time. By 0200h on 27 April, the water
level upstream of Akigase Weir fell to T.P.+2 m, and a
further fall of the water level would have caused Ohkubo
Water Infiltration Station to be unable to extract water, as
well as causing further loss of time to recover the normal
water level after the water quality had recovered. Thus the
lock was operated so as to maintain the water level
upstream of Akigase Weir above T.P.+2 m.
At 0900h on 27 April, sampling at Hanekura Bridge
produced negative results for cyanide and the water intake
at Ohkubo Water Infiltration Station was therefore
restored at 1030h. From the sampling results it was
expected that the mass of cyanide contaminated water
would have passed through Akigase Weir by 1200h
27 April. However, the restoration of intake operations at
Asaka Water Infiltration Station was delayed until 1430h
on iliat day, in order to confirm the water quality was
normal. With the flushing operation completed, the lock of
Akigase Weir was closed to restore nonnal water levels for
intake - though leaving the minimum required overflow resulting in the water level upstream of the weir reaching
its fully filled level at 2300h.
9.4.4

The effects of the flushing operation

A careful study of the movement of the cyanide
contaminated water, shows conclusively that it probably
flowed into the river at a point 16.5 km upstream of the
confluence of the lruma and Ara Rivers at 1600h on 26
April. At the Kamikoh railway bridge on the Japan
Railway Corporation line near the confluence,
contaminated water would have begun to flow past at
1600h on 26 April, and completely passed this point by
0200h on 27 April. Sampling at Hanekura Bridge suggests
that contaminated water would have passed through
Akigase Weir at 1200h on 27 April.
It took 22 hours for the contaminated water to travel
16.5 km from the point of inflow to the Iruma River to the
junction of the Iroma and Ara Rivers and 10 hours to travel
from this point to Akigase Weir, which indicates that the
flow speed of the main Ara River was faster than that of
the tributary, the lroma, the river bed slope of the latter
being steeper than that of main stream and having no dam.
It can be concluded that the flushing operation significantly
accelerated the flow speed of main stream.

As far as concentrations were concerned. the maximum
level detected at Kamikoh Bridge, immediately above
the confluence of the main river and its tributary, was
0.1 mg 1,1. Upstream, where the cyanide contaminated
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(iv)

clarification of weir operating procedures
to flush contaminated water;

(v)

ideas on introdncing purifying water
from other river systems.

9.4.7.3

Whenever there is an unusual occurrence affecting water
quality, the information reqnirements shall include

9.4.7
Summary of information pertaining to
abnormal water contamination
Purpose

9.4.7.1

This summary has been prepared to establish and maintain
rapid responses and communications among organisations
concerned with accidents affecting water quality, and also
to prevent in advance such accidents from causing harm to
humans, by ensuring inhabitants are thoroughly aware of
the sitnation through press and/or broadcasting as the
circwnstances demand.

9.4.7.2

Definition ofabnormal water quality

Abnormal water qnality for the purpose of this summary is
defined as
(i)

(ii)
(iii)

(iv)

when running waler is contaminated with
substances toxic to human health, such as
cyanide or cadmium, and the degree of
contamination exceeds the standards that
arc pre-determined in accordance with
environm~ntal standards;
when drifting and/or contaminated dead
fish are observed in the stream;
when conspicuous contamination due to
organic substances is observed;
when water quality is significantly
changed and tends to inhibit the use of
water.

Information requirements

9.4.7.4

(i)

the location where water contamination
has occurred;

(ii)

the time when water contamination
occurred;

(iii)

the circumstances under which water
contamination occurred;

(iv)

the condition of the river (volume of
flow, flow speed, etc).

Exchange ofiliformation

Whenever an organisation becomes aware of, or receives,
information about unusual conditions, and suspects a
serious effect on the main river, it should immediately
inform the communication centre.

9.4.7.5

Organisation of the communication system

An adequate communication system shall be organised by
those organisations concerned with accident situations.

9.4.7.6

Communication transmission routes

Upon finding and/or recognising any unusual condition,
communications should be transmitted through commercial
lines or through the dedicated microwave links of the
Ministry of Construction, as shown in Figure 9.4.1.

9.4.7.7

Secretariat

A secretariat shall be established at the communication
centre as shown in Figure 9.4.1.

Location

Name of
River

Distance

Time & Date
Detected

Max
Value

Notes

Discharge point

Iruma River

16.5km

2.13 mg I-I

Ochiai Bridge

Iruma River

9.8km

!ruma Ohashi
Bridge
Kamikoh Bridge

lruma River

3.3km

lruma River

O.2km

Chisui Bridge

Ara River

42.0km

Hanekora Bridge

Ara River

37.2km

1730h
25 April
2300h
25 April
0500h
26 April
lOOOh
26 April
2200h
26 April
0230h
27 April

21 samples, Minislry
of Construction
13 samples, Minislry
of Construction
36 samples, Minislry
of Construction
61 samples, Minislry
of Construction
72 samples, Ministry
of Construction
10 samples, Tokyo
Metropolitan
Government

0.78 mg I-I
0.15 mg I-I
0.10 mg I-I
0.01 mg I-I
0.02 mg I-I

25 samples at Akigase Weir produced negative results

Table 9.4.1 Cyanide levels measured at various sampling points
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9.5 CASE STUDY NO 5-DETECTION OF KEROSENE CONTAMINAnON IN GROUNDWATER
byP Major I

9.5.1

Introduction

A large quamily of kerosene penetraled imo !he soil al a
lunning and despalching slalion and contaminaled Ihe
groundwater in the surroundiog area. The Hydrological
Institute of the Research Centre for Water Resources
Development, VlTUKI, has carried out a study of !he area,
and determined the quamity of contamination which
penetrated into !he groundwater as well as its probable
direction of movement. The thickness of the lemiculal
kerosene floating on !he surface of !he gronndwater has
been determined using an isotope method. The quantity of
kerosene which penetrated into !he soil and groundwater
has been estimated as 2 500 m3.
It was predicted that contamination dissolved in the
groundwater might reach !he well field of !he Water

Works at Pestlorinc within six years. An observational
syslem has been set up 10 check the spread of the
contamination and a proposal is made to solve the kerosene
exploitalion problem.
9.5.2

k = 3 x 1O-4m s-t = 25.92 m dol

Geological features of the area

The area investigated consists of fairly ihick Quaternary and
Neogene deposits [9.5.1,9.5.2].
Almost all of !he Upper Pannonic layers are sands with
good yielding capacity, into which the production wells
have been drilled. Three wells of the Water Works at
Pestlorinc are situated 1.6 km south west of Ihe
contaminated site, and ten wells of !he Rural Water Works
at Vecses are located 4 km souih-sou!h east of the site. Of
the latter 10 wells, five are shallow in depth, and the rest
exploit !he yielding capacities of the upper Pannonic layers
which are confined by a silty-clay stratum of 20 m
!hickness. The covering layer provides sufficiem protection
of ihe aquifers.
On top of the upper Pannonic layers the Danube has
deposited a system of alluvial fans of depih between 25 and
30 m, consisling of coarse-graincd sediments of late Upper
Pliocenic and early Pleistoccnic origin. Over much of their
area !he alluvial fans have been considered as sandy gravel.
The area was reshaped during Mid Pleistocenic times and a
terrace emerged, covering !he flood plain. The exploratory
drillings enconntered material of !he old alluvial fans at a
dcpih of about 10 m.
Deposits of !he New Pleistocenic era had been formed by
the tributaries of the Danube; consequcntly thc layers
overlying ihe area were mostly fine-graincd sediments wiih
a !hickness ranging from 2 10 10 m, and !heir texturc varicd
from silty sand to sandy clay and clay. The infiltration of
1 Research

the surface runoff into the soil therefore had been
somewhat hindered, but might develop further. These
confining formalions are dry, however, the water-tight
layers in dry condition may be regarded as permeable as far
as hydrocarbons are concerned. The water table which has
developed in !he coarse-grained formations has a depth
ranging from 12 to 15 m. The lower surface of !he water
bearing layer is at a depth varying from 16 to 20 m below
!he minimal groundwater level, and slopes more steeply
!han !he terrain towards !he valley of !he Danube, which is
souih-sou!h west of ihe site. The water table can be traced
approximately 15 m below ihe surface of the ground. At
!he site investigated, !he aquifer is about 10.5 m ihick, and
composed of sandy gravel overlying a fine and medium
grained sandy textured basement of 5 m thickness. The
porosity of !he sandy gravel laycr has becn eslimated from
density measurements using isotopes. The average porosity
of n = 0.33 indicates a consolidated soil. The coefficient of
permeability of the sandy gravel was assumed to be:

Centre for Water Resources Development (VITUKI),

Budapest, Hungary

(9.5.1)
The effect of the fine and medium grain textured sandy
layer of 5 m !hickness was neglected when the value of the
transmissibility was estimated as:
T

= 10.5 x 25.92 = 272 m2 dol

The gravitational porosity (no) has been assumed to be 0.15.
9.5.3

Results of exploration and investigations

To detcrmine the slope of the water table, simultaneous
water stage measurements were carried out in the wells, and
an attempt has been made to determine the extent of !he
kerosene contamination. in water samples extracted from
the wells, using ihe human senses of smell, touch and sight.
The hydroisohypses of the groundwater table were
constructed (see Figure 9.5.1) from which it could be
concluded that the slope was relalively flat, resulting in an
average value of 0.0025. The contamination (boih contained
in !he pbases and dissolved by the groundwater) therefore
may move southwards following ihe direction of the slope.
The kerosene pollution was detected by human sense tests
of water samples taken from seven different wells, in
which the kerosene was presem as a deep polluted layer.
Based on initial assumplions made of bo!h !he type of area
and the direction in which the kerosene pollution was
spreading, !he sites of supplementary exploratory drillings
could be planned to find the borders of the expanded
contamination more precisely.
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to V.15 were drilled in order to.outline the lenticular shm;>e
references in the literature which suggest that the thickness
of the contaminated soil body. Unfortunately, the bore
of contaminated water layer which develops in wells is
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been plotted.
The following laboratory teSl~ were carried out to identify
The neXI step was to determine the thickness of kerosene
the kClosenc contamiilation plecisely.
pollution in the phase. A neutron probe was employed to

measure the kerosene pollutIon levels, and, as an example,

hydrocarBons dIssolved In groundwater were aetermmed,
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peaks of ncutron connt numbers shown in thc Figure. It can
Water samples were taken from observational wclls and
be seen that the neutron counts measured in the saturated
dug wells in three sections parallel to the groundcw"'a"tCCer=---zone below the water table langed flOm
to 12
110w to exphe the 8pie.diiig of dissolved contamination.
depending on the porosjty of the layer
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water contaminated by kerosene in wells are not
sufficiently accurate to determine precisely the actual
thickness of the pollution. However, they do proVide

indicated by a dashed and dotted line in Figure 9.5.1.
Empirical approximations were made of the average
expansion velocity of the kerosene in phase and tho time
pertalntng to It. Assummg that the slope of the water table
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was I = 0.0025 and the greatest spread of contamination was
220 m, as is indicated in Figure 9.5.1, the average seepage
velocity of the kerosene contamination reached a value of
2.17 x 10-6 m s-l in the direction of the steepest slope.
The actual seepage velocity of the kerosene may he obtained
by dividing the seepage velocity by the gravitational
porosity (no)' The time needed to travel a distance of 220 m
was estimated at t = 175.98 days assuming the gravitational
porosity to be no = 0.15. This calculation shows that six
months would be needed for the contamination to expand to
the area over which it was detected. Thus one may conclude
that immediately after release there is virtually no kerosene
pollutant supply to the area, or any that exists is minimal.
Only an order of magnitude estimate for the migration time
can he made, but it is obvious that it could not he more than
10 years. In fact, kerosene contamination had already been
experienced in 1974 in the dug wells of those houses located
nearest to the pollution source. It might therefore be
concluded that kerosene movement in this phase had taken
place over a period of about half a year, within an order of
magnitude, and that the kerosene lens is now virtually
stationary.

However, the fact that the contaminated area is still
expanding has been confirmed by samples taken and
analysed since then, contradicting the conclusion drawn
above. The probable new border line of the polloted area is
indicated with dolled lines in Figure 9.5.1. Presumably
faulty tunning technology applied at polluting source No I
is still causing further soil contamination.
Kerosene contamination in the vicinity of polluting source

No 2 may have stopped spreading, but hydraulic pressure
tests of the oil fecding pipes and structurcs are requircd to
decide whether kerosene contamination has been completed
or is still going on in the vicinity of the probable polluting
source No 3.
If the kerosene contamination is regarded as being in a quasisteady state, this does not exclude the fact that at the
water/kerosene interface, water dissolves kerosene and the
latter may move in a dissolved state in the direction of the
groundwater flow. The dispersion of the dissolved
pollutant has been estimatcd as follows.
The highest dissolved kerosene concentration of7.36 mg 1-1
was detected in well VII at a distance of 220 m. It has been
assumed that this concentration may reach a value of
10 mg I-I in the radial direction and also in the direction of
the groundwater flow from the source. Using the
relationship developed by the Technological University of
Hannover, a distance L has been derived at which the
concentration achieves a threshold value of 0.1 mg I-I
causing taste and odiferous effects. The distance of L =
I 500 m obtained this way may be considered accurate to an
order of magnitude. Since the Water Works at Pestl6rioc is
2 km away from the site iovestigated (Figure 9.5.3) the
concentration causing these effects could reach the vicinity
of the Water Works. Six years are required to cover a
distaoce of 2 km and certainly six years have already passed

from the beginning of the contamination; nevertheless, the
concentration in well No 4 is still below the threshold
value of 0.1 mg 1-1. These calculations suggest the
possibility that the groundwater surrounding the Water
Works at Pestlorinc could be contaminated. However, since
deep groundwater is extracted at the well fields of the
PestWrinc Water Works at depths ranging from 78 m to
250 m and this aquifer is well separated from the shallow
groundwater by water tight layers, the fresh water
resources are not immediately endangered by direct
pollution.
9.5.4

Kerosene extraction

The most efficient way to extract the kerosene is by
pumping out through production wells drilled at those
locations where the kerosene polluted zone is thickest, ie,
the site closest to the pollutant source. The extracted
water should be fed back into the contaminated layer along
the border line of the area to be rehabilitated, thus
promoting intensified seepage washing through the
polluted zone.
The sketch presented io Figure 9.5.4 outlines the extraction
technology proposed. Two production wells should he
operated simultaneously near the polluting sources.
To encourage seepage intensification the extracted liquid
should be fed back through the 16 drain wells to be drilled,
as shown in the Figure.

Crossing either above or beneath the railway line or
the road could cause problems for any conduit designed
to convey the water extracted from the production
wells. Therefore production wells should be located on
both sides of the railway line_ With this arrangement,
production well No I feeds the drain wells drilled on the
village side, while production well No II feeds the drain
wells located on the airport side, and crossing the railway
line with conduit is avoided. The road-conduit crossing
could, of course, be solved by using non-destructive
construction technology and driving protective pipe under
the road.
The parameters related to kerosene extraction have been
calculated. The kerosene discharge at the beginning of the
rehabilitation process may reach a capacity of 6.8 m3 d- I
assuming that the average thickness of kerosene pollution is
about 40 cm. The time required for pumping has also been
estimated. These calculations indicate that after pumping
for a period of nine months a very much reduced thickness of
kerosene contamination would remain in a circular area of
diameter 120 m. It may be envisaged that production well
No III could extract the rest of the kerosene contamination
from the circular area outlined in the Figure. The total
pumping time has been estimated as 379 days, which is
approximately one year. However. the kerosene contamination cannot be fully extracted by pumping alone_ From the
references we may expect that approximately 40% of the
kerosene which leaked into the soil could be regained by
pumping.
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DETERMINATION OF THE KEROSENE THICKNESS BY NEIJTRON PR08E
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Figure 9.5.2 Determination of the kerosene thickness by neutron probe
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9.6 CASE STUDY NO 6-AN ACCIDENT INVOLVING A PCB SPILL IN THE
PARAIBA DO SUL RIVER
by V Coelho and M R FonsecaI

9.6.1

Introduction

AI 1617h, 4 August 1988, a fire in the electrical
components of a furnace in the Thyssen Foundries caused the
accidental discharge of approximately 150 1of askarel oil (a
dielectric fluid containing PCBs) into the Paraiba do Sui
River, State of Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. The Thyssen
industrial plant is located 2 km upstream of the pumping
station which diverts 160 m3 s-I from the Paraiba do Sui
River to the Guandu River, where a Water Treatment Plant
is located which supplies 80% of the population of the
metropolitan Area of Rio de Janeiro (about 10 million
people). Considering the location of the plant in relation to
the pumping station, follow up of the toxic wave had to be
conducted in both rivers Paraiba do Sui and Guandu.
9.6.2

Water quality monitoring

Because the industrial plant was immediately upstream
from the Santa Cecilia dam, there was only a short interval
between the time of the accident and the time the State
Foundation of Environmental Engineering (FEEMA) was
notified at 1810h, and it was not possible to interrupt the
pumping at Santa Cecilia in time to avoid contamination of
the waters of Light/Guandu System with PCBs. Thus, the
askarel oil reached the two hydrographic basins with the
possibility of affecting the water supply of a population of
10 million people in the Metropolitan Region of Rio de
Janeiro and 500000 people downstream along the Paraiba
do Sui River.
To begin with, rongh estimates of PCB concentrations at
major water snpply intakes in the Paraiba do SuI and
Guandu Rivers were made, taking into account the quantity
of askarel spilled, and the flow and hydraulic
characteristics of the rivers.
These estimates were based on the analytical solution for
the instantaneous discharge of a mass of a conservative
snbstance into a river (the Taylor equation) and indicated
that the accident should be considered a serious onc.
The flow of the Paraiba River at the time of the accident
was low at Santa Cecilia, about 250 m3 s-I. In the
Light/Guandu system the estimated transit times were
about one day in the reservoirs and about 0.6 days from
Ponte Coberta to Guandu water intake, in fact totalling
38.4 hours.
The transport of the contaminated water mass can be viewed
simply as a toxic wave moving from the accident location
to the mouth of the Paraiba River on the Atlantic Ocean,
and from the Santa Cecilia dam through the Light/Guandu
system to the mouth of the Guandu River (Sao Francisco
Canal) in Sepetiba Bay (Figures 9.6.1 and 9.6.2).

1 State Foundation of Environmental Engineering, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

A monitoring programme was set up to follow the toxic
wave, checking at strategic points in order to verify the
closing and opening of the water intakes. On the day of the
accident, water and sediment samples were collected in the
creek that received the askarel wastes, in the Paraiba River
at Santa Cecilia, and at Santana reservoir. At the same time,
water samples were collected at Barra do Pirai and Pirai
water intakes. On the following days, samples were
collected at the water intakes of all municipalities along
the Paraiba river downstream from Santa Cecilia, bearing in
mind the transit times of the contaminated water mass.
For the Guandu system a more elaborate monitoring scheme
was established, considering the population at risk, and the
need for a more precise indication of the passage of the toxic
wave. and the time needed to interrupt the water intakes.
Taking into account the resources of the FEEMA
laboratory it was decided to take hourly samples at
Ribeirao da Lajes. 40 km upstream of the water intake in the
Guandll River. The transit time from this point to the
water intake is 14 hours, sufficient to collect and transport
the samples to the laboratory by helicopter, perform the
analyses and decide to interrupt the water intake if PCB
levels were found to be above standard limits.
Sampling was undertaken at this point from 0600h, 6
August. When PCBs were detected in the water, sampling
was transferred downstream. to a point 9 km upstream of
the Guandu water intake. Later on 8 August, the sampling
was transferred to the intake itself.
PCBs were solvent extracted. and separated from
organochlorine pesticides by colnmn chromatography on
florisil and silicagel. Basic identification of PCBs was
made by gas chromatography with electron capture
The detection limit was approximately
detection.
O.OlD!1g I-I of PCBs for a 1 I water sample concentrated to
I ml. Confirmation was made by gas chromatography-mass
spectrometry for relatively high PCB concentration
samples, with a detection limit of 20 ng In l . For PCB
analyses FEEMA laboratory used a VARIAN 3 700 gas
chromatograph with an electron capture detector, a
VARIAN 6000 gas chromatograph with an electron
capture detector, and an HP 5890 gas chromatograph with
an HP 5970 mass detector coupled with an HP 300
computer.
The initial samples collected on 5 Angnst, indicated the
presence of PCBs in the Thyssen effluent at 0330h in the
water of the small creek, and at 0400h in the sediment.
PCBs were detected in the water at the entrance of Santana
reservoir at 0600h. at the entrance of Vigario reservoir at
1l00h, and in the treated water of a small town just below
Santa Cecilia at 0900h. Concentrations above the
CONAMA class 3 standard for PCBs were obtained, and
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9.7 CASE STUDY NO 7-0VERVIEW OF CONTAMINANT HYDROLOGY, GEOCHEMISTRY, AND
MICROBIOLOGY AT THE CAPE COD TOXIC WASTE RESEARCH SITE
by PGarabedian, and R LeBlanc l

9.7.1

Introduction

The US Geological Survey's Cape Cod Toxic Waste
Research site is located in the northern part of Falmouth,
Mass, on Cape Cod (Figure 9.7.1). This site is the focus of
research on the geologic, hydrologic, and chemical processes

that affect the movement of contaminants in a sewage
plume originating from Otis Air Base. It was selected for
study as part of a nationwide programme of the US
Geological Survey to describe the fate of contaminants in
the subsurface. The purpose of this study is to review the
research effort at the Cape Cod site.
9.7.2

Site description

The study area is on a broad sand and gravel outwash plain
that was formed during the last Pleistocene glacial retreat.
The outwash plain slopes southward to Nantucket Sound,
and is pitted with many kettle holes, some of which contain
ponds. The area contains several valleys that transect the
plain from north to south. Most of these valleys, which
typically are 150 to 270 m wide and 10 m deep, do not
contain streams, but have wetlands at their southern ends.
A hydrogeologic section showing the vertical distribution
of sediment types is shown in Figure 9.7.2. The top 30 to 50
m of sediment are a glacial outwash composed of stratified,
well sorted, medium to coarse sand with some gravel. In
the northern part of the study area, the sand and gravel
overlays fine sand and silt. To the south, the outwash
overlays fine sand, silt, and dense sandy till. The till
contains lenses of silt and clay, and sand and gravel. These
unconsolidated sediments overlie a crystalline
(granodiorite) bedrock surface, which generally slopes
from west to east through the study area.
On the basis of measured values for similar sediments on
Cape Cod, LeBlanc [9.7.1] estimated that the horizontal
hydraulic conductivity of sand and gravel in the study area
ranges from 60 to 90 m d- I Results of an aquifer test
conducted in the study area in 1984 indicated that the
horizontal hydraulic conductivity of the sand and gravel
was about 120 m d-! [9.7.2]. The horizontal hydraulic
conductivity of the fine sand and sandy till is estimated to
be about one-tenth that of the sand and gravel [9.7.3]. The
crystalline bedrock is assumed to have a very low hydraulic
conductivity; therefore. the bedrock surface is considered to
be the bottom of lhe regional groundwater flow system.
Groundwater in the unconsolidated sediments is under
unconfined (water table) conditions in the study area. The
water table slopes towards thc south, southwcst at about
1.5 m km-! (Figure 9.7.3). Water table altitudes shown in
this Figure are near the average for the period 1963-76.

1 US Geological Survey. Marlborough, Massachusetts, USA

Seasonal variations in aquifer recharge produce an annual
water table fluctuation of 0.3 to 0.9 m; the highest levels
are in the spring, and the lowest are in the fall.
Groundwater recharge to the study area occurs primarily
from precipitation and underflow from upgradient areas.
Little surface water run-off occurs because the sandy soils
are very permeable. Estimated recharge to the aquifer is
0.5 m a-I, about 45% of the total precipitation. Estimated
rates of horizontal groundwater velocity in the sand and
gravel range from 0.2 to 0.7 m d- I [9.7.1]. These estimates
are based on an average hydraulic gradient of 1.5 m km- I a
hydraulic conductivity from 60 to 90 m d- I , and a porosity
of 20-40%.
9.7.3

Description of sewage plume

LeBlanc [9.7.1] described the cxtent of contamination in the
aquifer caused by sewage disposal at Otis Air Base (Figure
9.7.1). In 1979, the plume of contaminated groundwater,
formed by the disposal of secondarily treated sewage onto
rapid infiltration beds since 1936, was 0.8 to l.l km wide,
23 m thick, and more than 3.4 km long (Figure 9.7.3). The
plume moves in the direction of the ambient flow to the
south and southwest, and is overlain by up to IS m of
uncontaminated groundwater derived from precipitation
that recharges the aquifer.
The plume of sewage contaminated groundwater is
characterised by elevated concentrations of dissolved solids,
boron, chloride, sodium, phosphorous, ammonium, nitratc,
detergents [9.7.1] and, in some locations, volatile organic
compounds (VOC) [9.7.4]. Boron, chloride, and sodium
appear to be moving conservatively and attenuated
primarily by hydrodynamic dispersion. Phosphorus (Figure
9.7.3) movement is greatly retarded by colloidal
precipitation [9.7.5] and adsorption onto sediments.
Although a maximum nitrate concentration of 16 mg I-I (as
Nitrogen (N)) has been detecled in the sewage effluent, the
concentration in the centre of the plume is 3.2 mg I-I [9.7.6].
Within 1.5 km of thc disposal beds, the predominant
nitrogen species in the plume is ammonium. At 1.8 kIn
from the beds, the predominant nitrogen specics is nitrate.
This distribution of ammonium is caused. in part, by
adsorption onto the aquifer sediments [9.77], and thus
retards the movement of ammonium.
Detergent
concentrations exceed 0.5 mg 1-1 methylene-blue-active
substances (MBAS) from 0.9 to 3.0 km downgradient from
the sewage infiltration beds (Figure 9.7.3).
This
distribution of detergents reflects the use of nonbiodegradable dctergents on the base during 1946--64 [9.7.1].
Elevated VOC concentrations are present in two zones, onc
which is immediately downgradient from thc disposal beds,
and the other morc than I km downgradient. The source of
the VOC immediately downgradient from the disposal beds
is still under investigation because the VOC are found
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concentration of these componnds in the sewage their
retardation by adsorption on the sediments. and their

test equipment needed for a future, larger scale tracer test

able organic compounds; concentrations of dissolved
organic carbon decreased from 12 mg 1. 1 to less than

the direction of flow, about 2 m in the transverse
horizontal direction, and about 0.002 m In the transverse

2 mg 1 lover the same distaiice. 'file decrease in bacletial

vettical ditectioli.

[9.7.2].

A small scale natural-gradient test was conducted in early
1985 at the locatioIl of L1le latge scale lest to obtain a bettei
estimate gf ~ghlle velocity for phmnjng of the large scale
biodegredation were not known.
Elevated voe
test. The large scale natural-gradient tracer test was
----·-eC<O'l1ilC'C;eeunlitrJations-wereiliseoveted1lear- the se"age beds-laoor in
conducted from 1985 to 1987 to measure dispersion in the
the study (E C Jordan Inc written commun 1986),
aquifei and to deteuliiile geochemical cOlitlOls Oil ieactivc
----_Illl<l!"":;tt;eer"i"211-!'!>QOJ!'l"yJlI"atL>ig"'n'"s'-"\JI"'e"re~al"'soo_lmu.ee,a",s",ulIloo"d!-IIjnWltbl<e'-cpplllUu.Ilmlte:..tJ:fnlIrC--tltM>tnrusslplJ:OIlJTfUililn.laLJblJ,eJtIClette0'8g,,~nllJOJlill!sU!aq.u.ife:t.[9
7 2 97 14] Bromide
Ule first lirn~ in 1983. Bacterial populations were found to
a non-reactive tracer, was monitored with a three~
be as large as 2 x 106 m[-l near the infiltration beds and then
dimensional array of 9 600 sampling points as it lUoved
decleased LO about 25(J 000 11I1 1 1 kill flom tile beds. These
280 iIi tliiougli diG aquifer. Statistical analysis fif bromicle
_ _ _ _ _DOJtCUJrnnnbeerr:ss.lallJl_ppear to correlate with the a')/YJJ.aJIt·laatbllillJilJtYLO(lfLdaJe"lg::rrJJ.ad<l·~....i:C:llOLllnCJCeJtnllturallfJl(·olllUISS.lbJaa:S-Shownthat dispersivity is about 1 m in
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Two reactive tracers, lithium and molybdate, also were

monitored as part of the large scale tracer test, and were
found to be significantly retarded relative to bromide. For
lithium, a cation. adsorption occurs both on the mineral
surfaces and, more significantly. inside the weathered

feldspar grains. Adsorption occurring inside the feldspar
grains is controlled by diffusion into the micropores. The
result is a skewed distribution of lithium [9.7.15].
Adsorption of molybdate, an oxyanion of molybdenum, is
affected by pH and by the concentration of phosphate,
another oxyanion competing for adsorption sites [9.7.16,
9.7.17J.
Other tracer tests conducted at the Cape Cod site were used
to measure aquifer properties, nutrient mobility, microbial
activity, and bacterial transport in the aquifer [Table 9.7.1].
The results of a test using heat as a tracer were used to
calculate aquifer porosity, longitudinal dispersivity for
mass and temperature, bulk thermal conductivity, and
apparent longitudinal thermal conductivity [9.7.18]. Two
other tracer tests were conducted at the same site with
ammonium and bromide as tracers. Results of these tests
showed that ammonium. a cation, is retarded by ion

exchange relative to the non-reactive anionic tracer,
bromide, causing cations such as calcium, magnesium, and
potassium to be released into solution [9.7.7].

A method to measure directly microbial activity in the
aquifer at a site where denitrification is occurring was

tested using methane and a chlorofluoromethane as tracers
[9.7.19,9.7.20]
These dissolved gases were transported without
retardation, but concentrations of methane apparently
decreased because of biodegredation. Five tracer tests
conducted at two sites showed that transport of bacteria

may be affected by bacterial size and electrical cbarge on the
surfaces of the bacteria [9.7.11]. In one test, the bacteria

moved at the same rate as chloride through about 7 m of the
aquifer under a natural hydraulic gradieut. Tracer tests
conducted during 1988 include experiments on the effect of
complexing ligands on metal transport in aquifers [9.7.2\).
A major research thrust at this site has been to relate the
dispersion of solutes to the heterogeneity of aquifer
hydraulic properties. In particular, it has been found that
dispersion of solute in aquifers is strongly affected by
variations in hydraulic conductivity.
Hydraulic
conductivities are being measured at close intervals in
continuous cores of sediments from the large scale tracer

test site using a constant head permearneter and are being
compared to values determined by analysis of boreholeflowmeter logs. Comparisons of these two methods are
made both statistically, using data from different holes, and
directly, using information from the same hole. The
statistical information includes estimates of means and

variances, and variogram analyses [9.7.22]. The results of
statistical analyses and the large scale tracer test results
will be used to test stochastic theories relating dispersion
to variations in hydraulic conductivity.

Other current research topics at the Cape cod site include an
examination of the sediments to determine the primary
control of adsorption of organic compounds in the aquifer.
Preliminary examination of sediment mineralogy and
graincoatings shows that, although the organic-carbon

content of the sediments is low (about 0.015%),
hydrophobic organic compounds may be retarded in the
sandy sediments by preferential adsorption onto particular
mineral surfaces [9.7.23]. In addition, about 200 wells were
sampled during spring 1988 to define the distribution of
organic and inorganic constituents in the sewage plume.

This information, along with the results of the tracer and
hydraulic tests, will be used to improve an understanding of
the movement and fate of these constituents in the sewage

plume.
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Test type

Injection

Injection
date

Divergent
Divergent

Jun '84
Jul '84
Jul '84
Aug '84
Aug '84
Sep '84
Mar '85
Jul '85
Oct '85
Jun '86

Natural gradient

Jun '86

Divergent
Natural gradient

Aug '86

Doublet

Doublet
Convergent

Doublet
Divergent
Divergent

Natural gradient
Natural gradient

Oct '86

Jun '87
Jun '87

Natural gradient
Natural gradient
Natural gradient

Oct '87

Br

= Bromide

a

= chloride

Li

= lithium

F
Mo042

=

fluoride

= molybdate
Table 9.7.1

FSW 389
FSW 386
FSW 372
FSW 391
FSW 394
FSW 393
FSW 415
FSW 415
FSW 393
FSW 393
FSW 347
FSW 393
FSW 347
FSW 347
FSW 168
FSW 347

Maximum travel

Tracers
location

Br
Br
Br
Br
Br
Br

a
BT, Li+, F,

Mool

+
.
Br. NH4 ,bactena
BI, N03. K+, bacteria microspheres

a

Br. heat
CH4• Ct. chlorofluoromethane,
microspheres
C 13 H4. BT, microspheres

Br

BT, bacteria

NH/
N03

9.7.2

9.7.3

9.7.4

3.7
3.7
6.1
3.7
6.1
6.0
10.0
280
3.1
3.1
6.7
3.1
6.7

[9.7.2J
[9.7.2]
[9.7.2]
[9.7.2]
[9.7.2J
[9.7.2]
[9.7.2]
[9.7.2]
[9.7.7]
[9.7.7, 9.7.11]
[9.7.19]
[9.7.18J
[9.7.20J
Smith (in press)

6.7
6.9
6.7

Harvey (in press)
Harvey (in press)

=ammoniwn

= nitrate

K+

== potassium

CH4
C13H4

= methane

= carbon 13 labelled methane

Tracer tests conducted at the Cape Cod Research Site from 1984-87
(see Figure 9.7.3 for locations)
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9.S-CASE STUDY NO 8-HYDROLOGICAL ASPECTS OF THE RADIOACTIVE CONTAMINATION OF
WATER BODIES FOLLOWING THE CHERNOBYL ACCIDENT
by A V Konoplyov, V A Borzilov, A A Bolgakov, A I Nikitin, M A Novitskyt and 0 VoicehovitchZ

9.8.1

Introduction

On 26 April 1986, at 0123h a major accident occurred at
reactor 4 of the Cheroobyl Nuclear Power Station which
resulted iu core damage and destruction of plant buildings.
Approximately 3.5% of the fission and activation products
accumulated in reactor 4 were released into the atmosphere
[9.8.1,9.8.2J.
The accident formed a cloud which, because of the prevailing
meteorological conditions, produced fall-out in an area
uorth west of Chernobyl. From 26 April to 8 May 1986,
due to the continuing release of gaseous, volatile and
aerosol products, two zones of radioactive fall-out were
formed, called here the near and remote zones.
Table 9.8.1 shows the daily releases of radioactive
substances into the atmosphere. The estimated radioouclide
composition of the release is given in Table 9.8.2.
Figure 9.8.1 shows the 0.05 mR h- t isoline of r-radiation
dose rate for 10 June 1986 [9.8.3], oatural background value.
The radioactive fall-out area was in three distinctive parts:
north, south and east. which, covered southern regions of
Belorussia, the westero part of the Bryansk regiou (the
Russian republic) and central Ukraine.
In terms of physical geography, the contaminated area lies
in the south-western part of the eastern-European plain, and
partially in the Pripyat forest, which borders 00 Pridnieper
lowland to the east. The terrain of the region is flat, the
climate temperate-continental. and the average annual
rainfall varies from 500 to 650 mm, with two thirds
precipitating in the warm season.

Among the soils prevailing in southern Belorussia are
soddy-podzolic and boggy-peat, while soddy podzolic, loam
and sandy soils prevail in the south east [9.8.2].
The composition and physical-chemical properties of the
radionuclides changed at different stages of the accident.
For this reason the radionuclide fall-out composition of the
study area is non-uniform, and dependent on direction and
distance from the Nuclear Power Plant (NPP).
Due to the explosion shock wave, temperature gradient and
the oxidation of nuclear fuel-uranium dioxide (V02)-hot
fuel particles were formed during the accident. Over 90%
of the total number of hot particles with an activity greater
than SO Bq were UOz + U03 particles with a radionuclide
composition close to that of fuel exposed to radiation, and
with a high content of highly mobile volatile fission
products.
Insoluble fission products on sections of exposed fuel are
found as a second phase incorporation with a characteristic
metallic glitter. Most incorporations are of round shape,
lie predominantly on grain borders and are bound to pores.
I Institute of Experimental Meteorology, Obninsk, Russian Federation
2 Ukrainian HydTOmeteoTOlogical Institute, Kiev, Ukraine

In all likelihood, such incorporations can accoont for the
abnormal content of refractory radionuclides in some hot
fuel particles formed during UO z dispersion. Among the
exotic hot particles are also ruthenium particles, which
have magnetic properties and a matrix composed of iron
group elements and a high content of ruthenium-l03 and
ruthenium-l06.
The release of fuel particles into the environment was the
main distinguishing feature of the Chernobyl accident.
Due to the breakdown of fuel elements and annealing of
nuclear fuel, a considerable quantity of volatile fission
products (iodine, caesium, chromium and others-the socalled vapour and gaseous component of the release) was
released into the atmosphere, which part!y condensed onto
inert particles, dust, structural material, etc. The hot
particles which were formed in this way (and are close in
th.eir properties to particles formed at the last stage of a
nuclear explosion) have contamination on their surface and
low specific activity compared to fuel particles.
Condensation particles formed following the Chernobyl
accident were similar to those fouud in global fall-out after
nuclear tests. Therefore, the behaviour of these particles in
water bodies can be forecast with fairly good precision. At
the same time, the behaviour of the fuel particles found in
the Chernobyl fall-out area make this area unique, and the
fact that they are conceutrated primarily in the near, ie, 60
km zone around the Chernobyl NPP presents a serious
scientific problem.

The refractory radionuclides: zirconium-95, niobium-95,
cerium-144, etc, are a fitting tracer of fuel particle presence
in the area. Farther away from the Chernobyl NPP the
fraction of fuel component in the fall-out decreased and the
particle size composition of the hot particles changed. At a
distance of 10 km from the reactor, for instance, hot
particles of more than 20 lJ.l11 hardly occur.
Assessments were made of the total transport of
radioactive substances in the atmosphere, which were
carried outside the Soviet Uuion [9.8.4]. Major transport of
radionuclides through the Soviet border occurred in the
first 36 hours, and among the countries affected were
Polaud, Sweden and Finland. The total amount of activity
from the release into these countries was 1.4 x 10 17 Bqroughly half the total 1-131 release over this period-but
2.6 x IO t6 Bq of it returned to the Soviet Union (the regions
of the Baltic republics and Karelia). Very little of the
radioactivity released to the atmosphere from noon on
27 April to 29 Aprii was carried abroad. However, the
release which occurred between 29 April-6 May 1986 was
partially carried abroad and this contamination affected
Romania, Bulgaria, Turkey, Czechoslovakia and Hungary
[9.8.4].
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is the total content of radionuclides;
is the fraction of radionuclides which are
included as part of fuel particles
is the cation form of the radionuclide in
solution;

A' 2

are radionuclides sorbed on soil by an ion

3.
the non-exchangeable form is extracted by
boiling in 6N hydrochloric acid.
The distinguishing feature of strontium-90 in soil from the
30 km zone was the large fraction of non-exchangeable
forms in 1986-1987 as compared with global fall-out from
nuclear tests. This was due to a large number of fuel
particles in the fall-out (see section 9.8.1).

exchange mechanism;

is an irreversibly sorbed form of a

radionuclide;
are radionuclides which are part of soluble
complex compounds;

After particles settle nn the earth's surface, the mobile
fraction of radionuclides (the water soluble and
exchangeable forms) reacts with the soil absorbing
complex and becomes involved in sorption and complex
formation processes, (9.8.1).

K

is the constant
equilibrium; and

K;j

is the rate constant of a corresponding
transformation process.

caesium-137 is concerned, the picture is completely
different. The exchangeable form of this radionuclide is
fixed very quickly in an irreversibly sorbed state due to the

The mechanisms associated with the key radionuclide forms
identified in (9.8.1) differ significantly as do thcir
migration rates in water bodies. Forms A2 and A4 migrate

lattice. Simulations carried out in 1986 [9.8.8] have shown

of

ion-exchange

There is little redistribution nf fall-out strontium-90
between the mobile and immobile forms, but as far as

with the interstitial solution, yet the velocity of Az is

much less than that of A4 due to adsorption-desorbtion

incorporation of caesium ions in the mineral and crystal
that the fixation rate constant for caesium-137 in soil
substantially exceeds the rate constant of its leaching from

fuel particles (K23 >K I2). As a result, a quasi-stationary

retardation during ion-exchange interaction in the solid

state is found in soil. in so far as the concentration of the

phase.

exchangeable form of caesium-137 is concerned. Indeed,
experiments have shown that the proportion of

Forms AI' A'2 and A3 migrate only with the particles tn
which they are attached. Their main mechanisms of
migration in water courses, and water reservoirs, are by the
transport of suspended matter while in soil and bottom
sediments-movement through pores and cracks as well as
the so called bioturbation processes, ie, the mixing of soil

particles due to the activity of biota.

Particles

incorporating these radionuclide forms may differ in
particle size composition, density and other physicalchemical properties. each of which may cause the migration

rates of Al and A3 10 be diffcrent.
When analysing the forms in which radionuclides occur in

water bodies and soil following the Chernobyl accident
tinee factors should be borne in mind
1.
The initial forms of the radionuclides in the
fall-out, and thcir spatial inhomogcneity.

2
The difference in sorption and fixation
capabilities of soil and bottom scdiment at any
given point.
3.
The transformation processes associated
with the forms in which the activity occurs.

The fO"rms in which radionuclides occur in soil. bottom
sediments and suspended matter are normally determined

by the techniqne of sequential cxtraclions [9.8.7], ie,
1.
Thc water solublc form is extracted by
distilled water;

2.
the exchangeable form is extracted by IN
ammonium acetate CH3COONH 4 solution;

exchangeable forms of cacsium-137 has hardly changed since
the summer of 1986.
Table 9.8.7 shows the rate constants for strontium-90 and
caesitim-137 lcaching from fuel particles (K 12) for the main
typcs of soil within a 30 km zone of the Chernobyl NPP
and the fixation rate constants for caesium-137 (K23 ).

9.8.3.2
Vertical migration of radianuclides in the
unsaturated zone
Migration of radionuclides along a soil profile is due to
movement of soil particles as well as soil moisture, which

includes soluble and colloidal forms of radionuclides. In
1986-1989 the vertical distribution of radionuclides along
the soil profile in the area polluted by the Chernobyl
accident was monitored [9.8.7, 9.8.9]. Soil samples 14 cm in
diameter and 5 em in height were taken with corers. The

samples were divided into layers and the different forms of
radionuclide in each layer was determined. Separatc vertical
distributions for exchangeable and non-exchangcable forms
of each radionuclide were measured. Table 9.8.8 shows the
effective coefficients of dispersion for the exchangeable and
non-exchangeable forms of strontium-90 and caesium-137
in soil.
Isotopes of caesium, ruthenium, cerium and strontium

differ markedly in their fixation ability in the solid soil
phase. complex fonnation with soil components, charge and
ion size and other characteristics. Nevertheless, the

examination of a large body of experimental data shows
that, for all sampling points the isotopes of caesium-134,
caesium-137, ruthenium-106 and cerium-144 in the upper
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layer have a similar distribution along the soil profile. This

wash-out deci ved from this work agree wfih-ule
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fixation -an.d.-m.ig.r.ati.o.n-into... the soil occurred TheSe
others attached.

processes cause the normalised coefficients. of radionuclide

In 1986-1987 the distrihution of strontium-90 in soil
wash out with surface run-off, K*!, to be reduced. However - - -----------wlth'nthe30-krnzonearoun,fthe-CliemobyfNPPwas-only--,here-wa""o-appreciable-decrease-of-K~Jfur-strontium~(l------------,;lighrty-mffercm--frnrrr-rtr.rt--r'f-caesiTInr- 131. lIo we.", .
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starting from l.9.8JLJ1iffe.rences bee am e-si.gnificao t
the fact that migration into lower soil layers of the mobile
strontium-90 moved much faster than caesium"13? and it is
forms of this radionucHdc which are capable of passing into
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varies within two orders of magnitude. Thus. contrary to
---t"'h"eJScaesiunt, ruthenium-I06 and cerium-144 isotopes,
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fuel partIcles (see sectton 9.8.3.1). As a consequence, the
content of strontium-90 eX~ha~~eable forms mtfie soil

_
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surface rUIl-off is One of the key
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KS'a.
is lhe coefficient of strontium
walers.
and calcium ion exchange- selectivity in
soIl;

The first investigations of wash-out of Chernobyl
[Sr-90J, is the strootium concentration
radionuclides were carried out as early as summer 1986, and
in soladon,
------aimed at obtammg wash-out coeffICIents (Chapter 4.1) to
enable prompt predietion of tlJe ffl<liatffia&-jI"e''''eel!~llf·nHl.~''·a~teOlr~-------T7[C''a''l,--''lS""th"'e"'ca"'I"'e"IU"m"'c"'o'"n"'c"enn;lf"'ao;t'l io"n"'m.-----bodies [9.8.10,9.8.]]]. The studies were carried out using
solatioa;
artificial precipitation on special purposo run-off plots.
[S1-90]e is tire content of exchangeable
Table 9JL9 and 9.8.10 contain normalised run-off
strmitium ..90 in 'he upper soil layer; and
coefficients (see Chapter 4.1) of the main long-lived
mdiunuclides with lain -aud spdng-,un-off, lCspeetivcl.vy:-,----------!l[Cale
is tI10 G8Rt@Rtofexchangeable
_____~ollhw.tained.._experimentally on the pints I,ater studies of
calcium in soil.
caeSillm-137, caesium·J34, ruthenium-106 and cerium-144
wash-ollt were carried out on watersheds with surface runAccordmg to (9.8.2) the sD"onuum-90 concemradull in fUlloff inw die Ii9eIS. 'fhe I10mrntised coefficielils·of uHqoitfL-eff-sIKmIQ bg dir0ct.ly----pt:gp~GRal--to--the--ca!.uhwlm"''__
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concentration, and this is confirmed experimentally by the
results given in Figure 9.8.2.
During the snowmelt as opposed to rainfall run-off, a
pronounced dependence of strontium-90 concentration on

run-off intensity is evident (see Figure 9.8.3). This is
assoeiated with the fact that when soil is partially frozen,
part of the water runs off without any contact with the
soil. A decrease in the proportion of such water in the runoff volume leads to a corresponding reduction in strontium90 concentration. The dependence of [Sr-90], on [Cal, in this
case is not directly proportional (see Figure 9.8.4)
1
[ Sr-90Js

[Sr-90]o

~lCa]o

[Ca]S] [Ca]s
. ([Ca]SI- [Ca]S2
where

The marked difference in the values of partition coefficients
for strontium-90 and caesium-137 arises from the difference
in the prevailing mechanisms of adsorption for these

radionuclides. Strontium-90 is characterised by reversible
sorption by an ion exchange mechanism, whereas caesium-

137 is noted for its fast fixation, due to its incorporation
into the crystal mineral lattice. The timescale of these
processes is tens of days (see 9.8.3.1). This causes a decrease
of caesium-137 equilibrium concentration in solution and a
consequent increase in the effective partition coefficient.
Another factor which governed the value of the effective
partition coeffieient for radionuclides which entered the
environment as a result of the Chernobyl accident, was the
presence of fuel particles, which also caused an increase in

[Ca]s, [Ca]s
[Ca]SI - [Ca]S2

1

the effective ~ for each radionuclide (see 9.8.3.1).
In addition to the ratio of the forms in which radionuclides

(9.8.3)

occur, the value of the partition coefficient is considerably
affected by the phase ratio (solution: solid phase). As this

is the calcium concentration in
water draining off unfrozen soil;

ratio increases Kp increases. The results of some
experiments simulatmg this relationship for Sr-90 is given

[Cal S1

[Ca1s2 is the background concentration
of calcium in.;snow.

Run-off does not cease following complete snowmelt in
the upper soil layer, because uf the water yield of the soil
and precipitation. As this takes place, the strontium-90
concentration remains constant and does not change with
intensity, as is the case with the rainfall run-off
experiments.

run~off

(9.8.2) and (9.8.3) show that one of the factors governing
Sr-90 wash-out is the mineralisation of running water.

in Figure 9.8.5 [9.8.71. A similar relationship is reported for
other radionuclides in [9.8.9].
The fact that K p is dependent on the phase ratio, and the

form of this dependence, is very important when
considering the distribution of radionuclides in a water
body. It is obvious that in the "bottom sediment-water"
systems, ~ differs considerably. It should he noted that it
takes longer to attain adsorption-desorption equilibrium
with a small phase ratio than when in suspension. In
suspended sediment, desorption equilibrium is attained in

approximately 15 minutes [9.8.7].
To calculate seasonal variations in radionuclide wash-out

9.8.4
The distribution of radionuclides in the soilwater system
The partition coefficient Kp (see Section 6.2.1) which is the

with surface run-off and soil filtration flow, as well as
exchange in the "bottom sediment-water" system, it is
essential to know the temperature dependence of

ratio of the radionuclide concentration in a solid phase and
its concentration in solution is the critical parameter for
describing and predicting radionuclide behaviour in water

equilibrium desorption. Laboratory studies [9.8.7] have

bodies. The value ~ is primarily dependent on the chemical

Therefore, there is no reason to expect major temperature
dependent seasonal variations in so far as strontium-90
distributions are concerned.

form of the radionnclides, the adsorption mechanism and

the physicat-chemical characteristics which control the
adsorption properties of the solid material.
Each chemical form of a radionuclide has its own value of

Kp. For example,

~

is close to zero for soluble complex

compounds of radionuclides in fulvic acids, since they are

poorly sorbed and occur mainly in solution.

The

distribution of the ionic form of the radionuclide is
governed by the mechanism of ion exchange; for strontium90, Kp usually ranges from a few units to several tens. For

non-exchangeable forms of radionuclides Kp has a large
value (> 1 000). Actually the value of the partition
coefficient, is the weighted mean of contributions from the

shown that the extent of strontium-90 desorption is not

very dependent on temperature in the range of 4--45 0 C.

Table 9.8.11 shows the average partition coefficients for
strontium-90 and caesium-137 in the suspended sedimentwater system of the surface run-off in the 30 km zone
watershed, following the accident at the Chernobyl NPP.
The phase ratio in the surface run-off was over 1 000.
9.8.5
The radiation monitoring network for water
hodies at different stages after the Chernobyl accident
9.8.5.1

The location ofmonitoring points

The positions where radiation monitoring of water and
bottom sediments was carried out were optimised

different radionuclide forms present. For the Chernobyl

throughout 1986 as the distribution of contamination by

radionuclides the effective value for strontium-90· in the

the various radionuclides was evaluated more exactly over
the territories of the Ukrainian, Belorussian and Russian

"suspended matter-water" system is in the range of 50 to
1000, and for caesium-137 from I 000-100 000.

republics.
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In the first days after the accident, when a decision on the
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Chernobyl monitoring was continuous. In addition to these
village and the town of Mozyr,
fIxed sample pomts, regular samplIng was Imliated-at an
0 th D .
R'
(do
tr am f th Ki r r 'r)'
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9.8.5.2
Momtorlng methodology
waters were carried out and boalS were used to examine the
AU of the experience gained by a number of Soviet agencies
----·--w1m1ecascade of reserVOIrs.
was -appitNt;- in order to ll11mirot [he radioacti~-.
,
,
~--,----~coutaminatiou-OLtbe_waterJmdie"--_Sincc,.during.aeddeotaL
_
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."
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..
f
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_
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regular field surveys of radioactive contamination
of water and bottom sedIments in the Dnieper

_

exceeded that value, the sample was filtrated and the total
~ -activity of the filtrate was measureaagam (since
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An aerial..'¥::wectrometric survey allowed rapid assessment
of radioactive contamination of water reservoirs to an order
of magmtude- accuracy. Earher, the results of aenal "(The observatIonal system allows the followmg
------------t!1Sl<~o_b.,.,,""''ie<i_<llttr._----------- ....s1u"'rp,v'' e' y' s-'ff6elr__the Kiev reser'leif-tlhe llistributiou of 'Y
radiation dose rate over the resuvoir surface) had been
control to be exetcised Dvm the input of
compared with the results of radionuclide analysis of water
radioollcljdes jnto the Kiev reservojr;
samples taken In the reservOir from boats. and a coefficient
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had been found. For instance, the evaluation in May 1986
----~

Pripyat River to be assessed.

The -y-radiation detectors made it pOSSIble to carry out

-------::::-----c:-:c-:,--,-----,----,-;----=-:----::c-:-------;:----C;eo"'n01ti1in"oJ<o""o~atien
of eontaminlllien level. 10 ideRtify

Figure 9.8.6 shows the positions of the fixed sampling
short-term increases caused for example. by radionuclide
pOlOts for monitorIng the radioactivity Of water III the
wash-out from the surface after rainfall. As with the -y_
-------JRI{"Hs"'s..iailll"",clIlo!<61emssiaJ:I-..anfl---~aS--Qf'..-l.9-S.9-·,----~s=ucorvCCe"y-c,-caO-=ecoon=v"e=r=sTlo=n~c=ocoeIMfTlc=l=e=ne-t
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the y tad:iatie.n dose fate in water measured by aa iR1ffi8fSieRn----1
outlets On the Pripyat and ~Y.eI£JI""lUte",r]Jm",e",dJjijJ3"teL----,s"e<!Jn"S!10Lr "to.L!!to",ta",·"-1.j;6l:-l!Cac>iJub!·V~lll'ty-y~.
_
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The concentration of individual "(-emitters in water was

assessed by methods which had been developed earlier.
When contamination levels in the water samples were high,
the concentration of y-emitters was determined directly by
semiconductor "{-spectrometry. With low contamination

levels the radionuclides were first concentrated. The
concentration process included the separation of suspended
mailer and the dissolved part of the radioactive
contaminant by the use of selective sorbents or ionexchange resins. After treatment. the sample concentrates
were then measured with semiconductor "(-spectrometers.
Strontium-90 in water was determined by sedimentation

followed by radiochemical extraction using techniques
which had been developed earlier.
Radioactive contamination of the bottom sediments with

individual radionuclides was assessed using different
sampling methods. Before sampling the readings of logging
radiometers were taken to estimate the distribution of "{radiation dose rate exposure.
After treatment, the samples of boltom sediment were
subjected to radionuclide analysis (using y-spectrometers,
radiochemical extraction of strontium, plutonium, etc).
Contamination levels of individual radionuclides were
mapped using aerial y-specLrometric survey and sampling.

9.8.5.4
The radiation situation on the contaminated
territory: contamination mapping
The investigations of radioactive contamination from the

Chernobyl release were begun in the very first days after
the accident. The radioactive contamination which ensued
was controlled by the dynamics of the radioactive releases
and meteorological conditions. Polluted air masses spread
extensively across the Ukraine, Belorussian and Russian

republics. Major areas of contamination, following the
accident, lay to the west, the north west and the north east
of the NPP and to a less extent to the south. The wide
spread of radioactivity was due to the fact that, in the fIrst
10 days after the accident, the wind direction changed by
360°, around all points of the compass. In the areas where it
rained noticeable, hot spots of radioactivity emerged.
Most of the radioactivity in the near zone (see page 1 of this
case study) was from fall-out over the fIrst four to five
days. However, the shape of the fall-out areas continued to
develop throughout May 1986. Several days after the
accident, sampling of contaminated soil was begun,

followed by laboratory analysis (y-spectrometry and
radiochemistry).
This allowed maps of isotopic
contamination to be compiled. Isotopic analysis made it

possible to establish that the samples taken in remote areas

followed by y-spectrometric or radiochemical analysis.

were rich in radioactive caesium-137 and caesium-134. For
mapping purposes aerial 13 and 'Y spectrometric surveys were

9.8.5.3

widely used.

Data collection,integration and transmission

The methodology for obtaining information on radioactive
contamination of water bodies is described in sections

9.8.5.1 and 9.8.5.2.

The data gathered at the fixed

observation points, and by the emergency field teams were
sent to republican centres of radiation monitoring which are

part of the radiation monitoring system of the USSR State
Committee of Hydromcteorology. The centre also analysed
samples from observation stations, for radionuclides,
integrated the data from areas under centre control, and

transmitted them to repnblican decision-making bodies.
Information about radioactive contamination of those
territories of the Ukraine, Belorussian and Russian
republics exposed to radiation after the Chernobyl accident,
was integrated in the science-production association

"Typhoon" of the State Committee of Hydrometeorology.
This institute was rcsponsible for gathering data from
republican centres and other institutes, analysing the
radiation situation in all water bodies and predicting
changes in the radiation situation.
Based on this integrated information. corrections were made
to the distribution of observation points and the
monitoring programme. sources and processes leading to the
worst water contamination were identified. and
programmes of special investigations were compiled.
Information integrated over the zone under investigation,
and forecastE of changes in the radiation situation were sent

to the USSR Statc Committee of Hydrometeorology,
which was in contact with the dccision-making bodies of the
USSR.

From the results of the work carried ant during 1986-1989,
radioactivity contours were drawn. Further work, aimed at
determining the degree of radioactive contamination more
exactiy, will be continued in future years.

9.8.5.5
The radiation situation in water bodies of the
contaminated area
The initial contamination was characterised by an iodine

period when the iodine-131 concentration in the waters of
the Pripyat and Dnieper rivers reached 100-200 Bq 1-1.
During May-June of 1986 the wave carrying iodine-131
contaminated waters reflected the motion of water masses

in the cascade of reservoirs. However, as early as July 1986,
water concentrations of this radionuclide fell appreciably
due to decay, and the main component of the river
contamination was due to radioisotopes of caesium and

strontium-90.
Figure 9.8.7 shows the changing radioactivity levels in the
Pripyat, averaged over 10 day intervals from 1986 to 1989.
A distinct correlation was observed within the
hydrological seasons, between river run-off. water
processes and radionuclides in the Pripyat and Dnieper.

caesium-137 removal is strongly affected by suspended
sediments in water but for strontium-90 the transport of
river se4iments was of less significance. Figure 9.8.7
compares caesium-137 removal in suspension and solution.

As can be seen caesium-137 transport can range from 20% to
80%. depending on resuspension. watershed erosion and
flow transport.

:--------------
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specialised models [9.8.14, 9.8.15]. This section presents
some predictions of the radiation situation at various stages
following the accident.
Hydrological forecasts made by the State Hydrological
Institute were used as input data. These included volume of
surface run-off, eroded soil mass and flood hydrograph for
year-analogue. These values were known for four large
rivers as well as some inflows. For those inflows whose

hydrograph of year-analogue was uot knowu, a known
hydrograph from a similar gecgraphical area was used.
Soil wash-out was assumed to be proportional to surface
run-off. This assumption is rather rough since monitoring
data iudicate that wash-out of the bulk of the soil occurs

The tuff is embedded in the dam for absorbing dissolved
forms of caesium isotopes. The 21 principal water
protection facilities (by degree of watershed contamination) were on the Sakhan, llya, Grezlya, Veresnya,
Bratinka, Zhelon Rivers and in the Pogonyan channel.
In October 1986 the dams produced a reduction of the
strontium-90 concentration, on average, by a factor of only
1.2, ie, with filtrating dams strontium-90 adsorption was
insignificant.
The weighted mean concentration of caesium-137 in the

duration of the flood peak on a small river. Nevertheless, it
seemed satisfactory for a tentative forecast.

ceolyte of the filtrating dams in May 1987 was
2500 Bq Kg-I; the ceclyte of all protection facilities in the
30 km zone of the Chemobyl NPP had accumulated about
lOll Bq of caesium-137 hy that time. For comparison, the
removal of caesium-137 from 1 to 26 April 1987 amounted
to 3.7 x 1012 Bq.

The prediction made from these data was qualitatively

Table 9.8.14 shows data on the deposit of caesium-137 in

correct in respect of variations in radionuclide
concentrations in large rivers. To validate the model,

of constructing filtrating dams. The same table gives data

within a period which is several times shorter than the

calculations were repeated after flooding and use was made
of hydrographs for both large rivers and some inflows. The
fun-off volume for inflows whose discharge was not
measured was taken as equal to that for a geographically
close inflow predicted by the hydrological forecast.
The forecast results and monitoring data obtained later are

given in [9.8.15]. Figures 9.8.11 and 9.8.12 show the results
for calculating and measuring caesium-137 in the Pripyat
river cross-sections near Benevka and Chernobyl.

9.8.7
Water protection activities in the· water
bodies of the Chernobyl accident zone and their
efficiency

bottom soil of reservoirs formed on small rivers as a result
on the caesium-137 content in soil adjacent to water
reservoirs. The principal conclusion drawn after examining

the operation of the filtering darns was that the efficiency
of these arrangements was low. The well known ability of
soil and river suspended sediment particles to adsorb
radioisotopes of caesium, cerium, plutonium and others

formed the basis for a concept of setting up bottom traps on
the Pripyat to catch particulate radioactive material
transported along the river. These traps were large pits in
the river channel where, due to a decrease in flow rates,
suspended material and attached radionuclides would be
depos"ited.

Unfortunately, however, the efficiency of the traps was

To minimise the radionuclide input into the Pripyat River
and Kiev reservoir, 131 water protection facilities

rather poor, since most of radionuclides were sorbed from

(filtrating and blank dams, and barriers) were set up on
small rivers and water courses around the Chemobyl NPP.
The filtrating facility includes a ceolite-containing tuff.

decrease in flow rate in the river segments where the
channel pits were made was, in the event, insufficient to

Ihe waler onto particles of small size (50 Ilm) and the

cause the fine fraction of the suspended load to be deposited.

Date

Time after Accident, days

q,Bq

26 April
27 April
28 April
29 April
30 April
1 May
2 May
3 May
4 May
5 May
6 May
9 May
23 May

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
14
28

4.4 x 10 17
1.5 x 10 11
1.3 x 10 11
9.6 x 10 16
7.4 x 10 16
7.4 x 10 16
1.5 x 10 11
1.9 x 10 11
2.6 x 10 17
3.0 x 1017
3.7 x 1015
3.5 x 10 14
7.4 x 10 11

Table 9.8.1 Daily release q of radioactive substances into the aunosphere from accident unit [9.8.1]
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---------------ConcentraTloii1Jt[r--------------

ObserVatiOn

II\!Ver

lLMay 198~

PrIpyat

1-131

Ba 140

Zr 95

Ru 103

4.4 x 10"

22 x lU"

.5 x 10"

8x 10"

103

X 103

Teterev

3 May 1986

Irpen

6 JooeJ986

1.8 x 103

l.l x 103

8 x 103

Desna

26 April 1986

6.7 x 102

5.2 x 102

5.9 x 102

Dniener IObolon'l

3 Mav 1986

1.3 x 103

7 x 102

7 x 102

Table 9.8.3

2x

1.2 x l(}'

1.4

Ce 144

7 X 102

6.7 x 102

1.2 x 102

3.4 x 102
3.3x 102

M""llflulfl eooceolftlli<lfls of selected reaiooHclides 10 d.ers llflmetHaool} fullowiol'; tfte aeeideol
over the observation period starting from 1 May 1986 [9.8.51

----------------
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CASE STUDY NO 8

The Pripyat River
near Chernobyl

Concentration Bq I

Ce-144

Ce-141

1-131

Ru-l03

Cs-137

Zr-95

Ba-140

I May 1986

370

410

2 100

550

250

400

I 400

6 May 1986

-

89

810

170

1600

170

180

3 June 1986

-

-

33

26

22

11

16 July 1986

37

IS

-

IS

74

37

Date

Radionuclide concentrations for the Pripyat River immediately after the accident

Table 9.8.4

Concentration Bq 1

River

May

June

Desna

16 ± I

13±2

Dneper

IS ±2

9.2±0.7

Braginka

17± I

Pripyat

19 ± I

17 ± I

Uzh

33±2

18±3

Teterev

20±2

15±4

Irpen

24±4

12±2

Table 9.8.5

Tritium concentration in May·June 1986 [9.8.5]

Concentration Bq 1

'1'e-132

1-131

Ru-103

Ba-140

Cs-137

Suspended
matter

450

160

640

490

35

Solution

160

140

15

90

9

Table 9.8.6

Cs-134

0.1

Nb-95

Zr-95

Ce-144

Ce-141

530

480

420

514

7.4

6.3

37

Isotope composition of water sampling I May 1986 in Kiev reservoir (c Liutezh) [9.8.5]
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K23 (Cs-137) 1fT
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SIrE NO.

Cs-137

DATE

Cs-134

Ru-103

Ru-106

5r-90

Ce-144

Rainfall run-off

16 Ju186
12 Oct 86

I

Dovlyady

4

Benyovka

3.4 ±
1.6 ±
0.5 ±
1.4 ±
0.6 ±

14 Oct 86
Oct 87

1.2
0.7
0.2
0.5
0.4

3.5 ±
1.3 ±
0.4 ±
1.3 ±
0.4 ±

0.6 ± 0.2
0.3 ± 0.1

1.3
0.6
0.2
0.6
0.3

0.7 ± 0.3
1.6 ± 0.8
0.7 ± 0.4

0.6 ± 0.3
0.5 ± 0.3

0.6 ± 0.3
0.3 ± 0.1

0.2 ± 0.1

10.0 ± 4.0
8.4 ± 2.8
8.4 ± 3.0
6.5 ± 2.0
5.2 ± 1.7
5.8 ± 2.1
18.0 ± 0.4

Snowmelt run-off

Benyovlca

4

Kopachi

5

Mar-Apr 87

6

Korogod

0.3 ± 0.2

0.3 ± 0.2

0.2 ± 0.1

0.6 ± 0.3

0.4 ± 0.1
5.7 ± 2.5

0.3 ± 0.1
5.0 ± 2.4

0.7 ± 0.3

0.5 ± 0.4
0.4 ± 0.2

1.1 ± 0.3
6.6 ± 1.6

0.6 ± 0.2

0.8 ± 0.3

0.7 ± 0.4

Tablc9.8.9

PLACE

0.2±0.1

SlTENO

Normalised "liquid" washout coefficients of various radionuclides (10- 5 mm-2)
DATE

Cs-134

Ru-103

RU-106

Ce-144

5r-90

0.7

0.6
0.7
1.2

0.3
0.6
0.7
0.9

0.4
0.7

0.7
0.7

0.7

1.0
0.6

Rainfall run-off
Dovlyady

1

16 Ju186
12 Ocl 86

0.9
0.8
0.9

0.7
0.5
1.4

0.6
0.6

0.7

18 Sep 87

Benyovka

2

12 Oct 86

1.0
0.9

4

17 Sep 87
14 Oct 86
07 Ju188
11 Jul88
29 Sep 88

0.9
1.1
1.0
1.0

1.2
0.8
0.8

1.1
1.0
1.1

0.9
1.0

0.7
1.0

1.1
1.5

Kopachi

5

10 Jul88
27 Scp 88

Korogod

6

18 Sep 87

0.6
Snowmelt run-off

Benyovka

4

Kopachi

5

Korogod

6

Mar-Apr 87

Mar 88

Table 9.8.10

1.4

1.2

1.1
0.8

1.5
1.1

0.9
1.0

0.9
0.8

0.15
0.9
1.2
0.7
0.7

Relative values of "solid" washout coefficients for various radionuclides.
K, (Cs-137) equals unity for each site

0.08
0.001

0.001
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Table 9.8.12

Contamination of boltom sediments of different types in Ihe Pripyat River Bq em-2
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Year

1987

1988

1989

Maximum ten days water discharge of River Pripyat
during flooding, m3 g-1

900

860

870

Average water discharge of River Pripyat for summer

200

460

350

Annual average water discharge of River Pripyat, m3 g-1

260

500

390

Input of watershed run-off upslream of 30 km zone into total

70%

40%

44%

Input of flooding of close-in zone and filtration water from dams

20%

48%

42%

Input of filtration from cooling pond, River Glinnitsa & near
dam flood plain

10%

12%

14%

season, m3 s-1

contamination of River Pripyat

Table 9.8.13

Contribution of Sr-90 run-off in the Pripyat River basin for different watershed sections

Cs-137 storage in surrou.nding
soil, Bq cm- 1

Reservoir

Cs-137 contamination density

Storage oJ Cs-137 in bottom,

in bottom Bq cm·2

Bq

range of

average value

variation

7-20

0.4-70

3±7

52

40-60

7-150

48 ± 18

2.6

River Il'ya

80

7-170

70 ± 18

59

River Il'ya

20-50

10-90

37 ± 4

22

7-20

2-90

67

250

River Sakhan
(Rechitsa)

River Sakhan (
Novoshepelichi)

(Dlshanka)
River Braginka
(Ladyzhichi)

Table 9.8.14

Cs-137 in bottom storage reservoirs of water protection facilities on small rivers in 30 km zone
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CASE STUDY NO 8
Partially frozen
soil (upper leyer)

Unfrozen soil
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Figure 9.8.3 Experimenml dependence of Sr-90 concentration on runoff intensity during snowmelt period
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Figure 9.8.4 Experimental dependence of concentration in snowmelt runoff of Sr-90 on concentration of Ca in a case of
partially frozen soil
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Figure 9.8.5 Experimental dependence of partition coefficient,

Kp, on soil-water ratio, r
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CASE STUDY NO 8

Activity,
relative units
1

J

2.

Activi ty,
relative units

4

a.

d

e

Figure 9.8.10 Typical Cs-137 vertical distributions in bottom sediments in accidental zone water bodies (a, b-

contaminated bottom sections, without sediment accummulation; c,d - contaminated bottom sectj.ons with
intense re-suspension and sedimentation burial silt particles beneath sand sections; e,f - flow through channel
sections with full movement and with good filtrations properties)
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9.9 CASE STUDY NO 9-SITE DESCRIPTION AND SUMMARY OF RESEARCH
ACTIVITIES ON THE MOVEMENT AND FATE OF CHLORINATED SOLVENTS IN
GROUNDWATER AT PICATINNY ARSENAL, NEW JERSEY
by T E Imbrigiotta and M Martint

9.9.1

Introduction

Contamination of groondwater by chlorinated solvents is a
major, widespread problem because these compounds are
used in many different processes including metal
degreasing, dry cleaning, organic synthesis, and fumigation,
and because these compounds arc relatively soluble
compared to other synthetic organic contaminants. The

tetrachloretlIylene (PCE) and cis-l,2-dichloroethylene (cisDCE). The infiltration of waste water from the lagoons
and chlorinated solvents from the dry well has
contaminated the groundwater downgradient from Building 24. The contaminant plume extends from Building 24
to Green Pond Brook, a distance of about 500 m [9.9.2].
The purpose of this study is to present

movement and fate of chlorinated solvents transported in
aquifer systems need to be investigated.

(1)
a description of the Picatinny site, including
the generalised hydrogeology and known extent of

The US Geological Survey is conducting an interdisciplinary research study of groundwater contamination
by chlorinated solvents and other contaminants at Picatinny
Arsenal in oorth central New Jersey. The objectives of the
study are to:
(1)
improve the understanding of the chemical,
physical, and biological processes that affect the
movement and fate of these contaminants, particularly trichloroethylene, in the subsurface;
(2)
determine the relative importance of these
processes; and

groundwater contamination of the aquifer system;

(2)

a summary of the significant findings for each

of the research activities that are on going at the
Picatinny site.

9.9.2

Hydrogeology

Picatinny Arsenal is located in a glaciated valley between
two north east to south west trending bedrock ridges that
rise about 60 to 90 m above the glacial sediments. At the
contamination site, as much as 75 m of unstratified and

(3)
develop predictive models of contaminant
transport.

stratified drift overlays a U-shaped weathered bedrock
surface. A generalised hydrogeologic section (A-A' in
Figure 9.9.2) across the valley near the contaminant plume

The study is being conducted at two sites, near Buildings 24
and 95, where the groundwater has been affected by effluent

shows an approximately 15 m thick unconfined aquifer in

from metal-plating, degreasing. and etching operations

(Figure 9.9.1). Research has progressed further at the
Building 24 site than at the Building 95 site, and only the
Building 24 site and its associated research activities are

discussed here.
Picatinny Arsenal is located in north central New Jersey.

The arsenal employs approximately 6400 people in research
and development of munitions and weapons. From 1960 to
1981, a metal plating waste water treatment system in
Building 24 discharged tens of thousands of litres of waste
water daily into two unlined lagoons. The metal plating
waste water contained trace metals such as cadmium,

chromium, copper, lead, nickel, vanadium, and zinc and other
ions used in plating solutions, such as sodium, potassium,

sulfate, chloride, and cyanide [9.9.1]. From 1973 to 1985, a
metal degreaser overflow system discharged pure
chlorinated solvents into a dry well through an open-ended
overflow pipe. The discharge from the overflow system

contained primarily trichloroethylene (TeE) and later
(after 1983) 1,1,I-trichloroethane (TCA) [9.9.2]. The
overflow discharge may have also contained some

1 US Geological Survey, West Trenton, New Jersey, USA

the area between Building 24 and Green Pond Brook. In this
area, the unconfined aquifer is underlain by about 20 m of
confining sediments. Near the lateral limits of the glacial
sediments, the confining sediments are present in numerous
discontinuous layers, and the thickness of the unconfined
sediments is areally variable. The unconfined sediments
range in grain size from gravel and coarse sand to fine clay
and have an estimated average horizontal hydraulic

conductivity of 20 m

d~ t

on the basis of aquifer test and

grain size analyses. The confining sediments are composed

of interbedded fine sand, silt, and clay that have a combined
estimated vertical hydraulic conductivity of 18 em d- t .
Beneath the confining sediments, the confined aquifer is

approximately 20 m thick and is composed of
predominantly fine to coarse sands, that contain some finer

(silt and clay) and coarser (gravel, pebbles, cobbles, and
boulders) sediments. The confined aquifer has an estimated
horizontal hydraulic conductivity of 40 m dol on the basis
of aquifer test and grain size analyses. Bedrock in the study
area consists mainly of dolomite. The bedrock is separated

from the overlying unconsolidated sediments by a zone of
weathered bedrock of variable thickness. The weathered
bedrock is less permeable than the overlying sediments and
the underlying fractured dolomite and is a leaky confining
unit between the overlying and underlying aquifers.
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CASE STUDY NO 9
uncontaminated water contained none of these elements or
compounds in concentrations greater than detection limits.

The areal and vertical distributions of organic and inorganic
compound in the unconfined aquifer are similar, indicating
that organic and inorganic compounds originate from
sources near Building 24 and are transported downgradient
along similar flow paths. The plume extends from Building 24 to Green Pond Brook-a distance of about 500 m.
Acid-extractable organic compounds, base/neutralextractable organic compounds, pesticides, and polychlorinated biphenyls were not detected in samples from
wells along the centre of the plume, indicating that the high
DOC concentrations near the source are not due to the
presence of these priority pollutants. Cyanide, a major
component of several plating process solutions, was present
above detection levels as far as 275 m downgradient from
Building 24.
The distribution of trace metals in aquifer sediment
samples collected at locations downgradient of the waste
water lagoons at Building 24 has been determined. Core
samples collected nearest to Building 24 have maximum
total trace metal concentrations above background levels
for Cr (59 J.Lg I-I), Cu (35 J.Lg I-I), Ni (26 J.Lg I-I), Pb
(17 J.Lg I-I), V (76 J.Lg I-I), and Zn (120 J.Lg I-I). Maximum
concentrations are at depths of about 4 m below land
surface in most core samples, and below this depth the
concentrations arc at background concentrations, which
range from 7 J.Lg 1-1 for Pb to 41 J.Lg 1-1 for V. One sample
collected 370 m downgradient from Building 24 has greater
concentrations of Cr, Cu, Ni, Pb, V. Zn, cerium, and cobalt
than core samples near Building 24. It is uncertain if the
enrichment in downgradient areas is the result of discharges
from Building 24 or from somewhere else. The effect of
aquifer sediment surface coatings on retention and
retardation of trace metals is currently being investigated.
DOC fractions were quantified for a water sample
immediately downgradient from the metal degreaser
overflow dry well by using an isolation procedure that
separates the dissolved organic material from the
particulate and colloidal organic material, and also
separates the dissolved phase into hydrophobic and
hydrophyllic fractions. The groundwater sample contains
16% of the soluble organic malerial in the bydrophillic
fraction and 84% in the hydrophobic fraction. The fractions
were analysed by carbon-13 nuclear-magnetic-resonance
spectroscopy to identify the types of carbon bonding in the
DOC molecular structure. The Picatinny hydrophobic
fraction, which corresponds to a conventional fulvic acid
fraction, has more carboxylate and ketonic carbons and less
aromatic carbons than most aquatic fulvic acids.
Knowledge of the structure, number, and type of functional
groups in the DOC molecules will help determine their
role in TCE and trace metal transport and retention.
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9.9.4.3
solvents

Microbial transformation of chlorinated

The microbial transformation of TCE in the unconfined
aquifer has been indicated by the detection of cis-DCE and
vinyl chloride downgradient from Building 24.
Biotransformation of TCE may occur aerobically or
anaerobically in the unsaturated and saturated zones.
Results of analyses of 16 core samples from the unsaturated
zone showed microbial populations of 0.5 to 6 million
micro-organisms per gram of soil. Preliminary laboratory
microcosm experiments attempting to simulate aerobic
unsaturated zone conditions have shown little or no
biotransformation taking place. However, a fairly stable
population of about 40 million micro-organisms per gram
of soil was observed in these soil microcosms. Bacterial
inactivity near the contaminant source is hypothesised to be
the result of toxicity, lack of essential nutrients,
inappropriate incubation conditions, or experimental error.
Biotransformation rates in the aerobic saturated zone are
currently being investigated in similar laboratory
microcosm experiments.
The effect of supplementary carbon sources on microbial
biotransformation of TCE and TCA also is being
investigated. Soil microcosms were set up to simulate
anaerobic saturated zone conditions, and a suite of
alkylbenzene compounds were added as supplementary
carbon sources. Preliminary results indicate that loss of
TCE from biotransformation was two times greater in the
microcosms without alkylbenzenes compared to
micro~osms with alkylbenzenes.

9.9.4.4
Distribution and movement of chlorinated
solvents in groundwater
Existing hydrogeologic data were used to develop a
preliminary quasi-three-dimensional flow model for the
area. Initial calibration of this model has refined initial
estimates of the hydraulic characteristics and the initial
approximations to the upper recbarge boundary. A more
detailed three-dimensional flow model is being developed
to incorporate additional hydrogeologic data and an areally
and temporally variable groundwater recharge boundary on
the basis of precipitation and topography. The flow system
defined by the three-dimensional flow model is being used
to define the boundary conditions of two smaller-scale
two-dimensional solute transport models. Preliminary
areal and cross-sectional solute transport models were
constructed to define the horizontal movement of selected
contaminants in the unconfined sediments and the vertical
movement of these contaminants within and between
several aquifers at the site. The preliminary solutetransport models will be modified to include areal-and
time-dependent decay terms to represent losses of solute
through vaporisation and microbiological decay.
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APPENDIX 1

CONVENTION ON EARLY NOTIFICATION OF A NUCLEAR ACCIDENT
(Adopted on 26 September 1986 during the 8th plenary meeting)

THE STATES PARTIES TO THIS CONVENTION,
AWARE tbat nuclear activities are being carried oUl in a
number of States,
NOTING that comprebensive measures have been and are
being taken to ensure a bigh level of safety in nuclear

activities, aimed- at preventing nuclear accidents and
minimizing the consequences of any such accident, should it

occur,
DESIRING to strengthen further international cooperation in the safe development and use of nuclear energy.
CONVINCED of the need for States to provide relevant
information about nuclear accidents as early as possible in
order that transboundary radiological consequences can be
minimized,
NOTING the usefulness of bilateral and multilateral
arrangements on information exchange in this area,
HAVE AGREED as follows:

Article I

(e)
the manufacture, use, storage, disposal and
transport of radioisotopes for agricultural, industrial,
medical and related scientific and research purposes; and

if)
the use of radioisotopes for power generation in
space objects.
Article 2

Notification and information
In the event of an accident specified in article I (hereinafter
referred to as a "nuclear accident"), the State Party referred
to in that article shall:
(a)
forthwith notify, directly or through the
International Atomic Energy Agency (hereinafter referred
to as the "Agency"), those States which are or may be
physically affected as specified in article I and the Agency
of the nuclear accident, its nature, the time of its occurrence
and its exact location where appropriate; and
(b)
promptly provide the States referred to in subparag(aph (a), directly or through the Agency, and the
Agency with such available information relevant to
minimizing the radiological consequences in those States. as
specified in article 5.

Scope of application
Article 3

1.
This Convention shall apply in the event of any
accident involving facilities or activities of a State Party or
of persons or legal entities under its jurisdiction or control,
referred to in paragraph 2 bclow, from which a rclcase of
radioactive material occurs or is likely to occur and which
has resulted or may result in an international
transboundary release that could be of radiological safety
significance for another State.
2.
The facilities and activities referred to in
paragraph I are the following:
(a)

any nuclear reactor wherever located;

(b)

any nuclear fuel cycle facility;

(c)

any radioactive waste management facility;

(d)
thc transport and storage of nuclear fuels or
radioactive wastes;

NOTE: Pursuant to Article 12.3, the Convention entered into force
on 27 October 1986.

Other Nuclear Accidents
With a view to minimizing the radiological consequences,
States Parties may notify in the event of nuclear accidents
other than those specified in articlc 1.

Article 4
Functions of the Agency
The Agency shall:
(a)
fortbwith inform States Parties, Member States,
other States which are or may be physically affected as
specified in article 1 and relevant international
intergovernmental organizations (hereinafter referred to as
"international organizations") of a notification received
pursuant to sub-paragrapb (a) of article 2; and

______ ____ ~D
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(b)
promptly provide any State Party, Member State
information or consultations sought by an affected State
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Article 7

Article 5
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2.
Booh State Party shall promptly inform. the
A~enc~ orany changes that may 'occur in the infonnation
--------------------------~~-------~-;----------------__.·eferred-to-iJrl'aragrapfrt;--·----------------------------foreseeable development of the nuclcar accldcnt relevant t o ·
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.
3.
The Agency shall maintain an up-to-date list of
(d)
the general characteristics of the radioactive
such national authorities and points of contact as well as
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In furtherance of their mutual interests. States Parties may
consider, where deemed appropriate, the conclusion of
bllateral or mulUlateral arrangements relatIng to the
subject matter ef Ihis CeftventieH.

Article 6

Article 10

ConsDllatlolts

Relatioltship to other internatioltal agreements

3.

Information received pursuant to slIb-paragraph

(b) of article 2 may be used without restriction, except
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Convention, or under future international agreements
concluded in accordance with the object and purpose of this
Convention.
Article 11
Settlement of disputes

1.
In the event of a dispute between States Parties, or
between a State Party and the Agency, concerning the
interpretation or application of this Convention, the parties
to the dispute shall consnlt with a view to the settlement
of the dispute by negotiation or by any other peaceful means
of settling disputes acceptable to them.
2.
If a dispute of this character between States
Parties cannot be settled within one year from the request
for consultatiou pursuant to paragraph I, it shall, at the
request of any party to such dispute, be submitted to
arbitration or referred to the International Court of Justice
for decision. Where a dispute is submitted to arbitration, if,
within six months from the date of the request, the parties
to the dispute are unable to agree on the organization of the
arbitration, a party may request the President of the
International Court of Justice or the Secretary-General of
the United Nations to appoint one or more arbitrators. In
cases of conflicting requestS by the parties to the dispute.
the request to the Secretary-General of the United Nations
shall have priority.
3.
When signing, ratifying, accepting, approving or
acceding to this Convention, a State may declare that it does
not consider itself bound by either or both of the dispute
settlement procedures providcd for in paragraph 2. The
other States Parties shall not be bound by a dispute settlement procedure provided for in paragraph 2 with respect to
a State Party tor which such a declaration is in force.

2.
A State and Namibia, represented by the United
Nations Council for Namibia, may express its consent to be
bound by this Convention either by signature, or by deposit
of an instrument of ratitication, acceptance or approval
following signature made subject to ratification, acceptance
or approval, or by deposit of an instrument of accession. The
instruments of ratification, acceptance, approval or
accession shall be deposited with the depositary.
3.
This Convention shall enter into force thirty days
after consent to be bound has been expressed by three States.
4.
For each State expressing consent to be bonnd by
this Convention after its entry into force, this Convention
shall enter into force for that State thirty days after the
date of expression of consent.
5.
(a) This Convention shall be open tor accession, as
provided tor in this article, by international organizations
and regional integration organizations constituted by
sovereign States, which have competence in respect of the
negotiation, conclusion and application of international
agreements in matters covered by this Convention.
(b)
In matters within their competence such
organizations shall, on their own behalf, exercise the rights
and fulfil the obligations which this Convention attributes
to States Parties.

(c)
When depositing its instrnment of accession, snch
an organization shall communicate to the depositary a
declaration indicating the extent of its competence in
respect of matters covered by this Convention.
(d)
Snch an organization shall not hold any vote
additional to those of its Member States.

Article 13

Provisional application
4.
State Party which has made a declaration in
accordance with paragraph 3 may ·at any time withdraw it
by notification to the depositary.

A State may, upon signature or at any later date before this
Convention enters into force for it, declare that it will
apply this Convention provisionally.

Article 12

Entry into force

Article 14

Amendments
I.
This Convention shall be open for signature by all
Statcs and Namibia, rcpresented by the United Nations
Council for Namibia, at the Headquarters of the
International Atomic Energy Agency in Vienna and at the
Headquarters of the United Nations in New York, from 26
Septcmbcr 1986 and 6 October 1986 respectively, until its
entry into force or for twelve months, whichever period is
longer.

1.
A State Party may propose amendments to this
Convention. The proposed amendment shall be submitted
to the depositary who shall circulate it immediately to all
other States Parties.
2.
If a majority of thc States Parties request the
depositary to convene a confemce to consider the proposed
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APPENDIX 2
CONVENTION ON ASSISTANCE IN THE CASE OF A NUCLEAR ACCIDENT OR RADIOLOGICAL
EMERGENCY
(Adopted on 26 September 1986 during the 8th plenary meeting)
THE STATES PARTIES TO THIS CONVENTION,
AWARE that nuclear activities are being carried out in a
number of States,
NOTING that comprehensive measures have been and are
being taken to ensure a high level of safety in nuclear
activities, aimed at preventing nuclear accidents andminimizing the consequences of any such accident, should it

3.
The States Parties request the Agency, acting
within the framework of its Statute, to use its best endeavours in accordance with the provisions of this Convention
to promote, facilitate and support the cooperation between
States Parties provided for in this Convention.

Article 2
Provision of assistance

occur,
DESIRING to strengthen further international cooperation in the sate development and use of nuclear energy,
CONVINCED of the need for an international framework
which will facilitate the prompt provision of assistance in
the event of a nuclear accident or radiological emergency to
mitigate its consequences,
NOTING the usefulness of bilateral and multilateral
arrangements on mutual assistance in this area,
NOTING the activities of the International Atomic Energy
Agency in developing guidelines for mutual emergency
assistance arrangements in connection with a nuclear
accident or radiological emergency.
HAVE AGREED as follows:

Article I

General provisions
I.
The States Parties shall cooperate between
themselves and with the International Atomic Energy
Agency (hereinafter referred to as the "Agency") in
accordance with the provisions of this Convention to
facilitate prompt assistance in the event of a nuclear
accident or radiological emergency to minimize its
consequences and to protect life, property and the
environment from the effects of radioactive releases.

2.
To facilitate such cooperation States Parties may
agree on bilateral or multilateral arrangements or, where
appropriate, a combination of these, for preventing or
minimizing injury and damage which may result in the
event of a nuclear accident or radiological emergency.

1.
If a Slate Party needs assislance in the event of a
nuclear accident or radiological emergency, whether or not
such accident or emergency originates within its territory,
jurisdiction or control, it may call for such assistance from
any other Slate Party, directly or through the Agency, and
from the agency, or, where appropriate, from other
international intergovernmental organizations (hereinafter
referred to as "international organizations").
2.
A Slate Party requesting assiSlance shall specify
the scope and type of assistance required and, where
practicable, provide the assisting party with such information as may be necessary for that party to determine the
extent to which it is able to meet the request. In the event
that it is not practicable for the requesting Slate Party to
specify the scope and type of assistance required, the requesting Slate Party and the assisting party shall, in consullation, decide upon the scope and type of assistance required.
3.
Each State Party to which a request for such
assiSlance is directed shall promptly decide and notify the
requesting State Party, directly or through the Agency,
whether it is in a position to render the assistance requested,
and the scope and terms of the assistance that might be
rendered.
4.
States Parties shall, within the limits of their
capabilities, identity and notify the Agency of experts,
equipment and materials which could be made available for
the provision of assistance to other States Parties in the
event ofa nuclear accident or radiological emergency as
well as the terms, especially financial. under which such
assistance could be provided.
5.
Any State Party may request assistance relating to
medical treatment or temporary relocation into the
territory of another State Party of people involved in a
nuclear accident or radiological emergency.
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(iii)
transmitting requests for assistance and
relevam information in lhe event of a nuelear
accident or radiological emergency;

(d)
a State Party providing assistance in response to a
request under paragraph,) of article 2 shall co-ordinate that
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and to other Slates Parties, directly or throngh the Agency,
its competent authorities and point of contact authorized to
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requesting assistance in the event of a nuclear accident or
radiological emergency appropriate resources allocated for
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.
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the purpose of conducting an initial assessment of the

accident or emergency;
(d)
offer its good offices to the States Parties and
Member States in the event of a nuclear accident or

radiological emergency;
(e)
establish and maintain liason with international
organizations for the purposes of obtaining and exchanging
relevant information and data, and make a list of such
organizations available to States Parties, Member States

and the aforementioned organizations.

extent that such expenses are not directly defrayed by the
requesting State. Unless otherwise agreed, reimbursement
shall be provided promptly after the assisting party has
presented its request for reimbursement to the requesting

State, and in respect of costs other than local costs, shall be
freely transferrable.
3.
Notwithstanding paragraph 2, the assisting party
may at any time waive, or agree to the postponement of, the
reimbursement in whole or in part. In considering such
waiver or postponement, assisting parties shall give due
consideration to the needs of developing countries.

Article 6

Article 8

Confidentiality and public statements

Privileges immunities and facilities

1.
The requesting State and the assisting party shall
protect the confidentiality of any confidential information
that becomes available to either of them in connection willi

1.
The requesting State shall afford to personnel of
the assisting party and personnel acting on its behalf the

the assistance in the event of a nuclear accident or
radiological emergency. Such information shall be used
exclusively for the purpose of the assistance agreed upon.

necessary privileges, immunities and facilities for the
performance of their assistance functions.

2.

The requesting State shall afford the following

privileges and immunities to personnel of the assisting

2.

The assisting party shall make every effort to

coordinate with the requesting State before releasing
information to the public on the assistance provided in
connection with a nuclear accident or radiological
emergency.

party or personnel acting on its behalf who have been dnly
notified to and accepted by the requesting State:
(a)
immunity from arrest, detention and legal process,
including criminal, civil and administrative jurisdiction. of
the requesting State, in respect of acts or omissions in the

performance of their dnties; and
Article 7
Reimbursement of costs

(b)
exemption from taxation, duties or other charges,
except those which are normally incorporated in the price
of goods or paid for services rendered, in respect of the

1.
An assisting party may offer assistance without
costs to the requesting State. When considering whether to

performance of their assistance functions.

offer assistance on such a basis, the assisting party shall
take into account:

3.

(a)
the nature of the nuclear accident or radiological
emergency;
(b)
the place of origin of the nuclear accident or
radiological emergency;
(c)

the needs of developing countries;

(d)
the particular needs of countries without nuclear
facilities; and
(e)

any other relevant factors.

2
When assistance is provided wholly or partly on a
reimbursement basis, the requesting State shall reimburse

the assisting party for the costs incurred for the services
rendered by persons or organizations acting on its behalf,
and for all expenses in connection with the assistance to the

The requesting State shall:

(a)
afford the assisting party exemption from
taxation, duties or other charges on the equipment and

property brought into the territory of the requesting State
by the assisting party for the purpose of the assistance; and
(b)
provide immunity from seizure, attachment or
requisition of such equipment and property.

4.
The requesting State shall ensure the return of
such equipment and property. If requested by the assisting
party, the requesting State shall arrange, to the extent it is
able to do so, for the necessary decontamination of recoverable equipment involved in the assistance before its return.

5.

The requesting State shall facilitate the entry into,

stay in and departure from its national territory of
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_
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_
_

Cb);-and----------------------------------

~mmun~t~es, 311 bene~iciari~s enjoying such privileges and
-----rnmnmil:nlUmnttrerurnierttrlC£fl:icte-tr.rve-aliIrtyLoJespa.'Mtre

(d)
compensate the assisting party or persons or other
legal entities acting on its behalf for:
------------laws-and-r-cgulatiorul--oLthe.-requesting-State.--T-he}'--'bal!----------------------------------------------------------also have the duty not to interfere in the domestic affairs of
(I)
death of or injury tO~"9nnel_QL~
_
the requesting State.
assisting party or persons acting on its behalf;
--

-----------8~-----N0t1ling-in--tl1is--ar-licle--sha!l_preflll!ice-rigltt-s-and-----
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equipment or materials related to the assistance;
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afforded pursuant 10 other illLernaliumtl agreemenls
rules of customary international law.

Uf

the

.

._.

.

_

..
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..
.
acceding to this Convention. a State may declare that it does
3.
ThIS artIcle shall not prevent compensatIon or
_
mdemnIty ava~e under any appbcalJ1emternatlOnlli
not consider itself bound in whole or in part by paragraphs
-------Tand:C-·----------------------- ----------agreement--or-natronatlaw-of-any-State;--------··----------------

Art-ide 9

5.
When signing. ratifyin~ceDtillih..1!DDroving or
acceding to this Convention, a State may declare:

Transit of personnel~ equipment and property

----f(a<i)\-----that-it-does-nut.-rorrsidez
in part by paragraphc:2L;:
Each State Palty stratt;-aL the Iequestuf-tlJe-nxp:restlIlg State

itself~boUild iii

wIJOle-or----·-

_
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caused the death, injnry loss or damage",.
_
reqnestmg State.
------------------------------------------6:----SlateParty--which-fiii,;Iiiiideii-declarationln--------

Arhcle 10
Claims and compensation

at ally Lime-w1thdnw it
by n"tific.ti"R t" the-<l"l''''''''8i~tar''':l'l·'r.- - - - - - - - - - - - -

~accurrhITJCe-Wittrpanrgraph-Ylliay

I.
Th. Stal€, ParHe, 'hall-€le'&'eeJllyy-<e"ol€oljljl"'er"al1!teB-HiRlHleflrdl<~e,.r--------------------------Article 11
to facilitate the settlement of legal proceedings and claims
under this article.
Termination of assistance

2.
URI." e(herwis. ag",.d, a ".~H.stiRg Slal€ shaH
in respect of death or of injury to persons. damage to or loss
The Icqnestiiig State OI the assistiJig patty iliay at any time,
of property, or damage to the environment caused within its
--- .
------c-:c:'=':cc-c-:=~_c_:c_"_:c-=~c_:_~~==_c_:c-e-c-c-c=,-c----'auf-ute"r'-"app.PPJr[j,n!j:plI:ri-a te consultations and by natj fication'--'JJDLl.
territory Or other area under its jurisdiction or control in
writing, request the termination of assistance received or
[he cOUise of pIOvidillg [he assistance requested.
.
provided nnder this Convention. Once such a request has
Ca)
not bring any legal proceedings against the
been made, the partIes involved shan consult with each

_

-----a'-s'-csi's"ti-ng-p-a-CrtC-y-oC-r-'p'-ec-r-s-'on-s-o"rC-O"th-'e-r'I'eg-a'I'e-n"'t"it~ie-'s'-a-c--;-ti.n-g-o-n--.(ltJtlI1cIe""rtlITIIIa:Ke--a:rr.nrgenrerrL~ the proper conclusioltn.olff~---

Its 5enalf;

tho ."istanGO.
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Article 12
Relationship to other international agreements

This Convention shall not affect the reciprocal rights and
obligations of States Parties under existing international
agreements which relate to the matters covered by this
C·onvention. or under future international agreements
concluded in accordance with the object and purpose of this
Convention.

Article 13
Settlement of disputes
1.
In the event of a dispute between States Parties, or
betweeu a State Party and the Agency, concerning the
interpretation or application of this Convention, the parties
to the dispute shall consult with a view to the settlement
of the dispnte by negotiation or by any other peaceful means
of scttling disputes acceptable to them.
2,
If a dispute of this charactcr between Statcs
Parties cannot be settled within onc year from the
request for consultation pursuant to paragraph 1, it shall, at
the request of any party to such dispute, be submitted to
arbitration, or referred to the International Court of
Justice for decision. Where a dispute is submitted to
arbitration, if, within six months from the date of the

request, the parties to the dispute are unable to agree on the

organization of the arbitration, a party may request the
President of the International Court of Justice or the
Secretary-General of the United Nations to appoint one or
marc arbitrators. In cases of conflicting requests by the
parties to the dispute, the request to the Secretary-General
of the United Nations shall have priority.
3.
When signing, ratifying, accepting, approving or
acceding to this Convention, a Statc may dcclare that it does
not consider itself bound by either or both of the dispute
settlement procedures providcd for in paragraph 2. The
other States Parties shall not be bound by a dispute settlement procedure provided for in paragraph 2 with respect to
a State Party for which such a declaration is in force.

Council for Namibia, at the Headquarters of the
International Atomic Energy Agency in Vienna and at the
Headquarters of the United Nations in New York, from
26 September 1986 and 6 October 1986 respectively, until
its enlly into force or for twelve months, whichever period
is longer.
2.
A State and Namibia, represented by the
United Nations Council for Namibia, may express its
consent to be bound by this Convention either by signature,
or by deposit of an insttument of ratification, acceptance or
approval following signature made subject to ratification,
acceptance or approval, or by deposit of an instrument of
accession. The instruments of ratification, acceptance,
approval or accession shall be deposited with the
depositary.
3.
This Convention shall enter into force thirty days
after consent to be bound has been expressed by three States.
4.
For each State expressing consent to be bound by
this Convention after its entry into force, this Convention
shall enter into force for that State thirty days after the
date of expression of consent.
5.
(a)
This Convention shall be open for
accession, as provided for in this article, by international
organizations and regional integration organizations
constituted by sovereign States, which have competence in
respect of the negotiation, conclusion and application of
international agreements in matters covered by this
Convention.
(b)
In matters within their competencc such
organizations shall, on their own behalf, exercise the rights
and fulfil the obligations which this Convention attributes
to States Parties.

(c)
When depositing its instrument of accession,
such an organization shall communicate to the
depositary a declaration indicating the extent of its
competence in respect of matters covered by this
Convention.
(d)
Such an organization shall not hold any vote
additional to those of its Mcmber States.

4.
A State Party which has made a declaration in
accordance with paragraph 3 may at any time withdraw it
by notification to the depositary.
Article 15
Article 14

Provisional application

Entry into force

This Convention shall bc open for signature by all
States and Namibia, represented by the United Nations
1.

A State may, upon signature or at any later date before this
Convention enters into force for it, declare that it will
apply this Convention provisionally.
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_
Convention. The proposed amendmem shall be submitted
of amendcm::::e:.::n:.::t;'--.
_
to the depositary who shall circulatc it immediately to all
- - - - - other States ParlIes.
-tl+-~"Ile1t--deflosil ae a" -iftstrtlmeRt-ef'-l'll!ifie1ttioo-;----__
__ __
__ __ _
ac.ce-IUanc~ __ appIQy-aL-nL-1)cres.sjon--co-nrerni~-lhis--__
2.
If a majority of the States Parties request the
Conventio"_oranyprotocolofamendment;
depositary to convene a conference to consider the proposed
. .
.
-----ca~;mendments, the depOSItary shall Invite all States Parties
(e)
. a"y~tttln '" _-withdTa-wal therefif 1ft
-----------to-attend-sucir-a-conference-to-begiIrnut-soorrerLhan-l1rirly---al:cordance-witbllfJ:icles..&,_lll and.J3;
..
-----daJl-WlCtcuhe-lllllila!UJmi-~=~t
.

--~
any declaration of provlslonmapphcatlOn Of1lil~S- - - - ______::a~d0'1P~ted at the conference by a two-thirds majority Of all
Ceft'/eflli"ft-ffi-aeeordanee-with-artielee-llc55,:-,
_
States Parties shall be laid down in a protocol which is
- ---- --- --- ---- --- --- ---- --- - -----------opento-sTgnafilfi'jn-V!c'fnaan'n'ew-y oiKoyarC Suifes-- ('5 ---theentfy illto force of !his Convemion and of any
------Parties:-amendment thereto; and

3.

The protocol shall enter into force thirty days

if)

-------aftef-consen(to-oo-6ounoliasoeen-exprcsseaby three Siafes.---------

__ !~_~~l!-I!pia~_~!1~~~~~~I!~er _~!i~~ _ ! L

_

For-c'.:tcfr-S1awexplcssing COlISelIl La be-ummcrtrrt11c
.--.----------.------------------_ _ _--Pro!o.c.oJ after its entry in.t.o force, tbe-protoco.Ls.hall-eJ!,tet:--.------------------------------_______ iIlt2.l"ofc;e__forlI1al._Stat."JIIi'1y._'Iay_'---aLteI..ll1.c...cJal"-.()L________
_
Arlk.if J-'!
_
expression of consent.

----_---.:.-

Authentic texts and certified copies

2,

Denunciation shall take effect one year following

me dale on wTiiClf the nOl1hcalIo"n"'IS""r"'e;'ce"'ICCv"'c"d--b"'y"'[hh~e---------------.-------------.-------<Iep"silar-y~---------------------------------11'LWLlliES!LW!lliREQEJb_LQQd~~ilme.il-L h~jn!Ld~ly_

authorized, have signed this Convention, open for signature
301.> provided for in paf.;1graph 1 of ~rticle 14.
Ai licle 18
-------------------IJepos,to,.-y-----------------AB8PT-I:--B-by-t1Ie-6cneral-€onfcrcnee-ef-thc-lntematiOllal--------______________________________.__ AlODlic Energy Agency

1.
The Director General or the Agency shaH be the
depOSitary of this Convention.

m",~.Yienna-

_

on the twenty-sixth day of September one thousand nine

hundred and eighty-six.

--=-:_------------~

